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Tuesday, January 1, 2013

Happy New Year! 

2013
Year of the Window

It is tempting to believe that extraordinary events must have been carefully orchestrated by someone. 
This is the main ingredient in conspiracy theories—denial that extraordinary events are caused by the 
ordinary. 

The reason I bring this up is to help you put Freegold in the proper perspective to understand my use of 
the term "window" as in "window of opportunity". Freegold will certainly be a high impact, 
extraordinary event as I understand it, and completely unexpected by most people. But that doesn’t 
change the fact that it could be, and was, seen coming a mile away. 

Extraordinary events are caused by the ordinary all the time, and Freegold will be a good example. It 
has been rolling in like the tide longer than most of us have been alive. If there was a "conspiracy" 
surrounding Freegold, it was a conspiracy to forestall the inevitable, by those who had the most to gain, 
until structural foundations could be retrofitted enough to withstand the storm of transition. 

With a long view, we can see several times when massive amounts of resources were expended to keep 
the wheels on the bus at times when it looked like they were falling off. A popular view is that central 
bankers do this to retain their own power and influence. But a different view exposed by the Gold Trail 
reveals that it was being done for a purpose: to buy time in order to retrofit the system to withstand the 
inevitable transition to Freegold.

Look at this chart of the 1980 spike in the gold price. Notice the steep climb in September 1979 with a 
spike on October 2nd. 



(Click to enlarge)

The wheels were coming off the bus. The general fear among European central bankers gathering on 
October 1st for an IMF meeting in Belgrade was that the global financial system was on the verge of 
collapse. You might recognize the names of some of the central bankers at that time. Jelle Zijlstra was 
the President of the Dutch central bank (DNB) and the BIS, and Alexandre Lamfalussy was an advisor 
to the BIS, soon to become its General Manager. 

Fed Chairman Paul Volcker arrived in Belgrade early and left early, departing on the first day of the 
meeting, "his ears still resonating with strongly stated European recommendations for stern action to 
stem severe dollar weakness." [1] But don't think this was about the price of gold. Gold is the linchpin 
of the system, but that spike in gold was to the collapsing system like a fire alarm is to a raging inferno. 
You can't put the fire out by simply turning off the alarm. 

Those central bankers looked into the abyss, and then took emergency measures to buy the time needed 
to retrofit the global monetary and financial system so that it could weather the storm they saw coming. 
One thing was that Volcker was pushed to take quick action that, reportedly, was not embraced by the 
Executive Branch. But that wasn't even the half of it. Those European central bankers also decided to 
support the dollar's exchange rate by buying dollars: 

FOA: "My point was that their actions can only be justified from a position of "buying time". Most of 
the major World and European countries had economies and currencies that could stand on their own in 
a competitive world. Yes, their transition from a dollar reserve would have been painful. But, compare 
that loss to the percentage of lifestyle gain they paid as a tax to the US by artificially maintaining the 
dollar exchange rate. Their Central Banks support polices were a decision to waste their citizens' 

http://www.usagold.com/goldtrail/archives/goldtrailone.html
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productive efforts in a process that held together a failing currency system. 

[…]

It seems the only explanation for the continued support of the dollar came in the form of "buying time":
time to recreate a world reserve currency. But this time, make it subject to a whole group of diverse 
nations of conflicting political wills. In this format no one country can call the shots for the world. In 
addition, take away the need to compete with gold. Let gold be a supporting "reserve asset" that trades 
in a free market, unlent and non monetary so as to circumvent its manipulation."

You can see that post-1980 European CB support for the dollar in stark relief here. And the other thing 
they did was to encourage and support the development and expansion of a vibrant and explosive paper 
gold marketplace for the purpose of absorbing the demand for gold in support of the dollar. Again, this 
was the European central bankers supporting the status quo in order to buy time for... 

FOA: "On January 1 1999, the Euro was born. On the headlines of almost every paper, the new Euro 
currency immediately became the topic of speculation. How high or low would it go,,,,,,, will it last,,,,,, 
what good is it,,,, and on and on. Yet, completely hidden from view and outside most speculator 
interest, one important item was overlooked. Once this competing reserve currency was formed, the 
two major power blocks of the world no longer shared the purpose of maintaining a paper gold market! 
Established, maintained and supported for the purpose of absorbing the demand for gold, its price 
damping effects were no longer needed."

This is a good example of a major, multifaceted, coordinated, long term (20 years!) European central 
bank effort to forestall the inevitable transition for the good of the entire global monetary and financial 
system, and by none other than those who stood to gain the most from the transition. Evil bastards! ;D

ANOTHER: "The CBs were becoming the primary suppliers by replacing openly held gold with CB 
certificates. This action has helped keep gold flowing during a time that trading would have locked 
up… Westerners should not be too upset with the CBs actions, they are buying you time!"

Then came the 90s when, as ANOTHER stated above, those European CBs became suppliers to the 
gold market as the whole "paper gold thing" didn't work out quite like they thought it might:

ANOTHER: "The BIS and other various governments that developed this trade ( notice I didn't use 
conspiracy as it was good business, as the world gained a lot ) , thought that the paper gold forward 
market would have allowed the gold industry to expand production some five times over! Don't ask 
where they got this, as they are the same people that bring us government finance and such. But, 
without a major increase in gold supply, the paper created by this "gold control operation" will either be 
paid by, 1. new supply. 2. the central banks. 3. rollover existing. 4. cash? 5. or total default! As the 
Asians started buying up everything last year ( 97 ) , number 5 and 5 started looking like the answer! 
When the CBs started selling into this black hole of demand, the discussion of #5 started in their rooms 
also."

For example, Wim Duisenberg, who followed Jelle Zijlstra as the head of the Dutch CB and later 
became the first President of the ECB, oversaw the sale of Dutch gold in two significant tranches of 

http://www.usagold.com/goldtrail/archives/another2.html
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400t (announced January 1993) and 300t (announced January 1997), and by decade's end had allowed 
for the lending of up to 15% (150t) of CB gold reserves.

But then, in a surprising policy reversal, he led the European central bankers in their Joint statement on 
gold, also known as the CBGA or the WAG. This statement was a very simple press release which, in 
essence, reversed the gold policy of the previous two decades and put the paper gold market makers on 
notice that they (the European CBs) would no longer be the lender of last resort for gold:

In the interest of clarifying their intentions with respect to their gold holdings, the 
undersigned institutions make the following statement:

1. Gold will remain an important element of global monetary reserves.

2. The undersigned institutions will not enter the market as sellers, with the exception of 
already decided sales. 

3. The gold sales already decided will be achieved through a concerted programme of sales 
over the next five years. Annual sales will not exceed approximately 400 tons and total 
sales over this period will not exceed 2,000 tons.

4. The signatories to this agreement have agreed not to expand their gold leasings and 
their use of gold futures and options over this period.

5. This agreement will be reviewed after five years.

One could say that a window of opportunity for something had just opened. That was 9/26/99. On 
9/29/99 the paper gold market imploded. The price of gold quickly rose 22% over a two week period 
(which would be like gold spiking to $2,030/oz. next week) and, for a brief moment in time, the lease 
rate spiked and the GOFO plunged signaling backwardation in the gold futures market. 

There was a rumor that the Fed and the BOE were active in silencing the fire alarm that time:

"In front of 3 witnesses, Bank of England Governor Eddie George spoke to Nicholas J. Morrell (CEO 

http://www.gata.org/node/4246
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of Lonmin Plc) after the Washington Agreement gold price explosion in Sept/Oct 1999. Mr. George said 
"We looked into the abyss if the gold price rose further. A further rise would have taken down one or 
several trading houses, which might have taken down all the rest in their wake.

Therefore at any price, at any cost, the central banks had to quell the gold price, manage it. It was very 
difficult to get the gold price under control but we have now succeeded. The US Fed was very active in 
getting the gold price down. So was the U.K."

In 2004, the European CBs renewed their "Joint Statement on Gold" as promised, but for some reason 
the BOE didn't participate this time:

In the interest of clarifying their intentions with respect to their gold holdings, the 
undersigned institutions make the following statement:

1. Gold will remain an important element of global monetary reserves.

2. The gold sales already decided and to be decided by the undersigned institutions will be 
achieved through a concerted programme of sales over a period of five years, starting on 
27 September 2004, just after the end of the previous agreement. Annual sales will not 
exceed 500 tons and total sales over this period will not exceed 2,500 tons.

3. Over this period, the signatories to this agreement have agreed that the total amount of 
their gold leasings and the total amount of their use of gold futures and options will not 
exceed the amounts prevailing at the date of the signature of the previous agreement.

4. This agreement will be reviewed after five years.

Then, in 2008, something happened. 

2013 – Year of the Window 

I'm pretty new to this trail. I only started hiking it in 2008, a year that, like 1979 and 1999, the wheels 
almost came off the bus. Were massive resources expended at a loss just to keep the wheels on the bus 
that year? You be the judge. 

I have relayed my own personal experiences buying gold from my local dealer in October and 
November of 2008 as anecdotal evidence of a tight supply (that I encountered) while the price was 
plunging from $900/oz. down to a low of $713/oz., and then plentiful supply at the bottom. I don't 
know. Did someone go massively short physical and long paper gold (or futures) in November of 2008 
in order to support the paper gold market as the linchpin holding the wheels on the bus? Did somebody 
willingly take losses in order to delay the inevitable a little bit longer? 

http://www.ecb.int/press/pr/date/2004/html/pr040308.en.html


These charts are like a seismograph that records an earthquake, an explosion or some abrupt 
disturbance in the force. I do not think they are predictive. I do not think they are even descriptive 
enough to tell us what happened. They simply show us, in hindsight, that something happened. It is up 
to us to decide what we think happened. 

So what happened in late 2008 as a result of the financial market collapse that began two months 
earlier? And did the European CBs do anything to forestall the transition once again? I don't know. But 
it is noteworthy that when they renewed their Joint Statement on Gold eight months later the #3 line 
about limiting gold leasing was gone and in its place was a line about IMF gold sales:

In the interest of clarifying their intentions with respect to their gold holdings the 
undersigned institutions make the following statement:

1. Gold remains an important element of global monetary reserves.

2. The gold sales already decided and to be decided by the undersigned institutions will be 
achieved through a concerted programme of sales over a period of five years, starting on 
27 September 2009, immediately after the end of the previous agreement. Annual sales will 
not exceed 400 tonnes and total sales over this period will not exceed 2,000 tonnes.

3. The signatories recognize the intention of the IMF to sell 403 tonnes of gold and noted 
that such sales can be accommodated within the above ceilings.

4. This agreement will be reviewed after five years.

One thing that I was missing back then (2008-2009) was the wider perspective of someone who had 
been hiking this trail a lot longer than I had been. Then, in late 2009 or early 2010, Belgian put me in 
touch with Aristotle and we started emailing. 

Ari had been following ANOTHER and FOA since their very first comments on Kitco back in 1997, 
and he is also the only person I know of who exchanged private emails directly with FOA during the 
Gold Trail years. He is also the one commenter from "back then" who, in my opinion, "got it" better 
than anyone else. 

http://www.ecb.int/press/pr/date/2009/html/pr090807.en.html
http://4.bp.blogspot.com/-CpILkqxvJ9Q/UOF0-D7IxjI/AAAAAAAADt8/9sH6DbgGpss/s1600/Lease_rates.jpg


Somewhere around the turn of the century, or perhaps even right after FOA disappeared, Ari decided to 
subscribe to the Central Banking Journal, a quarterly trade publication put out by and for central 
bankers. It costs about $800 per year to subscribe. He has read every single issue of this boring trade 
publication, cover to cover, for more than a decade now. And I mention this simply to illustrate for you 
his extreme focus on central banking policy discussions, at least since FOA went away. 

Ari has been hiking this trail a lot longer than I have, he understands it better than I do, and he thinks 
that central bank policy discussions are relevant to the potential timing of FOA's "changing world 
financial architecture" aka Freegold. As I mentioned just last week, my July 2010 post Timing Is 
Everything came directly from a curious email exchange in which Ari introduced me to the idea that, 
perhaps, the European central banks are somehow supporting the paper gold market at certain times. 

Then, later in 2010, he introduced me to another idea: that 2013 might be the new "window" being 
targeted by the central bankers for transition to the new "world financial architecture" (aka Freegold). 
So, yes, I have had my eye on 2013 for two years now, and I decided on this name (year of the 
window) back in November. Fonoah can vouch for that since I mentioned it in an email. 

What I'm trying to do here in this post is to share with you the nuances of my perspective and my 
reasoning behind the chosen name. Being a "window of opportunity" does not mean that I think they 
plan to "pull the trigger" or "push the button" or whatever. Nor does it mean that I think the wheels will 
fall of the bus this year. It's more a question of whether "they" will sacrifice valuable resources in an 
increasingly costly attempt to forestall the inevitable next time the wheels start to come off this 100 
year old bus. And as I mentioned last week, we may get a glimpse of their state of mind in this regard 
by the end of the week.

If you think that the IMF can unilaterally forestall the inevitable with more gold sales, consider that the 
IMF has "pledged" gold, similar to the ECB and the BIS. It is not a sovereign nation with its own 
reserves. When we see sales by these types of entities, they are likely the visible result of a group 
decision rather than a unilateral action, which would explain the mention of IMF sales in the most 
recent CBGA. 

Could the Fed do it? No, only the U.S. Treasury could, and as FOA said they eventually would, that 
would be the sign we are looking for—the U.S. Treasury selling U.S. gold to defend its dollar! What 
about the BOE? What's Gordon Brown up to these days? 

I'm going to share with you Aristotle's thoughts on this, beginning with that email back in 2010. I 
haven't heard a peep out of Ari in a few months, so I can't speak to his latest thoughts, but the following 
covers roughly the last two years on that ever-elusive topic – "timing":

ARI (via email Dec. 2, 2010) - For the past half-decade, many international policy stirrings gave every 
indication to me that 2010 was to be the targeted year for assertively rolling forth the freegold 
paradigm. But as I've said previously, I feel that the ongoing financial crisis that began with the 
subprime fiasco has caused instability of such magnitude that the central bankers have been forced to 
delay briefly and "play it safe" -- one does not dare rock the boat (if there remains any choice in 
deciding the matter) when the financial waters have become so turbulent and choppy. As for the new 

http://www.ecb.int/press/pr/date/2009/html/pr090401.en.html
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timeframe, I'd say that the reported EU plan "to make private bond holders shoulder some of the pain 
from any sovereign debt restructuring after mid-2013" is as good an indication of a benchmark as any 
I've seen. Plus, that timing nicely accommodates my additional view -- embracing a culturally 
significant standpoint -- that the December 2013 conclusion to The Hobbit will forever cement the 
desire for gold into the minds of all western moviegoers, resulting in a perfect storm of the golden 
variety. ;-)

On the point of the midyear "benchmark" mentioned above, it's almost spookily funny that the song 
lyrics mention "You just gotta ignite the light and let it shine; Just own the night like the Fourth of 
July". Indeed -- 2013. (Or sooner, if *necessity* precludes all freedom of choice in the matter!)

--Ari

ARI (hinting at his "timing thoughts" in a comment on Mar. 14, 2012) - Gather up the last easy bits 
of your treasure seeking exploits... the next 24 months will bring reverberations through our (global) 
culture as profoundly as is yet possible in this largely jaded and detached age of ours. Even now, can 
you hear the distant pulsing of air beneath the dragon's wings?

Gold. Get you some. --- Aristotle

FOFOA (via email May 11, 2012) - In that 2010 email, I believe you had your eye on the ESM set to 
begin in July 2013 when the EFSM is set to expire. But did you know that the ESM is expected to be 
ratified this July and run concurrent for a year? 

I was curious if you still had your eye on the ESM as a “window of opportunity” and if this hastened 
timeframe portends an earlier window.

ARI (via email May 20, 2012) - Spurred on by the inquiry of your May 11th email, I took some time 
to read the latest progress on these treaties (both the 2011 original and lately amended 2012 ESM, plus 
the auxiliary Treaty on Stability, Coordination and Governance in the Economic and Monetary Union) 
last weekend, but somehow failed to get back with you on my thoughts. Probably because I came away 
with nothing very sound or profound as a result of my reading. I can't bring myself to imagine that the 
hastened timeframe for start of the ESM necessarily portends a more imminent transition to our 
freegold environment so much as it strikes me as a sign of how much the ongoing European ructions 
have kept the euro area member states focused and in frequent contact. Avenues for earlier-than-
expected adoption were thus available and easily taken.

I took (and still do take) the facility of the initial European financial stability programs to make 
somewhat expedient new loans for the benefit of distressed euro member states until mid-2013 as an 
emergency measure and temporary bridge to give legacy bond holders (especially the banks) some time 
and space to regather their wits and come to better grips with the new reality. With the sunsetting of 
these expedient funds, the relatively cushioned ride of old bondholders on the backs of the stronger 
taxpaying populations should be nearing its end as any new funding (to be arranged now through the 
ESM) will come with stricter conditionality and will ensure the ESM holds preferred creditor status -- 
secondary only to the IMF.

http://fofoa.blogspot.com/2012/03/savings-capital-theory-open-forum.html?showComment=1331751322065#c8084312302991875127


Thus, banks (and any other sensible parties) who hold, or are potentially in the market for, European 
sovereign debt will be well advised to consider their place in the overall pecking order going forward, 
and of the real risk posed by national bonds after all.

A snip from The Telegraph today shows the likes of HSBC and Deutsche Bank still trying to think 
through it all and work out how to cope...

(Telegraph.co.uk) -- A note from HSBC staff this week said they are increasing their 
holdings of the yellow metal in the face of “deteriorating” economic momentum, in 
addition to adding cash and Treasuries (US government debt).

“In the continuing absence of plausible alternative growth drivers, we believe that this 
increases the chances that central banks will engage in further QE,” explained Fredrik 
Nerbrand, the bank’s global head of asset allocation.“This is likely to be accompanied by 
increased inflation expectations; hence, we increase our exposure.”

Not all are convinced gold is about to climb again, however. Analysts at Deutsche Bank 
think the increasing speculation about a Greek exit from the euro adds to the downside 
risks.

The argument is that, with gold showing a strong opposite correlation with the US dollar at 
the moment, if the euro falls, the dollar rises and gold drops backs.

However - stay with it - they see an actual 'Grexit’ as bullish for the euro. By implication, it 
would be for the gold price too.

The City is not singing gold’s swansong yet, but it is certainly braced for more volatility.

FOFOA (via email May 27, 2012) - Here’s a passage from your 12/2/10 email:

"For the past half-decade, many international policy stirrings gave every indication to me that 2010 
was to be the targeted year for assertively rolling forth the freegold paradigm. But as I've said 
previously, I feel that the ongoing financial crisis that began with the subprime fiasco has caused 
instability of such magnitude that the central bankers have been forced to delay briefly and "play it 
safe" -- one does not dare rock the boat (if there remains any choice in deciding the matter) when the 
financial waters have become so turbulent and choppy. As for the new timeframe, I'd say that the 
reported EU plan "to make private bond holders shoulder some of the pain from any sovereign debt 
restructuring after mid-2013" is as good an indication of a benchmark as any I've seen."

Regarding the highlighted portion, check this out: 

Sweeping reforms to shift the burden of rescuing failing banks from taxpayers to bondholders

It's from this…

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/finance/commodities/9277955/Is-this-the-beginning-of-the-end-for-gold.html


Fresh fears as EU finalises reform plans
May 25, 2012 7:08 pm

Sweeping reforms to shift the burden of rescuing failing banks from taxpayers to 
bondholders are to be unveiled by the European Commission, despite fears it will further 
rattle nervous bank investors.
When a bank is deemed to be failing, regulators will win extensive powers to write down 
non-guaranteed deposits and senior unsecured bondholders, according to draft proposals 
obtained by the Financial Times.

While the broad thrust of EU bank resolution reforms are well known, its publication has 
been delayed for more than a year over fears the so-called “bail-in” tools would make it 
even harder and more expensive for banks to raise money.

There remain extreme sensitivities over the details. The FT has seen three recent drafts that 
show fundamental elements of the scheme are still being rewritten, with just a few weeks 
before the expected publication date. 

The latest version includes one big political concession. Rather than forcing banks to raise 
an EU minimum of debt that can be “bailed in”, national authorities will have discretion to 
tailor requirements. 
If approved in the final version, the increased flexibility could leave a patchwork of 
different regimes and requirements across Europe. 

However, it would placate some countries opposed to the original commission measure, 
which forced big banks to raise bail-in debt covering 10 per cent of their liabilities. To meet 
this, Barclays Capital estimated listed banks would need to issue €600bn-€1tn of debt that 
can be bailed-in, which is more risky for investors. 

Michel Barnier, who oversees EU financial services, is determined to unveil the plan in 
early June, within days of the Greek elections and at a time when most European banks are 
shut out of funding markets. He said the plans were “well thought through” and would not 
unsettle markets because they were “long term”.

“This is not a bad framework,” said one big European bondholder. “But it’s not going to 
be well received. This is a terrible time to release it.”

Experts on the reforms say the response will be unpredictable. “The commission may have 
decided that things are already so bad that nothing can make them worse,” said Bob Penn, 
a partner at Allen & Overy. 

“But it is not going to help share prices or funding. It is not going to help ratings or 
funding costs. It will help the regulatory arbitrage business, as people duck and dive to 
avoid things.”

Under the plans, when a bank is judged to be failing and at the point of collapse, 

http://www.ft.com/intl/cms/s/3aaea904-a680-11e1-968b-00144feabdc0.html


regulators will assume emergency powers to sack the management, restructure the bank’s 
assets and write down unsecured creditors. 

EU members will also be required to establish resolution funds, which would be mainly 
bank funded and could include existing deposit guarantee schemes. National funds would, 
under normal circumstances, be required to lend to other country’s schemes if necessary. 

Other draft changes include setting bail-in implementation for 2018, a later date than 
expected. Short term debt of less than a month maturity is protected, along with guaranteed 
deposits.

Regulators are also given some leeway in sparing derivatives counterparties should closing 
out positions during a debt writedown threaten financial stability or put a clearing house in 
danger.

ARI (via email May. 27, 2012) That article is a good catch, FOFOA. Much more so than the 
considerably less-consequential ESM treaty timeframe and implementation that we knocked about a 
few days ago, this article truly bites at the meat of the original matter mentioned in that 2010 email. 
And here we see how interminably these things can remain in flux, such that there is now in draft an 
extension of the timeframe from 2013 to 2018 as cited near the conclusion. You know... I can see where 
language to that effect could be more popular (among the banks and bondholders) from a simple 
delaying standpoint, but I would seriously question the likelihood that such a stretch could/would 
actually be made -- given the greater benefits to be had with fully-fledged freegold in the meanwhile 
coupled with the favorable cultural and political inertia to be had respecting the timeframe that 
commences mid- to late 2013 and into early 2014. But if we're looking at a serious attempt to hold the 
current course for five more years... jesus, that's a lot of stimulus and geopolitical rhetoric and 
nonsensical economic posturing just to get there -- not to mention five whole more years of the same ol' 
jaggedy march higher in MTM gold... (which is surely great for the young acquisition-minded, but 
equally frustrating for the established/retired gold holder.)

-- Ari

Well, there you have it, the full extent of my "timing" discussions with Ari. As most of you should 
know by now, I don’t do timing anymore. But seeing as the beginning of a new year is the traditional 
time to make (mostly failed) predictions, I do dip my big toe into the hazardous river of broken crystal 
balls once a year. And now, hopefully, you understand my reasoning for calling this The Year of the 
Window. 

As for my specific prediction, here it is again from last week's post:

If the recorded price on Friday, January 4th, 2013 is EUR 1,246 or lower, it's game on for 
Freegold meaning that the window of opportunity is now open because official support for paper 
gold has apparently ended. In other words, there may be no system support the next time 
something breaks. But if the recorded price on January 4th is EUR 1,389 or higher, it's six more 
months of kick the can. And if it's anywhere between EUR 1,246 and EUR 1,389 (which it is 



today) then the €PoG will be too ambiguous to be predictive one way or the other.

For the full explanation you'll have to go read the post. But even if the €PoG doesn't hit one of those 
targets, whatever it does between now and Friday is still interesting to me (and I normally couldn't care 
less about the price of paper gold). So once again, here's a chart of euro gold so that we can keep an eye 
on it this week:

Once in a great while, perhaps, extraordinary events, say, caused by a century of the ordinary, cannot be 
delayed anymore, even by the most extraordinary efforts. 

[1] federalreserve.gov/pubs/feds/2005/200502/200502pap.pdf 

Happy New Year to all of you and all the best in 2013... Year of the (now open?) Window!

Sincerely,
FOFOA

http://www.federalreserve.gov/pubs/feds/2005/200502/200502pap.pdf
http://fofoa.blogspot.com/2012/12/countdown-to-2013-open-forum.html
http://www.24hgold.com/


Saturday, January 5, 2013

The Two-Legged Dog 

This is an unbelievable dog named Faith that can walk on two legs!

American - English Idiom: "Have a dog in the fight"
Idiom Meaning - To have a stake in the outcome of the problem at hand or to opt out of 
being expected to assist.

Someone wanted to know my take on the outcome of Goldhog Day, so here it is. 

First of all, I view today's (quote-unquote) "gold" market as a two-legged dog. It has only two legs of 
support: private support (what we could call "the paper gold bull market" or private demand for paper 
gold from mostly metals, commodities and currency traders and dealers) and official (CB) support. I 
don't consider the demand for physical gold to be a leg of support for today's "gold" market. It has been 
more like a baseball bat to the "gold" market kneecap for quite a while. 

Think of it like this: The position that lends the most support to today's "gold" market is "long paper 
gold and short physical gold." This was the position of Western gold bugs during the early 90s—trading 
in their physical for paper gold:

Date: Sun Oct 05 1997 21:29
ANOTHER ( THOUGHTS! ) ID#60253:

The Western governments needed to keep the price of gold down so it could flow where they needed it 
to flow. The key to free up gold was simple. The Western public will not hold an asset that is going 
nowhere, at least in currency terms. ( if one can only see value in paper currency terms then one cannot 

http://www.quotations.me.uk/famous-idioms/99-have-a-dog-idiom.htm
http://youtu.be/5QKG3CKZTYU
http://4.bp.blogspot.com/-FM8JVn0FNII/UOkRR_1pt8I/AAAAAAAAD34/pB91zPH_Nb0/s1600/faith-dog-and-little-boy.jpg


see value at all ) The problem for the CBs was that the third world has kept the gold market "bought 
up" by working thru South Africa! To avoid a spiking oil price the CBs first freed up the public's gold 
thru the issuance of various types of "paper future gold". As that selling dried up they did the only thing 
they could, become primary suppliers! And here we are today.

The reason for "keeping the price of gold down to free up Western physical gold" was simply to 
prolong the $IMFS until the euro launch date. But once "that selling dried up" and the CBs became 
"primary suppliers", there was no longer a need to keep the price of gold down. At that point it was 
better if it went up! 

FOA (8/22/01; 05:18:54MT - usagold.com msg#98)

The war between gold and the dollar has been over for a while now. The action, today, is between the 
dollar and the euro arena and this is what will break the price lock on gold. Leaving gold bugs with a 
lot of questions that ask why this: both systems will strive for a higher currency price for gold; one 
doing it because they have to; the other doing it because they want to! The casualty on this battlefield 
will be the world gold market as we know it. 

FOA (11/3/01; 14:39:16MT - usagold.com msg#129)

…any massive rise in physical gold values cannot be priced into "derivative gold" without crashing the 
system… This paper gold market will be cashed out at prices far below real bullion trading…

When I talk about support for today's "gold" market, don't confuse that with price. Always remember 
that the ultimate supportive position is long paper/short physical. So it is possible to support "the 
market" at a low price by selling tonnes and tonnes of physical gold. Likewise it can be supported by 
buying "tonnes and tonnes" of paper gold, which tends to raise the price of "gold" and "stretch" the 
physical supply. 

Again, the two legs of support are the "gold" buying public and the CBs. The actual "use" (hoarding) of 
this particular commodity (physical gold) is not supportive of today's "gold" market, it is a major threat. 
And when I put "gold" in quotes, that means all the various paper that tends to move together with the 
$PoG constituting the entire precious metals sphere as we understand it today. I'm not just talking about 
a strictly defined type of paper gold. It is also helpful to exclude physical gold demand when 
conceptually thinking about today's "gold" market since it is a threat rather than a supporting element 
of that market. 

Even though I said not to confuse support with price, the rising $PoG is, in fact, the only thing holding 
today's "gold" market together. That is, the buying of tonnes and tonnes of paper gold which raises the 
price of paper gold thereby "stretching" the physical supply is the main action being taken by one or 
both of the two supporting legs (private traders and/or CBs) that is holding today's "gold" market 
together. 

On 8/22/01 FOA wrote:

"Both systems will strive for a higher currency price for gold; one doing it because they have to; the 



other doing it because they want to!"

And this is what we, in fact, saw:

Wednesday, August 22, 2001 - GOLD AT $276
Friday, February 8, 2002 - GOLD ABOVE $300
Monday, December 1, 2003 - GOLD ABOVE $400
Thursday December 1, 2005 - GOLD ABOVE $500
Monday, April 17, 2006 - GOLD ABOVE $600
Tuesday, May 9, 2006 - GOLD ABOVE $700
Friday, November 2, 2007 - GOLD ABOVE $800
Monday, January 14, 2008 - GOLD ABOVE $900
Monday, March 17, 2008 - GOLD ABOVE $1000
Monday, November 9, 2009 - GOLD ABOVE $1100
Tuesday, December 1, 2009 - GOLD ABOVE $1200
Tuesday, September 28, 2010 - GOLD ABOVE $1300
Wednesday, November 9, 2010 - GOLD ABOVE $1400
Wednesday, April 20, 2011 - GOLD ABOVE $1500
Monday, July 18, 2011 - GOLD ABOVE $1600

Prior to that, "gold" had been range-bound for two decades. 

Freegold!

FOA (08/09/01; 10:27:19MT - usagold.com msg#93)
"everything to do with a gold bull market"

This not only has "everything to do with a gold bull market", it has everything to do with a changing 
world financial architecture. And I have to admit: if you hated our last one, you will no doubt hate 
this new one, too. However, everyone that is positioned in physical gold will carry this storm in 
fantastic shape. This is because the ECB has no intentions of backing their currency with gold and 
every intention of using gold as a "free trading" financial reserve. None of the other metals will play a 
part in this.

Clearly, the coming drastic constriction in dollar financial trade will trigger a super "print press" 
response from the Fed. They will not be pushing on a string; rather picking up the ball of twine and 
throwing it! All the while using the old 1980s "monetary control act" that opens their use of monetizing 
almost anything and everything. They won't be adding reserves to the banking system in the future; 
rather buying any and all debts from anyone that needs fresh cash. Believe it!

The new "world financial architecture" (to use FOA's term) or the "fully-fledged Freegold paradigm" 
(to use Ari's) will be "assertively rolled forth" only after these two legs of *support* for the old "gold" 
market are gone. Whenever that happens, I personally envision the price of "gold" free falling very low 
before trading is halted, but that will be only the effect, the climax of a chain of events or the 
denouement of today's (quote-unquote) "gold" market. So if we want any kind of advance warning, 
however brief it may be, I think we should pay close attention to the sentiment of those two legs of 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Depository_Institutions_Deregulation_and_Monetary_Control_Act


support. 

And this is the basis of what I called my two "indicators", the FPI and Goldhog day. Those are just silly 
names that I made up to explain what I think could be a potentially predictive snapshot of the sentiment 
of these two very different legs of support. The FPI is a snapshot of private support and Goldhog day is 
a snapshot of CB support. And the timing of Goldhog day is based on a specific theory about the MTM 
practices of the ECB. This is why I said in my Dec. 26th post that it was just something I was 
"watching for the next week and a half. It could be a signal of sorts, but I wouldn't put too much stock 
in it." In other words, take it with a big grain of salt! 

For the FPI (or Freegold Puke Indicator) I'm gauging the sentiment of a very narrow band of the 
market, a segment that we could call the "swing producer" of private support for today's "gold" market. 
Forget the permabulls (most of the precious metals community) and the permabears (most of the MSM 
and mainstream investment community) and look for technical traders who have been bullish on gold 
for most of the last decade but who are always on alert for the top, preferably someone with substantial 
influence and financial weight. 

I have found a good bellwether for my own purposes in this regard, and here are some of the things he 
has been saying over the past two weeks (paraphrased):

"Gold sentiment is off the charts low right now. It will be interesting to see how low the HGNSI 
(Hulbert Gold Newsletter Sentiment Index) will go after Friday's (yesterday's) action."

"The more Turk and KWN talk, the lower gold goes. Gold is heading below $1,550." 

"Gold sentiment right now is suicidal." 

"10 years in gold is enough. I'm selling 100% of my gold over next 3 months."

He believes that the secular "gold" bull market of the past decade has ended and a new secular bull 
market in the dollar and the S&P 500 has begun. And that's why I said that my FPI had "fired". 

It is impossible to know which of the two support legs were responsible for the rising price of "gold" at 
any given point during the last decade, but I think it's safe to assume that the private (trader) leg carried 
at least its fair share of the weight most of the time. But there have been a few instances of "support" 
that seemed counterintuitive or at least "eyebrow-raising". 

I presume a fundamental difference of motivation between these two legs. The private (trader) leg 
supports the "gold" market when it thinks it can make a profit in currency terms. The official (CB) leg 
supports the "gold" market for a purpose other than profit. That purpose I presume to be the prolonging 
of the status quo in the absence of sufficient private (trader) support. 

All of the instances of curious "support" that have raised my eyebrows occurred during or after the 
financial crisis of 2008. Granted, I have only been watching since 2008, but even so, there is evidence 
that this is when "it" began. Take the GLD puke indicator for example. Notice that they began in 
September 2008:

http://fofoa.blogspot.com/2012/12/countdown-to-2013-open-forum.html


What makes the GLD puke indicator interesting is that the price of "gold" tends to levitate following a 
puke. I do realize that there are theories and explanations for why this happens and I'm not going to get 
into mine in this post. But I did want to point this out as an example of several instances of curious 
"support" that began in 2008. 

The other three instances were the Nov. 2008 bottom in "gold" which I mentioned in my New Year's 
post, the June 2010 MTM snapshot described in this post and the mysterious "eleventh hour levitation" 
mentioned in this post. The latter two being associated with the ECB's MTM practices are what gave 
me the idea for Goldhog day last May. 

To my mind there are three prerequisites for a valid Goldhog day. First, we must have a prior FPI firing 
indicating low private (trader) support, especially from the swing producers. Second, we need a gold 
price that's significantly lower than we'd expect it to be just prior to Snapshot day given the uptrend of 
the last decade. And lastly I think it needs to be either a mid-year or year-end Snapshot day, not March 
or September. 

Last May my FPI fired and the price of "gold" was very low for the June Snapshot day which was still 
45 days away. But then the price levitated into range by early June which suggests private (trader) 
support was more likely than official (CB) support, technically invalidating June 29th as a true 
Goldhog day. So yesterday was our first-ever true and valid Goldhog day!

Someone asked whether the ECB takes their snapshot from the AM or PM fix at the LBMA. The 
answer is that they take their own snapshot during the day. Sometimes it is close to one of the fixes 
while other times it is not. For example, last September it was almost the same as the PM fix. The PM 
fix was €1,377.278 and the ECB's snapshot was €1,377.417. But in June and March the ECB's snapshot 
was actually lower than both the AM and PM fixes. On June 29th the AM fix was €1,248.012, the PM 
fix was €1,260.448 and the ECB snapshot was €1,246.624, which is why I picked €1,246 for my 
Goldhog day prediction. 

The actual gold fixes yesterday were €1,254.323 in the AM and €1,262.932 in the PM. We won't know 
until Wednesday what the ECB snapshot was, but I'm going to guess €1,257. It certainly didn't hit my 
low of €1,246, so I can't make a decisive call. But I can explain my take on it. 

http://fofoa.blogspot.com/2012/01/party-like-its-mtm-time.html
http://fofoa.blogspot.com/2010/07/timing-is-everything.html
http://fofoa.blogspot.com/2013/01/happy-new-year.html
http://fofoa.blogspot.com/2013/01/happy-new-year.html
http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-LvS0f0tDYzc/UOkSnMRPmpI/AAAAAAAAD40/9NV-6PVmD7s/s1600/GLDPuke52212.gif


Here are all of the MTM snapshots beginning in 2008 along with the percentage of "gain" or "loss" 
from one quarter to the next, and also for semiannual periods: 

Notice that yesterday was the largest quarterly "loss" by a longshot, which is significant. But I'm 
focused more on the semiannual periods because, as I mentioned before, there are indications that the 
mid-year and year-end snapshots might be more important to central bankers (for whatever reason) 
than the other quarters. One indication is the more frequent dips from quarter to quarter versus 
semiannual dips, and the other indication is that the two instances of "curious support" occurred at mid-
year and year-end snapshots. So take it for whatever it's worth, but there it is. 

If we had hit my low of €1,246 this time, notice that it would have registered as a negative number in 
the far right column, or a "loss". But it wouldn't have been the first one. There was another semiannual 
decline of -1.1% from January to July in 2011. But this time would have been significantly different 
from 2011. 

The difference would have been that in 2011 there was a huge dip in the price between January and 
July. So even though July came in slightly lower, it still represented a massive levitation to get there. 
This time was the opposite. There was a huge rise between July and January so, even though it's flat for 
the past half-year period, it represents a huge decline (i.e., lack of support) to get to where it is today. 
Can you see the difference from a CB Snapshot day perspective? 

But we didn't get there, even though we came remarkably close. I never thought that anyone would 
intentionally take the price down. My point, instead, was that if it did happen to fall that far without 
hitting even official (CB) support, that would be a significant indication to me in support of my other 
reasoning for 2013 being the year of the window. 

As it turns out, the euro price of "gold" did find some support at €1,254. Was that official (CB) support 
or private (trader) technical support? To be honest, to me it still looks like the two "fundamental" legs 
of support for today's (quote-unquote) "gold" market are possibly gone. And as I said, normally I 
couldn't care less about the price of "gold", but I think that my "bellwether" might just be right, that the 
decade-long bull market in paper gold might be over. If so, look out below! 

And if you think this whole post sounds like pure speculative gold-hog-wash, that's because it is! :D 
That's what you get if you want me to do timing. As I said, take it or leave it, but if you take it be sure 
to take it with a huge grain of salt. 

http://fofoa.blogspot.com/2012/02/todays-quoteunquote-gold.html
http://4.bp.blogspot.com/-QHLODwH1MyQ/UOkSuM4QrcI/AAAAAAAAD5A/Mgcykc5HtC4/s1600/MTM_snapshots.JPG


So what's my take on the outcome of Goldhog day? I say it still looks like "game on" for 2013, Year of 
the Window! 

Sincerely,
FOFOA ;D



Wednesday, January 16, 2013

Legs 

From the comments under the last post, it seems that a few of you don't understand what I do. But that's 
OK with me. I don't need to be understood. 

I think someone wrote "I'm not convinced." Ha! Good, I hope not for your own sake! That doesn't 
mean that I think my post was wrong, just that if you feel that way strongly enough to post a comment 
about your own state of mind then you might want to check your expectations at the door. ;D

I can also tell from the amount of support that came in through email and Paypal that a lot of you do 
understand what I do and, more importantly, that you appreciated the significance of what I did in those 
three posts. But for the rest of you, I'll post this again and keep posting it as often as it is needed:

FOA: "I (we) expect none of you to consider anything said here as credible. Everything is given as I 
understand it. If you came with a notion that I am someone who sees the future, grab the children and 
run far away. For these Thoughts, and my ongoing commentary, are meant to impact exactly as the 
"gentleman" said they would. People hear them, and whether believed or not, the words leave a mark. 
A mental mark on the trail, if you will. And later, after the world turns, our little "stacks of rocks" will 
be easier to understand next time you are passing this way. In fact, your ability to find your own way 
will forever be enhanced for having seen this path in a different light."

For the benefit of those who are still lugging around their preconceived notions, allow me to briefly 
clarify a few things. I do not know anything special. I do not do technical analysis. I do not provide any 
tradable information. I do not have any inside knowledge. I am not FOA. All I do is unwind the trail 
that he exposed a long time ago and then share my understanding with you for free. What you do with 
it after that is up to you. I do not give unsolicited advice nor do I put my opinions "out there" beyond 

http://2.bp.blogspot.com/-iFBMbaZiqfs/UPdN0B6kFDI/AAAAAAAAECA/xRSJSRV_Dss/s1600/Legs.png


the confines of my own space. If you are reading what I wrote, then you must have come to me, 
because I didn't approach you. So if you don't like what I do, then by all means please find something 
more useful to do with your time. 

"Official Support" – Then and Now

There were also some great comments under the last post and a few good questions. I'd like to take a 
closer look at one of them in this post and, hopefully, kick off an interesting discussion. Max De Niro 
asked:

"How is that the ECB supports the paper gold market? Do they buy COMEX contracts, LBMA 
unallocated? Where would this show up on their balance sheet?" 

Along the same lines, Tintin wrote:

"A quetion about possible ECB support for the paper gold market, or the withdraw of such: How do 
they do it? […] So you see, I am struggling with ECB support = higher POG or withdraw of ECB 
support = lower POG." 

These good questions highlight an issue that I think is worthy of further discussion. So let's take a 
closer look at it. 

I'm expecting a lower POG simply from the force of "gravity". In the post I proposed two legs of 
support for the paper gold market: 1.) the bull market in paper gold (private support), and 2.) official 
(CB) support. I said that "support" does not always mean a higher price (in the early- to mid-90s it did 
not), but that today, price levitation does reveal support coming from one (or both) of the two legs. 

So the withdrawal of ECB support would simply let the "paper gold bull market" (private support) 
battle it out with gravity. It does not mean an immediate free fall in the POG (I presume "official 
support" is only occasional), but it means that if something goes wrong, like a general market decline, 
there might not be the "emergency support" that there was last time. 

Think of it as two separate markets, physical gold and paper gold, which are presently attached to each 
other. Imagine that the physical gold market is like a beach ball being held underwater and that the 
paper gold market is like a lead weight also being held underwater. "Support" is simply whatever keeps 
them attached to each other. Most people think they are inseparable, just like most people think the 
dollar can't hyperinflate. In both cases it is "support" that is forestalling the inevitable. 

Back in the 90s ANOTHER told us that when a CB sells gold, it is to a specific buyer, off market so as 
not to influence the price, but when a CB leases gold it is for a purpose, to buy "something" for the 
market. So what is the difference between a gold sale and a gold lease? I think the distinction is worth a 
closer look. 

For one thing, if you want to buy some amount of spot or physical gold, normally you must have 
already accumulated surplus currency equal to the amount of gold that you want to buy (e.g., a Giant or 
just an everyday saver). Not so for a lease. To lease that same amount of gold you only need a business 



plan or an outlook that will yield more than the interest on the loan (e.g., a bullion bank, a mining 
company, a hedge fund or a gold fabricator). A lease is a two-legged deal. In essence, a lease is 
simultaneous spot and future transactions in opposite directions. 

A CB that is leasing gold is taking a position that is essentially short spot gold and long future gold. 
Spot gold may occasionally mean physical, but not necessarily. This position "supports" the market 
(keeps the two markets attached) at times when the private market is running in the opposite direction
—long spot gold and short future gold. This "running in the opposite direction" occasionally leads to 
the backwardation seen on the lease rate or GOFO charts because future gold loses its contango (its 
premium) over the spot gold price. It is similar to OBA's "rush to the Here 'n Now."

Now let's think about spot gold that is not physical gold. If it's not physical, then what is it? It is simply 
a non-interest bearing account denominated in gold ounces (or XAU) rather than dollars (USD) or 
euros (EUR). The equivalent of an interest bearing account in gold would be a lease, as long as the 
market is in contango. In other words, if you want to earn interest on your gold, you lend it out. You 
sell your spot gold, buy future gold at a slight premium (but you only have to pay a small deposit to 
lock in your future price), and then you use the rest of the proceeds from your sale to earn your interest 
in dollars from money markets or Treasuries. 

The point is that interest comes from currency, not gold. Gold doesn't reproduce itself, it just sits there. 
You can't buy spot gold and come back a year later to find more gold. But Treasuries do, somehow, 
reproduce dollars. You can put in $X and come back a year later to find $X+n dollars waiting for you. 
To make money from gold you must sell it, buy it back later, and make money lending the currency 
during the time in between. Spot gold (XAU) accounts are the same. If you want to make money you 
must sell your spot gold (even if it's just a book entry) and buy it back at the future's price, earning 
interest with your currency in between. 

Another way to look at the difference between borrowing and purchasing gold is that it only makes 
sense to borrow gold if you think the price is heading lower (or at least flatter than interest rates). If you 
borrow gold, you profit when the price falls. Buying gold, on the other hand, makes sense either A) if 
you think the price is heading higher (Western/shrimp view) or B) if you view gold as real wealth 
(Eastern/Giant view). 

According to a World Gold Council (WGC) research paper back in 2000, the mining industry was the 
greatest user of lent gold, and central banks were by far the largest lender. According to the survey 
conducted for the paper, 90% of the gold on loan came from central banks. [1]



The mining industry was essentially borrowing XAU (spot gold) credits and paying them off with 
physical down the road. But they couldn't spend XAU—what they really wanted and needed was 
dollars. So the bullion bank would assist the miner in selling his borrowed "spot (paper) gold" into the 
"gold" market and the producer would get the dollars he needed and could later pay them off with a 
pre-determined weight of physical no matter which way the price went in the meantime. And back then, 
the price was often falling, sometimes below mining costs. So this was a good deal for the miners. 

There's also another way to think about these two-legged deals. It could also be said that the miner was 
simply forward selling his future gold production for a cash flow of dollars in the present, locking in a 
good sales price in the process. The counterparty to this deal, the bullion bank, would then be long 
future gold and, to offset this long position, would short sell spot gold, borrowing it from the CB and 
selling it to the market. Here's what another WGC research paper, this one from 2001, said about it:

"Transactions in the derivatives market, whether they are motivated by the need to hedge future 
production, or to hedge the risk of holding gold in inventory, or simply by speculation, tend to be seller 
initiated. The other party to the transaction – typically a commercial bank or some other intermediary – 
will seek to hedge its exposure to the gold price by selling in the spot market (normally borrowed 
gold). The sale of gold in the forward market therefore generally leads to a sale in the spot market.

When the derivative contract matures, the spot market hedge is removed, and the bank buys back the 
gold. Thus the effect of hedging by producers and fabricators is to bring forward or accelerate sales in 
the spot market. The volume of sales brought forward is equal to the net short position of hedgers and 
speculators. 

So long as the net short position is stable, with the initiation of new contracts being offset by the 
maturing of old contracts, the effect on the spot market is neutral. But over the decade of the 1990s the 
amount of hedging increased rapidly, with much of the increase occurring in the second half of the 
period. The net short position increased by a total of some 4,000 tonnes, or around 400 tonnes/ year on 
average. To put the point another way, to meet the demands of the derivative markets, holders of gold 
increased their lending of gold to the market by some 4,000 tonnes." [2]
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Now let's take a look at what ANOTHER wrote about it. 

Date: Fri Nov 28 1997 23:29 
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:

The BIS set up a plan where gold would be slowly brought down to production price. To do this 
required some oil states to take the long side of much leased/forward gold deals even as they "bid for 
physical under a falling market". Using a small amount of in ground oil as backing they could hold 
huge positions without being visible. For a long time they were the only ones holding much of this 
paper.

Date: Sun Nov 16 1997 10:20 
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:

It is not only important to understand this question, but also to ask it in context!

Date: Sat Nov 15 1997 20:14 
Crunch ( Question for Another ) ID#344290:
Another, a question, please: When gold is borrowed from CBs, what collateral is required 
by the CB to be assured the loan will be repaid in full?

Crunch, 
If you will allow, I will add to your thinking. In todays time the CBs do not sell physical gold with a 
purpose to drive the price down. They sell to cover open orders to buy what cannot be filled from 
existing stocks. Look to the US treasury sales in the late 70s. They sold 1 million a month using open 
bid proposals with much fanfare. If the CBs wanted physical sales to drive the price they would sell in 
the same way.

The sales today are done quietly with purpose. The gold must go to the correct location. That is why 
these sales do not impact price as they occur, there is a waiting buyer on the other side. As all of these 
transactions are done thru certain merchant banks, not direct CB contact, the buy side does hold 
hedges.

When actual delivery takes place, months later ( and usually at the same time as the CB sale statement ) 
these hedges come off and affect the market price.

[…]

[Central] Banks do lend gold with a reason to control price. If gold rises above its commodity price it 
loses value in discount trade. They admit now to lending much where they would admit nothing before! 
They do this now because of the trouble ahead. Does a CB have collateral to lend its gold? Understand, 
they only lend their good name on paper, not the gold itself. The gold that is put on the market in these 
deals belongs to someone else! The question is not "Are the CBs worried for the return of gold?" but, 
"Has our paper been lent to the wrong people?".



Date: Wed Nov 12 1997 14:08 
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:

All CBs will now slowly stop all leasing operations and allow the market to size itself. The important 
players, the oil states, will have their paper covered without question! But, for all others, the great 
scramble is about to begin!

With this statement, ANOTHER explained the implication of a recent Bundesbank statement following 
a BIS meeting that would materialize two years later as the Central Bank Gold Agreement (CBGA), 
which read: "4. The signatories to this agreement have agreed not to expand their gold leasings and 
their use of gold futures and options over this period."

Date: Sat Nov 29 1997 15:53 
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:

Something interesting happened just ago that will, in time impact the price of gold in US$. A proposal 
was offered to borrow in broken lots, 3.5 and 5.5 million ozs for resale. It was turned down. The owner 
offered to sell only, no lease. What turned heads was that someone else stepped in and took it all, at a 
premium!

Date: Fri Dec 12 1997 21:06 
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:

The paper gold market controlled by the BIS/LBMA system is, alone equal to more than all the 
gold in existence. This market works like a hybrid currency using approximately twenty to forty 
percent of all CB gold in leased form as backing. The paper behind the lease is a form of CB/gold and 
is used as a "fractional reserve" that has built this huge market. This system has worked and does work 
well. You have but to look at the good value that is received when dollar debt ( digital currency ) is 
purchased with oil. The world works! But this system cannot continue. There is a limit to how far gold 
can be inflated in quantity using "fractional reserve leasing" as backing. The fatal flaw was found in 
the "forward sales" of unmined gold. The whole system counted on the expansion of cheap 
mining techniques to supply much more gold at a cheaper price far into the future. This 
happened to a degree for a few years but then just leveled off.

Now the LBMA continues to flood the market with paper gold as if nothing has changed! But it has, we 
reached production cost! That wasn't supposed to happen until the mining industry had raised supply 
many times what it is today.

[…]

Will the BIS try to settle this unbalanced market by destroying LBMA? Or will they drive the CBs to 
lease another 20% in an effort to inflate this "paper gold currency". Just like the fiat dollar, if inflated it 
loses value. This is not lost to the oil states.

Here's what the WGC survey found two years later, immediately following the Washington Agreement 
(CBGA):



"On average, the official sector lends 14% of its declared gold holdings. However the proportion varies 
substantially from country to country. If the USA, Japan, IMF and major European countries that do 
not lend are excluded the proportion rises to 25%.

[…]

The mining industry is thus the greatest user of lent gold. Short speculative positions exist but appear to 
be of lesser size. 

[…]

Hedging has enabled producers to realise higher than spot prices in recent years. However the mining 
industry is facing a number of derivative-related challenges:

- the total costs of marginal producers in North America and Australia are not being fully covered by 
average realised hedge prices. South African producers are faring better but their position may not be 
sustainable in the longer term;

- the Washington Agreement has precipitated a review of hedging practices by both mining companies 
and bullion banks. Well publicised difficulties with two hedge books have prompted a swing away from 
the more complex products. However since the more complex products have facilitated the 
achievement of higher realised prices, this could render hedging more expensive;

- the majority of producers have not been subject to margin calls on their hedging agreements. 
However the events of September 1999 have caused bullion banks to review the issue with the 
possibility that additional hedging premiums may be levied on mining companies that are deemed less 
creditworthy;

- the sharp decline in exploration expenditure implies that the reserve base is not being replenished. 
This has implications for existing credit lines and the ability to hedge reserves in the ground;

- the introduction of the FAS133 accounting system will also influence the choice of hedging products 
in the future.

• The bullion-banking industry has been subject to extensive restructuring in recent years. This has had 
a substantial effect on available credit. Banks’ trading limits have declined in recent years and are 
currently collectively likely to total some 2.5-3.5m oz (75 to 110 tonnes) of combined short-term net 
exposure.

• No evidence was found of any collusive behaviour on the part of market participants to manipulate 
the price." [1]

Date: Fri Mar 20 1998 22:12 
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:



I hope all persons could see the "new" true nature of the Central Banks this week. I call it "The change 
that did happen"! If you read the post of Sat. Mar 07 1998 13:08 Another, that was written for me, it 
speaks of it all. The [central] banks do want gold to rise now, and they will pull in physical gold to 
replace leases, even if they must "pay high on the market". They do not rollover these loans now.

Here's the post that ANOTHER said someone else wrote for him: 

Date: Sat Mar 07 1998 13:08 
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:

The Management of Gold, A Simple Tool for the 90s

For any currency to maintain a "reserve" status, it must be, in some fashion, convertible into gold! In 
the past, the US$ was freely exchanged for a "fixed" amount of gold. $20 dollars was equal to one 
ounce. If the country wanted to make its money stronger, it would lower the amount of currency units 
fixed to one ounce. $10 dollars per ounce made the currency more valuable in the market and it would 
buy more things. Also, a country could decrease the value of its currency by raising the number of units 
to the ounce of gold, say $40. The problem with the "fixed" gold system is found in matching the 
amount of gold in the treasury to the "fix"! To make the money stronger, one had to bring in gold, as it 
took twice as many ounces to back a currency "in circulation" at $10 as it did at $20! The reverse is 
true when lowering the money value to $40. Then, one half the treasury gold backing had to be 
removed as only half was now needed to back the dollar.

You have probably not read this "slant" on the past gold standard because it was never quoted in quite 
that way, nor looked at in that fashion. If you allow your mind to perceive the above, one will clearly 
see that it was gold that gave the currency value. In that time one did not look to see how many dollars 
gold was valued with, rather, how much gold was bid for each unit in circulation!

Today, the world reserve currency is not on a "fixed" gold standard, it is on a "freely convertible" gold 
standard. One may, anywhere in the world, convert US$s into gold. This new "freely convertible" 
standard does still allow the dollar to be backed by gold for those who still demand a gold "fixing". 
That requirement is enforced by a certain commodity, oil. Yet, there is a price for the benefit of having 
all oil sales settled in US$. Yes, even in this modern era, for the US$ to remain on an "oil standard" it 
must be on some form of "gold standard"! Regain the perception in the top paragraph. Then understand 
that for oil to back the dollar, the dollar must find value in gold. And the dollar finds more value if it is 
fixed by the "freely convertible" gold standard, to buy more gold!

This convertible gold market is old from the mid 70s but is new from the early 90s. It is old by the 70s 
because it is "freely convertible", but it is new by the 90s as it "is not" "freely tradable"! The 
US$ price of physical gold is no longer "fixed" from supply and demand, rather it is "created" 
through the market action of "paper gold". Truly, it is the US$ has become the "item traded" in 
the "paper gold" market, not physical gold. Participants have yet to realize that the gold futures, 
gold options and gold forward markets, worldwide, have become little more than currency 
trading arenas. The percentage of gold delivered against these markets has grown so small as to be 
nonexistence when compared to actual metal settled at closing. Physical gold does still move, and in 
size, but this is little or nothing compared to the "paper gold" traded.



We are brought to this point for a purpose, but how did we get here? The largest producers of gold were 
introduced to the use of large scale "forward contracts" by the Bullion Banks. Once the process started, 
good business required it to expand. Shareholders want maximum profits at all price levels and 
"forward deals" were good at any price of gold. Once hooked on "hedge profits" during the good times 
of a high gold price, the mines now "must have at all cost" "forward deals", just to survive. Some say 
the mines will not forward sell at these, break even prices. However, the shareholders say it's better to 
hedge now, for a lower price will bring doom! With the US$ price of gold holding at just above average 
break even levels, and the ensuing virtual bankruptcy of several well known companies, it appears that 
the mine owners are correct.

Understand, that many entities lend gold, but it is the CBs that started and do most of it. Their 
purpose was to create a "paper gold" market that would allow them to manage the "freely convertible" 
price of gold. The CB lends the gold to a bank that sells it on the open market. ( Usually, the gold is 
placed privately as it must go to the correct destination. ) Then the bank holds the money and draws 
interest as incremental payments are made to the mine for new gold delivered against the contract. 
Over the long period that a mine takes to produce and repay the gold, this money grows. To grasp the 
fact that the CBs had a plan, is to know that they lend the gold for only 1% or 2% while the 
proceeds set in a Bullion Bank and grow with interest for the benefit of the BB and the mine! And 
further, the lenders allow the return of the gold to be extended out for many years, as in "spot deferred".
The CBs allow public opinion to think of this as "typical government stupid", it's not!

Now that the gold price in US$ is around production cost, most mines must use "paper gold" to survive. 
The gold industry is coming under [central] bank domination, without signing away any sovereignty! 
Slowly, the CBs are gaining the ability to manage production and price with this simple tool.

"If they want new mine supply on the market, they roll over the contract to the BB. If they want new 
supply off the market, they allow the BB to pay for and take delivery of the gold and return it to the CB 
vault." "Also, by offering ( or withholding ) vault gold from lease, they affect the lease rate and thereby 
control private lending as well"

Understand that the second sentence action is used because gold lending is done by many different 
entities. Many times a mine isn't even involved. Sometimes, gold isn't even involved, just paper. But, 
it's still based on the gold price! The paper price, that is.

thank you

Date: Sun Apr 19 1998 15:49 
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:

Date: Sun Apr 19 1998 14:31 
mozel ( @ANOTHER ) ID#153102:
"Was Gold Leasing by CB's an accidental mistake or an intentional mistake do you think?"

Mr. Mozel, 
This world of money, it is a fierce one! I ask all, does anyone know a money manager with money for 



loan at 2%? No? Does not even the bank of Canada sell gold outright and receive "high" interest on 
cash? Is a CB that sells/leases gold dumb? NEVER!

If they sell gold, a way is clear to "bring gold back" for the nation! Canada has local mines, Australia 
has local mines, Belgium has South African mines! If they lease gold, it is for a purpose to buy 
"something" for the new supply to the market! The interest on the loan is for public view, as a "free 
gold loan" is not acceptable!

It truly started with Barrick, in Canada in the 80s. It was a "thin market", but grew big in oil. I 
think "intentional mistake" that was, as is said, "trial balloon"?

Thank You

8/10/98 Friend of ANOTHER

The Euro has, in effect already been dispersed in the form of Gold Leases not gold sales. One has only 
to look at the official gold holdings of most central banks to see that physical gold sales are little more 
than the average, with a good amount of that coming from nonEuro countries. Gold is a funny thing, it 
can be sold many times and pass through many countries and still remain in a CB vault. Truth Be 
told, some 14,000 metric/ton have been sold this way. Far more than the street thinks. Using this 
amount it's easy to see how certain entities have moved off the dollar standard in the last few years. If 
we use a future price of $6,000+US, the move is about complete.

The process: An oil country (or others) goes to London and purchases one tonne of gold from a Bullion 
Bank. The BB borrowed this gold from the CB (leased). The one tonne gold certificate is transferred 
to the new owner. The gold stays in the CB vault and the owner goes home. The CB leased this 
gold to the BB and expects it to be returned plus interest. The BB financed the Actual Purchase of this 
gold mortgaging assets of the buyer. The BB, who created the loan, then uses the cash arranged in this 
venture to contract with a mining company (or anyone wanting a gold/cross financing deal) to purchase 
production gold, using this cash to pay for it. In the eyes of the mining company, the BB just sold gold 
on the open market, for cash, and will purchase future production at the contracted price. The mine 
does not know where the gold came from, only that it was sold and a fixed cash price is waiting. Of 
course, most of this made more sense when gold was higher. There were thousands of these deals, 
structured in every possible fashion. Look to the volume on LBMA and you see where the future 
reserve currency is traded today!

9/3/98 Friend of ANOTHER

Poland and China are good customers for the BIS. This is real physical gold they are taking out of 
circulation, not the pay me back when you have a chance lease deals. They really do have the 
IMF/Dollar countries over the barrel. Under these conditions it's easy for them to drain the Canadian 
gold reserves. Soon, these goldless countries will be left with nothing but high yield US dollar treasury 
notes.

[…]



My understanding is that whatever collateral was freed up from the USSR , the BIS picked up for 
others. It left the brokers selling leases for almost nothing or 1/2% or so. No one was buying them so 
the rate just fell on no volume. This was a lucky move for them as the perception was that massive 
sales were taking place. I don't think the BIS wants to be seen as a currency destroyer so they are doing
the buying quietly.

8/19/98 ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!)

I think, now it comes time to sell the dollar. As the Belgian gold was purchased to replace dollars, it did 
announced the end of EMCB leases. Now the BIS transactions do create a gold market that is "not as 
before"!

We watch this new gold market together, yes?

Thank You

Another

Then and Now – Two very different paper gold eras 

Before we move on to 2001 and beyond (i.e., this), let's recap the 90s. From the beginning of the 90s 
until that last comment by ANOTHER, about nine long years, the $PoG declined from $400 to $280. 
To put that into perspective, it would be like gold falling from today's price down to $1,150 by 2022. In 
terms of the long timeframe and the absolute price decline, that would be pretty discouraging for 
Western goldbugs, wouldn't it? Yet this discouraging era didn't faze those in the East who already knew 
physical gold as tradable wealth in the least. 

What we have here are two very different eras in the "gold" market. The turning point may appear to be 
2001 (if we simply look at the gold chart), or the CBGA in late 1999, but the turning point was actually 
January 1, 1999 with the successful launch of the euro. And from the excerpts above we get a clear 
picture of the "official support" which helped keep the physical gold market of the East attached (or 
fixed) to the paper gold market of the West during an era of a declining price. 

Official (CB) gold sales were all done off-market so as not to affect the price. (The BOE "Brown's 
Bottom" auctions were different, but they were also after the launch of the euro.) In fact, we will never 
know the price or details of these official sales. All we know is that ANOTHER said that physical gold 
did continue to move "in size" during this era. He even mentioned one CB-sized sale that, presumably, 
was not by a CB because of the way he told the story. 

Someone had 280 tonnes for sale in 1997. Someone else, presumably a bullion bank, offered to lease 
that gold from the owner in two lots of 110t and 170t, but the owner wasn't interested in a lease. He 
only wanted to sell. And the interesting part of the story is that when he insisted on selling, "someone" 
(presumably a proxy for the BIS or a buyer arranged by the BIS) stepped in and bought the whole lot 
"at a premium" (presumably to keep the sale "off market"). 

So here we can imagine CBs both buying and selling "at a premium" in order to keep physical gold "in 
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size" moving to wherever it needed to go without affecting the paper gold market price. What was the 
premium? I can only imagine it was a bit different for the guy dumping 280 tonnes than it was for 
someone seeking to buy a similar amount. And ANOTHER did give us a hint at the latter. 

Leasing was a different story. Most of the leased gold came from official sources, and that did not 
include the US, the IMF or Japan. The CBs participating in this leasing practice during the 90s lent 
between 14% and 25% of their reserves per the WGC, and between 20% and 40% according to 
ANOTHER. CB lending grew from about 900 tonnes in 1990 to at least 4,710 tonnes in 1999 (other 
estimates take it as high as 7,000 tonnes). The CBs finally admitted to this practice and then a couple of 
years later announced that it would be curtailed. 

The standard explanation for CB gold leasing is that the CBs wanted to earn some interest on an idle 
asset. ANOTHER said that this explanation was nonsense. He said it didn't even make logical sense 
unless you thought central bankers were dumb. He said they were not dumb, that they had a plan and a 
good reason for leasing gold. He also said that the low lease rate was merely for "public view" because 
"a free gold loan would not be acceptable." The WGC and the MSM all bought the "CBs want to earn 
interest on their idle asset" story. I guess you can decide for yourself if it makes more sense than 
ANOTHER's explanation. 

That was Then, This is Now 

In the 1990s, the supply of leased gold came mostly (~90%) from the CBs. The majority of the demand 
for this leased gold came from gold mine hedging operations (~60%). Another small portion of the 
demand (~8%) came from hedge fund short selling. As I said above, both of these "uses" for borrowed 
gold made sense while the price was falling. They don't make much sense in an era where the price is 
rising like it has been since 2001. 

So, of course, as you would expect, the mining operations have closed out most of their hedge books 
that were carried over from the 90s. Also, the CBs announced that they had agreed as a group not to 
expand their gold leasing operations beyond 1999. And any hedge funds that have been shorting gold 
for the last decade have surely gone out of business. So, most of the supply and demand for gold 
leasing is gone. The remaining demand (~25-30% of the leased gold back in 1999) is truly physical. It 
is the inventory leased to businesses that use gold as a raw material for fabrication (e.g. jewelry etc…). 

If this is indeed the case, then what would "official support" look like today? Is physical gold still 
moving "in size" (but off market so as to not influence the price) with the help of the CBs like it was in 
the 90s? Well, since the first CBGA in 1999 it would appear that the CBs, along with the miners, have 
been unwinding a lot of what was wound up in the 90s. CB gold sales agreed under the CBGA declined 
until they all but disappeared in 2009, and in 2010 the CBs turned into net buyers of gold. 

Part of my thesis in those last three posts is that official support may have reemerged specifically 
because of the financial crisis in 2008. If this is the case, and if this official support included CB gold 
sales, then we probably wouldn't expect to see the CBs turn from net sellers of gold in 2008 to net 
buyers in 2010. So, perhaps CB sales are not part of the "official support" occasionally helping to keep 
the paper and physical markets attached. 



What about leasing? As I mentioned in my New Year's post, when the CBs renewed their CBGA for the 
second time in 2009 they forgot to include the line limiting gold leasing which was present in both of 
the prior agreements. Does this mean they expanded (or at least intended to expand) gold leasing to 
support the market? I don't know, but as I've already pointed out, it doesn't make much sense today 
even though it did in the 90s. 

For one thing, expanding gold leasing operations tends to increase liquidity in the gold market which 
tends to drive down the price, yet as I said in my last post, the rising price of "gold" has been a major 
leg of support. Also, nearly 70% of the "users" of leased gold in the 90s no longer want it because now 
it's a losing proposition. So even if the CBs wanted to expand their leasing operations, the demand may 
not be there to get it done. 

As I wrote in The Two-Legged Dog, a "long physical gold" position does not support the "gold" market 
(help keep paper gold attached or fixed to physical), instead it stresses and threatens it. Short physical 
and/or long paper gold are the only "positions" that support today's (quote-unquote) "gold" market:

"The position that lends the most support to today's "gold" market is "long paper gold and short 
physical gold." This was the position of Western gold bugs during the early 90s—trading in their 
physical for paper gold."

It was also the position of the CBs during the late 90s, selling physical and leasing. But today, or at 
least since 2009, the CBs in aggregate are apparently long physical. And an expansion of gold leasing 
not only doesn't make sense, it would tend to be counterproductive in an era where the rising price 
supports the market. In fact, what I was proposing in those last three posts was the occasional "official" 
levitation of the paper gold price at times when gravity would have otherwise prevailed. 

Max De Niro asked:

"How is it that the ECB supports the paper gold market? Do they buy COMEX contracts, LBMA 
unallocated? Where would this show up on their balance sheet?" 

Could there be another way? I don't know, so let's discuss it. And to kick off the discussion, I'll leave 
you with a few emails from my FOREX market insider. In the past I have called him FOREX trader 
lady or something to that extent. But from here on out we'll just call him FOREX Trader:

FOFOA,

This caught my eye in your latest article. The snippet from the old CBGA that was missing from the 
latest one in 2009:

"4. The signatories to this agreement have agreed not to expand their gold leasings and their use of 
gold futures and options over this period."

Recall the earlier discussion about which instruments were used to hedge nominal exposure to the price 
of gold?

http://fofoa.blogspot.com/2013/01/the-two-legged-dog.html


There is your answer.

"Gold futures and options" has a very broad definition. I would guess that this allows them to operate 
with impunity on all the major electronic gold exchanges in the world.

-------

FOFOA,

This is what long paper short phys looks like on the spread. Thought you might be interested in the 
chart. This is a "monthly" of gold continuous front month futures contract minus spot gold price.

Theoretically this value should be synthetically very close to Gold lease rates "sell it now, buy it back 
in a month".

I thought it was interesting that the anomalies in this chart which resemble backwardation showed up in 
2008 (and also today!) but not in 1999 or 2001. However, the 2008 anomaly seemed too early in the 
year to be October or November, where I thought it should be, so I asked him about it. 

Sorry FOFOA,

Actually I think there is a problem with the X axis due to the nature of combining different futures 
contracts to make up the spread chart (i.e. front month is only front month until it isn't then another 
futures contract must be substituted and concatenated appropriately). So it may well have been later in 
the year. If I zoom in on 2008 specifically with a "daily nearest" rather than "daily continuation" it 
looks like this:
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I told him that last chart made it even more interesting, and that I might use these charts in a post.

FOFOA,

If you are going to use them in a post, here is also the monthly nearest instead of monthly continuation. 
I provide the different ones because I can't really make a guarantee about the quality of the data.

From my personal experience of trading in Sep/Oct/Nov 2008: shit was fucked up. All markets I traded 
were the least efficient I've ever seen them. The contango on oil was so retard huge that JP Morgan was 
filling up tankers and storing for delivery later in the year. Here are just a few examples:
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Thank you, FOREX Trader! My thesis is that today's (quote-unquote) "gold" market is somehow 
different from everything else. It is like the linchpin holding the wheels on a very old bus. It alone can 
bring the whole thing down if its legs fail. Very few understand this, and it's not even important if they 
do. It simply is. 

The big question now is… does paper gold still have legs? 

Sincerely,
FOFOA

[1] Gold Derivatives: The Market View 2000 – WGC with Jessica Cross, Virtual Metals Research & 
Consulting Ltd, London/Johannesburg
[2] Gold Derivatives: The Market Impact 2001 – WGC with Anthony Neuberger, Associate Professor 
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of Finance, London Business School

***Editorial Note*******************************************************************

An important exchange occurred between victorthecleaner and FOFOA in the comments section 
of the Legs post. I am including it below because I believe it adds to the content provided in the 
post itself.

MS.

***********************************************************************************

victorthecleaner said... 

FOFOA,

on leasing. Well, Jeff Christian didn't explicitly say how the volume of gold leasing has changed. But 
he said leasing by CBs had been replaced by private leasing, and it didn't sound as if he was omitting 
any much more relevant information such as a significant drop in volume.

Then we have this

6/2/98 Friend of ANOTHER

[...] The Middle Eastern bullion holdings are well hidden from official records. They control the gold 
market through the London/European gold paper markets. It was the BIS that handed them the market 
when it created the Central Bank lending deals. They were the prime buyers right off the bat!  [...]

We do know that Kuwait leased some 70 (?) tonnes right after the Washington Agreement (am I getting 
this right?). Yes, I know that Kuwait has always been a close UK ally and that, in contrast, Saudi Arabia 
never was. 

Doesn't it make sense that the other Arabs (Saudi, Emirates, etc) also played a role in filling in for the 
European CBs? If you can lease a large and varying amount of gold, you can indeed influence the lease 
rates and term structure of the gold market and thereby even affect other smaller gold leases. Also, the 
oil exporters (together with the U.S.) are still the main beneficiaries of the low dollar gold price.

The gold/Brent oil ratio has again been stable since the 2008 crisis and doesn't deviate from 15 any 
significantly. So there is still some "agreement on the gold/oil ratio" in place, i.e. some policy of the 
U.S. or the oil exporters or both that stabilizes this ratio. (It could be Saudi Arabia single handedly 
adjusting the flow of oil in order to target a dollar price that achieves the desired gold/oil ratio - but 
they do rely on the U.S. to make sure no other oil producer can graduate to a price setter).

Finally, who borrows gold? The following is basically Fekete's argument with the grain elevators. If 
you operate an exchange or if you are a market maker or even a large coin retailer, you have some 
business capital paid in in dollars. But initially, you don't have any inventory to begin trading. So you 
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buy gold for dollars and then immediately hedge your inventory by selling the gold forward. In other 
words, you swap your dollars for gold. The interest you earn is precisely the contango of the gold 
forward market, i.e. acquiring and holding your inventory is profitable.

(By the way, if the ones who do most of the gold leasing can actually influence the lease rate and 
thereby the contango, they also influence the profitability of the market makers who have to borrow 
their own inventory - that's nice, too, isn't it?)

Victor

January 17, 2013 at 9:27 AM 

FOFOA said... 

Hello Victor,

I listened to Jeff Christian and, as far as I can tell, what he said supports my thesis. Aside from the fact 
that he's obviously with the WGC/MSM in swallowing the "CBs wanted to earn a little interest on their 
idle asset" story, what he describes fits my post. What he said precisely was, "what we've seen over the 
last 15 years is that central banks have pulled back from lending as much gold out, and private sources 
of gold have continued—have increased—the amount of gold they're lending out." 

Kind of interesting was that one of the reasons he said the CBs stopped lending gold was the credit 
worthiness of their counterparties. He further explained that the CBs were especially cautious after the 
Drexel Burnham bankruptcy in 1990. I thought that was an interesting comment since 1990 was the 
time when the CBs really accelerated their gold leasing according to both ANOTHER and the WGC. 

Also, he said "over the last 15 years… central banks have pulled back from lending as much gold" and 
then he went on to explain that it was because of credit worthiness. But this "15 years" also caught my 
attention because that's right when ANOTHER explained why they would do so (with foresight rather 
than hindsight):

Date: Wed Nov 12 1997 14:08 [15 years before Christian's interview]
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:

All CBs will now slowly stop all leasing operations and allow the market to size itself.

Date: Fri Mar 20 1998 22:12 
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:

The [central] banks do want gold to rise now, and they will pull in physical gold to replace leases, 
even if they must "pay high on the market". They do not rollover these loans now.

8/19/98 ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!)

…it did announced the end of EMCB leases. 
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Jeff Christian said that this practice of CB gold leasing began in the early 80s when he, Jeff Christian 
(while working for J. Aron which was acquired by Goldman Sachs at that same time), talked the CBs 
into leasing their gold for almost no interest (30 basis points or 0.3% is what he mentioned). He 
mentioned 1981, which was when Goldman bought J. Aron, so we can deduce that JC convinced the 
CBs to earn a little interest on an idle asset around ~1981/1982. 

ANOTHER confirms that this was the timeframe when the CBs began leasing gold as part of their 
"plan":

Date: Sun Apr 19 1998 15:49 
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:

It truly started with Barrick, in Canada in the 80s. It was a "thin market", but grew big in oil. 

This fits! After suffering huge financial losses in oil and gas, Barrick changed its focus to gold mining 
around 1982, went public in Canada (Toronto) in 1983 and acquired its first gold mine in 1984. 

Cont…

January 18, 2013 at 2:41 AM

FOFOA said... 

2/4

This might be one of those chicken/egg problems. Did the European central bankers hatch their "plan" 
to delay the collapse of the global reserve currency long enough to launch a backup currency before or 
after Jeff Christian presented them with the lucrative offer of earning 30 basis points per year by letting 
him (temporarily) wheel their gold across the street to the JP Morgan vault? I kid you of course, 
because we all suffer a bit of inflation in our own personal memory banks. ;D And the mundane details 
of JC's recollections certainly square with ANOTHER's! 

But ANOTHER definitely said CB gold leasing was part of a plan. It was a plan that was supposed to 
keep the price of gold low (close to production costs) while enabling the mines to dramatically expand 
production at the same time:

Date: Sat Mar 07 1998 13:08 
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:

To grasp the fact that the CBs had a plan, is to know that they lend the gold for only 1% or 2% 
while the proceeds set in a Bullion Bank and grow with interest for the benefit of the BB and the 
mine! And further, the lenders allow the return of the gold to be extended out for many years, as 
in "spot deferred". The CBs allow public opinion to think of this as "typical government stupid", 
it's not! 
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Unfortunately, there was a flaw in the plan that could not be foreseen:

Date: Fri Dec 12 1997 21:06 
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:

The fatal flaw was found in the "forward sales" of unmined gold. The whole system counted on 
the expansion of cheap mining techniques to supply much more gold at a cheaper price far into 
the future. This happened to a degree for a few years but then just leveled off. 

This flaw forced the CBs to become "the primary suppliers by replacing openly held gold with CB 
certificates. This action has helped keep gold flowing during a time that trading would have 
locked up." Victor, of course some "gold leasing" continues today, but it has obviously declined 
substantially since 2000. You wrote:

"Finally, who borrows gold? The following is basically Fekete's argument with the grain elevators. If 
you operate an exchange or if you are a market maker or even a large coin retailer, you have some 
business capital paid in in dollars. But initially, you don't have any inventory to begin trading. So you 
buy gold for dollars and then immediately hedge your inventory by selling the gold forward." 

When I wrote "fabricators", that was a poor choice of umbrellas. I probably should have said 
"consignment and other inventory" which includes "Refining consignments", "Jewelry" and 
"Inventory/investment" as that first WGC paper broke it down. This is all included in that 25-30% of 
1999 leased gold "users" that I meant to cover with "fabricators":

"The estimates of inventory include consignment stock held by jewellers, consignment stock held by 
other industrial end users of gold and investment gold traditionally held in the high-carat low markup 
consuming markets." [1]

Cont…

January 18, 2013 at 2:43 AM 

FOFOA said... 

3/4

But the real question is whether or not today's "gold leasing" is a support leg for today's paper gold 
market, official or otherwise. In the 90s it was (and it was most definitely official). But it was not the 
volume that was the support. It was the expansion of the volume. The 90s was a decade of falling gold 
prices and expanding gold leases, from 900t to 5,000t. Here's how that second WGC paper explained it:

"So long as the net short position [me: the volume of gold out on lease] is stable, with the initiation of 
new contracts being offset by the maturing of old contracts [me: new leases balanced by unwinding old 
leases], the effect on the spot market is neutral. But over the decade of the 1990s the amount of 
hedging increased rapidly, with much of the increase occurring in the second half of the period. The 
net short position increased by a total of some 4,000 tonnes, or around 400 tonnes/ year on average. To
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put the point another way, to meet the demands of the derivative markets, holders of gold increased 
their lending of gold to the market by some 4,000 tonnes." [2]

Yes, the CBs kept leasing and also rolled over their old leases rather than calling them in. But that was 
okay, because the gold rarely left the vault (or at least the neighborhood). It was all a financial 
transaction. Victor, you wrote (quoting FOA):

"[...] The Middle Eastern bullion holdings are well hidden from official records. They control the gold 
market through the London/European gold paper markets. It was the BIS that handed them the market 
when it created the Central Bank lending deals. They were the prime buyers right off the bat! [...]"  

This is what he was referring to (from my post):

Date: Fri Nov 28 1997 23:29 
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:

The BIS set up a plan where gold would be slowly brought down to production price. To do this 
required some oil states to take the long side of much leased/forward gold deals even as they "bid 
for physical under a falling market". Using a small amount of in ground oil as backing they could 
hold huge positions without being visible. **For a long time they were the only ones holding 
much of this paper.** 

So the Saudis held ownership of CB "certificates" until the mines produced the gold they had sold 
forward. Then, the "lease" would normally be unwound. If the Saudis had actually taken delivery and 
shipped the CB's physical back to the desert (which they didn't because there was a deal) then the CBs 
would have taken that new gold from the mines. But, instead, the Saudis got the gold from the mines 
and the "CB certificates" went back to the BBs. But rather than canceling those "certificates" 
(unwinding the leases), the CBs just rolled them over and let the BBs resell them which contracted 
more future gold, funded more mine exploration/expansion, and kept more big money out of the spot 
market. In addition to reselling the old "certificates", the CBs also lent them new ones, expanding the 
leasing operation from 900t to 5,000t in less than 10 years. As ANOTHER said:

The question is not "Are the CBs worried for the return of gold?" but, "Has our paper been lent 
to the wrong people?". 

Cont…

January 18, 2013 at 2:46 AM 

FOFOA said... 

4/4

That was because: …the Asians began to compete on the physical side. 

What he meant there was not that the Asians were buying up spot physical driving up the price (he said 
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they only bought low and lower), but that they were buying up mine forwards, the physical from which 
was supposed to go to the Saudis per the oil deal. A deal like that can only work until someone else 
figures out the game. 

"The effect of hedging by producers and fabricators is to bring forward or accelerate sales in the spot 
market. The volume of sales brought forward is equal to the net short position of hedgers and 
speculators." [2]

Hedgers and speculators in this case meant miners and hedge funds respectively. The volume of sales 
brought forward increased liquidity and kept the price down. Or at least the expansion of that volume 
did. If the mines had kept up production expansion with the paper expansion it would have been no 
problem. But they didn't. 

After the launch of the euro and the CBGA, the price of gold started rising, "stretching out" the existing 
physical reserves. The mines unwound a good portion of their hedge books with cash, not gold. 
Remember this? Barrick took a $5B loss and diluted its stock just to get out of its 1990s hedge book in 
2009. The press release:

"TORONTO, ONTARIO -- (MARKET WIRE) -- 09/08/09 -- All amounts expressed in US dollars unless 
otherwise indicated

Barrick Gold Corporation (NYSE: ABX)(TSX: ABX) announced today that it has entered into an 
agreement with a syndicate of underwriters, led by RBC Capital Markets, Morgan Stanley & Co. 
Incorporated, J.P. Morgan Securities Inc. and Scotia Capital Inc., for a bought deal public offering for 
gross proceeds of approximately $3.0 billion representing 81.2 million common shares of Barrick at a 
price of $36.95 per share.

Barrick intends to use $1.9 billion of the net proceeds to eliminate all of its fixed priced (non-
participating) gold contracts (the "Gold Hedges") within the next 12 months and approximately $1.0 
billion to eliminate a portion of its floating spot price (fully participating) gold contracts (the "Floating 
Contracts"). A $5.6 billion charge to earnings will be recorded in the third quarter as a result of a 
change in accounting treatment for the contracts" 

More later if I have time. But my point is that I don't think "gold leasing" is part of paper gold's support 
legs today, private or official. Yes, there is still some leasing going on, for the above noted purposes. Is 
it expanding or contracting? Is it official (done at a loss "for a purpose") or private (done for profit)? 
Good questions. 

The main point of including FOREX Trader's emails at the end of my post was that the line in the 
CBGA that included "leasing" also included a phrase that may be a catch-all for gold derivatives. So if 
there was official support occasionally levitating "gold" since 2008, and if it was not outright physical 
sales or leasing like the 90s, then maybe it was derivatives. How? I don't know. But (and this is for Max 
De Niro) derivatives are a way to mask whatever it is you're doing. They don't necessarily show up on 
the balance sheet as you would expect. ;D 

Sincerely,

http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2013-01-17/deutsche-bank-derivative-helped-monte-paschi-mask-losses.html


FOFOA

January 18, 2013 at 2:51 AM 

Woland said... 
I have a question about the specific meaning of a phrase 
quoted in a paragraph by Another;

"[Central] banks do lend gold with a reason to control price.
If gold rises above its commodity price, (me: cost of production)
it loses value in discount trade". 

My reading of this is that "discount trade" refers to oil sold
BELOW the currency price OIL would otherwise demand, in 
return for gold being made available to OIL at a price far 
lower than would otherwise be possible, without the CB
leasing/intervention. Is this the correct interpretation of
the phrase?

(I am reminded of the old example by Another of $30 oil
plus X amount of gold, then later the same $30 plus XX 
amount.) 

January 18, 2013 at 11:08 AM 

FOFOA said... 

Hello Woland,

Re: your "I have a question about the specific meaning of a phrase quoted in a paragraph by Another;

"[Central] banks do lend gold with a reason to control price. If gold rises above its commodity price, 
(me: cost of production) it loses value in discount trade". 

My reading of this is that "discount trade" refers to oil sold BELOW the currency price OIL would 
otherwise demand, in return for gold being made available to OIL at a price far lower than would 
otherwise be possible, without the CB leasing/intervention. Is this the correct interpretation of the 
phrase?

(I am reminded of the old example by Another of $30 oil plus X amount of gold, then later the same $30 
plus XX amount.)" 

My reading is that "discount trade" refers to the the BIS deals in physical gold at a "discount" to the 
"future reset price", deals that kept the really big money wanting real gold from blowing up the paper 
markets and the "plan" to make it to the euro's birthday party. In the 90s, the "discount price" ranged 
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(according to ANOTHER) from $1,000 per ounce up to $6,000 per ounce. This was a big discount on 
the "future reset price" of $10,000 and the real future dollar price of $30,000. 

Of course he may have simply meant the low commodity price of gold when he wrote "discount trade." 
But I put the emphasis on the word value: "…it loses value in the discount trade." The value was the 
control it gave the CBs in managing the Giants. The wider the gap between gold's "price" and its 
obvious "value" the more room the BIS had to negotiate deals that would keep the Giants happy. Here, 
I'll try to make my case using ANOTHER's own words! ;D 

First, let's look at the deal the Saudi's cut for themselves in the early 90s which you mentioned above. 
Here's how ANOTHER explained it:

Date: Sat Oct 18 1997 21:04
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:

The Deal:

We ( an oil state ) now value gold in trade far higher than currencies. We are willing to use gold 
as a partial payment for the future use of "all oil" and value it at $1,000 US. ( only a small 
amount of oil is in this deal ) And take a very small amount of gold out of circulation each month 
using its present commodity price.

If the world price can be maintained in the $300s it would be a small price for the west to pay for 
cheap oil and monetary stability.

The battle is now between CBs trying to keep gold in the $300s and the "others" buying it up. In 
effect the governments are selling gold in any form to "KEEP IT" being used as 'REAL 
MONEY" in oil deals! Some people know this, that is why they aren't trading it,, they are buying 
it.

Not all oil producers can take advantage of this deal as it is done "where noone can see". And, 
they know not what has happened for gold does not change in price! But I tell you, gold has been 
moved and it's price has changed in terms of oil! For the monthly amount to be taken off the 
market has changed from $10 in gold ( valued at $1,000 ) /per barrel to the current $30 in gold 
/per barrel still valued at $1,000! Much of this gold was in the form of deals in London to launder 
its movement. Because of some Asians, these deals are no longer being rolled over as paper! 

Cont… 

January 19, 2013 at 12:36 AM 

FOFOA said... 

2/4

First of all, they said they valued gold at $1,000/oz. in this deal and took $10 worth of physical off the 
market per barrel for a "small amount of oil." This was in the early days of the deal (c.1991). $10 is 
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1/100th of $1,000 so they were taking 1/100th of an ounce per barrel. In the early 90s the Saudis were 
producing about 9 million barrels per day. ANOTHER said that starting in 1991 they were taking about 
20 million ounces of gold per year off the market through this deal. 20M ounces X 100 = 2 billion 
barrels of oil per year. Divide that by 365 days and it looks like the "small amount of oil in this deal" 
was 5.5M barrels per day, or about 61% of their production. 

20 million ounces at $360/ounce would have cost $7.2B. At $1,000/ounce it would have cost $20B. 
3.3B bbls of oil sold at $30/bbl would have brought in $100B per year. So let's say that they came to 
the negotiating table in 1991 saying that 20% of their production was "net-production" or surplus for 
which they needed a real wealth reserve (gold) in return. 

There were two options on the table. To use ANOTHER's first example, they could lower the dollar 
price of oil from $30 to $25, but also price oil in gold at 1/400th of an ounce per barrel. Here's how 
ANOTHER put it:

What if the oil states offered to buy gold with oil, OUTRIGHT? No currencies involved. " We will 
produce flat out, all the oil you want. And, we offer this oil as payment, per barrel, to buy ( say? ) 
25US dollars or gold priced by us, at ( say? ) $10,000oz.!"

The answer is very simple, the world would sell them gold for oil. I tell you now, this almost 
happened! 

If that had happened, as ANOTHER said, anyone with gold would have gotten oil really cheap. And the 
gold arb would have immediately taken gold to $10,000 per ounce. The Saudis could easily exchange 
gold to cover their overhead costs and save their 20% excess without a problem. The problem for the 
CBs would be that the world would be off a fiat standard and back on a gold standard a decade before 
the euro birthday. 

The other option on the table was, let's not rock the boat just yet. At $30/bbl, you want to save about 
$20B in gold each year. At current prices that would be 50 million ounces or 1,555 tonnes per year. But 
you saw what happened in the late 70s. Obviously you can't just go to the market and get that much—
in other words, obviously the price of gold today is bullshit. Obviously it's going to have to reset at a 
much higher level someday, we'd just prefer that day not be today. 

So let's see if we can figure out a way for you to take, say, 20M ounces, or 622 tonnes per year off the 
market as long as we can keep the price of gold low so as not to rock the fiat currency boat. We'll even 
underwrite (guarantee) this deal with our own gold (and we have lots of it!). From what you, the 
Saudis, obviously understand, this is an excellent deal for both of us, especially if the gold you get 
comes from someone else and not from our vaults. But either way you're covered. Deal done! 

I guess we will never know the exact deal, but ANOTHER sure spilled a lot of details in his early posts 
if you look closely! 

Cont… 

January 19, 2013 at 12:53 AM 
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FOFOA said... 

3/4

Now let's see what ANOTHER said about the discount trade in gold: 

"As long as there is an open market for gold, it will not be allowed to trade above its commodity 
price! It has far too much value for that to happen. You see, in much the same way that a zero 
coupon bond trades at a discount to face, gold is traded for its discount of "money value to 
commodity price! Think that I a fool, because I trade gold for thousands US an oz.? You will 
think much on this in the future. 

[…]

With gold discounted to its production cost and below, those that have it can trade it for its 
monetary value. Make no mistake, the BIS knows gold in the many thousands. The future "reset 
value" of gold is the key. "support the dollar with oil and the currency system works" "fail the 
currencies and the dollar will come off the oil standard and the BIS will reset gold to $10,000+ 
with many conditions. That is why they continue to accept the dollar as a reserve. If Japan or any 
other COUNTRY sells US treasury debt it's all over!"

[…]

The selling of old dollar reserves, alone will reprice gold in US$ terms of at least $6,000/oz! Its 
present interbank reserve value.

[…]

The $6,000 valuation of gold can only be true if currency deflation destroys enough dollars to 
bring it down to that range. Without deflation, the dollar will be devalued much lower than this 
(higher gold price)! Once the Euro is created and begins to effect world trade (late 1999 perhaps), 
the gold market will begin a transition as never before! I think it will be interesting to follow the 
politics of this change, yes?

[…]

When the battle to keep gold from devaluing oil ( in direct gold for oil terms ) is lost, the dollar 
will find "no problem" with $30,000 gold, as it will be seen as a "benefit for all" and "why did 
noone see this sooner"?

[…]

The true value of gold, as a monetary currency, in today's current US$ values, is over $30,000. If 
all currencies were destroyed, and gold only was used, this value would be higher. However, 
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currencies will be used in the future, as today, only their value in trade will change. They will no 
longer be held as reserves, without gold at their side! 

Cont… 

January 19, 2013 at 12:58 AM 

FOFOA said... 

4/4

Okay, so if you've got really big money and you want to protect a large portion of it in physical gold, 
you've got to pay what to us shrimps would be a big premium. But to the true Giant it is actually a 
discount. 

Imagine, Woland, that you woke up one day and discovered that you owned an oil field that would 
produce millions of barrels a day for the rest of your life. Would you consider that a windfall? In fact, 
that's exactly what it is. And with that windfall you will be able to raise your standard of living up to 
the greatest standard available to mankind in 2013. You will even be able to accumulate wealth on top 
of your unlimited "maximum consumption" binge. What a rare treat! 

But what you won't be able to do is get the full windfall profit from moving your excess into physical 
gold that we shrimps can get. You already got your windfall. You simply have too much money to do 
what we're doing. If you tried to go "all in", you alone would drive the price so high that you'd never 
get the windfall you were after. Go ahead, try. Approach your local Bullion Bank and see how far you 
get. I bet you'll eventually find yourself in a private room somewhere in London receiving an education 
and an offer. What seemed like a huge premium when you walked in will feel like a big discount by the 
time you leave. 

When ANOTHER used terms like discount (and even premium) in this context, I think he was usually 
referring to gold, and I don't think he was talking about the 10% and 20% premiums and discounts we 
shrimps are used to. I think he was talking about Freegold-sized premiums and discounts. Remember 
this fellow from the post?

"A proposal was offered to borrow in broken lots, 3.5 and 5.5 million ozs for resale. It was turned 
down. The owner offered to sell only, no lease. What turned heads was that someone else stepped 
in and took it all, at a premium!" 

I wonder what premium he got. That's the same 9,000,000 ounces I mentioned later in the post 
converting it to 280 tonnes. Remember ANOTHER saying:

"Think that I a fool, because I trade gold for thousands US an oz.? You will think much on this in 
the future." 

Think now! I wonder if this guy got "thousands US an oz." when he was expecting $310/ounce. Let's 
see, that was a $2.8B sale offer at $310. At $1,000 it would have been $9B. Yeah, I guess that would 
turn some heads. 
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Woland, have you noticed that in ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) there are many times when ANOTHER 
gives brief replies to various people yet we don't always know the question that was asked or the 
context in which it was asked? Well, I added the link to the old Kitco archives to my list of links in the 
sidebar. It's called Early Kitco Forum Archive.

It's pretty easy to click over and find the comments associated with ANOTHER's answers, and I think it 
adds a new dimension to (THOUGHTS!). For example, here's a discussion about that 9 million ounce 
deal, but you wouldn't have known that's what it was about from reading only ANOTHER's side of the 
conversation. I included a little more of the discussion for additional context (and also just because it 
was interesting), so enjoy!

So, this long comment continues, but new page numbers will start below because I thought that 2/7 
might be a little too intimidating at the top. ;D 

Sincerely,
FOFOA 

January 19, 2013 at 1:26 AM 

FOFOA said... 

1/3

Date: Fri Dec 12 1997 22:18
sweat (To Anybody) ID#23782:

Is there any way to find out if the 9,000,000 oz. deal really happened? 

Where might the trade have taken place? 

Is this whole gold trading business really that much "cloak and dagger"? 

Date: Fri Dec 12 1997 22:31
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:

SW, 
What is "cloak and dagger"? 

Date: Fri Dec 12 1997 22:54
sweat (ANOTHER) ID#23782:

"Cloak and dagger" is an expression I would use for an action ( or trade ) done in great secracy. 

My experience as a trader has taught me to value such things as 
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a ) time and sales - as reported on various exchanges 
b ) open interest - as reported on various exchanges 

The market always moves to size, you spoke of "making the turn". I would love to see documentation of 
a trade that size. 

No offence intended, of course. 

Date: Fri Dec 12 1997 23:08
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:

SWEAT: 
You will not see 80% or more of gold deals. If it was done with all to see the discount value would 
be lost as the world price would explode. This is not the relm of any public “wall street”. At one 
time it belonged mostly to the Barron. Now it is large with the BIS and super rich. Wars will be 
fought over the lack of “visibility” of these dealings. 

Date: Sat Jan 10 1998 21:50
sweat (ANOTHER) ID#23782:

What quantity of GOLD, paper or physical, has OIL traditionally purchased on an annual basis? How 
much paper GOLD is out there ready to be squeezed? Do you think OIL will be able to collect what is 
owed to them? 

Why would OIL not want some ownership of GOLD EQUITIES? 

Cont… 

January 19, 2013 at 1:28 AM 

FOFOA said... 

2/3

Date: Sat Jan 10 1998 23:13
Cmax (COMEX is only but a refernence to the value of paper gold, NOT physical.) ID#344205:

It is interesting to watch all these various reasons for gold’s fall…..but most are missing the REAL 
issue. 

The fact is, that when we talk about the purchase of gold, we are really talking about two divergent 
things: 
a. that of the physical metal……… ( money ) 
b. that of a paper derivative, an I.O.U., kind of like a dollar bill…… ( currency ) 

What ( and who ) determines the price every day of the gold market? 
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Obviously, everyone looks first to COMEX as a reference before adjusting their prices. 

What does COMEX use? 

Supply and demand determined by it’s participants, who trade in gold contracts ( er ah, derivatives? ) , 
gold leases, and options and futures ( er ah, derivatives of derivatives ) . 

One point must be plainly put forward: 
Gold contracts, no matter what they are printed on or HOW they are worded, they are merely DEBTS, 
nothing more than a simple I.O.U. There is nowhere near enough gold on the planet to satisfy all these 
I.O.U.’s ( debts ) that are outstanding…….. and they are the very antithesis of what acumulators 
( hoarders ) of wealth find in the spirit of holding real gold ( money ) . 

I find it so wildly insane that holders of physical gold, ( money ) , would allow their wealth to be sold 
( or valued ) at a price that is established by the supply of FIAT gold. If this scenario was written into a 
novel, no one would believe it……. or one would read it only as a comedy. 

ANOTHER said it quite well, in his comment that “there is no end to the amount of paper gold that can 
be created.” All of this FIAT supply has overwhelmed the REAL demand for physical, and most people 
believe that they REALLY have purchased gold, when they buy these contracts. As long as the majority 
of gold purchasers believe that their paper is as “real” as physical, the COMEX paper gold value 
reference will continue to drop. 

I for one, no longer accept established paper gold values for the real value of gold. Just try and buy a 
substantial quantity of the yellow……and what do you see? 6 months ago, you could buy at spot. 
Today, one ounce coins have a premium of $14 over spot….and rising every day. Oh, and don’t forget 
that even when paying the “premiums”, one has to really work at finding the coins for delivery. Easier 
said, there is now a phenominal demand, but very little supply of physical. And yet we allow paper to 
determine gold prices. Gold has never had the brute demand as what we have today……yet we are told 
that prices are down due to lack of interest. 

COMEX should now be looked upon as the animal that it really is…… 
A REFERENCE TO THE VALUE OF PAPER GOLD. It has nothing to do with the price of physical 
beyond suckering in the few ignorant to sell there physical for the price of paper. 

Cont… 

January 19, 2013 at 1:28 AM 

FOFOA said... 

3/3

ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:

CMAX: You are exactly correct! Follow your thoughts. good luck 
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SWEAT: What quantity of GOLD, paper or physical, has OIL traditionally purchased on an 
annual basis? 
From 1991, appx. 20m/oz./yr., now it is more. 

How much paper GOLD is out there ready to be squeezed? 
Over 14,000 tons. 

Do you think OIL will be able to collect what is owed to them? 
It will come outright or thru the increase in value of metal owned after an oil for gold bid. 

Date: Wed Feb 04 1998 20:09
kuston (followups) ID#273227:

Another - Did I misunderstand you posts last year? When you were promoting your gold theory last 
year - you stated silver and platinum would crash along with paper. I remember specifically asking this 
question just before I made a large physical purchase. Today, you are promoting world wealth will go 
into all physicals. I ask only for personal reasons. My physical collection has been going on for a long 
time, that's how I found Kitco many many months ago.

Date: Wed Feb 04 1998 20:04
sweat (ANOTHER) ID#23782:

Is it still possible that OIL will make a bid outside the BIS? If so, where might one look to follow this 
drama? How has the collection of physical progressed? Kitcoites have surmised RBA's 167 tonnes 
went to China or South Korea. ( Korean collection of 161 tonnes looks suspicious ) Any comments? 

Date: Wed Feb 04 1998 23:23 
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60254:

REPLYS:

Mr. Sweat, 
If oil or the BIS bid for gold, you will know it ! In your terms,

" up front and personal"??

RBA's 167 tonnes ? No comment.

Mr. Kuston, 
Please understand, that wealth will move into all forms of real assets as the destruction of our 
debt/ digitial currency system continues. When the currencies move to a final resolution, it will be 
the "marketplace for precious metals" that will die first! It is well known that gold will hold it's 
value above everything. All other metals could lose much of the value they gained prior to this 
meltdown! Remember, "when the currencies go to nuclear war, all paper and paper markets will 
burn"! Many hard assets will lose in the public mind as confusion will rule. In the thoughts of 
many, gold will perform! 



January 19, 2013 at 1:30 AM 
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Sunday, February 3, 2013

Why do you find A/FOA credible? 

I know we have a few people here who don't find them credible, so this question goes both ways. We 
don't know who they were, so we can only judge them on their words which were sometimes cryptic to 
say the least. So I want to know why you find them credible (or not). 

This is a follow-up question to one I asked the group that gathered in Las Vegas. I asked them if there 
was anything fundamentally different about A/FOA's story that seems to lead certain people to take 
personal action, people who would otherwise not take action, even given a similar, hypothetical pitch 
that advises buying something else that's about to explode in price, all else being equal. "All else being 
equal" includes both the credibility and style of the messenger, as well as the probability of success that 
you personally give the proposition. 

That question obviously doesn't go both ways like this one does, so it was more suited to be asked of a 
group in which every member finds the story and its messengers credible. But now I want to know why 
you find them credible (or not), and it's not as simple of a question as it seems. 

The following are excerpts from email exchanges I had with two different people. Both of these people 
were following ANOTHER/FOA in real time in the late 90s (true gold forum "old-timers"), and they 
each had a different take on A/FOA from the beginning. The first one is from someone who appears in 
the archives, talking about his initial impression of ANOTHER which he still holds today:

FOFOA,

I think you're enamored with Another and see him as far larger than other do.

I never saw him as a big catch - just another guy with lots of opinions and in most all cases 
his rhetoric was up to the reader to discern. He talked in riddles and rhymes and led people 
up the garden path. His intent was marketing the USAGold forum when he was on Kitco. 
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He was trolling Kitco [for readers] while MK was trolling for [other popular commenters 
like me and *****]. 

He sure attracted those who didn't know, yet wanted to know. But I don't think he was a 
teacher nor did he have a special message to tell.

If I went back to the LongWave forums I was on back in the 1990's there where dozens of 
brighter minds with good credentials talking about what was unfolding.

It was known back in 1996 that the end of the LongWave was due - well documented and 
the unfolding was very well discussed by intelligent cohesive minds who knew what they 
were talking about and could clearly discuss concepts.

I told my wife when I bought physical in 1999 that we couldn't be selling till 2012-2014 
when the end of the LongWave arrived. So much of what has unfolded has been predicted 
by intelligent people that it just makes a mockery of Another and his ramblings.

Sorry if it sounds harsh but it's my perspective from being around and active on these 
forums from years ago.

You never met the guy - saw the daily surroundings and subterfuge. It was a game being 
played.

This second one is from "Solitary Monk", a name adopted from Woland's comment: "So a solitary 
monk preserved our "Library of Alexandria" from destruction! We owe him a great debt of thanks." SM 
was reading A/FOA at the same time as the writer above, only he saw something different: 

I stumbled upon A/FOA in early 1998, quite by accident. At first, it was totally 
incomprehensible. I really don't know why, but I felt compelled to understand these 
writings and kept at it. I followed the postings at usagold in real time. I started acquiring 
physical with a disciplined approach. In the end, I was pretty much all in at an average cost 
under $300. With the help of cheap wine and day old bread, I still have every ounce.

In order to keep my emotions in check, I read and reread the archives. Over and over. Again 
and again. During one of those passes, worried that they might someday not be available, I 
copied every posting.

I think that there are "threshold levels of understanding" required to 1) buy, 2) hold until the 
transition begins, and 3) hold through the transition. Each requires a greater level of 
understanding. I can see from your writings that you know some people will make it 
through 1) and 2), but not 3). I've been working for a long time to prepare myself to get 
through 3). Your blogs are one way to help with that.

[…]

RJPadavona wrote, "I pride myself on having a good bullshit detector based on all the cons 



I've been around in my life." This is important. There is something about A/FOA that gives 
their entire story credibility. An interesting question to the forum might be why people 
judge it credible. I think it will be hard to answer because it's really a Gestalt effect.

I should note that both email writers went "all in at an average cost under $300," but only SM credits 
A/FOA with his decision. Another difference is that the first writer above is planning to "catch the top" 
by selling his gold at the top, which he expected at the writing of the email to be between 2012 and 
2014. (That email was written in Sept. 2011, right after gold had just kissed $1,900 and fallen back to 
$1,800.) 

Here's a link for Gestalt psychology which says that our brains may have the ability to perceive a whole 
that is greater than the sum of its parts, perhaps even before we identify and understand all of the 
visible parts. I think this may be similar to what I call "infinite resolution" when referring to what I see 
as the fractal nature of the Freegold story. 

As I wrote in Four, something in ANOTHER's words immediately caught my eye and stood out for me 
against all of the other gold writers I had been reading:

"It was a strange quote, but something in it caught my attention like a beacon as bright as the sun, so I 
clicked on the link. And for the next two months I stopped reading everything else I'd been reading 
while I worked my way through maybe a thousand-pages-worth of USAGOLD archives."

Not only did it catch my eye, but I must have found something in his words to be immediately credible 
because I went "all in" within six months of stumbling upon his decade-old cryptic comments. And 
even after six months I was still relatively clueless about Freegold compared to today. 

I know my answer to the question in the title of this post, and I think it explains why some people find 
A/FOA credible and some others don't. But I don't think it quite explains everybody on both sides. So 
I'm looking for something else, something that will complete my answer. And that's why I want to 
know why you find A/FOA credible or not. 

Notice also that I'm not asking why you find me credible or not. I must remind everyone that my blog is 
merely a tribute to them. So if you haven't read ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) and The Gold Trail, then 
please feel free to refrain from projecting your opinion of me onto them. And besides, if you don't find 
me credible, then what the heck are you doing wasting your time here? ;D 

Sincerely,
FOFOA

FOFOA Comments:

milamber said... 
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FOFOA,

Quite simply I find them credible because no one has disproved the Freegold thesis. Does that mean 
that A/FOA were correct on every prediction they made? No, of course not. If that is what one is 
looking for to establish credibility, then keep looking.

I liken A/FOA as insiders representing two different but aligned groups giving western goldbugs on 
Kitco and USAGOLD a little inside baseball about what the non IMF aligned faction is doing to 
prepare for the dollar failure. It is a shame that ORO (as well as others) attacked FOA on the board 
after 9/11 and then he cuts off all communications. But it is what it is.

Keep up the good work.

Milamber

P.S. If possible, I am still looking for an answer to my value question. Don’t know if you saw it while 
you were partying in Vegas :)

Milamber Value Question

February 5, 2013 at 10:42 AM 

FOFOA said... 

Hello Milamber,

An answer to your question! ;D

Price is objective and value is subjective, yet both words can be used as either a noun or a verb. But in 
this context, it makes more sense to use value as a verb because we are expressing the vital 
directionality of an exchange. I used value as a noun, which implies an objective measurement, which 
is probably what tripped you up. 

In the original post, my line follows a quote from Another in which he used "value" as a verb to show 
the directionality of one thing needing the holders of another thing to value it, and I was trying to 
contrast it using the same word, but I should have structured the sentence to use it the same way he did. 
In my line I used "set" as the verb but the intent was the same as Another's. 

If the currency price of your stock goes to zero, the stock is valueless in currency terms, and currency is 
priceless to the holder of that stock. But if the price of a currency denominated in real gold goes to 
zero, that currency is valueless in terms of real gold and real gold is priceless to that currency holder. 
It's the real gold holders bidding for currency with their real gold that sets the value of that currency in 
real gold terms, not the other way around like it is with stocks and other investments:

"All modern digital currencies do not go into an investment, they move THRU it... There is an 
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alternative. Gold! It is the only medium that currencies do not "move thru". It is the only Money that 
cannot be valued by currencies. It is gold that denominates currency. It is to say "gold moves thru paper 
currencies"."

Since "price" is objective, there is no directionality implied. It is simply the present rate of exchange, 
and one could mistakenly believe that each side needs the other side of the exchange equally. But 
"value", used as a verb, implies an important directionality that one thing is valued by the holders of 
another thing. This doesn't go both ways in extremis. MSFT stock needs currency holders bidding for it 
for its own survival, but real gold doesn't because it's bigger, badder and older than any currency. 

Sincerely,
FOFOA

February 5, 2013 at 7:58 PM 
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Monday, February 11, 2013

Think like a Giant 2 

"Think that I a fool, because I trade gold for thousands US an oz.? 
You will think much on this in the future." -ANOTHER

"Something that Big Trader or Another said a long time ago about trading gold off market in the
thousands. Trust me, it's there somewhere way back in the pre USAGOLD days. It seems that

gold was then and is today traded between countries, CBs, special accounts,,,,,,, at not only
contract prices but in the "perceived prices" that would exist in a non-dollar world. Hard to

believe? Don't be so quick to laugh. We are talking about gold traded in large amounts on the
"possibility" of a no dollar reserve world,,,,,, gold moved from "under the skin" to "under the

skin" so to speak. […]

Today, gold is worth far more than its traded contract price,,,, and has been for some years. […]

Listen to this and listen closely: "the real value of gold today is based squarely on the probability
of whether the US dollar can survive as a reserve currency"! No problem, you say? Well, you

may think a little different in a few weeks or years. […]

In some cases more than a few people have "done the math" and come up with some startling
probabilities and possibilities. In some perceptions, it's a political certainty!" -FOA

In Legs there was a quote from Another that mentioned the "discount trade" in gold: "If gold rises 
above its commodity price it loses value in discount trade." In the comments under the post, Woland 
asked about it:

Woland said…

I have a question about the specific meaning of a phrase quoted in a paragraph by Another;

"[Central] banks do lend gold with a reason to control price. If gold rises above its 
commodity price, (me: cost of production) it loses value in discount trade". 
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My reading of this is that "discount trade" refers to oil sold BELOW the currency price OIL 
would otherwise demand, in return for gold being made available to OIL at a price far 
lower than would otherwise be possible, without the CB leasing/intervention. Is this the 
correct interpretation of the phrase?

(I am reminded of the old example by Another of $30 oil plus X amount of gold, then later 
the same $30 plus XX amount.) 

January 18, 2013 at 11:08 AM

I responded to Woland with this comment:

Hello Woland,

My reading is that "discount trade" refers to the BIS deals in physical gold at a "discount" 
to the "future reset price", deals that kept the really big money wanting real gold from 
blowing up the paper markets and the "plan" to make it to the euro's birthday party. In the 
90s, the "discount price" ranged (according to ANOTHER) from $1,000 per ounce up to 
$6,000 per ounce. This was a big discount on the "future reset price" of $10,000 and the 
real future dollar price of $30,000. 

Of course he may have simply meant the low commodity price of gold when he wrote 
"discount trade." But I put the emphasis on the word value: "…it loses value in the discount 
trade." The value was the control it gave the CBs in managing the Giants. The wider the 
gap between gold's "price" and its obvious "value" the more room the BIS had to negotiate 
deals that would keep the Giants happy. Here, I'll try to make my case using ANOTHER's 
own words! ;D 

First, let's look at the deal the Saudi's cut for themselves in the early 90s which you 
mentioned above. Here's how ANOTHER explained it:

Date: Sat Oct 18 1997 21:04
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:

The Deal:

We ( an oil state ) now value gold in trade far higher than currencies. We 
are willing to use gold as a partial payment for the future use of "all oil" 
and value it at $1,000 US. ( only a small amount of oil is in this deal ) And 
take a very small amount of gold out of circulation each month using its 
present commodity price.

If the world price can be maintained in the $300s it would be a small price 
for the west to pay for cheap oil and monetary stability.

The battle is now between CBs trying to keep gold in the $300s and the 
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"others" buying it up. In effect the governments are selling gold in any 
form to "KEEP IT" being used as 'REAL MONEY" in oil deals! Some 
people know this, that is why they aren't trading it,, they are buying it.

Not all oil producers can take advantage of this deal as it is done "where 
noone can see". And, they know not what has happened for gold does not 
change in price! But I tell you, gold has been moved and its price has 
changed in terms of oil! For the monthly amount to be taken off the market 
has changed from $10 in gold ( valued at $1,000 ) /per barrel to the current 
$30 in gold /per barrel still valued at $1,000! Much of this gold was in the 
form of deals in London to launder its movement. Because of some Asians, 
these deals are no longer being rolled over as paper!

First of all, they said they valued gold at $1,000/oz. in this deal and took $10 worth of 
physical off the market per barrel for a "small amount of oil." This was in the early days of 
the deal (c.1991). $10 is 1/100th of $1,000 so they were taking 1/100th of an ounce per 
barrel. In the early 90s the Saudis were producing about 9 million barrels per day. 
ANOTHER said that starting in 1991 they were taking about 20 million ounces of gold per 
year off the market through this deal. 20M ounces X 100 = 2 billion barrels of oil per year. 
Divide that by 365 days and it looks like the "small amount of oil in this deal" was 5.5M 
barrels per day, or about 61% of their production. 

20 million ounces at $360/ounce would have cost $7.2B. At $1,000/ounce it would have 
cost $20B. 3.3B bbls of oil sold at $30/bbl would have brought in $100B per year. So let's 
say that they came to the negotiating table in 1991 saying that 20% of their production was 
"net-production" or surplus for which they needed a real wealth reserve (gold) in return. 

There were two options on the table. To use ANOTHER's first example, they could lower 
the dollar price of oil from $30 to $25, but also price oil in gold at 1/400th of an ounce per 
barrel. Here's how ANOTHER put it:

What if the oil states offered to buy gold with oil, OUTRIGHT? No 
currencies involved. " We will produce flat out, all the oil you want. And, 
we offer this oil as payment, per barrel, to buy ( say? ) 25US dollars or gold 
priced by us, at ( say? ) $10,000oz.!"

The answer is very simple, the world would sell them gold for oil. I tell you 
now, this almost happened!

If that had happened, as ANOTHER said, anyone with gold would have gotten oil really 
cheap. And the gold arb would have immediately taken gold to $10,000 per ounce. The 
Saudis could easily exchange gold to cover their overhead costs and save their 20% excess 
without a problem. The problem for the CBs would be that the world would be off a fiat 
standard and back on a gold standard a decade before the euro's birthday party. 



The other option on the table was, let's not rock the boat just yet. At $30/bbl, you want to 
save about $20B in gold each year. At current prices that would be 50 million ounces or 
1,555 tonnes per year. But you saw what happened in the late 70s. Obviously you can't just 
go to the market and get that much—in other words, obviously the price of gold today is 
bullshit. Obviously it's going to have to reset at a much higher level someday, we'd just 
prefer that day not be today. 

So let's see if we can figure out a way for you to take, say, 20M ounces, or 622 tonnes per 
year off the market as long as we can keep the price of gold low so as not to rock the fiat 
currency boat. We'll even underwrite (guarantee) this deal with our own gold (and we have 
lots of it!). From what you, the Saudis, obviously understand, this is an excellent deal for 
both of us, especially if the gold you get comes from someone else and not from our vaults. 
But either way you're covered. Deal done! 

I guess we will never know the exact deal, but ANOTHER sure spilled a lot of details in his 
early posts if you look closely! 

Now let's see what ANOTHER said about the discount trade in gold: 

"As long as there is an open market for gold, it will not be allowed to trade 
above its commodity price! It has far too much value for that to happen. 
You see, in much the same way that a zero coupon bond trades at a 
discount to face, gold is traded for its discount of "money value to 
commodity price! Think that I a fool, because I trade gold for thousands 
US an oz.? You will think much on this in the future. 

[…]

With gold discounted to its production cost and below, those that have it 
can trade it for its monetary value. Make no mistake, the BIS knows gold 
in the many thousands. The future "reset value" of gold is the key. 
"support the dollar with oil and the currency system works" "fail the 
currencies and the dollar will come off the oil standard and the BIS will 
reset gold to $10,000+ with many conditions. That is why they continue to 
accept the dollar as a reserve. If Japan or any other COUNTRY sells US 
treasury debt it's all over!"

[…]

The selling of old dollar reserves, alone will reprice gold in US$ terms of at 
least $6,000/oz! Its present interbank reserve value.

[…]

The $6,000 valuation of gold can only be true if currency deflation destroys 



enough dollars to bring it down to that range. Without deflation, the dollar 
will be devalued much lower than this (higher gold price)! Once the Euro is 
created and begins to effect world trade (late 1999 perhaps), the gold 
market will begin a transition as never before! I think it will be interesting 
to follow the politics of this change, yes?

[…]

When the battle to keep gold from devaluing oil ( in direct gold for oil 
terms ) is lost, the dollar will find "no problem" with $30,000 gold, as it 
will be seen as a "benefit for all" and "why did noone see this sooner"?

[…]

The true value of gold, as a monetary currency, in today's current US$ 
values, is over $30,000. If all currencies were destroyed, and gold only was 
used, this value would be higher. However, currencies will be used in the 
future, as today, only their value in trade will change. They will no longer 
be held as reserves, without gold at their side!

Okay, so if you've got really big money and you want to protect a large portion of it in 
physical gold, you've got to pay what to us shrimps would be a big premium. But to the true 
Giant it is actually a discount. 

Imagine, Woland, that you woke up one day and discovered that you owned an oil field that 
would produce millions of barrels a day for the rest of your life. Would you consider that a 
windfall? In fact, that's exactly what it is. And with that windfall you will be able to raise 
your standard of living up to the greatest standard available to mankind in 2013. You will 
even be able to accumulate wealth on top of your unlimited "maximum consumption" 
binge. What a rare treat! 

But what you won't be able to do is get the full windfall profit from moving your excess 
into physical gold that we shrimps can get. You already got your windfall. You simply have 
too much money to do what we're doing. If you tried to go "all in", you alone would drive 
the price so high that you'd never get the windfall you were after. Go ahead, try. Approach 
your local Bullion Bank and see how far you get. I bet you'll eventually find yourself in a 
private room somewhere in London receiving an education and an offer. What seemed like 
a huge premium when you walked in will feel like a big discount by the time you leave. 

When ANOTHER used terms like discount (and even premium) in this context, I think he 
was usually referring to gold, and I don't think he was talking about the 10% and 20% 
premiums and discounts we shrimps are used to. I think he was talking about Freegold-
sized premiums and discounts. Remember this fellow from the post?

"A proposal was offered to borrow in broken lots, 3.5 and 5.5 million ozs 



for resale. It was turned down. The owner offered to sell only, no lease. 
What turned heads was that someone else stepped in and took it all, at a 
premium!"

I wonder what premium he got. That's the same 9,000,000 ounces I mentioned later in the 
post converting it to 280 tonnes. Remember ANOTHER saying:

"Think that I a fool, because I trade gold for thousands US an oz.? You will 
think much on this in the future."

Think now! I wonder if this guy got "thousands US an oz." when he was expecting 
$310/ounce. Let's see, that was a $2.8B sale offer at $310. At $1,000 it would have been 
$9B. Yeah, I guess that would turn some heads. 

Woland, have you noticed that in ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) there are many times when 
ANOTHER gives brief replies to various people yet we don't always know the question that 
was asked or the context in which it was asked? Well, I added the link to the old Kitco 
archives to my list of links in the sidebar. It's called Early Kitco Forum Archive. 

It's pretty easy to click over and find the comments associated with ANOTHER's answers, 
and I think it adds a new dimension to (THOUGHTS!). For example, here's a discussion 
about that 9 million ounce deal, but you wouldn't have known that's what it was about from 
reading only ANOTHER's side of the conversation. I included a little more of the 
discussion for additional context (and also just because it was interesting), so enjoy!

Date: Fri Dec 12 1997 22:18
sweat (To Anybody) ID#23782:

Is there any way to find out if the 9,000,000 oz. deal really happened? 

Where might the trade have taken place? 

Is this whole gold trading business really that much "cloak and dagger"? 

Date: Fri Dec 12 1997 22:31
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:

SW, 
What is "cloak and dagger"? 

Date: Fri Dec 12 1997 22:54
sweat (ANOTHER) ID#23782:

"Cloak and dagger" is an expression I would use for an action ( or trade ) done in great 

http://bgmi.us/web/kitco/Kitco1990s.php


secracy. 

My experience as a trader has taught me to value such things as 
a ) time and sales - as reported on various exchanges 
b ) open interest - as reported on various exchanges 

The market always moves to size, you spoke of "making the turn". I would love to see 
documentation of a trade that size. 

No offence intended, of course. 

Date: Fri Dec 12 1997 23:08
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:

SWEAT: 
You will not see 80% or more of gold deals. If it was done with all to see the discount 
value would be lost as the world price would explode. This is not the relm of any 
public “wall street”. At one time it belonged mostly to the Barron. Now it is large with 
the BIS and super rich. Wars will be fought over the lack of “visibility” of these 
dealings. 

Date: Sat Jan 10 1998 21:50
sweat (ANOTHER) ID#23782:

What quantity of GOLD, paper or physical, has OIL traditionally purchased on an annual 
basis? How much paper GOLD is out there ready to be squeezed? Do you think OIL will be 
able to collect what is owed to them? 

Why would OIL not want some ownership of GOLD EQUITIES? 

Date: Sat Jan 10 1998 23:13
Cmax (COMEX is only but a refernence to the value of paper gold, NOT physical.) 
ID#344205:

It is interesting to watch all these various reasons for gold’s fall…..but most are missing the 
REAL issue. 

The fact is, that when we talk about the purchase of gold, we are really talking about two 
divergent things: 
a. that of the physical metal……… ( money ) 
b. that of a paper derivative, an I.O.U., kind of like a dollar bill…… ( currency ) 

What ( and who ) determines the price every day of the gold market? 

Obviously, everyone looks first to COMEX as a reference before adjusting their prices. 



What does COMEX use? 

Supply and demand determined by it’s participants, who trade in gold contracts ( er ah, 
derivatives? ) , gold leases, and options and futures ( er ah, derivatives of derivatives ) . 

One point must be plainly put forward: 
Gold contracts, no matter what they are printed on or HOW they are worded, they are 
merely DEBTS, nothing more than a simple I.O.U. There is nowhere near enough gold on 
the planet to satisfy all these I.O.U.’s ( debts ) that are outstanding…….. and they are the 
very antithesis of what acumulators ( hoarders ) of wealth find in the spirit of holding real 
gold ( money ) . 

I find it so wildly insane that holders of physical gold, ( money ) , would allow their wealth 
to be sold ( or valued ) at a price that is established by the supply of FIAT gold. If this 
scenario was written into a novel, no one would believe it……. or one would read it only as 
a comedy. 

ANOTHER said it quite well, in his comment that “there is no end to the amount of paper 
gold that can be created.” All of this FIAT supply has overwhelmed the REAL demand for 
physical, and most people believe that they REALLY have purchased gold, when they buy 
these contracts. As long as the majority of gold purchasers believe that their paper is as 
“real” as physical, the COMEX paper gold value reference will continue to drop. 

I for one, no longer accept established paper gold values for the real value of gold. Just try 
and buy a substantial quantity of the yellow……and what do you see? 6 months ago, you 
could buy at spot. Today, one ounce coins have a premium of $14 over spot….and rising 
every day. Oh, and don’t forget that even when paying the “premiums”, one has to really 
work at finding the coins for delivery. Easier said, there is now a phenominal demand, but 
very little supply of physical. And yet we allow paper to determine gold prices. Gold has 
never had the brute demand as what we have today……yet we are told that prices are down 
due to lack of interest. 

COMEX should now be looked upon as the animal that it really is…… 
A REFERENCE TO THE VALUE OF PAPER GOLD. It has nothing to do with the price of 
physical beyond suckering in the few ignorant to sell there physical for the price of paper. 

ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:

CMAX: You are exactly correct! Follow your thoughts. good luck 

SWEAT: What quantity of GOLD, paper or physical, has OIL traditionally purchased 
on an annual basis? 
From 1991, appx. 20m/oz./yr., now it is more. 

How much paper GOLD is out there ready to be squeezed? 
Over 14,000 tons. 



Do you think OIL will be able to collect what is owed to them? 
It will come outright or thru the increase in value of metal owned after an oil for gold 
bid. 

Date: Wed Feb 04 1998 20:09
kuston (followups) ID#273227:

Another - Did I misunderstand you posts last year? When you were promoting your gold 
theory last year - you stated silver and platinum would crash along with paper. I remember 
specifically asking this question just before I made a large physical purchase. Today, you 
are promoting world wealth will go into all physicals. I ask only for personal reasons. My 
physical collection has been going on for a long time, that's how I found Kitco many many 
months ago.

Date: Wed Feb 04 1998 20:04
sweat (ANOTHER) ID#23782:

Is it still possible that OIL will make a bid outside the BIS? If so, where might one look to 
follow this drama? How has the collection of physical progressed? Kitcoites have surmised 
RBA's 167 tonnes went to China or South Korea. ( Korean collection of 161 tonnes looks 
suspicious ) Any comments? 

Date: Wed Feb 04 1998 23:23 
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60254:

REPLYS:

Mr. Sweat, 
If oil or the BIS bid for gold, you will know it ! In your terms,

" up front and personal"??

RBA's 167 tonnes ? No comment.

Mr. Kuston, 
Please understand, that wealth will move into all forms of real assets as the 
destruction of our debt/ digitial currency system continues. When the currencies move 
to a final resolution, it will be the "marketplace for precious metals" that will die first! 
It is well known that gold will hold it's value above everything. All other metals could 
lose much of the value they gained prior to this meltdown! Remember, "when the 
currencies go to nuclear war, all paper and paper markets will burn"! Many hard 
assets will lose in the public mind as confusion will rule. In the thoughts of many, gold 
will perform!

______________________________________________________



The discussion above sparked an email exchange with a reader, the conclusion of which I wanted to 
share with you: 

Hello XXXX,

Okay, now I think I see where you were going with this "top level approach". Here's what I think. At 
the highest level of wealth, I think the giants that understand gold have a lot less than 50% of their 
wealth in gold at today's price. At a Freegold price it may be closer to 50%, but I doubt they would 
book their gold at Freegold prices now, or even at the much higher off-market price they paid. 

At that level, gold is merely insurance of sorts, even if they understand Freegold, and especially if they 
understand Freegold. The reason it is transacted at a higher-than-market price is so that the seller of the 
gold gets the future Freegold windfall now at the time of the sale, and the buyer simply preserves his 
current purchasing power through the transition. I'm only speaking very roughly, of course, since the 
higher prices mentioned by Another were not the full revaluation figure, but some number in between. 
So essentially the "Freegold windfall profit" is being split between the buyer and seller at the highest 
levels. 

If you have, say, $20B that you want to put into gold, you can only do so in paper unallocated through 
the BBs. When the revaluation happens, as Another said, you will get your $20B in real gold at the new 
Freegold price. In other words, you buy $20B in unallocated paper gold today and then after Freegold 
you will have about 11 tonnes of real physical. Alternatively, if you want to take possession of your 
physical now, or have it allocated now, you are taken into a private room and given a very private 
education on the realities and constraints of today's gold market. 

Here's my guess. Perhaps you are given two choices. $20B in paper gold as above and you suffer the 
same fate as everyone else in paper gold but you're at least guaranteed that physical at the revaluation 
price (11t), or you can take 22t now for your $20B. Let's see, that 22t option would be at a present price 
of $28K per ounce. So you're still likely to double your wealth if you take the latter deal and believe the 
story. But there's no way you are going to get the 370 tonnes that today's price says you should be able 
to buy. 

But more likely than that is they simply say, look, you can't get more than 5 tonnes if you want 
physical. If you want paper gold, we'll take your $20B and give you the paper gold credits, but you 
can't have it allocated because there's simply not enough physical to go around. So let's say this guy 
gives them his $20B and also gets the 5t allocated. Come Freegold his paper gold will bring him 9.9t 
plus he'll have his 5t allocated for a total of 14.9 tonnes. See how that outcome is right in between the 
two choices above? And the best part is that this way they didn't have to explain Freegold to him, they 
simply had to explain the realities and constraints of today's gold market. 

So now let's look at this guy's net worth. Let's say in Freegold his gold is roughly half of his net worth. 
14.9 tonnes in Freegold would be about $26B, so let's say this guy is worth around $50B in Freegold. 
Maybe he's worth $40B today (pre-Freegold) because he's going to make a little bit of a gain (~25% 



gain overall) through the transition because of his choice to go after some physical gold. Today he only 
has 5 tonnes in actual physical, but in reality he has the equivalent of 14.9t because he put half of his 
net worth into a combination of paper and physical gold. 

So, at $1,680, 14.9 tonnes is $805M, which represents only 2% of his current net worth. This is what I 
mean by insurance. The really big money cannot go deep enough into physical to get a windfall 
anywhere near what we shrimps can. It can only use gold as insurance to preserve what it already has, 
and with a little foresight, make a relatively modest gain. 

Now, if we apply this across the board to those elites with $35T in net worth, 2% in real physical would 
be $700B or about 13,000 tonnes of physical, which sounds reasonable. But perhaps some of them 
have much more, like, for example, the Saudis. They could easily have 6,000+ tonnes alone (according 
to Another's figures), but even that is small potatoes compared to what they could have bought at 
market prices over the years. 

Here is what the USG worried about back in 1973. It's from Foreign Relations of the United States, 
1969-1976, V. XXXVI, The Energy Crisis, 1969-1974:

Saudi Arabia, Abu Dhabi, and Kuwait, limited by small populations, inadequate numbers of 
technically capable people and a dearth of non-oil resources, will not be able to increase 
spending on imports as fast as oil revenues mount. Nor could their gifts to other Middle 
Eastern nations even on a generous scale, greatly reduce this surplus of receipts over 
current expenditures.

Thus the foreign assets of the Middle East countries could amount to between $50–$80 
billion by 1980 in constant 1973 dollars. At the upper limit these assets would be equal to 
about 60% of the world’s gold and foreign exchange reserves in 1972. The trends already in 
motion, if continued through 1985, would result in the Middle East oil producing states 
accumulating foreign assets that would be truly astronomical. Their assets would range 
from a low of $100 billion to as much as $180 billion by 1985, comparable to total gross 
U.S. foreign assets and to more than double net U.S. foreign assets.

Foreign assets of such enormous magnitude would inevitably be held in relatively liquid 
forms, such as securities and short-term instruments. The Middle East countries lack the 
industries and managers to make direct investments abroad on a really massive scale. 
Moreover, their buying up existing foreign companies would cause strong policy reactions.

In any case the Middle East oil producers would have unprecedented financial power. 
Discretionary use of such vast assets obviously has enormous potential for disruption of 
financial markets. Attempts to neutralize these assets through capital controls in producing 
countries might induce the producers to curtail output. 

Footnote: 
In an April 17 briefing memorandum, Saunders and Quandt reminded Kissinger of 
Yamani’s proposal for a special relationship with the United States (see Document 140), the 
“real purpose” of which was to develop closer strategic ties by binding the United States to 
Saudi oil, offsetting a short-term U.S. balance-of-payments problem by investing in the 
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United States, and thus guaranteeing that the Saudis would not cut off the flow of oil.

The point here is that they knew, even back in 1973, that the Saudis essentially had gold cornered. The 
Saudis could, theoretically, have had 60% of the world's gold by the early 80s and probably all of it by 
the late 80s (and it's a good thing for them that didn't happen). But instead, someone worked out a deal 
and, by 1999, let's say the Saudis had 6,000 tonnes of physical amounting to maybe 4% or 5% of the 
world's gold at that time, rather than all of it or even 60% of it. 

You see, the Saudi's windfall came in the 1940s when they woke up and found themselves sitting on 
top of the world's richest resource. Freegold will not be their windfall, they already got that long ago. 
Freegold will simply preserve it for them long into the future, perhaps even well past the end of fossil 
fuels. And that's kind of the way it is for any Giant at that level. If you're worth $40B today, you 
already got your "windfall" and Freegold is simply a way to lock it in and preserve it far into the future, 
it is not a way to multiply it many times over. The realities and constraints of today's gold market make 
that impossible. 

There's plenty more that wealth at that level can do other than just hoard gold:
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The point is that they don't hoard gold for profit. They do it to lock in the profit that they already made 
above and beyond their ability to spend it in their lifetime. And that's the way the gold market has been 
managed at this level. Sure, they will get some gain, some profit from the Freegold revaluation, 
because not everyone at that level is in gold. 

So, yes, those higher prices are already here for the super-wealthy Giants, and always have been. That's 
what Another was trying to tell us. And this is my version of a "top level approach"! ;D 

Sincerely,
FOFOA

Hello Fofoa:

Wow! Thanks for a really comprehensive answer. The "back room" explanation was vaguely familiar, 
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so I'm sure you're dealing with questions already asked and answered. Your email read like a personal 
post, and I'm going to go back and re-read it several times until I get it all. This bit...

"freegold windfall profit" is being split between the buyer and seller at the highest levels...  

is a great explanation, of a more scrambled thought I had, but this...

they don't hold gold for profit

is a Goliath idea: nothin' like that ever entered my head before! Both concepts would be very 
bloggable, by the way. Thanks again, and all the best!

XXXX



Wednesday, February 27, 2013

Checkmate 

After my last post, Think like a Giant 2, another gold writer who I consider a friend sent me an email 
that included a question. I had a thorough answer to his question in mind, but at the same time he said 
he thought it was basically unanswerable. After considering this conundrum, I concluded that the 
perspective reflected in the email completely missed the point and was so loaded with hard money 
preconceptions that the best way for me to frame my answer was by painting a whole new picture 
starting with a blank canvas. A big task, I know. And he may very well reject my answer, but perhaps it 
will be of use to someone. Anyway, here's his email followed by my reply:

FOFOA,

I enjoyed reading your post today and agree with its premise, though it raised a question in 
my mind: if one size buyer is able to expose the paper fraud, let’s say by steadfastly trying 
to take delivery of 25% of open interest on the COMEX one random settlement and then 
going to the press when the exchange fails to deliver, AND YET, to your point, size buyers 
do not have incentive to expose the fraud because it’s only a hedge – not a wealth creator – 
then why should we expect fiat to ever be reconciled with gold? It would seem size 
holdings of physical that may represent only, say, 6% of a portfolio’s wealth (e.g. Saudi), 
would much prefer keeping the fiat game going?

Are you implying reconciliation ultimately relies on the disaggregated global masses 
knowing enough to exchange their paper claims for physical? 

Your post raised an issue we've struggled with. I don't know if it's a question with a definite 
answer. Spontaneous social reactions against power are always possible and have long 
precedent. My thoughts are it requires general hunger and oppression. I'm sure you'd agree 
that's where unreserved fiat ultimately leads. As you may know our particular view is that 
power will preempt that, 1) because they can and 2) because they'll get rich in the process.

XXXX
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Hello XXXX,

First, and for the record, I don't expect anyone to intentionally break the system or "expose the fraud" 
as you say. I don't think that was ever A/FOA's message. Those who dream of blowing up the system 
simply aren't capable of doing it, and those who are capable wouldn't dream of actually doing it.

In your COMEX example you imagine someone trying to buy more of something than is obviously 
available at that time and then crying foul (or fraud) when the market can't deliver more than it has. 
Giants know that the best way to accumulate something at their level is slowly, over time, and within 
the volume offered on the market. And they also know what happens if they use their oversized weight 
to rock the boat:

FOA: While so many of our gold bulls salivate at the prospects of some player calling for delivery and 
driving the gold derivatives market to the moon; it ain't gona happen! Our world of dollar based gold 
derivatives has grown so large and become so integrated into supporting (hedging) international dollar 
assets, the central banks will band together to crush any delivery drive.

This is in the ECBs interest as I will explain in a moment.

If some big player said he was going to take 100 million ozs out of the paper gold market, the Central 
Bank systems would just order him to trade out for liquidation only and go to the cash market to buy 
his gold. Don't think I'm confusing Comex positions and their rules as being different from the rest of 
the world gold market. What works on comex works everywhere when the system is at risk. The 
controlling governments, who's domain Bullion Banks reside in, would, could and will force those 
holders of bank busting positions to simply cash out for the good of their system.

By the way; not only does a liquidation market send baby gold bulls running to sell, also, the BBs 
would be selling enough additional paper to temporally send gold down $100 bucks so our boy would 
trade out with a little less cash (smile). Then he would find an opposite "premium" spike in the cash 
markets, waiting for his order.

I hope my little dose of reality drives some sense into our gold community. This is the reason Another 
says only fools try to buy their gold all at once on the paper markets. "NOONE" is going to exercise 
their "corner" until the dollar based gold system is changed.

That said, it is an important distinction to keep in mind that aggressively attacking a system in that way 
and defensively withdrawing your support for an outdated system are two different things. Any Giant 
who has "done the math" as FOA said, and therefore understands change to be "a political certainty", 
would be properly positioned for change and would therefore be indifferent to the timing as opposed to 
trying to influence it. 

I do think, however, that there have been massive efforts to influence the timing, but I think that they 
were efforts to support the old system rather than to quicken its demise. And this view reveals a fragile 
system in need of support as opposed to a resilient system impervious to attack. This is my view which 
I gained from A/FOA, and I'd like to take this opportunity to try and explain the big picture as I see it. 



I plan to turn this into a post, so my apologies for the length and I'm not necessarily writing all of this 
specifically for you. But I would like to challenge you to temporarily set aside everything you think 
you know about the gold market while you read the following. That's not to say I'm trying to change 
your mind, but I'd like you to see the picture I'm painting as separate and different from the picture you 
already have in mind. I think it might just be that different. So rather than trying to reconcile the ideas 
below with what you already know, like morphing two pictures into one, I'd rather have you walk away 
with two distinct pictures that you can then compare and contrast to one another. 

Another Big Picture View 

Let's think about all of the physical gold in the world. If we include above and below ground gold, we 
can imagine a fixed amount, every ounce already owned by someone in extremis. Even undiscovered 
deposits are owned by the sovereign if push comes to shove. This is a handy view because it's like 
poker chips on a table. There are a fixed amount of chips and they simply get moved around the table, 
changing ownership, location and value from time to time. We could even think of the gold in the 
ground as a reserve of chips locked away in the dealer's tray. 

But the thing about physical gold is that it very rarely moves. Let's switch to thinking only about all of 
the above-ground gold in the world. Perhaps 95% of it lies very still for very long periods of time, often 
spanning generations. Some may wonder how this is possible. It is possible in the same way that any 
piece of physical property, be it real estate or an old piece of jewelry, can stay in the possession of a 
wealthy family for generations, even centuries in some cases. 

As long as a family (or country or any unit in aggregate) is producing more than it consumes, or at least 
receiving an income greater than its expenses, it can accumulate property without the need to ever sell 
it. Physical gold, in this case, is accumulated and held for the possibility of resale at some point in the 
unknown future which could be decades, generations or even centuries from now. It has always been 
this way, but for the last century or so it has not been this way so much in the West. As Another said, it 
is mostly the "third world no ones" who keep the physical market "bought up." "The Western public," 
he said, "will not hold an asset that is going nowhere, at least in currency terms."

So we have (very roughly) 95% of the world's physical gold laying very still, but what about the other 
5%? Perhaps half of that is recycling plus new supply coming out of the mines that "moves" (i.e., 
changes ownership and/or changes physical location) on its way to its final (long-term) resting place, 
and the other half, perhaps, is us shrimps trading coins and jewelry along with a few "big" changes of 
ownership. Like chips on the poker table, 95% is sitting very still in the big stacks while maybe 2.5% 
new chips are added each year and, perhaps, another 2.5% are moved around (churned) "in play" each 
year. 

Again, I'm only talking about physical here, and I'm only guesstimating the numbers while allowing for 
a large margin of error. The gold market is so opaque that it's the best I can do in order to explain the 
big picture. 

Now as you know, we have our (in very general terms) "developed economies" in the West, and the 
"developing" or "emerging" economies of the East. And the status quo (net-consumption) of the West, 



at least for the last 40 years, relies on the net-production of the East as is clearly evident in the balance 
of trade and capital accounts over that period. The only problem is that "the East" still likes physical 
gold even as "the West" lost its taste for "dead assets". So while Eastern products (including oil) flowed 
west, some amount of physical gold had to flow east. Here's the second line from the first post in 
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!):

It was once said that "gold and oil can never flow in the same direction". If the current price of oil 
doesn't change soon we will no doubt run out of gold.

I wonder if he was talking about the price of oil in dollar terms or gold terms there. 

An interesting question is why the dollar reserve-based IMFS (international monetary and financial 
system) didn't fall apart at some point after 1971, and how it miraculously stabilized in the early 80s. In 
fact, the European central bankers feared that the $IMFS was on the brink of collapse by 1979, and 
what I've learned from A/FOA is that there were basically two things that held it together. We could call 
these things the "two legs of support" for the dollar system. One was organic or natural, and the other 
was inorganic and intentional, for a purpose and to an end. 

The first leg of support, the organic one, was what FOA called "a new era of efficiency" brought on by 
technological advances, leaps and bounds really, throughout the 70s, 80s and 90s. As long as 
productivity expansion (a natural deflationary force) was keeping up with or exceeding monetary 
inflation, it acted as a leg of support for a dying monetary system. Here is FOA in January of 2000:

FOA: This system balanced, as the value received from oil by the goods producing world outran the 
loss from price inflation initially created from rising oil prices. This does not explain everything, by 
any means. But, it does at least give us a handle on the dollar transition throughout the 70s and 80s. 
Looking back one can see that "money theory" wasn't thrown out the window, only reworked a great 
deal.

It wasn't by pure chance that this "new era of efficiency" coincided with the end of the gold standard 
and thereby acted as a leg of support for continuing the dollar system. In fact, the "new era" was 
partially responsible for the 1971 monetary transition from a gold-backed dollar to an oil-backed (or 
productivity gain-backed) dollar. 

FOA: The old system was built on a much slower creation of production efficiencies and couldn't 
accommodate this modern surge of wealth (and debt). Let's face it, the world has no precedent for the 
last 30 years of growth. By adhering to the fixed money supply, currencies would have risen in value 
creating a deflationary effect on the debt created from this growth.

But the East, and especially the Saudis, still liked their physical gold. And they still got it, even with the 
gold window closed. These guys in the East don't care about the currency price of gold, they just want 
physical gold at whatever price in exchange for their net-production to hold for the unknown future. 
Only the West cares about the currency price and won't hold it if the currency price is going nowhere, 
but will scoop it all up if the currency price takes off. 

So the second leg of support for the troubled $IMFS, the inorganic and intentional one that began 
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around 1980, was a two-pronged effort by the European central banks to give both the Americans and 
the East what they wanted in order to buy the time needed to launch the euro. The two prongs of the 
approach were 1) supporting US debt and 2) promoting and supporting changes to the gold market that 
would allow the physical to flow where it needed to go without a premature gold revaluation that 
would have blown up the current fiat system and disrupted international trade as it reverted back to a 
hard gold standard. And it worked, for the most part.

FOA: In practical theory, oil now backed the dollar as world oil payments were settled in dollars. In 
return, gold now backed oil from a US guarantee of an open market for the metal. Over time, a portion 
of oil dollars could be replaced with real gold through actual physical purchases or in participation with 
evolving world gold banking (paper gold). Even though the dollar gold price had surged, the higher oil 
prices were allowing a percentage of those dollars to be converted back into gold at the old gold/oil 
rate.

Now here's an interesting concept. If the price of gold and oil rise in tandem, then the oil producers 
who like their physical can still take the same volume of gold (by weight) out of circulation even 
though the currency price is rising. No revaluation of gold versus oil has occurred. But there are a 
couple of problems with that. In a gold bull market (rising price), Western traders will snatch it up in 
order to stick it to "those who like their physical" in currency terms. And the more physical the market 
is, the more this feeds back upon itself leading to an upward spiral of all prices like we saw in the 70s, 
something that is avoided in a revaluation. 

In fact, the US Treasury could have revalued its gold in 1971 like it did in 1934 rather than closing its 
gold window, but it didn't. And more to the point, the other CBs (BIS) didn't lobby them to do so 
because they thought the system needed to change more broadly than a simple dollar devaluation in 
order to accommodate the "new era of efficiency". 

FOA: By adhering to the fixed money supply, currencies would have risen in value creating a 
deflationary effect on the debt created from this growth… This is the reason the BIS did not lobby the 
US to officially devalue the dollar in gold (raise the dollar gold rate from $42 to say $200) and continue 
the system. Even though many people were hurt from this, the system was failing and had to change. 
The tactic was not to stop using dollars if the gold was not delivered, but rather for the US to just stop 
shipping the gold. In reality the dollar is still a receipt for $42 in gold, but it will never be connected to 
gold again. Ever!

There are a few big differences between a gold revaluation and a gold bull market (rising price). The 
first one that I already mentioned is that in a bull market Western traders will hoard gold in order to 
stick it to those in the East who really want it (stick it to them in currency terms). A revaluation, on the 
other hand, happens by surprise and overnight so there's no bull market for Western traders to take 
advantage of those who want the gold for long term reasons. Plus, if revaluation had happened in 1971, 
then we would have still been on the gold standard, at least throughout the 70s. So once again, the price 
would have gone nowhere during that time and, as Another said, "the Western public will not hold an 
asset that is going nowhere, at least in currency terms."

The second big difference, also already mentioned, is that the volume (by weight) required by those in 
the East who like their physical would have been reduced by a revaluation whereas it stayed mostly the 



same for the next 30-40 years with no revaluation in oil terms. The third difference is that normal 
correlations hold during a bull run because it is gradual which allows the time necessary for arbitrage to 
prevent any revaluation in real terms. The instantaneous nature of a revaluation denies arbitrageurs of 
the time they need to react. This applies for both planned and unplanned revaluations. For an idea of 
what unplanned revaluations look like, check out some of the bubble collapses of the last 300 odd 
years.

The fourth difference relates specifically to 1971 since the choice to not revalue also meant the end of 
the gold standard. In a gold standard, surplus currency used to redeem gold from the gold window was 
taken out of circulation. But in the "free market" that resulted from closing the gold window, those 
same dollars continue to circulate even after being traded for gold. 

So here we have a slightly different picture emerging than the one I read about most places. While the 
US certainly had self-serving reasons for closing the gold window (for one, a higher oil price without 
too much inflation made strategically valuable but more costly North and South American oil reserves 
more viable), the European CBs went along with it in order to get off of the gold standard. "Even 
though many people were hurt from this, the system was failing and had to change." And a simple 
revaluation of the gold within the gold standard was apparently not the change they thought was 
needed. But the 70s were still a turbulent time, as transitions (and feedback spirals) can sometimes be. 

FOA: Initially this created instability in the financial system. Throughout the 70s players ran into gold, 
trying to regain the monetary security the dollar had lost without it. Soon, everyone realized that no 
amount of conversion would ever replace all the foreign dollars outstanding—the dollars stayed in 
circulation even as they were traded for gold. Further, the dollars were still being received by ME oil 
producers in return for oil. Dollar price inflation was bad, but in no means did we see the "runaway 
price inflation" that should have come from a reserve currency without gold backing.

Getting back to the two-pronged approach of the second leg of support for the troubled $IMFS which 
began around 1980, I said that the first prong was support for US debt. In essence, the European central 
banks recycled all those foreign dollars that continued to circulate by soaking them up and then lending 
them back to the US. Much like the PBOC has done for the last decade, Europe did all throughout the 
80s and 90s until they finally launched the euro in 1999. This had the effect of keeping global dollar-
denominated inflation in check while allowing the Americans to keep on spending a seemingly 
unlimited flow of magical (inflation-resistant) dollars. 
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The second prong was the creation and promotion of a new type of gold market in the early 80s. To 
understand the goal of this new market, let's go back to my guesstimate of the stock and flow of 
physical gold. Remember that I am guessing that about 5% of all of the physical gold in the world 
moves (changes ownership and/or changes physical location) each year. In fact, that guess may even be 
high. Today about half of that, 2.5%, is coming from recycling and new mine production. The other 
half would be one owner selling and a new owner buying. So let's think about this in terms of gross 
aggregates that we'll call the West and the East. 

In general, we should expect to see a net flow of physical gold from the West to the East, especially 
during times when the currency price of gold is flat (i.e., "going nowhere"). This flow could be 
achieved in two ways. One way is Westerner owners dishoarding and the other way is from the Western 
mines/recycling. But if the price of gold is rising, as it does during a bull market, then the Western 
traders will be hoarding rather than dishoarding, and may even be taking some of that Western mine 
supply. This would tend to put stress on the flow needed to keep the East happily net-producing 
especially without a gold revaluation in oil (real) terms. 

Imagine now, if you will, that "the West" (or more specifically Western goldbugs aka Western gold 
traders, so as to exclude Western mines, scrap recycling, governments, CBs, and perhaps even Western 
old money Giants who appear to share the same long term taste for physical as "the East") is always, in 
aggregate, in one of three states of physical gold ownership. It is either accumulating, dishoarding, or 
simply churning amongst itself some amount of physical gold. Ignore paper gold, mining shares and 
whatever else here, I'm only talking about physical gold. 

Now imagine that you are a European central banker in 1980, or at least a Giant-sized mover/shaker in 
consultation with them, considering and discussing this view of the East and the West, the gold market, 
the troubled $IMFS and the future prospects of a "euro" currency and how to buy enough time (thought 
to be one decade at that time but it turned out to be two) to get there. This group, of which you are a 
part, consists of (in my estimation) between 30 and 300 souls. You are one of them. And the fact that 
they confronted Volcker with fears of a dollar collapse in 1979, and that a few days later Volker took 
bold action, is not in doubt. Both sides confirm this confrontation, so there is no question about the 
level of influence this group possessed. 

What would you do to secure the necessary flow of gold from the West to the East? Well, here's what 
they came up with:

ANOTHER: It truly started with Barrick, in Canada in the 80s. It was a "thin market", but grew big in 
oil.

FOA: One of the first signs that a new gold market was being created was when bullion banks were 
allowed to sell Central Bank gold "ownership invoices", for cash to the benefit of Barrick. The CBs got 
only a very small rate of return for this risk. The money set in a bank account and interest was made. 
The new owners of the gold paid cash but let the gold set in the CB vault. All that happened was that 
Barrick could earn interest on its unmined reserves and call it "the higher price they were getting for 
gold"! In addition, the CBs said they could roll it forward for ten years +/-, if the price of gold rose! 
Really clear eyes could see that the CBs were paying mines interest on unmined reserves if they would 



replace the CB real gold with mine collateral. Because the gold didn't really leave the vault, the new 
securities were used to match the mine future assets against the new owners of the gold! Neat trick. 
After the public bought it as "the CBs earning interest on a nonpaying asset", the gates were opened. It 
wasn't long before gold was lent without any gold at all! No different than "fractional reserve" banking. 
The mines were (are) being used to expand the gold trading arena and they don't even know what is 
happening. Now, as the price has fallen, all mines must earn interest on reserves, just to survive. The 
dollar bears are, in effect, nationalizing the mines gold reserves at ever lower prices. Tell me the CBs 
are dumb???

[…]

One of the reasons this trend worked so well is because the US went for it, early on. A falling gold 
price encouraged a strong dollar and offered Western dollar holders an avenue to hold gold in leverage 
form. An action they will, no doubt regret, later, as it has taken the form of stripping gold from western 
hands. For them, this new allocation allowed for free dollars to earn a return. Do not confuse these 
entities with non-western dollar reserve holders, as they (mostly) purchased straight gold future 
certificates (with CB backing) using resources as the leverage, not gold. Usually, this was the actual 
gold in the CB vaults as it was leased out, but never moved. Truly, this was the source of the same 
money that went into mine forward sales (barrick?). The gold and the money stayed in the CB house 
and control. The entire above outline is why some analysts (Ted Butler?) cannot understand why the 
gold doesn't physically move, yet physical demand is being supplied. This conversion process was 
accounted for in the LBMA volume, as it became evident after gold fell below $360US. It was then, 
and only then that LBMA announced these huge monthly transactions.

So here we have a genuine "central bank gold price suppression scheme" beginning in the 80s. Only the 
collaborators, motives, purpose, mechanism and end game are all different from the ones I normally 
read about from Western gold writers. It's not the Fed or the ESF/PPT meddling in the paper markets or 
dumping physical like the Treasury auctions in the 70s. In fact, the suppression mechanism is the 
popularity of the gold market itself, including the mines! The irony here, which Another pointed out, is 
that Western gold trader enthusiasm caused the very effect about which those same traders incessantly 
complained and concocted conspiracy theories to explain. Brilliant irony I must say, if one can step 
back and view it from afar. 

The purpose of the scheme was so that the physical coming out of the Western mines could flow to 
those in the East who really like their physical while the Western gold trader taste for physical was held 
in check by a price that went nowhere for two decades. But we didn't hear those in the East 
complaining about the price, only the Western traders who were unwittingly complicit in their own 
frustration as they bought into this new gold market hand over fist. 

The end game of the scheme was to make it to the launch of the euro, at which point the central bank 
leasing could be capped and unwound, and the costly support of US debt expansion ended. Gold would 
then be free to rise and/or be revalued against oil which was long overdue. It was never a sustainable 
scheme meant to last forever as these European CBs had to put their own gold on the line in order to 
support the fragile dollar system to keep it from self-destructing prematurely. Apparently, according to 
Another, even all of the new gold coming out of the mines each year was not enough to satisfy the 
East's taste for physical without an eventual revaluation. 



ANOTHER: The Western governments needed to keep the price of gold down so it could flow where 
they needed it to flow. The key to free up gold was simple. The Western public will not hold an asset 
that going nowhere, at least in currency terms. […]

To avoid a spiking oil price the CBs first freed up the public's gold thru the issuance of various types of 
"paper future gold". As that selling dried up they did the only thing they could, become primary 
suppliers! […]

The BIS and other various governments that developed this trade ( notice I didn't use conspiracy as it 
was good business, as the world gained a lot ) , thought that the paper gold forward market would have 
allowed the gold industry to expand production some five times over! Don't ask where they got this, as 
they are the same people that bring us government finance and such. But, without a major increase in 
gold supply, the paper created by this "gold control operation" will either be paid by, 1. new supply. 2. 
the central banks. 3. rollover existing. 4. cash? 5. or total default! As the Asians started buying up 
everything last year ( 97 ) , number 5 and 5 started looking like the answer! When the CBs started 
selling into this black hole of demand, the discussion of #5 started in their rooms also. […]

People wondered how the physical gold market could be "cornered" when its currency price wasn't 
rising and no shortages were showing up? The CBs were becoming the primary suppliers by replacing 
openly held gold with CB certificates. This action has helped keep gold flowing during a time that 
trading would have locked up. Westerners should not be too upset with the CBs actions, they are 
buying you time!

Let's try accepting Another's words at face value and see where they lead. Barrick switched from oil to 
gold mining in 1983/84. Annual global gold mine production in 1985 was just under 50 million ounces. 
If technology and the new paper market could have helped expand that "five times over" it would have 
eventually reached 250 million ounces per year. But that didn't happen. In 1990 annual production had 
increased 20% to about 60 million ounces, 72 million ounces per year by 1995 and about 82 million 
ounces in 2000 where the growth cycle ended. A total increase of 64% rather than the 500% increase 
they had hoped for. But even that should be enough gold for the East, right? I mean, how much useless 
metal do they need? 

ANOTHER: Gold is cornered. Plain and simple. No complicated theories, no options problems. The 
commodity value of gold was forced so low in paper currency terms that all of the new mined gold, 
going out some 10 years is spoken for.

Now the CBs will have to sell 1/3 to 1/2 of their gold just to cover what's out there. To use the Queen's 
English "it ain't gona happen dude"!

If the current price of oil doesn't change soon we will no doubt run out of gold.

That was in 1997. "All of the new mined gold, going out some 10 years is spoken for." You can do the 
math. So how much useless metal do those barbarians in the East really need? I mean, this sounds 
crazy, doesn't it? Well, apparently it got so bad around the time of the first Gulf War that they had to cut 
a deal with the biggest or at least most important player (threat) at that time if they wanted to make it to 



their goal of a clean euro launch party. 

ANOTHER: Ever notice how many important middle eastern people keep a residence in London? It's 
not because of the climate. The most powerful banks in the world today are the ones that trade oil and 
gold. It is in the "city" that the deals are done by people who understand "value"! Westerners should be 
happy that they do because the free flow of oil and gold has allowed this economic expansion to 
continue this past few years. […]

What quantity of GOLD, paper or physical, has OIL traditionally purchased on an annual basis? From 
1991, appx. 20m/oz./yr., now it is more.

This was the gold for oil deal in 1991, 20 million ounces per year. For that to be a deal, it must have 
been a decrease from what otherwise would have been sought. Why would "we" get a deal? Perhaps 
someone explained the plan/scheme (or "gold control operation") as I have done so far. You blow it up 
now, what do you get? A lot less in real terms. But if you play ball, you still get a good percentage of 
the annual mine supply. And 20 million ounces per year would have been about a third of annual global 
(not just Western) mining supply in 1991, all going to just one single player in the barbaric East where, 
for some reason, they like their useless metal. 

But by 1997, the cost of maintaining this deal had apparently tripled! 

ANOTHER: For the monthly amount to be taken off the market has changed from $10 in gold ( valued 
at $1,000 ) /per barrel to the current $30 in gold /per barrel still valued at $1,000! Much of this gold 
was in the form of deals in London to launder its movement. Because of some Asians, these deals are 
no longer being rolled over as paper!

Oh no, you mean it's not just the Arabs that like useless metal in the East? We've got to worry about the
Asians too? 

ANOTHER: Asia put an end to a sweet deal for the West! From the early 90s it was working very 
well.

[…]

The Asians are the problem, by buying up bullion worldwide and thru South Africa they created a 
default situation on all the paper for the oil / gold trade! Now the CBs are selling in the open to calm 
nerves but it's known that they will never sell enough. It was never their intent to provide the gold, only 
the backing until new mining technology could increase production. Over time the forward sales, such 
as ABX's should have worked. But LBMA went nuts with the game and the whole mess has now 
accelerated. […]

The oil "understanding" was broken by the Asians. More gold has been sold than can ever be covered!

Damn. First the Arabs, now the Asians… who's next? And what the heck do these Eastern barbarians 
do with all of that useless metal anyway??? What if they do nothing with it other than stick it in a vault 
somewhere where it will sit as long as they keep net-producing until some unknown time in the future 
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when they are forced to net-consume? If that's the case, then maybe the actual weight-volume they 
receive in exchange for their surplus currency doesn't matter. In fact, the greater the weight, the larger 
the vaults they need to build or rent. I wonder if they would be just as happy receiving a lower weight-
volume of revalued gold. Here's an appropriate quote from my 2010 post It's the Flow, Stupid:

[T]he price of gold does not matter to the [East], only the flow of gold matters. I'll say it 
again. The [East] doesn't care about the price of gold, only the flow. To the [East] the price 
doesn't matter because it is a straight currency exchange, like exchanging dollars for euros.

Did you see it in the article? Aramco owed the Saudis $3 million a year, but it had to be 
paid in gold. They didn't owe 2.67 tonnes of gold per year, but that's what they had to pay 
because the US fixed the price of gold at $35 per ounce. The US could have raised the price 
of gold to $100/ounce and then it would have only had to ship .93 tonnes of gold to the 
Saudis! Would the Saudis have been displeased with such a move? No. The guaranteed 
price of gold only matters to the printer of paper gold. To the producer/savers, all that 
matters is the guaranteed flow of physical!

Let's now jump forward to 1999 and look at three important events that happened that year. The first 
and most important one happened on January 1st when the European central banks successfully 
launched their new euro currency. Then, in May, Gordon Brown pledged to sell half (~400 tonnes) of 
England's physical gold over the next three years. Some say this was a move meant to suppress the 
price of gold. Others say it was simply a mistake of bad timing. But perhaps it was neither. Perhaps it 
was necessary to feed the flow a little while longer. Then, in September, the European central banks 
collectively and publicly announced their intention "not to expand their gold leasings and their use of 
gold futures and options" for the next five years at which time the agreement would be reviewed. 

Bull Run versus Revaluation

I want to discuss the significant differences between a bull run and a revaluation because we got one 
and not the other after the euro was finally launched and European CB support was removed. As I 
already mentioned, in general, revaluations are usually quick and surprising while bull runs are gradual 
which allows more and more people to get onboard at different points in the run. With a revaluation, 
you're either onboard or not when it happens. 

Another big difference is that the singular nature of a revaluation (one single item revalued/devalued) 
means that the item is revalued in real terms vis-à-vis everything else while a bull run is often merely a 
rise in nominal terms because other related (or correlated) items, more or less, usually go along for the 
ride. We could say that the whole group of correlated items (e.g., commodities) is revalued in real terms 
vis-à-vis another group (e.g., S&P500) during a run, but I hope that you can see the difference between 
the "gold bull market" of the last decade and a gold revaluation in real terms that is long overdue. It is 
the latter that Another and FOA explained.

Even though we've seen orders of magnitude swings in the nominal price of gold, from $35 up to $850, 
back down to $250 and then up to $1,900, the price of gold in oil terms (the "gold/oil rate" that FOA 
mentioned above) is the same today as it was in 1947, 1974 and 1999 at the launch of the euro. In other 
words, there has been no revaluation… yet. So when we think about the incredible bull market run 
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we've had in gold since 2001, I think it is also important to keep in mind how little has actually 
changed in real terms. Here is the GOR (gold oil ratio) data going back to 1946, from 
inflationdata.com:

Annual Average
Gold and Crude Price

1946-Present
# of bbl Oil 1 OZ Gold will buy

Year
Average

$/bbl
Average $/oz Ave bbl / oz

1946 $1.63 $34.71 21.294
1947 $2.16 $34.71 16.069
1948 $2.77 $34.71 12.531
1949 $2.77 $31.69 11.440
1950 $2.77 $34.72 12.534
1951 $2.77 $34.72 12.534
1952 $2.77 $34.60 12.491
1953 $2.92 $34.84 11.932
1954 $2.99 $35.04 11.719
1955 $2.93 $35.03 11.956
1956 $2.94 $34.99 11.901
1957 $3.00 $34.95 11.650
1958 $3.01 $35.10 11.661
1959 $3.00 $35.10 11.700
1960 $2.91 $35.27 12.120
1961 $2.85 $35.25 12.368
1962 $2.85 $35.23 12.361
1963 $3.00 $35.09 11.697
1964 $2.88 $35.10 12.188
1965 $3.01 $35.12 11.668
1966 $3.10 $35.13 11.332
1967 $3.12 $34.95 11.202
1968 $3.18 $39.31 12.362
1969 $3.32 $41.28 12.434
1970 $3.39 $36.02 10.625
1971 $3.60 $40.62 11.283
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1972 $3.60 $58.42 16.228
1973 $4.75 $97.39 20.503
1974 $9.35 $154.00 16.471
1975 $7.67 $160.86 20.973
1976 $13.10 $124.74 9.522
1977 $14.40 $147.84 10.267
1978 $14.95 $193.40 12.936
1979 $25.10 $306.00 12.191
1980 $37.42 $615.00 16.435
1981 $35.75 $460.00 12.867
1982 $31.83 $376.00 11.813
1983 $29.08 $424.00 14.580
1984 $28.75 $361.00 12.557
1985 $26.92 $317.00 11.776
1986 $14.64 $368.00 25.137
1987 $17.50 $447.00 25.543
1988 $14.87 $437.00 29.388
1989 $18.33 $381.00 20.786
1990 $23.19 $383.51 16.538
1991 $20.19 $362.11 17.935
1992 $19.25 $343.82 17.861
1993 $16.74 $359.77 21.492
1994 $15.66 $384.00 24.521
1995 $16.75 $383.79 22.913
1996 $20.46 $387.81 18.955
1997 $18.97 $331.02 17.450
1998 $11.91 $294.24 24.705
1999 $16.55 $278.98 16.857
2000 $27.40 $279.11 10.186
2001 $23.00 $271.04 11.784
2002 $22.81 $309.73 13.579
2003 $27.69 $363.38 13.123
2004 $37.41 $409.72 10.952
2005 $50.04 $444.74 8.888
2006 $58.30 $603.46 10.351
2007 $64.20 $695.39 10.832
2008 $91.48 $871.96 9.532
2009 $53.48 $972.35 18.180
2010 $71.21 $1,224.53 17.196
2011 $87.04 $1,571.52 18.055

Average 14.771

Another big difference between a bull run and a revaluation is the absolute impossibility of the paper 
market or the structure of contractual obligations and liabilities going along for the ride. Think about 



the 1934 gold revaluation. The dollar at that time was the paper proxy for physical gold, and the 
revaluation was vis-à-vis that paper proxy. Today, the paper gold market is analogous to the dollar in 
1934. 

A bull run certainly puts stress on the paper edifice, but because it is gradual and drawn out and 
because other items that may have been used to hedge exposure generally remain correlated during a 
run, the various counterparties do have the advantage of time to make adjustments. Here is FOA in 
1999 when gold was $280 an ounce talking about Barrick trying to get out of its paper commitments if 
gold rose past $600 (oh, the foresight!):

FOA: As the physical price rises well past the paper price, every miner and user in the world will be 
trying to get out of their commitments. Even Barrick now admits (finally) that above $600 they have to 
start supplying margin. After all this time of telling everyone that they could defer their contracts for 10 
or 15 years. This goes back to my post about "Westerners" not thinking that gold will rise. Because 
investors thought it was impossible for it to go above $600, to consider that long term gold lenders 
would not ask for margin was nuts. If gold hit $5,000 does a lender just depend on ABX's good word?? 
It shows the beautiful evolution of "Western investment thought". Again, LBMA will not be in a 
position to advise anyone as this plays out. Truly, this relic of London's past will be put on a shelf.

Here's a short article from AEP in 2009 that I'll post in full as it is relevant to this discussion in several 
ways:

Barrick shuts hedge book as world gold supply runs out
By Ambrose Evans-Pritchard
11 Nov 2009

Global gold production is in terminal decline despite record prices and Herculean efforts by 
mining companies to discover fresh sources of ore in remote spots, according to the world's 
top producer Barrick Gold.

Aaron Regent, president of the Canadian gold giant, said that global output has been falling 
by roughly 1m ounces a year since the start of the decade. Total mine supply has dropped 
by 10pc as ore quality erodes, implying that the roaring bull market of the last eight years 
may have further to run. 

"There is a strong case to be made that we are already at 'peak gold'," he told The Daily 
Telegraph at the RBC's annual gold conference in London. 

"Production peaked around 2000 and it has been in decline ever since, and we forecast that 
decline to continue. It is increasingly difficult to find ore," he said. 

Ore grades have fallen from around 12 grams per tonne in 1950 to nearer 3 grams in the 
US, Canada, and Australia. South Africa's output has halved since peaking in 1970. 

The supply crunch has helped push gold to an all-time high, reaching $1,118 an ounce at 
one stage yesterday. The key driver over recent days has been the move by India's central 
bank to soak up half of the gold being sold by the International Monetary Fund. It is the 
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latest sign that the rising powers of Asia and the commodity bloc are growing wary of 
Western paper money and debt.

Now think back to the view I presented of the period from, say, 1985 through 1999 regarding the flow 
of physical from West to East. During this period we had a number of factors which combined to 
"supply the demand". We had a price that "went nowhere" along with a new paper market that 
encouraged Westerners to give up their physical gold in exchange for leveraged trading paper. When 
that ran out, we had the European CBs becoming the "primary suppliers". We had a deal in place with 
one of the larger "Eastern barbarians". We had a gradual increase in mining supply from 50 million 
ounces up to 82 million ounces per year, and we also had the mines selling their "future assets" up to 
ten years out backed by CB gold. And finally, we had almost 400 tonnes of physical from Her 
Majesty's Treasury "given to the cause" at the tail end of this period. All of these factors are gone today.

What we have instead today is a stagnant mining supply, a declining scrap supply, CBs adding to their 
gold in aggregate, Westerner traders hoarding physical in places like GLD and PHYS and a price that 
rose more than "five times over". You'd think that would "stretch" the available supply relative to 
demand some five times over, but you'd be wrong. Only a revaluation in real terms can "stretch" the 
flow sufficiently and sustainably. 

Just like FOA said about the 70s, "the higher oil prices were allowing a percentage of those dollars to 
be converted back into gold at the old gold/oil rate." The old gold/oil rate has fluctuated narrowly but 
hasn't changed in 67 years. Another said, "Gold has always been funny in that way. So many people 
worldwide think of it as money, it tends to dry up as the price rises." One more piece of data to support 
this point. The LBMA publishes its clearing volume monthly. If we go back to the beginning of the bull 
run, around mid-2001 when the price of gold was in the $260s, and compare it with the clearing 
volume today, we see that demand in currency terms rose right along with the price. So much for 
"stretching". 

Also, I am still operating under the assumption that the East didn't lose its taste for gold just because 
the currency price started rising. And in case you thought "oil" was a bigger player than "the Asians", 
that's not the picture Another painted: 

ANOTHER: This whole game was not lost on some very large buyers WHO WANTED GOLD BUT 
DIDN'T WANT IT'S MOVEMENT TO BE SEEN! Why not move a little closer to the action by 
offering cash directly to the broker/bank ( to be lent out ) in return for a future gold note that was 
indirectly backed by the CBs. That "paper gold" was just like gold in the bank. The CBs liked it 
because no one had to move gold and it took BIG buying power off the market that would have gunned 
the price! It also worked well as a vehicle to cycle oil wealth for gold as a complete paper deal.

Are you with me?

Well a funny thing happened right after the Gulf war ended. What looked like big money before turned 
out to be little money as some HK people, I'll call them "Big Trader" for short, moved in and started 
buying all the notes and physical the market offered. The rub was that they only bought low, and lower 



and cheaper. They never ran the price and they never ran out of money. Seeing this, some people 
( middle east ) started to exchange their existing paper gold for the real stuff. From that time, early 
1997 LBMA was running full speed just to stay in one spot! In other words paper volume had to 
increase to the physical volume on a worldwide scale, and that was going to be one hell of a jump. It 
could not be hidden from the news any longer.

That was the 90s. I don't think "the game" is the same today. In fact, I think that "the game" needed to 
change in 1997, and that may be why Another took his story public in the only way he could. Ari once 
told me that he thought Another's reason for going public with this story was to telegraph a message to 
certain people. I won't expand this thought any further because I would only be speculating, but I will 
tell you that my speculation makes perfect sense to me. And check this out, from FOA in 2000 when 
one of the regulars on the forum questioned the credibility of what he was saying. I'll post Cavan Man's 
message in full because I think it reflects a lot of the skepticism we see today right here on this blog, 
and then FOA's reply. Notice the highlighted sentence:

Cavan Man: Dear FOA,

I am not certain how many visitors here carefully read and digest what you write. Furthermore, I am 
even less sure how many of us really believe what you write. With my simple mind, I see the common 
cents of it all. Perhaps my mind is simple because I have not the formal education nor experience level 
of many, consequently my simple mind is also very open to new Thoughts; it is not so encumbered with 
preconceived notions. I'm a long ways back but still following you on the trail

I have read your posts from this morning which filled in some blanks for me generated by my reading 
and re-reading of Aristotle's five part series of last summer. I have just taken the time to read Aristotle 
once more. Each reading provides keener insight. Each reading gives me a greater sense of concern for 
future events as you seem to project them.

Here is my question:

Can the international monetary system transition to a new form; can ME oil be satisfied; can the 
international currency value of gold be reconciled with even the modest expectations of traditional 
(western)thinking gold market analysts; can individual, sovereign economies remain "whole" and 
healthy; can the paper gold market leverage be unwound; etc. without the advent of violence and 
aggression? How so?

Perhaps I should stop reading USAGOLD and go back to the comic section of our local and very poor 
newpaper?

Thank you.....Cavan Man

FOA: Cavan Man, Yes, I think you are right. There really is no point in going back so far. Nor is there 
any gain in diving so deep to explain political strategy just ahead. Mostly we want to understand the 
short term. Another warned me about this once before. Saying I should stay on the surface and discuss 
events as they apply. Looking back I see why he doesn't send me anything now. The point has been 
made and the correct people have seen it. Now wait for events and discuss the market response. So be 



it. I'll ride the soft river and stay off the hard trail. Thanks Cavan Man, your words have helped, I 
presume too much, FOA

As you can imagine, the forum begged FOA not to stop "diving so deep." You can read the responses to 
FOA's comment here. But the point is that something changed. "The game" today is not the same as it 
was in the 90s. To be honest, without the guidance of an "insider" like Another and his confidant FOA 
"discussing events as they apply" "to explain political strategy just ahead," I struggle to understand how 
the gold market has gone on without a revaluation in real terms as long as it has. But I do have a theory 
that I think fits what we've seen so far. 

Incidentally, my theory comes from a 2010 email exchange with the only person I know of who had 
direct email contact with FOA, and who I believe gleaned more insight from Another and FOA than 
anyone else, Aristotle. But don't judge it on that; judge it on how it fits into the big picture painted 
above. 

I will repeat what I said at the top. I don't expect anyone to intentionally break the system. I don't think 
that anyone with a big enough footprint capable of breaking the system would ever dream of actually 
doing it and then living with the stigma that would come from such an act. Instead, I think that the 
system is fragile, in need of support, and without that support it will crumble on its own. It is not just 
"their" system. It is your system, my system, everyone's system. It is a global system, and yet it is an 
old, fragile and failing system. But as FOA said, "everyone that is positioned in physical gold will carry 
this storm in fantastic shape."

Why did he write "physical gold" and not just gold? Because he wasn't just talking about a bull run, he 
was talking about the inevitable revaluation that'll come when the old and fragile system crumbles 
under its own weight. But today there's a new system already in place, functioning under the old 
system, but built to withstand the failure of the old gold market. Nothing need rise from the ashes. It is 
already here. And it is "anti-fragile" meaning that it will not only withstand the shock, but be improved 
by it. 

This is checkmate. And it is not a gold standard. But even so, to use your words at the top of the post, 
we can "expect fiat to be reconciled with gold." Not just once, but on an ongoing basis. Here is the rest 
of what FOA said:

FOA: This not only has "everything to do with a gold bull market", it has everything to do with a 
changing world financial architecture. And I have to admit: if you hated our last one, you will no doubt 
hate this new one, too. However, everyone that is positioned in physical gold will carry this storm in 
fantastic shape. This is because the ECB has no intentions of backing their currency with gold and 
every intention of using gold as a "free trading" financial reserve. None of the other metals will play a 
part in this.

Now let's look at what we know has happened since Another and FOA stopped writing. First, the 
"Brown's Bottom" UK gold auctions ended in early 2002. From that point, the rest of the European 
CBs sold some 1,650 tonnes, which ended in early 2009:

http://fofoa.blogspot.com/2013/01/happy-new-year.html
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The time period of the sales in that chart includes the addition of four new Eurosystem members, along 
with their gold, so the total sold by the European CBs is actually higher than 1,650 tonnes. And 
whether these sales went to fulfill past obligations or to satisfy new customers is an interesting 
question, but I doubt if it really matters much because we know the general direction of the necessary 
flow. 

I suppose it is somehow possible that the output from Western mines and scrap recycling, topped off by 
a few Western central bank sales, supplied GLD, PHYS and other toys of Western traders while also 
satisfying the insatiable demand for useless metal from our Eastern barbarian trading partners on whom 
we rely for their continued and selfless net-production, these last 14 or so years. Meanwhile, we more 
physically inclined Western shrimps traded (churned) our coins while our Western CBs punched one 
tonne at time into new discs giving us the illusion that it's business as usual. 

If not, then perhaps the above was supplemented by the discreet (and discrete) "pairing up" of buyers 
and sellers of a more, shall we say, Giant size, those whose footprint would have left a distinct mark, 
perhaps even a trail of destruction, if it had landed in our gold marketplace. If this was the case, as was 
(at the very least) implied by Another, then it would have included some sort of a promise of inevitable 
revaluation, backed not only by logic, but also by history, a long-term plan of action, and some measure 
of past success. In other words, the checkmate scenario. 

In any case, we now know that the European CB gold sales have ended, Western mine/scrap supply is 
in decline, and the USG is still spending like there's no tomorrow, even as it has to print up new 
dollars! ;D And, thankfully for the West, the songbirds are singing the end of the bull run, gagging 
GLD into puking up a hairball or two for the cause. All is well in Oz, right? 

Checkmate

The game of chess ends before it is over. It ends when a player can legally declare checkmate because 
the losing player is destined to lose on the next move. But good players know when a game becomes 
"hopeless" much earlier, and so these "expert" games often end before checkmate can even be legally 
declared. They end when checkmate is inevitable, when the losing player acknowledges defeat. 

In practice, most strong players resign an inevitably lost game before being checkmated, and it is 
considered bad etiquette to continue playing in a completely hopeless position. But there is some small 
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hope for those players who haplessly continue playing rather than resigning. The hope lies in the 
remote possibility of a mistake by the other player.

Weak players, on the other hand, seldom resign. At a competent level it is considered discourteous to 
play on in a clearly lost position. But while it is bad etiquette to refuse to resign in a completely 
hopeless position, if you are ignorant as to whether your position is hopeless you should play on.

The dollar game was lost on 1/1/99 and we're just playing out the remaining moves right now. I think 
this is the correct perspective, even if it doesn't give us any actionable timing information other than 
"yesterday was the best time to buy physical gold, today is the second best and tomorrow is a distant 
third." 

The gist of my theory (for those who haven't been following my blog closely) is that at some point 
support for the old edifice will be withdrawn, and then it will crumble under its own weight. But it is so 
big and heavy that, when it finally gives way, it will come down faster than you can react. There will be 
no warning. The only warning you can hope for is to look for signs that support has been withdrawn. 
And I should add that those whose only net-production is of the paper variety (e.g., the US, UK and 
Japan) cannot offer structural support to this failing edifice. 

So that's basically the big picture as I see it for the last 40 years or so. But before I wrap this up, I want 
to briefly recap this view within the larger context of a 100-year time frame in order to add a little more 
perspective and grounding. 

The Big, Big Picture in a Nutshell 

If we look back to the monetary conference in Genoa (1922), I'd say that conference really set the finite 
timeline of the dollar in motion, much more so than the creation of the Federal Reserve System in 
1913. The creation of the Fed simply put the US on equal footing with the rest of the world in terms of 
the ability to have a flexible monetary base, which helped make the international move in Genoa 
possible. From Peak Exorbitant Privilege:

And so even though the U.S. wasn't directly involved in the European monetary 
negotiations that took place in Brussels in 1920 and Genoa in 1922, it was acknowledged 
that any new monetary order was likely to be a U.S. centered system. […]

The Roaring Twenties was not just a short-lived period of superficial prosperity in America, 
it was also a time when a great privilege was unwittingly granted to the United States that 
would last for the next 90 years. And I say "unwittingly granted" because the U.S. did not 
even participate in the negotiations that led to its privilege. As Jacques Rueff wrote in his 
1972 book, The Monetary Sin of the West:

"The situation I am going to analyze was neither brought about nor specifically wanted by 
the United States. It was the outcome of an unbelievable collective mistake which, when 
people become aware of it, will be viewed by history as an object of astonishment and 
scandal."

http://fofoa.blogspot.com/2012/04/peak-exorbitant-privilege.html
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The next thing I look at is the evolution of thought that transpired after 1922, mainly through Jacques 
Rueff who wrote a Freegold-sounding piece decades earlier than anyone else. It's chapter 2 in The Age 
of Inflation and, while it's not perfect Freegold, it sounds a lot more "Freegoldish" to me than his 
contemporaries in the more formal economic schools of the time. And by "Freegoldish" I mean realistic 
and practical with a focus on the balance of trade and how the flow of gold is an integral part of its 
monetary adjustment mechanism as opposed to some sort of theoretical economic idealism. 

I always thought that Freegold (free market gold) thought originated with French thinkers like Jacques 
Rueff and then took hold with a wider European contingent throughout the 70s as part of "the road to 
the euro". After all, it was the French that ran on the gold window in the 60s, and then they were the 
first to mark their official gold reserves to the market price in the mid-70s.

Following the evolution of thought beyond France, from 1969 I have a speech by Alexandre 
Lamfalussy, a European central banker from Hungary, that fits quite well. And then in the 70s we can 
add Jelle Zijlstra, a Dutch central banker who really gets it early on. So we can see signs of an 
evolution of thought that spread throughout the European CB community in, perhaps, the late 60s and 
70s. The ECB itself marks the beginning of "the road to the euro" in 1962. 

That doesn't mean that everyone involved in creating the euro understood Freegold, particularly those 
who had spent more time in America, like Robert Mundell and Robert Triffin. But you've got to 
understand how big of a project this was, creating a new international currency in just a few decades. A 
lot of people were involved in the effort in many different capacities, and not everyone would have 
been privy to the discussions that resulted in the CBs leasing their gold to buy time for others involved 
to complete their part. 

In terms of the dollar's finite timeline, I think we can view the point at which the US had about 20,000 
tonnes of gold as the top of the hill. That was 1950 through 1957, the period directly following Bretton 
Woods, a monetary conference in which the US not only participated, but ran the show. From 1957 to 
1961, the US gold stockpile lost more than 25%, dropping from 20,000 tonnes down to 15,000. Having 
peaked, it would be natural for those who could see the end far off in the distance to start thinking 
about what would come next. And as if a kind of natural selection or survival of the fittest ideas took 
place, perhaps Rueff's ideas took hold in the early 60s among some who could actually make a move. 

We do know that Rueff was one of de Gaulle's economic advisors during the 60s. So I think it is fair to 
imagine the "Nixon shock" as a move forced by the French. It forced the creation of a "free market" for 
gold by the same entity that had been running (controlling) the previous fixed market. Perhaps getting 
the gold wasn't the French goal as much as it was to force the creation of a new "free gold marketplace" 
in which CBs could openly (rather than covertly as in the London gold pool) participate. 

What better way to force a permanent bank holiday on the old system than for a giant (like France) to 
run on its own bank (the US Treasury) while holding a press conference about it? Incredibly, France 
demanded its gold from the US while it was still covertly involved in the London gold pool. And then 
France was the first to back out of the gold pool. And then France was the first to mark its gold to the 
market price in 1974. From Once Upon a Time:

From 1965 through late 1967 the gold pool was expending more and more of its own gold 
just to keep the price in its range. Seeing this, France (who was one of the insiders and 
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knew of the price fixing operation) began demanding more and more gold from the US 
Treasury for its dollars.

And as this trend progressed, the world was flooded with more and more dollars that were 
backed by less and less gold, creating an extremely volatile situation. Public demand for 
gold was rising, the war was escalating, the pound was devalued, France backed out of the 
gold pool, and in one day, Friday March 8, 1968, 100 tonnes of gold were sold in London, 
twenty times the normal 5 tonne day.

The following Sunday the US Fed chairman announced that the US would defend the $35 
per ounce gold price "down to the last ingot"! Immediately, the US airlifted several 
planeloads of its gold to London to meet demand. On Wednesday of that week London sold 
175 tonnes of gold. Then on Thursday, public demand reached 225 tonnes! That night they 
declared Friday a "bank holiday" and closed the gold market for two weeks, "upon the 
request of the United States". (So much for "the last ingot", eh?)

That was the end of the London Gold Pool. The public price of gold quickly rose to $44 an 
ounce and a new "two tiered" gold price was unveiled; one price for central banks, and a 
different price for the rest of us. Even today official US gold is still marked to only $42.22 
per ounce, $2 LESS than the market price in 1968!"

I think it's fair to say that today's particular game of chess began around 1962, and by 1968 the French 
(under the advisement of Jacques Rueff who was probably already writing The Monetary Sin of the 
West which he would publish four years later) put the dollar in check. Not checkmate, mind you, but 
just check which forced Nixon to make his "shocking" move in 1971 (a move that would have been 
fully predictable by any competent player). 

Then, in early 1979, the European central bankers created the ECU (European currency unit-currency 
code XEU) which was to be eventually replaced with the euro. But by late 1979, they feared the current 
system was on the verge of collapse which, they thought, would send the world right back onto a hard 
gold standard. So, what to do? I guess you'd quickly figure out a way to support the failing system long 
enough to complete your mission. And guess what, it worked! 

So I think we can view 1971 as an important inflection point in the finite timeline of the dollar that 
began in 1922. How long could the Bretton Woods gold standard have continued if the French hadn't 
demanded their gold and backed out of the London gold pool? We'll never know, because that wasn't 
how this game was played. And then, I think we can say that the dollar's gameplay has been on life 
support ever since 1980 when it would have otherwise ended. Kind of like when an expert poker player 
lets a "fish" win once in a while just to keep his money in the big game. 

The real question is, at what point did checkmate become inevitable. At what point could an expert 
player have called the game over? That point was the launch of the euro. As FOA said, everyone was 
betting 10 to 1 against the euro right up until launch day! Even Another was apparently worried that the 
gold market was going to blow up and ruin it just a year or two too early. I think that's why he started 
contributing to the Kitco forum. Can you imagine the tension in the room? You're on the final stretch of 
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a 37 year project, with less than two years to go, and something as stupid as the Eastern barbarian's 
love for physical gold is threatening the completion of your project. This puts the whole ANOTHER 
(THOUGHTS!) in a bit of a different light, does it not? 

Perhaps the initial message Another wanted to telegraph was this: "ALL PAPER WILL BURN" and 
"the CBs will never cover all of the paper gold that's out there. To use the Queen's English, ain't gonna 
happen dude."

Remember, he said that the Asians broke the deal and were the big new threat, and he said that they 
"never ran out of money", yet they were buying up all of this CB-backed paper that was being offered 
by the BBs run amok. So was the intended recipient of the message the Asians, or just Giants in general 
(who tend to have lots of paper kindling of all kinds), or was it the BBs? Whoever it was, FOA said 
they got the message and, as we now know, they made it to launch day so it must have worked. 

So why not push for checkmate once the game is already won? Well, just because you expect and want 
something doesn't mean you want all of the negative side effects that go along with it. If the dollar had 
collapsed in 1999 then the euro would have forever carried that stigma, which might have been less 
than preferable to its parents. Furthermore, it was a brand new currency system in its infancy. Exactly 
how much confidence did they have in its resilience, its "anti-fragility", especially if the US currency 
collapsed immediately in its wake? 

They had the base money, inflation and the MTM gold under control, but some elements of the 1993 
Maastricht treaty, namely government finance through the private banking system, were still flapping 
in the wind. This is something that the ECB would have known earlier than the rest of us. Yet as of 
2013, that part is mostly secured. 

On top of that, we had 9/11 in 2001 and the GFC in 2008. I can accept that Europe decided to support 
the US for a period after 9/11. That fits and it is about the time that the European CB gold sales began, 
ending in 2009. This goes against the theory that those sales were simply booking the physical loss of 
previously leased gold. But I never liked that theory much because it goes against what Another and 
FOA wrote about the leases, and the mines should have been able to fulfill those obligations since more 
than 10 years have now passed. 

Then again, if the mining supply of the last decade went mostly to those who purchased it in the 90s, 
what physical supplied the East (in addition to GLD/PHYS) over the last decade? And therein lies a 
mystery that can only be solved, as far as I can figure, by some sort of discreet (and discrete) deal-
making that would have included a promise of inevitable revaluation. Also, Ari told me that from at 
least 2005, according to his readings of the CB journal, it seemed that 2010 was being targeted to be 
the new transition window:

"For the past half-decade, many international policy stirrings gave every indication to me that 2010 
was to be the targeted year for assertively rolling forth the freegold paradigm. But as I've said 
previously, I feel that the ongoing financial crisis that began with the subprime fiasco has caused 
instability of such magnitude that the central bankers have been forced to delay briefly and "play it 
safe" -- one does not dare rock the boat (if there remains any choice in deciding the matter) when the 
financial waters have become so turbulent and choppy. As for the new timeframe, I'd say that the 



reported EU plan "to make private bond holders shoulder some of the pain from any sovereign debt 
restructuring after mid-2013" is as good an indication of a benchmark as any I've seen."

I imagine that the "official support" from 2009 onward could have been more derivative oriented than 
physical because I imagine they realized in Oct./Nov. of 2008 that the greatest threat now is a falling 
price for paper gold. The East doesn't care if the price falls, in fact that's when they like to back up the 
truck because they get more bang (tonnes) for their buck when that happens. 

I think that the "gold" market today is largely driven by the currency trade (XAUEUR, XAUUSD, 
etc…) which dwarfs the physical side. It's so big that the BBs can control the price of gold by 
controlling the extent to which they hedge on COMEX/GLD/etc. versus how much they hedge in 
correlated derivatives. That is, they can easily control the price whenever there is too much demand, 
but not so much if the demand for their paper evaporates. They'd be buying their own paper and going 
short in the physical market or correlated markets, a suicidal exercise. 

So official support could have been as simple as the CBs entering the FOREX markets and buying up 
XAUWHATEVER when needed. This makes sense because in the 2009 CBGA they excluded the line 
about leasing, futures and options. This could have opened the door for them to engage in the 
derivatives market. 

Note also that John Paulson was rumored to have sold a large XAUEUR position (paper gold hedge 
that allowed him to denominate his fund in gold ounces) back in December. That was reported as him 
simply selling "gold", and it was cited as one of the reasons for the decline in price which led to my 
Dec. 26th post and question about whether "someone" would step in just before Snapshot day. Soros 
was also rumored to have sold half of his "gold" around the same time. 

The point is that no one stepped in. The BBs would have then had to remove their long hedges which 
would take the price down. And that's roughly how I think the much larger paper market runs the 
"gold" price these days, through the selective hedging activities of the BBs. But there's nothing they 
can do if the price falls too fast like it did in 2008. They can't buy their own paper and the Eastern 
demand for physical (by weight) explodes when that happens. 

Lastly, I will leave you with a puzzle. I predict that, upon revaluation, global gold mining supply will 
undergo a sudden and dramatic contraction. But why would that be? If the value and price of gold is 
suddenly so much higher, wouldn't the mines run at full steam? I don't think so, and there's the puzzle. 

So there you have it. The game is already won, has been since 1/1/99, but checkmate has not yet been 
declared so it continues. And that's why I named 2013 the year of the window. What do you think so 
far? Have you seen any signs yet that this is not the year of the window? I haven't. And no, I'm not 
expecting the "disaggregated global masses" to suddenly wake up and exchange their paper claims for 
physical. Nor am I expecting some kind of "spontaneous social reaction against power" that will 
"expose the paper fraud" and bring down the house, forcing the reconciliation between fiat and gold. I 
do, however, expect reconciliation, just not in one of the ways described in the email at the top of this 
post. ;D 

Oh, and I expect it soon.

http://fofoa.blogspot.com/2012/12/countdown-to-2013-open-forum.html


Sincerely,
FOFOA

FOFOA COMMENTS:

February 28, 2013 at 2:00 AM
Hello Nickelsaver,

From the post:

"Let's think about all of the physical gold in the world. If we include above and below ground gold, 
we can imagine a fixed amount, every ounce already owned by someone in extremis. Even 
undiscovered deposits are owned by the sovereign if push comes to shove. This is a handy view 
because it's like poker chips on a table. There are a fixed amount of chips and they simply get moved 
around the table, changing ownership, location and value from time to time. We could even think of 
the gold in the ground as a reserve of chips locked away in the dealer's tray. […]

Like chips on the poker table, 95% is sitting very still in the big stacks while maybe 2.5% new chips 
are added each year and, perhaps, another 2.5% are moved around (churned) "in play" each year." 

Some players in this game have big stacks. Of those, some also have large in-ground reserves (like 
the US) and other don't (like Europe). Other players are "winning" at the moment, so the size of 
their stack is less relevant, and even LESS relevant is the size of their in-ground reserves. And 
other players have a small stack, lots of in-ground reserves, and are either "winning" or "losing" 
at any given time. Here's a game card, and here's a larger view. Which players do you think will 
run their mines at full steam (in Freegold) and why? 

Sincerely,
FOFOA

March 2, 2013 at 2:48 AM

Someone asked me by email about my last line in the post, "Oh, and I expect it soon.":

"So you "expect it soon" - and if you had to bet on the "what triggers it" question - what do you see 
as the "most likely" trigger? I'm sure you ponder this often, and I'm also sure you have already 
selected your most likely or most appealing "favourite". So how would you like to see the game 
end?" 

I figured I might as well answer the question here. 

I think the biggest threat to the system right now is price volatility. That is, prices of real things 
changing too quickly in either direction. Prices are where the rubber meets the road, where the 
monetary plane intersects the physical plane. And I view gold as the linchpin that ultimately 
holds the two planes together. 

http://www.visualcapitalist.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/gold-mines-deposits-ranking-2012-infographic.jpg
http://4.bp.blogspot.com/-ppqgFMPFTcE/UNE1NBp05fI/AAAAAAAADeI/6ZDsUHLPInE/s1600/gold-in-the-ground2.JPG


I think the "most likely trigger" is the price of gold falling too fast, simply because I can imagine 
that happening at any moment, with little or no warning. It could easily be accompanied by (and 
driven by) a general market collapse like we had in September of 2008, or it could happen on its 
own for lack of support from either of the two legs. By looking at the gradually falling price 
around Snapshot days, I am simply taking note of the apparent lack of "mysterious" levitation 
we've seen in the past, which could mean that official support has ended if it was ever present in 
the first place. 

Of course technical support levels still come into play even if the bull run is over, so I think it is 
most likely to be accompanied with some sort of a general market decline. If there's a general 
market crash that punches gold downward through some of those technical support levels, there 
may be nothing below to stop the fall. That's when the paper price separates from the physical 
price IMO. 

So will it happen this year? What are the odds that we make it through the rest of the year 
without a "dramatic correction" in the markets? I mean, the Dow is almost at its all-time high 
right now. I know my dad's been waiting for this moment for years, to "lock in" what he thought 
he had back in 2007. I hope there aren't many more like my dad. I remember his birthday party 
in 2009. When he blew out the big numbered candle I asked him what he wished for and he said 
"Dow 14,000". True story. Then again, maybe we've just arrived at a new plateau of American 
prosperity! ;D 

If the "gold" bull run continues, a rising price is also a threat because the general price level of 
commodities (real things) is correlated with gold during a bull run. The USG's spending habit is 
another place where the rubber meets the road because the USG's addiction is in real terms but 
its spending is in nominal terms. If "gold" goes to $3,500 and oil follows it up north of $200/bbl, 
that means some real "cost push" price inflation. 

Take a look at the US national debt during the last decade's bull run. It was at about $6T when 
the bull run started. Today it's over $16T. I don't care about the absolute level of the debt (what I 
call the stock), I'm only interested in the nominal rate of deficit spending (the flow), which, 
because it is in real terms, must accelerate with any price inflation. In other words, if the price of 
oil doubles, so does the rate of USG deficit spending, and these days that will mean the rate of 
QE. 

I believe this will have a feedback effect on commodity prices as the USG refuses to cut its rate of 
deficit intake in real terms which would be the natural response to inflation. I think that part of 
the reason we made it through the last decade's bull run was that China, while running a trade 
surplus, absorbed (sterilized) a large part of the USG's accelerating dollar output. But as has 
been observed, that mostly ended a year and a half ago, about the same time as the bull run in 
paper gold stalled out. 

Cont…
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So once again we have two legs of support which could explain the last decade. Somehow the flow 
of physical gold was managed while the acceleration in the USG's rate of dollar output was 
absorbed by a major net-producer. And now we find ourselves stuck between a rock and a hard 
place. The rock being a falling gold price and the hard place being a continued bull run. 

While the feedback effect on commodity prices is merely an academic exercise to us now, I think 
that in reality it would happen a lot faster than you can imagine. 

So there you have it. My "most likely trigger" is a falling "gold" price which leads to the 
separation of paper from physical. And my "alternate trigger" is a rapid rise in the price of 
paper gold which leads to imminent hyperinflation. Both ultimately cause the other to happen in 
short order, but which comes first remains a question in my mind. 

Remarkably, the bull run has stalled out for a year and a half now, along with oil, silver and just 
about everything else that is real. So it seems we have reached a new plateau of stability. Or not. 
And if not, just imagine the pressure that has been building during this so called "consolidation 
phase". What if we bust out of this slump to the upside like July and August of 2011? Do you 
think it will stick? Do you think the bull run can continue to $3,500? I don't. 

Do you think the general markets can continue their upward trend without a sudden and 
dramatic correction at some point? I don't. Do you think that official support for paper gold as 
well as the paper gold bull run has ended? Looking at the evidence, I think it is possible. 
Remember, we had Paulson and Soros selling in December along with my bellwether ringing 
followed by a chorus of others. Today we hear talk of technical levels of support. Even from my 
bellwether. So what? They have technical support levels in bear markets too. Do you think the 
East has lost its taste for physical? Do you think the East is instead prepared to soak up the 
USG's accelerating rate of dollar output indefinitely? I don't. Do you think it has already ended? 
I think that QE is the proof that it has. 

So when I say soon, what I really mean is "overdue". Like the Big One. I use this only as an 
example of what overdue means. These "Big One" earthquakes have a certain historical 
geographical frequency of, say, 70 years. So once the 70 years has passed, we could say the next 
one is overdue. In the case of Freegold it's not about the historical frequency. It's about all of the 
identifiable elements being already in place. Seems to me they are now in place, so that's what I 
mean by "soon". Unlike most people (apparently), I don't view the more time that passes as a 
sign that it's farther away than we thought. That someone has figured out a new and better way 
to delay the inevitable (or even a good reason to do so). Instead, I view each day that passes as 
another day the Big One didn't hit even though it's already overdue. 

It's one thing to explain how we made it through the last 10 years (let alone the last 30 or 40). It's 
something entirely different to have a gut feeling (based on what??) that it can be repeated, even 
as we see clear evidence that the European gold sales have ended, QE has begun (meaning not 
enough net-producers mopping up the dollar sewage) and paper gold languishing at 17% below 



its high from 18 months ago. I mean, seriously, anything other than "soon" would be a disservice 
to everyone. I don't think the actual date of Freegold exists, even with theoretically perfect 
(godlike) knowledge it doesn't exist. What exists is a probability wave in which "soon" has the 
highest probability at present. 

Sincerely,
FOFOA



Tuesday, March 12, 2013

Checkmate 2 - Slow History 

Building a coherent and cohesive narrative around events of the past is a natural part of our process of 
understanding. And every good story has a beginning, middle and an end. But what if the end of a 
particular narrative is still in the future? 

Mencius Moldbug coined the term "slow history" in these two posts to describe his hobby of reading 
really old books and diaries (especially ones written by those outside the political mainstream of their 
time). He writes: "The student of slow history, who has no faith at all in consensus wisdom, official 
truth, and 'everybody knows' chestnuts, is willing to rest enormous judgments on a single, indisputable, 
authentic primary source."

He draws an analogy with fast food versus slow food. Fast history is consensus history. It is that history 
which "everybody knows" because it has been homogenized for the masses. It is like fast food in that it 
is theoretically the same as slow food because it contains the same initial ingredients, and yet it has 
been processed, filtered, packed and shipped, each step of which does its small part to reduce the initial 
ingredients to little more than flavored styrofoam. 

I like the idea of reading that which was written at the time history was unfolding (slowly, as it seems), 
in addition to the narrative put together by consensus after the fact. They both have their uses of course, 
but the story you uncover while reading what was written at the time might just be a little different 
from what you'll read in a history book that has been processed and filtered through societal biases and 
the consensus perspective. 

Since it is in our nature to seek out neatly packaged stories with clear conclusions as part of our process 
of understanding, the consensus view of individual past events tends to be one that fits a narrative that 
was also concluded in the past. For example, the Great Depression which ended the gold standard is the 
conclusion of a story that begins at the end of World War I with the middle being the Roaring 20s. The 
Nixon Shock is the conclusion of a story that begins in Bretton Woods with the middle being the 
London Gold Pool in the 1960s. And gold's parabolic blow-off top in 1980 is the conclusion of a story 
that begins with the Nixon Shock. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Slow_Food
http://unqualified-reservations.blogspot.com/2011/06/slow-history-extravaganza.html
http://unqualified-reservations.blogspot.com/2010/09/slow-history-and-mysterious-20th.html
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These neatly packaged stories, stacked one on top of the other, allow us to view the present as if it was 
merely the result of the most-recent past, and to look forward to "history repeating" (or at least rhyming 
as the saying goes). With this kind of a consensus view, we might expect history to repeat the 1970s 
with regard to the miners, silver and a boom followed by a bust in the metals. Or we might expect to go 
back onto a US government-sponsored gold standard after a new "Bretton Woods 2" conference. 

But what if the end of a particular narrative that begins after WWI is still in the future? If that's the 
case, then we are still living through history (slowly, as it seems). And that's the case with ANOTHER's 
narrative as I see it. So perhaps a better way to view events that play an important role in this narrative 
is through words written at the time that those events happened, rather than the summary encapsulation 
(after the fact) by someone who views those events as part of a story from the past rather than part of 
the present. 

With this view, I read ANOTHER differently than I read other gold analysts. When I see a consensus 
view held by other gold analysts that differs from ANOTHER's view, I know I am reading a form of 
"fast history". But when I read ANOTHER it feels more like I'm listening to an old-timer explain the 
slow history he lived through, observed with his own eyes, made with his own hands, with a special 
emphasis on why and how reality sometimes differs in monumental ways from the consensus view. To 
me, reading ANOTHER is like I imagine it is for Moldbug reading the diaries of Ulrich von Hassell, 
Thomas Carlyle or Clarendon's Great Rebellion.

So I thought I'd give you a few bite-sized pieces of slow history—in the form of really old newspaper 
clippings—to chew on while you are still holding the Checkmate view in your mind's eye. These are a 
few random selections from a much larger hoard of news clippings that were given to me. In other 
words, there are plenty more where these came from. To the Moldbug purists (and to MM himself who 
was kind enough to explain his precise meaning to me by email the other day), I realize I am taking 
some liberties by using his term "slow history" in this way, and so I apologize. 

1947

To begin, we'll start with a short clipping from the Leader Post, a Canadian daily newspaper, from 
October 9, 1947. The headline is "Britain sells gold". You'll want to click on the newspaper images so 
they open in your browser, then you may need to click on them a second time to make them readable at 
full size because some browsers will automatically fit the image to one page.

http://fofoa.blogspot.com/2013/02/checkmate.html


I hope you noticed some of the neat details in that short article! In Checkmate, I called the period from 
1950-1957 "the top of the hill" in terms of the dollar's finite timeline. This was the period in which the 
US had about 20,000 metric tonnes of gold. For the first five years of the new Bretton Woods monetary 
system which began in 1945, the US experienced an inflow of gold, including that British gold in the 
article. This inflow raised the US stockpile from 17848 tonnes in 1945 to 20279 tonnes in 1950. Then 
in 1958 it started rapidly draining away. 

For reference, here is the size of the US gold stockpile during the years from 1945-1972:

Year Tonnes

1945 17848

1950 20279

1951 20326

1952 20663

1953 19631

1954 19367

1955 19331

1956 19602

Year Tonnes

1957 20312

1958 18291

1959 17335

1960 15822

1961 15060

1962 14269

1963 13860

1964 13749

Year Tonnes

1965 12499

1966 11761

1967 10722

1968 9679

1969 10539

1970 9839

1971 9070

1972 8584

1960

Next we jump to November 23, 1960, with an article from the Reading Eagle, a daily newspaper in 
Reading, Pennsylvania. The headline is "U.S. Action About Gold Is Explained" and it is referring to 
actions taken while attempting to stem the bleeding-out of US gold.

http://2.bp.blogspot.com/-0JZuB-TVnu0/UT0sinI8uRI/AAAAAAAAEd0/j6p1Cq6O28o/s1600/1947-10-09_Britain_sells_gold_to_US.png


More fantastic details in this article! One that especially caught my eye was that it was common 
knowledge in 1960 that $11.5B of the US gold was never going to be shipped as it was the required 
reserve backing the US money supply. That left only $6.5B, or 36%, of the remaining stockpile for the 
rest of the world, as long as the price remained $35/ounce. And at the rate it was draining away in late 
1960, it would be game over in a little more than a year. 

No wonder so many people were betting on a gold revaluation all throughout the 60s. It was simple 
math, and it was in the newspapers as early as 1960, even in Reading, PA. Talk about overdue! If I pull 
out my calculator, I see that the US stockpile in 1972 (8584t) had fallen to only $9.66B at $35/oz., well 
below the $11.5B limit. But let's see, if I revalue that same amount of gold up to $42.22, well then it's 
back up to $11.65B. Voila! 

1961

Here's a quick little article from the New York Times on January 13, 1961. You may have clicked on 
my link in Checkmate to US Mints ‘Gold Disks’ for Oil Payments to Saudi Arabia. I included this 
article because it mentions the Aramco fleet of three DC-6s carrying "8,000-pound cargoes of gold to 
Saudi Arabia's late King Ibn Saud, who distrusted paper money." 

http://fofoa.blogspot.com/2010/03/us-mints-gold-disks-for-oil-payments-to.html
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1967

Our first newspaper clipping from 1967 comes from The Miami News on July 17. The headline is 
"U.S. Pushes 'Paper Gold'". 

And the second one comes from the Modesto Bee on December 13, 1967, the beginning of the end of 
the London Gold Pool. 

1968 

This next one is a great article that was written only three months after the London Gold Pool came to 
an abrupt end. It comes from the Milwaukee Journal on June 27, 1968. It talks about France dropping 
out of the pool and the US picking up France's 9% share which raised the US share to 59%. It details 
several meetings leading up to the end of the gold pool, including one at the BIS which it says cost the 
US $210 million in gold for the simple mistake of having a Treasury official fly to Basel which is a 
central banker sanctuary where the US Treasury would not normally be present. And it explains how it 
all ended just four days after the US said it would defend $35/oz. "down to the last ingot", when the US 
Senate passed an emergency bill on March 14 making the dollar a strictly fiat currency. 
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1969

This next one comes from Henry J. Taylor, former US Ambassador to Switzerland and a syndicated 
columnist in the 60s and 70s. It is titled "Our 'Paper Gold' Quite Uncomfortable" and comes from the 
Herald-Journal on March 16, 1969. It talks about the new "two-tier paper gold system" and concludes 
that "paper gold is no remedy." 

1973

We next jump to 1973 with a short article from the Vancouver Sun on June 27. In it we find Treasury 
Undersecretary Paul Volcker speaking to Congress about the "free market" for gold in the context of—
and giving his tacit approval for—foreign central banks selling gold directly to the free market. This 
would, of course, happen at the free market price which was $122/oz. at that time, making foreign 
central bank gold reserves de facto worth the free market price in dollars rather than the official price of 
$38. The official price was changed one last time, four months later, to $42.22 where it remains today. 
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1974

In the first of six newspaper clippings from 1974, we hear from Rene Larre, the general manager of the 
BIS who also happens to be French. This one comes from The Morning Record in Meriden, 
Connecticut on January 19, 1974. In it, the general manager of the BIS says he sees a time coming 
when the CBs will trade gold "at the free market price" as opposed to "the fixed monetary rate of 
$42.22 an ounce." Furthermore, he says that by trading at the free market price, "the central banks will 
be able to revalue their reserves" which will help their countries pay for oil. 

Next we go to the Montreal Gazette on March 1st where we learn that an "Arab buying spree increases 
gold prices" when three Arab countries plus Iran buy about a billion dollars in gold in only two weeks. 
At the going price of $167/oz., that would have been about 186 metric tonnes flowing from the West to 
the East in exchange for their oil. To put that into perspective, annualized that would have been a West 
to East flow of 4,842 tonnes of gold going to only four Middle Eastern oil producers, not including 
Saudi Arabia! 
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On the same day, March 1, 1974, we get a similar article from the New Straits Times, an English 
language paper out of Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.

This next one comes from the Wall Street Journal on April 23, 1974. The poor quality of the scan 
makes it difficult to read, but I'm including it for the headline alone as it mentions European gold for 
ME oil: "Gold Price Rises as EC Nations Get Closer To Using Official Holdings to Pay for Oil."
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A day later, on April 24, 1974, in the St. Petersburg Times, we learn that European Finance Ministers 
led by Wim Duisenberg have tentatively agreed that central banks should be allowed to buy and sell 
gold on the free market and thereby settle official debts at the going market price. The article also notes 
that by the simple act of selling gold on the free market, central banks will be able to quadruple the 
worth of their gold holdings. Can anyone say MTM gold? The price of gold on April 24th was 
$170/oz., quadruple the official price of $42.22. 

On November 12, 1974, from the Montreal Gazette, we learn that OPEC revenues have increased even 
more than the price of gold. While gold has risen from $35 an ounce to $180, the revenues of the oil 
producing countries have jumped from $15B to $110B in two years. In oil terms, gold hasn't been 
revalued at all. 
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I don't know about you, but when I read this article it is just so obvious that Freegold is the solution to 
the problems explained in the article. The article talks about vendor financing, "a common enough 
practice," but even the Fed chairman Arthur Burns admits that with a consistent net-producer like 
OPEC, vendor financing equates to "piling debt upon debt and more realistically piling bad debt on top 
of good debt." And yet the real problem is that the consistent net-producer is consistently accumulating 
excess currency that needs to be recycled. Two solutions: lend it or spend it. How about if they spend it 
on a physical asset with no counterparty, so there's no piling up of liabilities? And how about if that 
asset can simply float in relative value without ravaging the economy with inflation or deflation since it 
is only used as a reserve asset? All of the currency will still be recycled, whether they lend it or spend 
it. 

1975

On January 10, 1975, from the Windsor Star in Windsor, Ontario, Canada, we learn of the very first 
Snapshot day (January 7, 1975, when the London afternoon gold price fix was $169.50) and its 
subsequent MTM party! 

1979
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Finally, I thought I would conclude this post with a secretive "gold for oil" deal in 1979. This one 
comes to us courtesy of the Gadsden Times out of Gadsden, Alabama on February 5, 1979. This 
paragraph in particular caught my eye:

"Officially, the [South African] government refuses to say where its oil is flowing from. But Western 
diplomats here believe that gold-for-fuel deals were struck with Saudi Arabia and other conservative 
Middle East states 'at a high premium.'" 

I called this post Checkmate 2 not because it details the checkmate scenario, but because it is meant to 
be a companion piece to my last post which explains the narrative. Perhaps I will do a Checkmate 3. I 
don't know, because I never plan future posts ahead of time. I just do them as I please. But like I said, 
there are a lot more newspaper clippings where these came from, and I haven't even gone through them 
yet! 

As for the slowness of history, it would be a mistake to think that my intention with this post was to 
imply that it will continue unfolding slowly. At the end of the line, change transpires in the relative 
short term:

FOA: Over time, one could never compare the returns of investing in stocks and bonds to 
owning gold. This is simply because when gold is entangled in currency schemes, its fiat 
value is falsely presented while the currency system ages. Only the commodity use of gold 
is reflected, not its much higher wealth "reserve asset" function.

However, this present era has become one of those unique periods in paper money 
history when gold will take a great leap in value during the relative short term.

One day this blog will end with little or no notice, just like The Gold Trail and the USAGOLD forum. 
One day I will grow tired of doing this, or perhaps I will find a better use of my time. Bear in mind that 
I am not selling anything, and so far I've been here for 4 ½ years, longer than ANOTHER 
(THOUGHTS!) and The Gold Trail combined. But unlike the original Gold Trail, here you can at least 
cast your vote to postpone the arrival of that inevitable day by clicking on this button. If, on the other 

http://www.usagold.com/goldtrail/archives/goldtrailone.html
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hand, you'd prefer to vote for me to move on to something else, that's even easier… don't click the 
donate button. ;D 

Sincerely,
FOFOA



Wednesday, April 10, 2013

Open (Window?) Forum 

Hello, and sorry I've been gone so long. I've been taking a little time away from the blog to get a few 
things done around the house. You know, Spring cleaning and stuff like that! ;D 

So let's see what's been going on… ah, yes… Cyprus! I consumed a lot of popcorn watching that 
blockbuster! It sure seems like something big changed in the Eurozone; almost like they're now willing 
to let the chips fall where they may. And, of course, we had another Snapshot day and MTM Party. 
Here's the result, and here are the last five snapshots to put it into context:

3/29/13 - €1,251.464
1/4/13 - €1,261.179
9/28/12 - €1,377.417
6/29/12 - €1,246.624
3/30/12 - €1,243.449

That's right, we're back where we were a year ago! In fact, we're currently at €1,213, well below a year 
ago, and we even dipped below €1,200 for a few hours on MTM Party day. 

Meanwhile, GLD has been spilling its guts. Down to just 1,200.37 tonnes from its peak of 1,353.35 
exactly four months ago. I wonder where those 153 tonnes went. Remember: for every seller there is 
also a buyer. And for every sale, there must be a purchase. So when you hear someone saying "sale", 

http://www.ecb.int/press/pr/wfs/2013/html/fs130404.en.html


think "purchase", and if they're trying to say that the sale of physical from GLD explains (or is 
explained by) the price decline, just remember that there's much more paper being sold than 
physical. ;D 

This is an open forum, but I'm going to give you a couple of recent discussions that I had in private to 
set the mood. These are topics that came up in the last thread of comments, which is why I decided to 
publish them here. The first one is my personal view of GLD, and the second one is about the GOR or 
the gold:oil ratio. 

Do you remember this lead-in from FOA on 10/10/01? 

"(pulling a cloth from my pocket and cleaning my glasses while talking)

On most parts of this Trail, I could walk with my eyes closed; while in other areas I would need 
six maps and two GPSs units just to know north! Right now, I can tell ya what's most likely out 
there, but in those strange areas; not really sure?" 

That's kind of what this post is. While the two topics below will seem like they could each be their own 
post, there's a good reason why I dumped them here in an open forum. My blog is a tribute to the 
thoughts of Another and FOA, and these discussions fall a little bit outside the scope of the archives 
they left behind. So they are a little more speculative, more like my view, as opposed to theirs, but still 
my view as it has developed with a constant focus on their view. So take it for what it is, and that 
means with a grain of salt. ;D 

In this first discussion, I attempted to explain my view of GLD to a friend. I am well aware of the 
consensus view or standard explanation of how GLD operates. I am also aware that it is considered 
indisputable and even fact by most industry professionals. The consensus view is basically that GLD 
buys and sells bullion based on an arb that the Authorized Participants (APs) take advantage of. If 
sellers beat GLD so hard that it trades below spot (i.e., below its Net Asset Value or NAV), the APs will 
buy GLD shares and redeem them for metal which they then sell and make the spread between the 
GLD price and the spot price. The same works in reverse when GLD trades above spot and the AP buys 
physical, puts it in GLD and sells the shares earning the spread. This is how GLD "tracks" the metal 
over time, or at least that's the consensus view assumed by most everyone to be indisputable fact. 

My view is a little different. It is not a conspiracy theory, simply a different view. If you can entertain 
it, even without accepting it, then perhaps you can judge for yourself which of the two views does a 
better job explaining what we see happening in reality, what actually is indisputable fact. 

GLD – The Coat-Check Room View

Hello Michael,

Re: "I currently have a gap in my understanding of how the BBs would acquire the shares of GLD 
necessary to drain the fund's inventory when they are in need of physical gold."

It looks like the pukes all fit comfortably inside their day's trading volume. So if the BBs need some 



physical fast, they should be able to just buy the shares as long as they are OK paying above the NAV 
to get it. But perhaps they don't even need to. Here's a paragraph taken right out of the GLD prospectus. 
Read it carefully and then tell me what you think. Seems to me that any AP can withdraw any amount 
of physical up to that which its own clients are holding in GLD shares:

BOOK ENTRY FORM 

Individual certificates will not be issued for the Shares. Instead, global certificates are 
deposited by the Trustee with DTC and registered in the name of Cede & Co., as nominee 
for DTC. The global certificates evidence all of the Shares outstanding at any time. Under 
the Trust Indenture, Shareholders are limited to: (1) DTC Participants; (2) those who 
maintain, either directly or indirectly, a custodial relationship with a DTC Participant, or 
Indirect Participants; and (3) those banks, brokers, dealers, trust companies and others who 
hold interests in the Shares through DTC Participants or Indirect Participants. The Shares 
are only transferable through the book-entry system of DTC. Shareholders who are not 
DTC Participants may transfer their Shares through DTC by instructing the DTC 
Participant holding their Shares (or by instructing the Indirect Participant or other entity 
through which their Shares are held) to transfer the Shares. Transfers are made in 
accordance with standard securities industry practice.

As far as the Trustee is concerned, all of the GLD shares are registered "in street name" which means 
"Cede & Co.", the nominee for DTC. And as far as DTC is concerned, the shares are shuffled around 
electronically on the DTC "books" between the banks and broker dealers, many of whom are also 
Authorized Participants in GLD. 

Now please just think about this for a while. And then think about it in light of what Randy Strauss 
wrote, which I quoted in Who is Draining GLD:

"These are NOT actively managed funds whose gold inventory is tweaked to ebb and flow 
based on public sentiment in the shares. Instead, the ETFs are more like a central coat-
check room in which the various bullion banks have temporarily hung out their own 
inventories (i.e., meaning, their unallocated stock which they hold loosely on behalf of their 
depositors). And whereas the claim tickets (ETF shares) may freely circulate on the open 
market, any significant outflow of physical inventory is simply and primarily indicative of a 
bullion bank reclaiming the original inventory based on a heightened need or desire for 
physical metal in a tightening market — for example, to meet the demands emerging from 
Asia."

That post was a popular one, but even to this day, more than two years later, I don't think that 99% of 
the people that read it understood my main point. It requires a slight shift in perspective, and I think 
that with this shift, a lot of what we've been discussing recently will come into focus. And after you've 
given this "coat check room perspective" some thought, consider these emails from Ari which I used in 
The View: A Classic Bank Run. I think they will help tie it all together in a comprehensive view of the 
BBs and their unique position at the center of the universe for all things forex, XAU, "gold", Gold and 
even GLD:

http://fofoa.blogspot.com/2011/02/view-classic-bank-run.html
http://fofoa.blogspot.com/2011/01/who-is-draining-gld.html


"A bank can be "populated" with unallocated gold accounts in two primary ways. It can 
either be done as a physical deposit by a silly person or by another corporate entity, or else 
it can occur completely in the non-physical realm as a cashflow event whereby a customer 
with a surplus account of forex calls up and requests to exchange some or all of it for gold 
units, whereupon the bank acts as a broker/dealer to cover the deal – occurring and residing 
on the books as an accounting event among counterparties rather than as any sort of 
physical purchase. No bread, no breadcrumbs, only a paper trail and metal of the mind. 
This is how the LBMA can report its mere subset of clearing volumes averaging in the 
neighborhood of 18 million ounces PER DAY. Just a whole lot of "unallocated gold" digital 
activity as an ongoing counterparty-squaring exercise.

It is here that I offer the eurodollar market as a very good parallel to the bullion sector of 
banking. While not a perfect parallel (for all the most obvious reasons) it provides a 
remarkably good bridge to help anyone who has a good footing on modern commercial 
banking to successfully cross over to that seemingly unfamiliar territory of "bullion 
banking". In fact, they need do little more to successfully cross over than to simply think of 
bullion banking ops as though they were eurodollar banking ops – the difference being that 
whereas eurodollar banking makes extra-sovereign use of the U.S. dollar as its accounting 
basis in international banking activities (thus outflanking New York's purview and 
restrictions), bullion banking engages in similar "extra-sovereign" use of gold ounces 
within its operational/accounting basis (thus outflanking and overrunning Mother Earth's 
domain and tangible restrictions).

And just to be sure we're on the same page, the eurodollar is not to be in any way confused 
with the euro, but rather stands to mean the artificial supply of "U.S. dollars" that "exist" as 
accounting units in off-shore banks, having originally been authentic deposits of New 
York's finest export, but which were then subsequently lent on – fractionalized and 
derivatized into a vast amorphous mass as only a network of cooperating banks can do 
best."

I'd like to draw your attention to two phrases Ari used in those emails I posted:

"…an ongoing counterparty-squaring exercise…

…a vast amorphous mass as only a network of cooperating banks can do best." 

I think it's best to think of the banks' primary job as being that of a middleman, bringing buyers and 
sellers together, more so than to think of the banks as the direct counterparty their customers. And like 
banks do maturity transformation in traditional banking, these banks can also do "other kinds of" 
transformation in their "ongoing counterparty-squaring exercise" which, if you could see it all laid bare, 
would look like "a vast amorphous mass as only a network of cooperating banks can do best."

-------

The APs are market makers. Your "ownership" of a GLD share is recorded in their books (or your 



broker's books and then your broker is listed in the AP's book). It is your credit and their liability. As far 
as the GLD Trust is concerned, the APs own the baskets which means they own the gold. Kind of like 
saying a bank "owns" its reserves. It's not a scam. It's not a conspiracy. It's just the way it is. If you can 
adjust your view, this will all start to make sense. I'll send you more as time allows, because this is one 
of those things that has been bugging me for two years… that no one seemed to understand the 
implication of that post. 

---------

Re: "They do need the shares to redeem the basket right?" 

They already have the shares. The shares are already in their name at the DTC. So they can put in 
physical or take it out as needed. It is a choice they make. And it is not a choice based on the gold price, 
the discount or premium to the NAV or the popularity of GLD as is the common explanation for pukes 
and additions. 

"These are NOT actively managed funds whose gold inventory is tweaked to ebb and flow based 
on public sentiment in the shares. Instead, the ETFs are more like a central coat-check room in 
which the various bullion banks have temporarily hung out their own inventories…" 

---------

Underneath this "amorphous mass" the BBs have a second job—managing the flow of physical gold. 
This flow has incoming and outgoing. Incoming includes supply from refineries, mints, mines and 
scrap supply as well as any physical gold deposits. Physical deposits are what Ari referred to as "a 
physical deposit by a silly person or by another corporate entity." ANOTHER put it like this: "In the 
beginning the CBs didn't sell their own gold. They ( thru third party ) found someone else who had 
bullion." So physical deposits are essentially someone giving up their allocated in exchange for 
unallocated (tradable) credits. That's the incoming. 

The outgoing is the allocation and shipments of real physical gold. Here's how I clumsily explained it 
two years ago in The View: A Classic Bank Run:

"So, imagine two "gold windows" at the Bullion Bank. One is marked "incoming" and the 
other is marked "outgoing." At the "incoming window" you have "the West" lined up to 
turn in their physical gold for exchange-tradable paper liabilities. And right around the 
corner you have "oil" lined up taking delivery or allocation. It is this flow that allowed the 
oil for gold deal to go on as long as it did. But then something happened.

The thing was, the incoming flow from the mines was not exploding as hoped and 
expected. And the overall flow from the mines combined with the Western gold bugs 
puking up their private stashes was nothing compared to the sheer volume of the "oil" 
wealth in line around the corner. At the current price there was literally unlimited demand at 
the "outgoing" window and a limited supply coming in. This is what Another meant when 
he wrote that the oil states had already (almost inadvertently) cornered the gold market by 
1997."



The BB's "second job" of managing this flow is not unlike a regular commercial bank in 1933 
managing its gold coin reserves. If the reserves get too low, it needs to find more. Normally it does this 
by borrowing them from its central bank. But in a general bank run, even the central bank doesn't have 
enough reserves, which is when the people get a "bank holiday". At least that was the case before 1934.

The idea of central banking grew out of the need to pool excess reserves to avoid the unnecessary 
hassle of having to shop around for reserves when they are needed. A central bank is a kind of a 
gentleman's club or trade union in which the member banks are actually the owners and users. And in 
this way, GLD is very much like the central bank of the BBs in a pre-1934 sort of environment. 

Unlike the physical gold that I like to buy which has a subjective value, GLD shares have a decidedly 
objective value. That objective value is the NAV (net asset value) ÷ the number of shares outstanding as 
reported (and revised) by the Trustee. The NAV is simple. It is the dollar price of an ounce of paper 
gold times the number of ounces held in the Trust. So if I, as a bullion bank, remove some physical 
from the Trust, this reduces both the number of ounces in there and the number of shares outstanding as 
reported by the Trustee. The market price or value of a share doesn't change. But the real value of a 
share changes because I have some inside information that the shareholders don't have. 

Do I need to report any new short sales of these shares? Nope. No one has short sold any shares. And 
yet I now know that there are more shared on my books than I have in reserve. So the price isn't too 
high, just the number of shares believed to be held by my clients is too high. And those "shares" are 
actually my liabilities of GLD shares to my clients. In other words, my GLD share liabilities to my 
clients now exceed my GLD share reserves. 

What I have to do now is buy back those excess liabilities and, as a market maker supplying a bid and 
offer spread to my clients, I might just be able to accomplish my goal entirely in-house simply by 
accommodating more sales than buys over a few days. In the meantime, I can offset my price exposure 
by incorporating it into my hedging operations for my much larger OTC (FOREX/XAU) side of the 
business. 

Here's how I clumsily explained the objective value of GLD two years ago in Who is Draining GLD:

"GLD is designed to track the price of gold. It is not actively managed to track the price of 
gold. Instead, it does so through opportunities that arise whenever it doesn't. Imagine GLD 
as a big lump of gold just sitting there in Town Square. The price of gold is "discovered" 
elsewhere and shares in this big lump just trade based on that elsewhere-discovered price. If 
the share price is too high, then an opportunity exists to sell your share and buy "gold" 
elsewhere. Likewise, if it is too low, there is an opportunity to sell elsewhere and buy into 
this lump on display."

I find it useful to think of the flow of physical gold (i.e., the physical portion of the overall gold 
market) as separate from the paper gold market. Not that it's a separate market with a separate price—
parity must be maintained—but that it's simply a flow that must be maintained and it is not an integral 
part of the price discovery mechanism that we call the overall gold market. 

http://victorthecleaner.wordpress.com/2012/06/01/gld-the-central-bank-of-the-bullion-banks/


The reason price parity must be maintained is because without it the paper gold market won't function 
for its majority users, the "FDIC sticker" crowd. Here's where that reference comes from:

FOA: "What doesn't seem to be obvious is the "why for" the paper market grew so large. It 
grew to dominate because worldwide dollar expansion reached its "non-hedged" peak. In 
other words, the dollar's timeline was ending as its ability to produce non price inflationary 
economic gains came into sight.

In order to push dollar holdings further, international players needed and purchased "paper 
financial hedges" to balance their risk. Within their total mix of derivative hedges were 
found "paper gold price hedges"; modern gold derivatives. The important thing to 
remember is that these positions are not and never will be used to demand physical gold. 
They are held to buffer financial and currency risk associated with holding any form of 
dollar based asset. To work these items don't need to really perform "dollar price 
movements" in the holders favor as much as they are present in the portfolio to act as 
insurance stickers.

In that truth, these paper gold positions act like FDIC insurance at our banks. It can and will 
manage only a small determined portion of bank runs,,,,, not a full scale failure of the 
banking system. In a real full banking failure we would all get, perhaps, 80% of our 
covered $100,000 and 10% of the rest.

The same is true for these gold position's performance; real gold delivery along with true 
price performance, matching real bullion trading, would be only for the very few. For that 
matter, an actual functioning paper gold marketplace would be for the very few, too! But, in 
the same way a bank account owner understands the credibility of FDIC insurance when 
times are good; the international dollar asset owner will not grasp that modern paper gold 
hedges cannot be allowed to work until after a real serious price inflationary run begins."

The reason I view the physical portion of the gold market as something separate from the overall gold 
market is because demand for physical exerts the opposite effect on the overall market as demand for 
paper gold. Demand for paper gold supports the cohesion of the overall gold market and demand for 
physical stresses it, IMO. 

What I picture in my mind is like a subterranean stream. This stream is the flow of physical gold from 
the mines and refiners (and all other physical gold inputs combined) into the BBs and then on to the 
East, "oil" and the old world Giants. With the BBs in the middle, there is always some flow coming in 
and some going out. And during whatever time the gold spends (or "eddies") in the possession of the 
BBs on its journey, it could be considered the BB's reserves (the slack in their rope). The rest of us 
trading paper gold look at that swirling "eddy" of BB gold and believe we have a valid bid ticket for 
our portion of it, even though 20 others believe the same thing. We think, "all I have to do is bid a little 
higher and take it! Insane, but that's what is going on! Somehow, the BIS and the major private gold 
holders know the total claims, as does Another. The Euro group is going to force those claims into real 
bids instead of just claims!" (FOA)

http://www.usagold.com/goldtrail/archives/another4.html
http://www.usagold.com/goldtrail/


Over time (say, through the 80s and 90s), the size of the BBs' eddy of gold will stabilize, and then it 
will appear to just sit there. Everyone can look at it and say, "wow, look at all the gold those BBs 
have!" In fact, the very same pieces (bars) may lie very still in the same place for years and decades 
even, creating the illusion that they are no longer part of the subterranean flow. Once stabilized, the 
incoming gold is simply matched up with the outgoing and the eddy appears almost separate from the 
stream. But it is not. 

Now picture this eddy bubbling up to a surface pool, visible to all. From the paper gold surface it 
appears to be a pool of still water (a hoard of physical gold lying still), but what is unseen is that the 
pool is actually connected to a subterranean stream deep below the surface. From time to time the level 
of the pool rises and falls, revealing that there's something going on under the surface, though few 
understand what is actually happening down there. 

To most eyes, this is simply a large hoard of gold just sitting there. And there is a time value to such a 
hoard. Gold bars don't generate offspring, but dollars do. Enter the "coat check room idea" c.2004. 

That gold "hoard" wasn't "sold to the public" as it wasn't actually owned by the BBs in the first place. It 
was simply their reserves, the slack in the flow, that portion of the flow of physical from one owner to 
its next owner that is in the temporary possession of the BBs at any given time. If enough of the global 
flow passes through the BBs, and if that flow is big enough, and if the portion in their possession can 
be stabilized, then it can appear to lie still and be "owned" by GLD investors even as it is really only an 
illusion of the management of the slack in the flow. This is the "coat check room" view. 

I think the utility of a view or a perspective is in how it explains or clarifies what we see, and how it 
helps us understand events as they unfold. It is like a lens that we can look through, and it is possible to 
have multiple lenses in order to check the focus and field of view of one versus the other. Yet most 
people simply pick one lens, usually one that was handed to them or the one that everyone else seems 
to be using, and stick with it and it alone. It's like buying an SLR camera with an interchangeable lens 
and only ever using the lens that came in the box, never trying a wide angle or a really long lens. 

FOA: "I (we) expect none of you to consider anything said here as credible. Everything is 
given as I understand it. If you came with a notion that I am someone who sees the future, 
grab the children and run far away. For these Thoughts, and my ongoing commentary, are 
meant to impact exactly as the "gentleman" said they would. People hear them, and whether 
believed or not, the words leave a mark. A mental mark on the trail, if you will. And later, 
after the world turns, our little "stacks of rocks" will be easier to understand next time you 
are passing this way. In fact, your ability to find your own way will forever be enhanced for 
having seen this path in a different light."

I just love that quote because it explains this concept of the lens in a way that disarms the critics. It's 
like, "here's a lens, stick it in your bag, and then maybe someday when you can't make sense of what 
you are seeing you'll try it on again and everything will suddenly come into focus." He's not saying, 
"here's the right lens for all situations, so you might as well throw away yours and superglue this one 
onto your camera." But like I said, it's tough to get some people to even understand that the lens that 
came with the camera is even removable/interchangeable. 



-------

So back to our "coat check room" lens. When I put this lens on my camera, some funny-looking things 
come into focus. For example, if this view is correct, then one implication is that these pukes or 
redemptions could actually be happening in the exact opposite direction or chain of events than the 
standard explanation implies (e.g., physical delivery or allocation in excess of the incoming flow is 
promised to someone, then it is "removed" from the Trust through a technical basket redemption, then 
the BB's GLD share liabilities are bought back from the public). You see this. I can tell from your 
replies. And yet you are still looking for some arb mechanism or some link that maintains the parity 
between paper and physical. What I see is that none is necessary. What I see is all that is necessary to 
maintain parity on the surface is that the subterranean stream doesn't run dry. 

Now there are two separate things here. There is what the view reveals, the picture I see, and then there 
are the unseen things going on behind the scene that I can only speculate about. For those things 
unseen, I try to come up with a plausible explanation that fits. That doesn't necessarily mean the unseen 
is happening exactly that way, but it lends its plausibility to the picture and to the lens. Above, I said 
that redemptions could be happening in the opposite direction. But that doesn't mean that ALL 
redemptions MUST be happening that way for the view to be correct. Some could be happening in the 
standard explanation direction as well. So with this view we could say that the lens that came with your 
camera is not necessarily lying to you, it just isn't showing you the whole picture [if the "coat check 
room" view is correct]. 

My blog is a tribute to A/FOA, so they are my primary lens for all things within their field of view. 
Unfortunately GLD didn't even exist when they were writing, so I can't claim that this "coat check 
room" lens is precisely the same lens. In fact, it would be a mistake to assume that I give the "coat 
check room" view equal weighting to the A/FOA view. I certainly try to avoid giving that impression. 
So if I seem a little hesitant to write more extensively about the GLD pukes, or if I seem to hold back a 
bit of my view when I do, that is why. 

Ari is my closest proxy to A/FOA, and I know through email exchanges that he shares this view of 
GLD which gives me additional confidence in it. Plus, of all the competing GLD lenses (I can think of 
two or three others if I count the ones that say there's no actual physical in the ETF), I think this one fits 
best with the A/FOA view, and I think it explains what we are seeing better than the others. 

Anyway, the point I'm trying to get to is that fitting this view with the A/FOA view and the big picture 
of what we see happening today leaves me with two primary mysteries. The first is why and how a 
trend developed such that Lance Lewis picked up on it and even gave it a name. And the second 
mystery is how and why the subterranean stream hasn't frozen up yet, seeing as it was essentially 
cornered by the East back in 1997. 

The best, simplest and most fitting explanations that I have found for these two mysteries come from 
Ari and Another respectively. When I add them to the big picture, I have a full view (perspective) on 
what is happening today that suddenly makes more sense than anything else I've seen. Whether it is 
exactly what is happening today is uncertain, but I have yet to see another view that even comes close 
to explaining everything we see. 



The first mystery is why and how the price of gold tends to rise for a period after large GLD 
redemptions. Lance labeled it as an indication of a "significant bottom" in gold. But I'm not sure that is 
correct. As you pointed out, we had some large redemptions (pukes) in August 2011 near the peak. So 
if it's not a bottom symptom, what is it? Could it be a stress symptom? Could it simply be the visible 
symptom that the outgoing flow of physical suddenly overwhelmed the incoming supply? 

Now it generally happens after a drop in the price of gold, even though that's not what happened in 
2011. So, with my view, that would indicate a lack of demand for paper gold. In Aug. 2011 there was 
plenty of demand for paper gold, and then it suddenly dropped off a cliff. One explanation for that 
could be that the tremendous build-up of XAU paper we saw in Q1 of 2011 on the survey had to be 
unwound when the demand suddenly fell. Perhaps too much paper was created in Q1, preventing the 
price from exploding during that quarter, then when paper demand suddenly fell, the price rise seen in 
July and August couldn't (and didn't need to be) maintained (levitated) artificially. 

But, perhaps, when the price drops in the absence of a prior large paper expansion and a subsequent 
(almost parabolic) price run-up, a drop in XAU paper demand (like we saw in May 2012) is more 
threatening to the physical flow and some sort of official support is needed at that point to prevent it 
from spiraling out of control. I'm talking about the combination of overwhelming physical demand 
which stresses the cohesion of the overall gold market combined with low paper demand giving it no 
support. See my posts The Two-Legged Dog and Legs for more of my thoughts about "official support" 
for paper gold. 

As I mentioned earlier, I think that the BBs can manage "too much paper demand" on their own. They 
can normally keep the price from rising too fast in the face of more buy orders than sell orders by 
simply expanding the paper supply and delta hedging their exposure in another part of the gold market 
or even in correlated markets. But I think they have less control when the bottom drops out of the 
demand for their paper (more sell orders and very few or no buy orders). When that happens, if 
"artificial support" is required (for whatever reason), I think it must come from an external source with 
a motivation other than profit from the trade, like a CB. 

And this is where Ari's "Snapshot day" theory comes into play. If that view is correct, then why not on 
pukes too? Perhaps (and this is just a guess), ever since late 2008 there have been two main times when 
the CBs step in and buy up some paper XAU on the exchanges to fill in the lack of public demand: for 
Snapshot days (but only when needed) and for GLD Pukes (when needed). We could call this the 
"official support" explanation. And, if you can accept it as plausible, I think it explains the trend better, 
more simply and more completely than the other explanations. 

Now back to that subterranean stream. Even with the pukes, there must be some explanation as to how 
and why it's still flowing. If the demand was as high as Another says it was in the late 90s, and now the 
mine supply is roughly the same while the mines are no longer hedging 10 years out and the CBs are no 
longer "primary suppliers" then where is all the gold coming from to keep it flowing? This is the 
second mystery, and I believe that Another gave us the answer. It may be just as hard to swallow as 
"official support", "coat check room" and "snapshot day" for mainstream analysts who can't afford to 
utilize these lens, but if you accept it as plausible then it becomes the final missing piece of the puzzle. 
And that answer is gold *IN SIZE* being traded at a huge premium to spot and a discount to the 
expected revaluation price. 

http://fofoa.blogspot.com/2013/01/legs.html
http://fofoa.blogspot.com/2013/01/the-two-legged-dog.html
http://www.lbma.org.uk/assets/Loco_London_Liquidity_Surveyrv.pdf


When Another said that the flow of physical gold was cornered, the attribution of the corner went to the 
Giants, both Asian (Big Trader) and Middle Eastern oil (the Saudis). If you can just satisfy these two 
players then the flow from the mines must be enough, as evidenced by the fact that the LBMA 
continues functioning today. 

Earlier I mentioned that I like to think of the banks as middlemen, pairing buyers with sellers (buyers 
and sellers who may never meet each other), rather than the banks being the direct counterparty to each 
of their clients. And this view extends to the BIS brokering these *IN SIZE* deals as far as I'm 
concerned. 

So imagine that the CBs (aka the BIS), working through a "third party" who would be the broker, finds 
people with gold *IN SIZE* who would be willing to part with it at a HUGE premium to the LBMA 
price, and they match these sellers with the Giant buyers on the other side. Both sides are getting a deal 
in the present, but the Giant buy side would have to be given some assurance of an inevitable 
revaluation. That's the catch that I can see. There must be a credible promise given. The alternative is 
that the Eastern Giant simply buys paper gold, as much as he wants, but for a Giant that wants physical, 
there must be an assurance of some kind. 

Or maybe they didn't need to find Giant sellers. Maybe the ~2,100 tonnes sold by the European CBs 
(including the BOE) since 1999 was enough at the right price. I don't know and I don't even pretend to 
know. But that only takes care of the supply side. The demand side, if Another was right about gold 
being cornered, must have received a credible promise of some kind. And this implies a plan which 
implies a target date for "assertively rolling forth the freegold paradigm" as Ari wrote in 2010.

When I put all of these pieces together, they fit together like a puzzle and present a clear picture even in 
the absence of A/FOA's guidance for the last 11 years. The fact that it all fits together while remaining 
logically consistent, as well as consistent with A/FOA and what we see happening, is the best evidence 
I have that it is the correct view. That, and also the fact that I have yet to see another lens that explains 
everything plausibly and comprehensively. 

Everything fits, especially Ari's read of the central bank discussions around 2005 that seemed to be 
pointing to 2010 as the next window. And then pushing it back after the financial crisis in 2008. And 
assuming that no one wants to intentionally crash the current system, which I do assume, then they 
must be confident that the removal of support is all it will take. And they would know this because they 
would also know the level of support they had been providing. The more support necessary to prop 
something up, the more confidence you'd have that the mere removal of support would bring it down, 
enough confidence, perhaps, to make assurances that would be credible enough that they would 
actually work to prolong the system until your targeted window. Which brings us to today. 

In addition to Ari's intuition and the January 4th snapshot day, we now also have a significant string of 
GLD redemptions without the timely (mysterious) levitation we've grown used to seeing in the past. As 
Victor has been pointing out, if this time was to follow the pattern of last time (March 2012), then we 
should have seen a $100 increase in the $PoG by March 4. That would have been at least $1,675, 
instead it went nowhere. I'm not making a prediction here, just pointing out the obvious signs. 



Michael, you wrote:

"My gut feeling is that 60 tonnes/week is stressful but not at the limit, and that the limit 
would be more like 150 tonnes in a week, and that would about hold whether it occurs in a 
day or evenly distributed through 5 days. But another sign of stress would be if GLD gets 
drained at a slow but steady and continuous rate such that its inventory drops below the 
1200-1300 range. Below 1070 would be my first level to watch, and below 700 would be 
trouble."

I view the pukes as a visible symptom of stress under the surface. I doubt that we can accurately judge 
the level of stress by what we see. I think we can only know that there is stress. 

Unlike a well-made, good quality glass lens, a crystal ball provides only a highly distorted, bubbly-
looking image. When I look through my crystal ball right now, what I see is that we won't get to see 
GLD whittled down even to those ranges you mentioned. As I said above, these redemptions could be 
happening in a chain of events that is the reverse of what you'd normally expect. First the gold is 
promised to someone, then it is taken out. And if this is the case, then I'd expect at some point it all gets 
"promised" at once and then the music stops, the "price" is frozen and the shareholders cashed out. 
From my old post, The Waterfall Effect:

"The Waterfall Effect describes the "overnight" collapse of a complex system, without even 
the forewarning of a run up (like gold in 1980 or the dot com run up). The following two 
graphs demonstrate this effect as seen in the collapse of Roman money in the 3rd century 
AD…"

"…Entropy is the amount of chaos, disorder or unknowable elements in any system. A 
system has low entropy when it is highly organized, ordered, controlled, contained, and all 
the elements are known. A system has high entropy when it is disordered, chaotic, out of 
control, and many elements cannot be known. Science teaches us that everything in the 
universe ultimately ends in absolute entropy (chaos) through the passage of time. In other 
words, ashes to ashes and dust to dust. 

One thing that can affect the natural progression of entropy along the way is adding energy 
into a system. In certain closed systems with a high degree of order and control, adding 
energy can actually reduce entropy, increasing organization and order. This can be seen in 
the wonders of life and reproduction. In the closed system of a baby, we add energy (food) 
and watch it grow. Ultimately, though, entropy wins out and we return to dust.

But adding energy to a system usually has the opposite effect. It speeds up the journey to 
absolute entropy. This can be seen in an explosion. A bomb can take an entire building from 
low entropy to high entropy in a fraction of a second…"

The point of mentioning this concept from an old post is that I imagine the graph of GLD inventory 
will ultimately look more like a waterfall than a gently-sloping stream. 

http://fofoa.blogspot.com/2009/08/waterfall-effect.html


You also wrote:

"FOFOA, if I understand you correctly, you are saying that GLD will always track the 
XAU price, and only the XAU price. Thus, GLD would be entirely drained of gold before 
the gold-XAU parity is broken."

A few things here… First, why is there any discussion about GLD tracking the price of gold? It tracks 
the price of gold because it has an objective value that includes the price of gold in its calculation 
formula. It tracks the price of gold because an arbitrage opportunity arises when it doesn't. An arbitrage 
opportunity arises because arbitrageurs believe an arbitrage opportunity arises, simple as that. It is 
either an actively managed fund or it is not. I think it is not. And I think the arb that keeps it close to the 
Comex POG is an all-paper arb simply because people (arbitrageurs) believe the opportunity is real and 
therefore make it real. 

Second, yes, I think GLD would be de facto drained and trading stopped before parity is broken. And I 
expect that would all happen while you are asleep. From Unambiguous Wealth 2:

"And this is a key difference between the average guy and the big money. Big money isn't 
used to being kept waiting. Big money owns the "bus company". They know the buses 
aren't going to run before the little guy. They panic early. There was an electronic bank run 
around the time of the Lehman collapse. That was one of the reasons why governments 
around the world stepped in with fresh deposit guarantees. But there were no lines outside 
the banks to alert the average guy to what the Giants were up to…

There's only one way to beat the Giants to the gold, and that is to run in front of them." 

Lastly, keep in mind that the price you see is a derivative (the product) of sales that already happened in 
the past. To us shrimps it appears to be the price of the immediate future, that is, it is the price we'll pay 
right now if we choose to execute our purchase. But this is only a shrimp illusion. In reality the quoted 
price (bid and offer—it's actually a spread and not one price) is the result of sales that already 
transpired. 

Imagine you are a hypothetical Giant with a few billion in your briefcase and you want a lot of gold. So 
you fly to London and somehow get yourself in to observe the daily fix. You are waiting, calculator in 
hand, to hear them quote you the price you will pay for your gold, since the fix is supposedly the cash 
price of physical. So they call out the AM fix and you immediately step up with your cash to take 
advantage of this awesome deal. What do you think happens next? 

Or let's say you don't care to fly to London, so you just phone up the bullion desk at JP Morgan where 
you've got $5B cash sitting in your account after you just liquidated your APPL shares and BTC. Let's 
assume you get the bullion desk on the phone just based on your name without the guy actually looking 
at what's in your cash account. You ask him to quote you a price for gold. He asks, "are you buying or 
selling." You're a clever guy so you ask, "what does it matter?" He says, "OK" and proceeds to quote 
you two prices, one for buying and one for selling. You immediately say, "I'll take 100 tonnes, 
allocated." What do you think happens next? 

http://fofoa.blogspot.com/2011/12/unambiguous-wealth-2-mf-global.html


Let's say you're really clever and figure out how to get a lot of physical all at a good price, rather than 
buying over time as most Giants do. You're a little late to the big game and you need to play catch-up! 
Let's say you read FOFOA, you understand Freegold, and you believe my bellwether who says the 
technicals suggest the $PoG is heading to somewhere between $1,050 and $1,250 by the end of 2013 
(he actually predicted that). Just to be safe, you figure that a price of $1,450 for all of it will make you 
happy!! So how would you do it? 

Well, the way to do it is to lock in your price on the FOREX. If you can buy paper gold at $1,450, then 
you can take your time buying physical wherever you can get it, at any price, and then sell off your 
XAUUSD position in bits and pieces concurrent with your physical acquisitions. Even if the price 
skyrockets to $2K you'll still be getting it for $1,450 because the paper you'll sell will be $2K at the 
time you sell it. You've locked in your price! 

The first problem you will encounter is that your "footprint" is too large, even for the FOREX. Your 
limit order of 100 tonnes at $1,450 will only be partially filled and then the price will skyrocket. You 
see, as the price hits $1,450 it is only a reflection of past sales. Sure, it is an offer price, but all you will 
get is whatever has already been offered by sellers on that exchange at $1,450. And that's just paper! 

Anyway, enough hypotheticals. But I will note that it seems paper gold is used in this way to 
accumulate some physical. Once you own paper gold, even XAUUSD, you can either ask to have it 
allocated by the bullion bank and find out what they say, or you can simply use it as a locked-in price 
and sell it off as you buy your physical closer to home, on a slower timeline, without worrying about 
price changes. 

I guess my point is that the price we see is always the price of the past, it is never the price of the 
future. And also that there are many ways the physical flow can be stressed even if the BIS has the 
biggest Giants in check. If enough "clever" small giants were doing this, I could imagine it would tug 
on the LBMA through the dealers' network. Then again, I'm sure that none of these "small giants" read 
FOFOA or understand Freegold, so it's probably just something else that's stressing the subterranean 
flow right now. Perhaps official support has been withdrawn. 

Alright, I think that's enough of "my view" for today. ;D

Sincerely,
FOFOA

_____________________________________

GOR – The Gold Oil Ratio



Two years ago I started thinking about the GOR (gold oil ratio) and how it has been relatively constant 
ever since an American oil company first struck oil in Saudi Arabia. (Read more here. See also US 
Mints ‘Gold Disks’ for Oil Payments to Saudi Arabia.) Then about a year ago, while I was working on 
Peak Exorbitant Privilege, I noticed a correlation between the GOR and "the privilege". (Important: 
Always keep in mind that correlation does not necessarily imply causation.) 

I don't pretend to know if the USG "wants" oil prices higher or lower. There's an argument that high oil 
prices support the strong dollar and the perpetual US(G) deficit, but it's a double-edged sword. What I 
do know is that the dollar reserve system needs oil and gold to remain correlated commodities as they 
have been for the last 67 years. So I think the $PoG is kind of stuck where it is right now. If gold rises, 
oil needs to rise in tandem or else it's curtains for the dollar reserve system. But if oil rises too much, 
then it's probably curtains for the dollar anyway. And if paper gold falls, well, you know what I think 
about that. It's what I call a Catch-22. A no-win situation for the dollar at present. It can't afford a big 
movement of either in either direction, IMO. 

The GOR ranged from 9 up to 29 for the last 67 years. What I noticed while writing Peak Exorbitant 
Privilege was that the extremes of that GOR range correlated with times when the US exorbitant 
privilege apparently retreated quite a bit. It seems that somewhere around 15 in the GOR is the sweet 
spot for the $IMFS, and dropping below 9 or up to almost 30 was somehow stressful on the $IMFS (or 
at least indicative of stress) and something had to give. Of course, if you understand ANOTHER 
(which I think I do), the GOR will gap up or phase shift from this range to around 1,000 when gold is 
revalued in real terms. But maybe we should call that the FGOR since comparing it to the GOR is like 
comparing apples to oranges. Anyway, I guess I am expecting the GOR to plunge from 16 down to 
around 9 in the final moments before revaluation. That could either be the paper gold price falling 
below $900 or the oil price rising to $200. Either way, I think it will portend imminent transition to the 
new Freegold paradigm. 

Here's the GOR data going back to 1946, the very time the world's largest oil refinery first went into 
production as a joint operation between the Saudis and the American oil companies (Saudi Aramco):

Annual Average

Gold and Crude Price

# of bbl Oil 1 OZ Gold will buy
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1946-Present

Year
Average

$/bbl
Average $/oz Ave bbl / oz

1946 $1.63 $34.71 21.294
1947 $2.16 $34.71 16.069
1948 $2.77 $34.71 12.531
1949 $2.77 $31.69 11.440
1950 $2.77 $34.72 12.534
1951 $2.77 $34.72 12.534
1952 $2.77 $34.60 12.491
1953 $2.92 $34.84 11.932
1954 $2.99 $35.04 11.719
1955 $2.93 $35.03 11.956
1956 $2.94 $34.99 11.901
1957 $3.00 $34.95 11.650
1958 $3.01 $35.10 11.661
1959 $3.00 $35.10 11.700
1960 $2.91 $35.27 12.120
1961 $2.85 $35.25 12.368
1962 $2.85 $35.23 12.361
1963 $3.00 $35.09 11.697
1964 $2.88 $35.10 12.188
1965 $3.01 $35.12 11.668
1966 $3.10 $35.13 11.332
1967 $3.12 $34.95 11.202
1968 $3.18 $39.31 12.362
1969 $3.32 $41.28 12.434
1970 $3.39 $36.02 10.625
1971 $3.60 $40.62 11.283
1972 $3.60 $58.42 16.228
1973 $4.75 $97.39 20.503
1974 $9.35 $154.00 16.471
1975 $7.67 $160.86 20.973
1976 $13.10 $124.74 9.522
1977 $14.40 $147.84 10.267
1978 $14.95 $193.40 12.936
1979 $25.10 $306.00 12.191
1980 $37.42 $615.00 16.435
1981 $35.75 $460.00 12.867
1982 $31.83 $376.00 11.813
1983 $29.08 $424.00 14.580
1984 $28.75 $361.00 12.557
1985 $26.92 $317.00 11.776
1986 $14.64 $368.00 25.137
1987 $17.50 $447.00 25.543
1988 $14.87 $437.00 29.388



1989 $18.33 $381.00 20.786
1990 $23.19 $383.51 16.538
1991 $20.19 $362.11 17.935
1992 $19.25 $343.82 17.861
1993 $16.74 $359.77 21.492
1994 $15.66 $384.00 24.521
1995 $16.75 $383.79 22.913
1996 $20.46 $387.81 18.955
1997 $18.97 $331.02 17.450
1998 $11.91 $294.24 24.705
1999 $16.55 $278.98 16.857
2000 $27.40 $279.11 10.186
2001 $23.00 $271.04 11.784
2002 $22.81 $309.73 13.579
2003 $27.69 $363.38 13.123
2004 $37.41 $409.72 10.952
2005 $50.04 $444.74 8.888
2006 $58.30 $603.46 10.351
2007 $64.20 $695.39 10.832
2008 $91.48 $871.96 9.532
2009 $53.48 $972.35 18.180
2010 $71.21 $1,224.53 17.196
2011 $87.04 $1,571.52 18.055

Average 14.771

Consider that the GOR peaked at 29.388 in 1988. That peak correlates with a dramatic drop-off in the 
US trade deficit from more than 30% of total trade in 1987 down to only 5% by 1991: 

Here's the data from that exorbitant privilege chart which was explained in Peak Exorbitant Privilege as 
the percentage of US imports paid for with paper promises rather than actual exports:
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1970 -4.14%

1971 2.14%

1972 7.49%

1973 -2.13%

1974 3.43%

1975 -10.32%

1976 4.09%

1977 15.17%

1978 14.30%

1979 9.88%

1980 6.66%

1981 5.21%

1982 8.07%

1983 17.84%

1984 27.26%

1985 29.66%

1986 30.88%

1987 30.31%

1988 20.99%

1989 16.05%

1990 13.13%

1991 5.11%

1992 5.98%

1993 9.86%

1994 12.28%

1995 10.82%

1996 10.89%

1997 10.38%

1998 15.11%

1999 21.39%

2000 25.99%

2001 26.42%

2002 29.85%

2003 32.42%

2004 34.23%

2005 35.50%

2006 34.04%

2007 29.63%

2008 27.48%

2009 19.49%

2010 21.39%

2011 20.97%

What drew this correlation to my attention was that there is also a dramatic drop-off in the US trade 
deficit that corresponds with the two times the GOR hit the bottom of its range as well. So I’m 
considering whether both extremes might be somehow tough on the $IMFS (or at least indicative of 
stress—an effect or a cause of the stress?). In 1976 the GOR hit 9.522, its lowest point in 30 years, and 
the US trade deficit subsequently fell from 15% in 1977 down to 5% in 1981. And then in 2005 the 
GOR hit its lowest point ever at 8.888 which preceded a drop in the trade deficit from 35% in 2005 to 
19% in 2009: 

Is it possible that the correlation may have something to do with the ability of our trading partners to 
save their surplus production revenue? If you think about the oil price as, in general, a representation 
of or proxy for the general price level of goods flowing to the West, and the (paper) gold price as the 
determinant of the eastward flow of physical relative to the westward flow of gold, it starts to make a 
little sense. 
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With a low GOR, general prices are relatively high providing a high income to the producers, but with 
a low paper price for gold, the underlying physical flow might be relatively tight. So while the net-
producer can get more gold by weight with his relatively higher surpluses, the Superproducer finds it 
difficult to get the larger quantities of physical his currency profits are telling him that he should be 
able to get. Notice I'm not talking just about oil Superproducers. With a low GOR everyone will have 
higher profits in real (gold) terms. 

Look at the prices of oil and gold in 1976 and 2005 above. Oil was very high relative to gold, so oil 
currency profits should have brought in massive amounts of gold (by weight). But if that massive 
tonnage of physical gold was not readily available, this would stress the system and something might 
have to give, like, say, the US exorbitant privilege. 

With a high GOR, on the other hand, the general price level is relatively low and, presumably, paper 
profits are also relatively smaller (at least relative to gold by weight). So while the Superproducers face 
no problem getting all the physical their paper profits say they should be able to get, they are also 
concerned that they are getting relatively less gold (by weight) and that, *once the (paper) GOR reverts 
back down to its mean*, their foregone purchasing power during that high GOR period will have been 
cut in half. So, perhaps, they spend more of those overseas dollars in the present which then make their 
way back to the US, raising the general price level and decreasing the US trade deficit. 

The bottom line is that our international monetary system has needed a revaluation in the real price of 
gold (not just the nominal price) ever since WWI (see Once Upon a Time for more on what happened 
in the 1920s). That’s a monetary revaluation of gold and a monetary devaluation of the dollar (as 
opposed to devaluing the dollar against everything else). In 1971 they opted instead to raise the price of 
oil and everything else for reasons we now know (thanks to ANOTHER). But today the problem is a bit 
more complicated. Today they really need a gold revaluation (only physical gold revalues and nothing 
else). 

As I have said in the past, every ounce of physical gold in the world is owned by somebody. Even the 
gold in the ground is ultimately owned by the sovereign of that land (in extremis). So, in essence, every 
last bit of physical gold in the world represents a counterpartyless asset. What this means is that a 
revaluation of physical does not increase anyone's liabilities. Paper gold is another story. 

If paper gold were to be revalued along with physical, the increase in the nominal (meaning in terms of 
dollars) liabilities of the bullion banks would break the system. But what about a gradual rise in paper 
gold to, say, $3,500 per ounce? At a GOR of 15 that means an oil price of $233 per barrel. At a GOR of 
30, oil would still be almost $20 higher than it is today and then something would have to give. 

http://fofoa.blogspot.com/2011/09/once-upon-time.html


This view fits with everything else that I expect to ultimately unfold. So it seems like today's (quote-
unquote) "gold" can't go much higher or lower without ushering in the new financial architecture. 
Sometimes I wonder if that's why we've been stuck here at $1,600 for a year and a half now. If I was 
supporting the current system, that's where I'd want it to stay, since any big move in either direction 
will be very stressful. 

FOA (08/09/01; 10:27:19MT - usagold.com msg#93)
"everything to do with a gold bull market"

This not only has "everything to do with a gold bull market", it has everything to do with a 
changing world financial architecture. And I have to admit: if you hated our last one, you 
will no doubt hate this new one, too. However, everyone that is positioned in physical gold 
will carry this storm in fantastic shape. This is because the ECB has no intentions of 
backing their currency with gold and every intention of using gold as a "free trading" 
financial reserve. None of the other metals will play a part in this.

Sincerely,
FOFOA

Monday, April 22, 2013

Euro Conversion 
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One of the things I often do with this blog is to attempt to decipher some of the tougher 
concepts expressed by Another and FOA. I try to get into their heads and figure out what 
they really meant so that I can rephrase it in a way that (to me at least) is easier to 
understand.  This is one of those posts.  

The following question came to me via email from "Solitary Monk" who took his name 
from a comment left by Woland referring to the fact that he had "preserved our 'Library of 
Alexandria' from destruction" with the AFTER (THOUGHTS!)  archive. Another contribution 
from SM was the "threshold levels of understanding" concept which first appeared in this 
post and seems to be more relevant with each passing day:

I think that there are "threshold levels of understanding" required to 1) buy, 2) hold until the 
transition begins, and 3) hold through the transition. Each requires a greater level of 
understanding. I can see from your writings that you know some people will make it 
through 1) and 2), but not 3). I've been working for a long time to prepare myself to get 
through 3). Your blogs are one way to help with that.

Even though he has not commented on the blog, Solitary Monk has been on the Gold Trail 
since 1998 (15 years now) and he obviously enjoys quiet contemplation followed 
by insightful emails which he leaves up to me to decide whether or not to use them on the 
blog. So I figured I'd go ahead and answer his email with a post.  I'm sure he won't mind.  
;D  His words are in red, FOA is in blue and I am in black:

Hi, FOFOA,
 
There is one part of the gold trail that I have never fully understood. I do understand it 
conceptually, which is all that is really necessary, but it’s been bugging me for years. And 
now, it might not be that far away.

As we already clearly understand, paper gold markets tank, paper gold loses credibility, 
there is a rush for physical, and then there is no more physical available.

Next comes the part where I don’t completely understand the details. But conceptually it 
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goes like this:

With no more physical available, there is a rush to exchange remaining dollar gold loans 
for euro gold loans which puts downward pressure on the dollar, upward pressure on the 
euro. The dollar exchange rate tanks. Hyperinflation here we come.

Perhaps you can enlighten me? And I’m sure your readers would find an FOFOA-style 
explanation of all this of value as well since it’s what’s coming right after gold goes into 
hiding.

Following are quotes from the trail regarding this. I have bolded certain parts and added 
some questions in red. 
 
Solitary Monk

== == == ==
 
FOA: Perhaps, "this new gold supply", it was for the purchase of "time".

If oil was about to go off the "dollar reserve standard" and allow pricing in all currencies, 
and "the physical gold currency" was to be the most economical way to purchase, then I 
would say, "time was a valued purchase", yes? It is in this "purchased time", the world 
finds the creation of a "new reserve currency". The dollar, is today, strong in nature of a 
low gold price. Tomorrow, it will be the Euro that will find strength in a low gold price! 
Perhaps, these dollar "gold loans" will be called in to become "Euro gold loans"? "Gold 
priced in the thousands of USDs does not change this currency, it changes your 
perception of wealth"

SM: What makes a gold loan a dollar gold loan or a euro gold loan? My understanding is 
that you are owed gold. So, where do dollars and euros come in? As best I can figure it 
out, it means nothing other than the jurisdiction in which the loan was made. If it was 
initiated within a euro country, it’s a euro gold loan. Otherwise, it’s a dollar gold loan.
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Also, note the use of “will be called in.” It’s not entirely clear to me who is demanding 
what. As best I can figure out, the holder is demanding gold, and the counterparty, aided 
by the powers that be in the US at least are saying “No, you cannot have gold and, in fact, 
we are going to force you to take dollars.”

Hello SM,

Great question for a post!  "Will be called in" tells me that the lender is calling in the loan 
to force immediate repayment, or in the impossibility of repayment, perhaps restructuring 
the terms of repayment.  Yes, the loans were denominated in gold ounces, that is to say 
that one troy ounce of gold (XAU) was the unit of account.  But what was actually lent was 
dollars, and what must be paid back in extremis is dollars.  It is a basic principle that you 
cannot force repayment of a physical item, just like the tractor analogy with the shuttered 
tractor factory.  Suppose a mine is destroyed by collapse or landslide, or it simply goes 
bankrupt.  Which brings us to who most of these gold-denominated debtors were.  

It was mostly the mines. The second largest group was hedge funds. But most of these 
loans are closed out now, while they were very common when FOA wrote the above. Even 
so, I think this "euro conversion" is worth exploring because it may still be applicable to 
the LBMA paper gold market, at least to its European customers. ;D  

The loans were from the BBs to the mines and the hedgefunds, and, on a much smaller 
scale, to the gold fabricators and industrial users. But in order to resell these notes to the 
East and to Oil who like their physical, the CBs stood behind them with their gold leases 
to the BBs. That guarantee gave the paper the credibility it needed for buyers who 
actually wanted the physical from the mines. A lot of those CB leases have been unwound 
now as well, although some do remain on the books.  So those could certainly be 
restructured with euro as the ultimate payment instead of dollars.  

Imagine we have the collapse of the paper gold market and the BBs still owe X tonnes to 
the CBs. In extremis, they can only pay back those loans at the cash equivalent of the 
price of gold.  But they were the ones who set that price of gold in their now-failed paper 
gold market. Do you think they can get away with paying back the CBs at the defunct low 
price of $200/oz. now that their market has failed to deliver?  

I don't think so. I think the CBs would reestablish a physical-only market pretty quickly 
and that market would establish the cash price at which the BBs could retire their 
obligation to the CBs.  Meanwhile, the dollar would be collapsing which, in reality, means 
an extreme shortage of dollars.  No matter how many dollars the BBs could get a hold of, 
the FPOG (Freegold price of gold) would be outrunning them, making repayment 
impossible and restructure or default the only remaining options. And with their creditor 
being their new overlord, restructure becomes the only option if they want to keep 
operating.  



So how is this good for the euro and bad for the dollar?  Well, if you need dollars to buy 
something or service a debt, this is usage demand, and this adds strength to the dollar, 
no?  Think of poor countries with IMF loans, and the effect of having oil and other 
commodities priced in dollars. These are both dollar-positive, are they not? And so 
through conversion, dollar demand is reduced while supply remains, which will be dollar-
negative and euro-positive as the outward flow of dollars (from the US) turns inward.  

This will also be good for the BBs, because euro will be in plentiful supply while dollars 
will be in short supply (which is the case when a currency is collapsing in value), and gold 
will be stable in euros while it is anything but stable in dollars.  And the UoA for the loans 
is gold ounces, so that means the amount owed will be stable in euro while it was 
previously skyrocketing in scarce dollars.  A win-win for everyone involved.  Well, almost 
everyone.  ;D 

== == == ==

One day soon, this "paper gold item" may lose it's "integrity from oil" by way of 
"competition" from a new reserve currency! In that day, "paper gold" will rush to become 
"physical gold" as "dollar gold contracts" rush to become "Euro gold contracts". You see, 
the value of the gold lost from the Euro CB sales will return in the form of a "Euro strong in 
gold". The "gold reserves" held for the EURO will offer strength, but it will be the total 
destruction of the dollar gold market that does make " this currency go home"!

I assume, but don’t know for sure, that “paper gold” means unallocated gold, and “gold 
contract” means a gold loan and a right to future delivery.

This paragraph seems to imply that this will lead to dollar spending in the US, but the 
mechanism isn’t clear to me.

I think that "integrity from oil" means that the GOR (gold oil ratio) will depart its 67-year 
range (of between 9 and 29) in dramatic fashion.  If we look back over 67 years, "paper 
gold" was simply dollars before 1971 and today it's mostly LBMA unallocated gold-
ounce-denominated accounts.  And it is the convertability of this "paper gold" that has 
kept the GOR in its range.  

With convertibility gone, "this "paper gold item" may lose it's "integrity from oil" by way of 
"competition" from a new reserve currency [that offers the reestablishment of credible 
convertibility]."  Does that first sentence make more sense now?  

"In that day, "paper gold" will rush to become "physical gold"..."  This part is pretty self-
explanatory.

"...as "dollar gold contracts" rush to become "Euro gold contracts"."  Just like I said above, 
if you are either party (creditor or debtor), you would rather have your loan payable in 



extremis in a stable, knowable amount than a crazily rising, impossible to achieve 
amount, no?  

And, once again, all of these dollar-denominated trading accounts outside of the US do 
require actual Realdollars (US base money, either cash or liabilities tied directly to the Fed 
or through a US bank with an account at the Fed) for clearing, even if not for every single 
transaction.  This principle lends strength to the flow that can be described as Realdollars 
heading outward from the US while real goods and services head inward, aka the trade 
deficit.  So the conversion of this need for dollars to, instead, a need for euros for 
clearing, will contribute to the reversal of that flow I just described.  

Think of every transaction as one side being the traded commodity and the other side 
being the money.  Even in currency trading, one currency is the traded commodity and the 
other is the money.  Today, the USD is the "money" (or the denominator) in most of the 
global markets.  This requires real US dollars for clearing.  So imagine the simple change 
of using a different money, and what impact that change will have on the flow I described 
above.  It will make the current glut of homeless dollars want to "go home" as FOA said.

Here's a short paragraph I found in a tutorial that explains how the dollar is the main axis 
of most transactions today. This adds demand for dollars everywhere in the world:

In EUR-USD, the first currency which is Euro is the commodity and the second 
currency which is USD is the money. When you buy EUR-USD, in fact you pay 
USD to buy Euro. No matter in what currency your forex trading account is. You 
can have a trading account in USD, GBP, CAD or any other currency. When you 
want to buy EUR-USD, your broker changes your trading account capital into 
USD and then pays that USD to buy Euro. This is how it works. Any trade in 
forex market has to be done through USD. US dollar is the main currency and is 
the axis of all transactions in the forex market. Any currency pair that you buy 
or sell has to be done through USD. However, all of these process will be done 
automatically and you just need to click on the buy or sell buttons.

 == == == ==

Initially, they built the Euro with little talk of gold, all the while building a paper gold market 
that is dollar settlement based. By increasing the Gold Trading Market with paper gold, it 
not only drove the gold price down, but gave these contracts credibility as they could be 
settled in a strong dollar via gold. The hook came when they suddenly wanted gold as 
part of the reserves for the Euro! Now the BIS just stops supporting the London market 
with Central Bank gold loans and sales. By the time for the Euro to debut , gold starts to 
rise through the $360 area, there by breaking the entire dollar based paper gold market! 
Every oil state, and anyone else that is holding paper gold, will try to first exchange it for 
physical. After that guess who will be waiting with a brand new hard world reserve 
currency, ready made for converting dollar gold loans into Euro gold loans!

http://www.forexoma.com/currency-pairs-explained-understanding-the-currency-pairs-in-forex-trading/


So, it sounds as if the euro block will facilitate / encourage this conversion. Just trying to 
be helpful?

Yes, it does sound like that's the plan!  Helpful?  Sure!  Why not?  To me, being "strong in 
gold" means being relatively stable in gold such that physical redemption/convertibility is 
possible anywhere, at any time, by anyone.  And, once again, most of these "dollar gold 
loans" are already closed out.  So now I'm thinking more about the massive amount of 
paper gold, backed by complex derivatives held by the BBs.  

Let's look at that last sentence a different way:

After that guess who will be waiting with a brand new hard world reserve currency, 
ready made for converting dollar gold liabilities/credits into Euro gold liabilities/credits!

As the paper gold market fails, the derivatives backing the BB's gold-ounce-denominated 
liabilities will fail to be able to bring in (buy) the metal required for redemption. Say 
the paper market stops trading at $250 per ounce.  There will be ounce-denominated 
liabilities that still exist, and they can now be settled for $250 instead of a real ounce 
because, like I said, in extremis you cannot force repayment of a physical item.  But will 
they all be closed out in exchange for USD250?  Perhaps not.  

Here's a better alternative for everyone involved.  Remember that if repayment becomes 
impossible, then the alternatives are restructuring or default.  And if the banks want to 
keep operating in the new system, restructuring becomes the only option.  So, even as 
the paper market dies at $250 per ounce, the real price of physical gold will be much 
higher, and the operators of the new system know this.  So perhaps they would rather not 
let the BBs cash everyone in a currency that gold is running away from when they could 
be cashed out in a currency that is "strong" (stable) in physical gold.  

The new gold price in dollar terms will be soaring as the USG is printing like mad, but the 
euro price for an ounce will be stable.  So even in the time it takes to cash everyone out in 
dollars, the amount of real gold each cashed-out customer could buy on the physical 
market is diminishing quickly. That's what happens when a currency 
collapses/hyperinflates.  On the other hand, you could lock in everyone's physical 
Freegold purchasing power on a moment's notice by converting all of those USD250 
liabilities into EUR liabilities at the going exchange rate of that moment.  

Think of it like this:  The moment the paper market stops trading, physical gold is now 
$55,000 and you have 220 "ounces" in your BB trading account.  Each of those "ounces" 
is only worth $250 now.  If you could get that cash fast enough, you could buy one single 
ounce on the new physical market. But it takes time for them to cash everyone out and 
for everyone to go buy that physical. And during that time, the dollar is collapsing.  So 
your physical gold-denominated purchasing power is going to decline rapidly from a 
single ounce, to 3/4 of an ounce, to half an ounce and so on.  



If, on the other hand, the BIS/ECB and the BBs agreed to do the euro conversion, there 
would be no rush. You (as a BB customer) would still only get a single ounce of physical 
for your 220 "ounces" of BB credits, but at least you would now be locked into that full 
ounce and the BBs could cash everyone out at a more leisurely pace since I'm sure there 
will be plenty more pressing concerns at that moment.  

How could this conversion be facilitated by the ECB?  Easy!  Print the new euro for the 
banks in exchange for their derivative "assets" which are mostly dollar-denominated. The 
next step, I guess, would be to unwind and liquidate the derivatives.  The banks are 
getting a great deal here, so the ECB could easily instruct them to liquidate them on 
behalf of the ECB and return the proceeds in EUR. This would put further downward 
pressure on the dollar and upward pressure on the euro.  

Of course there would be some loss and the result would be a net-increase in euro base 
money.  But the ECB could easily mop that up with a small sale of Eurosystem gold.  Like 
I said, I have no idea what the actual stock of these BB ounce-denominated credits is, but 
let's say it's 10,000 "tonnes".  Divide that by 220 and you get 45 tonnes, and let's say the 
derivative loss is 50% from the time of the euro conversion until liquidation.  Divide 45 
tonnes by 2 and the Eurosystem would have to sell about 23 tonnes to mop up the extra 
euro that were created by the conversion.  

Today the Eurosystem has about 10,800 tonnes, so the cost of the conversion would be 
about 0.2% of its gold, wholly absorbed in real terms by the revaluation. 
 
== == == ==

Euro Zone based derivatives will be supported through limited gold delivery or with Euro 
cash. Both will be seen as a mountain of credibility in the storm that is coming. Let's face 
it, if you held a Euro gold contract for 100 ounces and only ten ounces plus Euro cash 
are delivered, that settlement will be worth a fortune in today's terms compared to a 
hyper dollar world. 

I think I basically explained this one above.  But he does say "limited gold delivery" is an 
option in addition to Euro cash.  "Limited gold delivery" would mean paying off the BB 
liabilities in ounces rather than euro at the new Freegold rate, so in my back-of-the-
envelope calculation above, that would mean 45 tonnes, half of which could hopefully be 
recouped by the liquidation of (what was previously) 10,000 "tonnes" of correlated 
derivatives. So it's essentially the same thing.

== == == ==

The modern financing tool we call the "gold carry trade" is now becoming the poison that 
will kill this market. The demands of gold lenders to return their "at risk" positions are 



creating an atmosphere where no amount of physical gold exists that can supply the 
outstanding paper claims. Great blocks of gold are now lent into the markets at 4% or 
greater, where once 1% was considered a good return. As each new group of lenders 
enter the market they are followed close behind by former lenders demanding their gold 
return. Fear begins to grip those who were once bullion owners as they now became 
paper pawns. Each new demand for "full allocation" creates yet further demands to 
borrow. The supply of new lenders grows smaller and smaller as the possibility of default 
increases. 

The ECB moved to block any further erosion of the Euroland position. [This was written 
just after the Washington Agreement. I think that is what this refers to but I’m not sure.] 
Most certainly, all world gold contracts denominated in dollars [denominated in 
dollars???????????????] would have gravitated towards Euro conversion to best 
advantage the EMCB gold stocks. Indeed, in a brilliant move they have blocked that 
escape and doomed the dollar gold market to collapse from non delivery. The ECB can 
now effectively support its gold commitments thru either bullion allocation or Euro 
settlement. By marking to the market their gold reserves they will contrast the advantage 
of a dollar gold market collapse no matter what form it takes. Weather discounting of 
paper gold from non delivery as derivatives are sold in mass (plunging dollar gold price) 
or a complete run for delivery (what we are seeing now) that leaves 95% of the market 
shut down and still holding paper demands ( paper gold priced in the many thousands. 
prior to lock up), the Euro will gain reserve backing. 

Yes, I'd say he was definitely referring to the WAG.  He's talking about a chain reaction 
where, as one paper gold holder (creditor to the BBs, remember, paper gold is a BB 
liability) demands allocation, the BBs have to borrow physical from someone else, 
creating a new paper gold holder.  The CBs were the ultimate "lender of last resort" in this 
chain until the WAG.  
 
I think I explained well enough above what he meant by "denominated in dollars".  In 
extremis, cash is paid.  But what cash?  Any cash?  No, I think it is probably legally limited 
to the "money" that priced the commodity that was bought, sold, lent or borrowed.  This 
is no problem as long as all the various currencies are stable and freely tradable, just like 
the tutorial I quoted above said:
 

Any currency pair that you buy or sell has to be done through USD. However, all of these 
process will be done automatically and you just need to click on the buy or sell buttons.
 
But in a crisis where the markets aren't functioning properly, this ease of exchange will 
break down. At that point, if you don't have the physical gold, you're better off being 
owed "gold-ounces" to be paid out in euros rather than than in dollars, because the euro 
will be in full supply and stable in gold while the dollar will be in short supply and rapidly 
declining in gold.  



 
Now when he says they "doomed the dollar gold market to collapse from non delivery" 
he's talking about cutting off the lender of last resort.  So the chain reaction will simply 
continue until there's no more gold to be allocated.  And then he says that by marking 
their gold reserves to market they positioned themselves for the collapse of the dollar 
gold market.  The collapse being from non delivery.  Once it collapses, its price is no 
longer real.  So at that very moment, because of the ECB's MTM rule, the ECB's price of 
gold will be the physical price, whatever they say it is, because they can make that 
market!  
 
He says, at this point, "The ECB can now effectively support its gold commitments thru 
either bullion allocation or Euro settlement."  Of course this happens at the new physical 
price, because that's now the price!  And any "dollar gold liabilities" can be converted to 
"euro gold liabilities" at the current exchange rate between the currencies at that time 
which will lock these liabilities back into gold in real terms.  Sure, they will have devalued, 
but they won't continue falling in real terms along with the dollar.  
 
And finally, when he says "the Euro will gain reserve backing", I think he's simply 
referring to the natural strength and stability the euro will have versus both the dollar and 
gold.  Yes, the euro will devalue against gold, but that's not really a devaluation of the 
euro.  It's simply a revaluation of the gold reserves, and that is another way in which the 
euro will gain reserve backing.  Its reserves will have been revalued.  
 
Additionally, as I mentioned above, the Eurosystem will probably sell some gold into the 
market as part of this euro conversion process, and that will put downward pressure on 
the (newly revalued) price of gold which will make the euro stronger in gold.  

== == == ==

What of all the gold contracts being settled in Euros? You bet! And the DRAW here, is that 
the ECB marks its gold market to market with the process, later, extending to using 
"official" gold deals as the market price, not the paper LBMA. When push comes to 
shove, they will settle 
Euroland gold notes at the official gold price, "in EUROS"! They can do this because their 
currency holds exchange reserves in gold that adds value as gold rises. The extra Euros 
printed to supply this demand will only fill the dollar void and be represented with gold 
reserves. When the dollar "paper" price starts it's "final" dive into the pits by discounting 
it's present credibility, it will drag every contract holder with it. This risk is real and will fuel 
the drive that demands a new Euroland physical marketplace.

Here he mentions the "official gold deals" that will be used to MTM gold once the paper 
gold market fails to deliver.  And I think the most important thing to keep in mind is that, 
when he talks about paper gold that was formerly traded in dollars being settled in euros 
or physical, he's talking about the new Freegold price.  If you had paper gold of any kind, 



you will still lose due to the revaluation.  But with the euro conversion you will not lose any 
more than the amount of the revaluation, whereas if you are (in the US?) holding dollar 
paper gold it could easily go to near zero by the time you are cashed out in dollars and try 
to buy some gold with those dollars.  

Perhaps the LBMA will fail to deliver on demand at $1,200, or $907 instead of $250, and 
that becomes the settlement price.  Say it happens at $1,200 and the revaluation takes it 
to $55K in real terms.  If you thought you had 46 ounces, you'll be cashed out at about 1 
ounce.  So why would the ECB want to do this rather than letting all Euroland paper gold 
holders suffer the fate of the dollar?  Well, gold is to be an important part of the new 
system, yes?  Need I say more? 

== == == ==

This first run will be a benefit to Euroland as they will be called to cover the needs of 
many other nations that once depended on dollar based assets. But later, the world will 
have a reserve currency and gold to trade with and against each other. The Swiss must 
free up their gold by selling it for Euro reserves (in a round about way, I'm sure). In the 
end, weather they join the EMU or not, the ECB will eventually absorb most of the "need 
to sell gold" as stress becomes apparent. This settlement of many of the Euroland gold 
loans in Euros, will not in any way make gold less valuable. Indeed, it will keep gold liquid 
in the face of an initial "lock up" in contract settlement.

Perhaps this is why Euroland will facilitate conversion to euro gold loans?
 
Sure! Perhaps the "gold in hiding" period will be less than a day, at least in Euroland!  ;D

== == == ==

If you read my recent reply to Strad Master, then it should become apparent that William 
F. is not declaring war. Rather he is continuing a policy that will allow the US dollar to 
destroy itself. By inflating the paper gold markets into uselessness, the US has removed 
the only vehicle that added enough value to our dollar currency to keep oil prices in 
check. Now that the Euro is clearly separated from our dollar system and able to make 
good on its physical portion (convertible) of gold debt, we are off to the races. Oil will rise 
until one of the currency systems fail! With the weak nature of the US debt situation, real 
world price inflation will break the dollar economy first. It will also break the dollar gold 
system through physical demand. It will force a dollar cash settlement for failing gold 
banking contracts in place of physical delivery. This process will create a cascading 
default that literally shuts down all paper gold markets. In the meantime any perceived 
weakness in the Euro will be countered in a soaring physical gold price. This sudden 
strength in Euros will allow settlement of all optional (physical or non- physical) gold loans 
in Euro cash instead of dollar cash. 



No question was included with this quote, so I'll just let it stand, except to remind you that 
this "optional" settlement in euros rather than dollars will be at the new Freegold price 
after converting  from gold to dollars at the crashed LBMA price, then from dollars to 
euros at the euro-dollar exchange rate at that time, then back to gold at the new Freegold 
price in euros.  

== == == ==

Your position is based on current context. This drama will appear different as it unfolds. 
US inflation will be driving upward, its economy slowing and our Fed printing like mad. 
This very trend is currently on track as we and others have been pointing out. No one 
thought that Allan would embark on such a confidence killing rout and it is the bankruptcy 
of American financial policy that is driving this. The dollar is at the end of its timeline and 
our expansion of derivatives was but an effort to save the system for a while. 

Let's see; you have a gold loan on the books, physical supply dries up forcing a 
premium on metal over contract gold, the contract and futures markets freeze up and 
your asset in the form of loan paper is worth zero. Then the ECB in conjunction with 
the Euro faction of the BIS offers to restate the now worthless gold loans into Euro 
denominations and you are going to walk? Where? To the US? 

In this context, the next reserve system is saving a portion of assets that were already 
destroyed by US special interest. US policy destroyed before the fact as much as the US 
printing presses destroyed the dollar gold ratios in 71. Think again, my friend.

Again, no question came with this quote, so I'll just make a comment.  I think it is unlikely 
that the paper gold market will trade all the way to zero.  Trading will have to be halted at 
some point and cash settlment executed to wind it all down.  We obviously don't know 
when or at what price this will occur.  But there are three main exchange rates that will 
come into play here.  

The first is the $POG at which trading is halted.  The second is the EUR-USD exchange 
rate at the time of any euro conversion of Euroland-based claims.  And the third is the 
new Freegold (revalued) price of physical in euros.  We could play with various guesses 
here and see how you Eurolander paper gold players will fare versus the ones elsewhere 
who'll be left dangling with dollars.  But if we just use my back-of-the-envelope 
calculations above, you Europeans could get somewhere between 1/40th and 1/220th of 
what you thought you had, as opposed to getting close to zero.  Not so great either way, 
which is why it's best to stick with physical, even in Europe! ;D

== == == ==
 
--Now--: 
A process is in the works to change our dollar / gold relationship again, after derivatives 



were inflated beyond use. Now, even the price of gold can no longer be captured on a par 
basis between derivative gold paper and real physical gold as the preceived value of gold 
is soaring. Once a super currency inflation breeds super price inflation; the derivative 
markets will begin to fail their hedge purpose and their trading value. These asset 
themselves will become the real risk.

Dollar supporters have no choice but to "NET OUT" at even any derivative hedge that 
may risk the system. That is, "Net Out" in a way that completely voids their risk 
transferring purpose as they are settled in dollar cash "no matter what effect inflation is 
having on the currency's value or your other dollar assets! Remember, the financial world 
today turns on dollar assets that are hedged; not just pure bare holdings! Block the hedge 
markets from performing and the dollar itself is unseated.

Make no mistake, every official rule and regulation ever written for currency crisis 
management involves not only currency profile assets, but also gold profile assets. With 
this concept in grasp; it's easy to see, with gold derivatives so widely used in current 
dollar support functions today, why they will be impacted as part of the paper mass. 

Modern derivative usage involves gold derivatives and a new evolving crisis policy 
management will function somewhat the same as in 1971. It will arrive as some "net out" 
policy directive and universally abrogate all gold delivery options as part of the 
package. Any gold derivative that is used to support dollar currency exchange rates 
will be reworked to implement cash settlement against all claims for international 
currency derivatives written for gold.

What is a “gold derivative that is used to support dollar currency exchange rates”? Any 
liability of a US bank, perhaps?

It seems to me like he's talking about gold derivatives used to hedge non-gold 
investments, perhaps even bonds whose value is tied to interest rates, as it has long been 
assumed that gold moves in the opposite direction.  If you buy a bunch of Treasury bonds 
at today's low interest rates (which supports the dollar exchange rate like when China 
buys Treasuries), you might be worried that interest rates could rise destroying the 
present value of your bonds. If that were to happen, you'd expect gold to rise, so you 
might hedge your large position in bonds with gold derivatives like COMEX futures 
options or something with a low cost and a high payout if the low-probability event 
happens.  

The problem is that those hedges can only perform like an FDIC sticker that gives you 
confidence in your position, but cannot perform in real terms if what you worry about 
actually happens.

Further



Is it no wonder that Euro Banks have no fear from writing short gold paper. Because the 
entire Euro money profile is in the background for them. Running in parallel to and not in 
conjunction with the current dollar system. Any Fed policy that must break the risk 
transferring dynamic of derivatives, to protect our US banks, will open the door to the 
ECB's dumping IMF protocols and using the Euro alone as their sole reserve currency. 
This will immediately shift all dollar derivative plays onto the market, dynamically 
devaluing our dollar in the process. The ECB would then be cashing out holders of their 
gold loans in Euros as dollar physical gold prices spike and paper gold prices plunge. 

I guess the "IMF protocols" must be at least part of the reason that dollars are the axis of 
most transactions today. So what he's saying is that if the Fed is forced to do anything 
that jeopardizes the hedging functionality of the derivative structure, the ECB will be 
forced to abandon this protocol and allow its banks to start using euros as the axis of 
transactions. And if this happens, then it would cause the unwinding and liquidation of all 
dollar derivatives as the banks frantically scramble to switch them to euros. As I already 
mentioned above, this would not only put downward pressure on the dollar, sending 
dollars "home", but it would do so "dynamically" as FOA so brilliantly put it.

Higher still; we climb

Of course, the big difference is that Euroland will encourage a physical only market price 
that, in turn, also floats Euro gold values to the sky. All in an well balanced effort to 
replace the massive dollar asset base it lost. In this; the Euro will become the first 
currency block that functions as a local reserve, yet under scores its image with huge 
non- monetary gold assets. Is it no wonder that EuroLand citizens will be buying gold as 
much for its prospects to rise as for its ability to be a wealth savings. In this it will hedge 
the future remains of a dollar failure and its impact on the world system.

Great paragraph!  I hope someone in particular is paying attention. ;D   

If Mr. Huge EuroLand bank owes the ECB system gold worth 100 million in current gold 
deals; [why does the bank owe these to the ECB system?] with each 1,000 euro rise in 
gold he finds himself able to settle in less received physical gold. In a true "cashed out" 
transition of currency reserve hedges, each ounce of contracted gold owed could be 
reduced many times. Every player in the gold system, that is caught with their pants 
down, will rush to be a part of any Euro workout. Indeed, for every major player that was 
long the gold loan system, for the purpose of buying gold, cash outs in Euros will offer the 
only return. Official players in the oil sector would eventually be receiving American gold 
(but that is Another story).

SM asked why the bank would owe gold to the ECB system.  This would be a bullion bank 
that had leased gold from one of the Eurosystem CBs.  As I mentioned earlier, there are 
probably less of these leases outstanding today than there were when FOA wrote that, 
but we can't know for sure since they removed the lease cap from the 2009 WAG renewal.



And here, in this last paragraph, he makes it clear that "any Euro workout," any "cashouts 
in Euros will offer the only return."  It won't be a great return, because you will have 
missed out on a once-in-a-thousand-years revaluation and the opportunity of a lifetime, 
but it will still be better than holding a "dollar gold contract" while the dollar circles the 
drain.  ;D 

Sincerely,
FOFOA
 

http://4.bp.blogspot.com/-mxla55aKkgk/UXN6YKkqawI/AAAAAAAAEmM/9L5_K43B_nI/s1600/60453_500511106679216_24348825_n.jpg




Thursday, May 2, 2013

The Dukes of Wetton – A Bedtime Story 

Three years ago today I wrote The Dukes of Wetton, and tonight you are in for a real treat. Dixie barber 
and storyteller extraordinaire 
RJ Padavona reads this FOFOA classic for you and your kids. 

Freegoldtube started this project a couple months ago, and he's asking a few of my readers to read their 
favorite post aloud and send him the MP3 file. Unbelievable, isn't it? I mean how many other blogs 
have anything like this? Soon I'll add an audio posts link to the sidebar, but for now you can enjoy Lisa 
reading The Debtors and the Savers here, right after you're finished with Boss Hogg and his damned 
HoggBucks…

The Dukes of Wetton (video)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=e32MBv7VYVk
http://youtu.be/6vvwxBp_QKo
http://fofoa.blogspot.com/2012/10/debriefed-2-rjpadavona.html
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Wednesday, May 15, 2013

Glimpsing the Hereafter 2 

In this, my 400th post, I will peer into the future, to the Freegold revaluation and beyond. But I do not 
have an actual crystal ball. All I have is logic and reason, and a little help from Another and FOA. So to 
quote FOA, "If you came with a notion that I am someone who sees the future, grab the children and 
run far away." But if you came bearing your own logic and reason, then perhaps you will find this post 
useful. :D

I will touch on a few topics that have been the subject of recent discussions, both here and elsewhere. 
The first topic is gold mining shares. I will explain why I do not own any. It is really simple logic, but I 
think that I would be doing a disservice if I did not make it perfectly clear right now. Anyone 
considering Freegold should at least be aware of this reasoning, whether they accept it or not. 

Next I will discuss the difference between gold-denominated lending and the use of gold as physical 
collateral for currency loans following the Freegold revaluation. And, finally, we'll delve into the deep 
topic of gold's true function in the new Freegold paradigm. If Freegold frees gold so that it can function 
properly, what does that actually mean? This has been a topic of debate for a few months now, and I'll 
attempt to put that debate to rest. 

But before we get started, let's take a moment to enjoy this Leonard Cohen video called "The Future" 
from my first Glimpsing the Hereafter post 15 months ago: 

Leonard Cohen – The Future (video)

Mining Shares and the Freegold Revaluation 

This is a touchy subject for those who are already deeply invested in gold mining. Indeed, mining 
shares had a great run in the 1970s. And gold mining is a big topic, but for today's Freegold investor 
there's one question that precludes everything else. Given the presumption of Freegold, are even the 
best mining shares a viable and comparable alternative to physical gold? If gold is revalued in real 
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terms, as Freegold presumes, then the new value will be many multiples of the cost to pull new gold 
out of the ground. This is simple logic. 

Therefore, if the value of gold is to become many multiples of the cost to pull it out of the ground, then 
this would constitute a windfall profit for gold miners. Whereas everyone else in the world would have 
to expend, say, $55K worth of resources to obtain an ounce of gold, a gold miner would only have to 
expend ~$1,200. On the surface, this makes gold miners seem like a good investment today, especially 
if you're expecting the revaluation of physical gold. 

But here's the catch. I have written about what I call the moment of "peak risk" which is the moment of 
revaluation. The biggest risk in Freegold is that someone else will take or simply keep the windfall 
profit that you thought was yours. In my opinion, the best way to avoid someone else taking or keeping 
it is to possess your own gold. 

In every case where someone else is holding your gold for you, there is some amount of risk. Here's a 
purely hypothetical example just to illustrate my point. Imagine you have a custodian holding your 
numbered bars when the revaluation occurs, but then he reports to you the very next day that your bars 
are missing from the vault. They must have been stolen! 

The problem is that the LBMA is now closed indefinitely and the COMEX is frozen, and the last-
known price was $1,400 per ounce. You know that your gold will soon be worth $55K per ounce, but 
your custodian has put in the insurance claim at $1,400 per ounce and is already in the process of 
sending you a check. It's a sticky situation, because now you're going to have to sue your custodian in 
court. But the bigger problem is that it wasn't just your gold that was stolen, it was all of the gold he 
was holding. His insurance is capped at the limit which is linked to the last London fix, and there's no 
way he'll be able to cover everyone's windfall profit, even with a total liquidation. He is judgment 
proof. The most likely outcome is that he'll file for bankruptcy and eventually disappear to a private 
island somewhere. 

The point of this hypothetical is that, in the eyes of the law, all of the investors were made whole 
insofar as they recovered their initial investment. All that was lost was their expected windfall profit 
from the Freegold revaluation. That windfall was taken from them by someone else, and without the 
recovery of the underlying physical, there was no other way to recover that value. 

Let me be clear. This is only an extreme hypothetical example and not a prediction. I certainly hope 
nothing like that happens. But the point is simply that the biggest risk in a revaluation is that someone 
else will have the opportunity to take—or simply keep—your expected gain. And the bigger point of 
this exercise is that *gold in the ground* is possibly the most at-risk gold in terms of someone else 
keeping the one-time windfall profit. The logic is simple enough that you should be able to decide for 
yourself if it is worth the risk. I'm not trying to tell you what to do, I'm only explaining the logic so that 
you can decide for yourself. 

The government, which is the representative of the collective population, what I like to call the hungry 
collective, has a claim on that windfall that trumps even the miner's claim. 

The miner has a claim on the ground, a claim recognized by the country. But the country owns the gold 
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in the ground in extremis. The miner is licensed or permitted to dig it up. That permit comes from the 
country, from the government. 

Another and FOA explained this point and, again, it's just simple logic. And the logic is this:

If the hungry collective has a claim on the windfall profit, a claim that is senior to the miner's claim, 
will they use it or not? 

If not, then why not? Because they didn't know they could? And if they do claim the windfall, then how 
would they go about it? Here's how Another put it:

Date: Sun Apr 19 1998 15:09 
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:

The world debt system and currency exchange, as we have known it, will implode and leave little room 
for political maneuvering. The governments will revalue gold and "demand" that the public carry it and 
use it! It will be the source of all gold, the mines, that will be controlled! That's Controlled, with a 
capital "C", not confiscated!

Here's how I put it back in 2011:

I can see that you like owning a fractional interest in a corporation licensed to dig up a 
country's gold! But what we are talking about here is maybe a 30x revaluation of gold 
against all other commodities as well as against the cost of mining. This will happen as a 
functional change for gold, a global shift away from its present treatment as just another 
commodity. 

When that happens the mines will be treated in one of three ways: 1. They will be 
nationalized as gold in the ground will suddenly be viewed as national reserves (unlikely). 
2. They will be forced to sell all production to the government at a low "commoditized" 
price (less likely). 3. They will be able to sell to the public at market prices but will have to 
pay a windfall profits tax and deal with many restrictions (most likely). In other words, the 
windfall profit of a 30x revaluation will not be passed on to those holding a government 
license to dig up gold that is still in the ground, a profit that can thereby be claimed by the 
hungry collective. 

As a commodity, with the price of gold only slightly higher than the cost to mine it, 
governments grant license to the mining companies to dig it out as with all economic 
minerals. But when the value of that natural resource is suddenly worth 30 to 40 times the 
cost of mining, that government license will suddenly become very expensive. 

When that Sunday evening announcement finally comes, that the banking system will be on 
holiday starting Monday morning, you want to be sitting on gold that has already been 
pulled out of the jurisdiction governed by the classification of gold as a simple economic 
mineral or commodity. FOA may be right that there will come a day on the other side of the 
punctuation when gold mining will be very profitable. But between now and then, few 
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investors will be able to stomach the ride down to zero.

And here's what FOA wrote about mining shares back in 2000 and 2001:

FOA   (1/6/2001; 9:49:51MD - usagold.com msg#52)

Gold production, everywhere will eventually be extremely controlled with citizens reporting unofficial 
mining in much the same way as people report each other to the IRS. But, make no mistake, miners and 
citizens will all benefit. All mines, both big and tiny will make huge profits on the limited production 
allowed because the price will be so high. ($30,000+ in dollars (big smile) But, the road between here 
and there will more than likely price mine owners close to zero, first.

FOA   (05/14/00; 20:39:25MT - usagold.com msg#22)

There will be some huge profits to be made by holding certain mine stocks. But, almost all of them 
will go close to zero first. I doubt many investors could hold their current percentage through this 
price action. Physical gold will find a new market and soar in that medium of trade. In the face of 
this, few if any stockholders will hold their falling mining shares while watching gold soar. Yes, 
some will (like me) hold through thick and thin because they have a right percentage of (the best) mine 
shares to bullion. But, many, many others will pressure the market as they attempt to adjust to 
(our) level of holdings. 

FOA   (8/2/01; 12:52:55MT - usagold.com msg#87)

An investment in the gold industry, not just mining, can be nothing more than an investment in a 
business that balances fiat production cost against fiat market prices for its product; gold. The return, if 
any, is always in fiat and places this portion of one's wealth smack on the tracks of more political 
manipulation. Today, we can see this play out all over the world as fiat returns in the gold business 
head towards and even sink below zero. The investor watches this fiat illusion of his net worth 
drain away while the opportunity to build a real wealth of "bullion ownership" escapes yet again.

FOA   (10/23/01; 10:30:12MT - usagold.com msg#123)

Truly, if ever there was a way to profit from gold mining, today, it's by buying this almost free physical 
gold the mines are producing; while mine players and paper gamblers pound their wealth into the dirt. 
This is what PGAs [Physical Gold Advocates] call benefiting from the leverage in mining (smile).

Here are the questions that you should answer for yourself, now that I have explained why I don't hold 
mining shares, and also based on your personal understanding of Freegold. The issue isn't, "Will mine 
shares go up or down?" The issues are, "As compared to physical gold, are mines worth the risk?" and 
"Do mines offer any diversification value in addition to holding physical gold?" and "Are you prepared 
if mines go to zero for a time?" and "Can you pick the mines that will survive?"

Lastly, here's a wonderful video tribute to the tireless gold miners and their priceless product, by 
Freegoldtube. It is true that you can't really eat, wear or seek shelter in gold. We don't need it to 
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breathe, and it's not very fun on the water. But once you come to understand gold's true function, you'll 
see that it is an irreplaceable, invaluable, truly priceless and almost incomprehensibly vital component 
in the human Superorganism's effort to survive and thrive. So God bless the miners, even if they don't 
get to keep the revaluation windfall on the gold that's still in the ground at the moment of revaluation:

The Ecstasy of Gold (video)

Gold lending and collateral use in Freegold 

On the subject of gold lending versus the use of gold as collateral for a fiat loan in Freegold, here are 
some thoughts. 

This topic has been a source of discussion, debate and confusion for a long time. Does there need to be 
a law passed to prevent the reemergence of paper gold? No, I don't think so. I don't think Freegold 
requires any changes in the law, international or otherwise, but that doesn't mean there won't be some 
new laws. It only means they aren't a necessary prerequisite. 

Gold lending and gold used as collateral are two totally separate issues. I have no problem with gold 
being used as collateral for fiat-denominated loans in Freegold, my only problem is with lending 
(credit/debt) denominated in gold ounces. But I also don't think there will need to be a law to prevent it 
for the simple reason that it won't be a profitable activity. The reason there may be a law passed is to 
simply preempt the reemergence of fractional reserve bullion banking somewhere down the road, and 
that would be more than enough of a motive for someone like the Eurozone to pass a simple law that 
otherwise didn't need to be passed. FOA never pushed this subject, he only explored it when others 
pushed for "but, but, what if…" answers. 

One of the common arguments I hear is that people will still want to lend their gold. I disagree. 

Where does the silly notion of gold lending even come from? Well, pre-1971 gold was money to one 
extent or another. Money is credit/debt which means that debts were more or less denominated in gold 
ounces, off and on, from 1971 going back to cavemen. So when money was gold, people lent gold, 
even if they didn't have physical gold to lend. They simply extended credit to credible people and the 
repayment was denominated in gold ounces, even if it was paid back in other ways. That's gold lending. 
Freegold is different because gold isn't money. 

Around 1983-1985 was the birth of modern gold lending, via the European CBs actively encouraging 
and supporting the expansion of a new paper gold market meant to buy the time necessary to launch the 
euro. What we think of as gold lending today didn't really exist before the 80s for all intents and 
purposes. (You can read more about what changed in the 80s in Checkmate, and don't miss the great 
Freegoldtube video that sums it up at the bottom of the post!) 

The fact of the matter is that, unless gold is money, there is no good reason other than price suppression 
for gold lending. There's no profit motive to lend gold when its price is falling, and there's no profit 
motive to borrow gold when its price is rising. So to bring both counterparties together, lender and 
borrower, one of them must be motivated by something other than profit. In the 80s and 90s, the 
lenders were CBs and the borrowers were mines and hedge funds. This is the crux of what Another 
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explained. In Freegold, gold won't be falling in price so who'd want to borrow it, and the CBs won't 
have a reason to lend at a loss. 

I can't think of one good reason why anyone would lend gold in Freegold, be it the lending of actual 
physical gold or simply lending dollars but denominating the repayment in gold ounces. 

Let's think about one instance in which it might make sense to actually borrow physical gold, which is 
if you were a gold fabricator. You work with a very expensive medium to turn a profit that is tiny 
compared to the price of the raw material, so it would make sense to borrow your working stock. But 
would it make sense to the lender? 

Your output is the sale of a finished product and your income is in dollars, so why would you need to 
borrow in ounce-denominated units? Why not borrow the cash to buy your working stock? Even if I'm 
the one providing you with raw gold, why would I lend you the gold? Why not extend you the credit to 
buy my gold and you pay me back in dollars after you have added value and sold the finished product 
to someone else? I'm not giving you gold to have you return it to me in a different form. I'm selling you 
gold to make a currency profit from the interest on the currency loan which you easily cover by adding 
value to the gold. 

Can you think of a good reason why someone would lend gold in Freegold? And if there's no good 
reason why anyone would do it, then there's no pressing urgency for a law prohibiting it. 

It is the existence of credit denominated in gold ounces that automatically suppresses the price of gold. 
Using gold as collateral for a loan denominated in fiat currency does not. The conflation of these two 
totally separate issues and the confusion it causes arises from FOA's explanation of how easy it would 
be to prohibit the denomination of credit in gold. 

It's quite simple. It's about enforcing the seizure of, foreclosure on, or liquidation of attached collateral 
in the case of default on a loan. The courts will only enforce foreclosure on attached collateral in the 
case of default on a standard fiat loan. If the loan is denominated in anything other than fiat currency, 
like tractors, Renoirs or gold ounces, then it will be a non-standard loan and the most the courts will do 
is to issue a default judgment denominated in fiat which might be impossible to collect. 

Like this. Say you want to borrow my car for a week. I say sure, but I'm going to need the deed to your 
house as collateral. So you give me the deed and we write up a basic loan contract where you borrowed 
1 car and you owe me 1 car. Then let's say you lose the car, or crash it, or you simply sell it and ignore 
my phone calls; a blatant default on our contract. So I go to the court with the contract and demand to 
foreclose on your house since you defaulted on the 1 car loan. Absurd, I know. What's the court going 
to do? If the court doesn't tell me to get lost, at most it will issue me a fiat judgment in an amount equal 
to the value of the car, but it will not enforce the attached collateral of your house, not because the 
house is worth more than the car, but because it was a non-standard loan. 

Remember, I don't really care if gold is used as collateral. The only thing I care about is the numéraire 
for repayment on the loan document. You can use any numéraire you want, but if it's not fiat currency, 
then the courts won't enforce the attachment of collateral. 



In most gold lending, no physical gold is actually lent. It is simply a loan denominated in gold ounces 
and then converted to dollars at the current exchange rate so that it can be spent. If actual physical gold 
is lent, then it must be sold first before it can be spent. 

Like this. Imagine you wanted a car loan and I said I would lend you a tractor so that you can buy a car. 
We draw up a contract, and your new car is going to be my collateral. I lend you 1 tractor and you owe 
me 1 tractor. And I will hold the pink slip on your new car as collateral against your repayment of 1 
tractor. But you can't take my tractor down to the Chevy dealer and buy a new car with it. You have to 
sell the tractor first to get fiat currency and then you can go buy the car. And then, to pay me back one 
tractor, you'd have to buy it back or buy another one just like it. This is a non-standard loan. It is absurd 
on the face of it. And the same principle will apply to gold loans. 

Why would I lend you gold when you're just going to have to sell it to buy whatever you want to buy? 
Why wouldn't I just sell the gold and lend you the fiat currency, that way I could attach your purchase 
as collateral in case you fail to pay. If I lend you the gold and make you go sell it and the loan is, 
therefore, denominated in gold ounces, then I'd better hope you don't default because the courts won't 
enforce the collateral attachment. 

So it's not my fear of not being able to recover the lent gold that keeps me from lending it, it's my fear 
of not being able to enforce foreclosure on your property if you default on the loan. 

Gold used as collateral for fiat loans is a totally different subject from credit denominated in gold 
ounces. I have no problem with gold used as collateral. But if I am a lender, I'll probably want to hold 
that collateral so it doesn't get lost in a boating accident. A house is easy collateral. You can't lose a 
house in a boating accident. A car is a little trickier because I have to hire a repo man to chase you 
down. Do they even have gold repo men? ;D

Here's how gold might be used as collateral in Freegold. Imagine I am a giant with 1 tonne of physical 
stored at my bank. I'm also a businessman and I regularly draw on my credit line at the bank. As long 
as I have no need to sell my gold anytime soon, I will allow the bank to attach my property as collateral 
to my credit line which will translate into a lower interest rate for me than I would have otherwise paid. 
This is not paper gold. It is not financial collateral. It's the same as a house, a car, a tractor or a Renoir 
being used as physical collateral for a fiat currency loan. If I died with an unsettled credit balance, the 
bank would have the right to sell some of my gold to settle the balance before turning the rest over to 
my estate. This reduces the bank's risk which is why I get a discounted rate of interest. 

Gold's True Function 

The debate I mentioned at the top began with this comment from Blondie last November. The question 
it raised is this: Will gold be the focal point store of value for savers as A/FOA and this blog have 
proposed, or will currency finally fulfill this role once gold has been revalued and is free to function 
properly? Because if "functioning gold" means gold will have to fluctuate wildly, including short term 
declines in purchasing power in order to transmit price signals and moderate the imbalance cycle, then 
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it will make a poor medium of savings. 

This section is my answer to the debate. 

What if gold never declined in price again after revaluation? What if it only rose (in real terms, of 
course)? If that were true, then gold would indeed be the focal point for savers, would it not? If it never 
performed worse than base money in real purchasing power and, in fact, gained purchasing power more 
or less over any timeframe, then gold would be the medium for savings in Freegold. Can we at least 
agree on this hypothetical statement? 

Okay, good! Now I will make two arguments that will, if not put this debate to rest, at least establish a 
new front for the other side to attack. Remember that we are discussing the future on the other side of a 
singularity called the Freegold revaluation, so keep in mind that the following glimpses are based 
mostly on common sense and reason, with a little help from A/FOA. And then each of you can decide 
for yourself whether I have settled the debate here, or whether you wish to follow Blondie and Victor 
down a slightly different trail, one which Poopyjim humorously dubbed "Freefiat". 

Victor writes:

LOL
Poopyjim wanted to mock what I wrote and said:

"I say we start calling it "freefiat" because what it really frees are CBs from their 
obligation to inflate against USD. Finally CBs will be able to shoot for that 0% inflation 
target they wanted all along." 

I'd say he is spot on. Freegold frees the CBs from the obligation to inflate their fiat along 
with the old paper reserve currency (=dollar) and, for the first time in history, allows them 
to manage their fiat currency as a proper SoV.

Victor

This is really a debate about what it means for gold to "function" in Freegold. Victor and Blondie 
believe that gold's function will make it a poor medium for savings, therefore Freegold actually means 
a return to holding currency as your savings. They say that gold will "fluctuate wildly" with a guess of 
maybe 5% in a year, and this includes wild declines in the real purchasing power of gold by that 
amount, which would mean that the newly stabilized currency will be a much better store of value for 
the savers. And gold will, therefore, be an "investment" because it will carry short term price risk. 

So I am going to make two related arguments:

1. I will show that, logically, gold should be expected to perpetually rise in real terms in Freegold. 
There is no logical reason it should ever decline in real terms again, once it is revalued, except in the 
case of economic disaster in which case fiat will most certainly be sacrificed so it won't be any better. 
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2. I will show that, theoretically, gold need never decline again in real terms in order to "function" in 
international settlement and to act as spur and brake in the cycle. It need only rise to greater or lesser 
degrees depending on what's happening in each zone, which makes perfect sense while "wild 
fluctuations" do not. 

1. Why gold will always rise in Freegold

In Victor and Blondie's ideal 0% inflation world, this means both nominally and in real terms, since 
they are the same. So the price of gold would simply never decline. It would just rise and rise, at 
differing rates of speed of course. 

I know… never say never. What I mean by never is almost never, and if it ever does decline, that would 
be a rare anomaly and certainly not significant enough to scare away the savers. 

Now let's look at that word, "savers". Also, "savings" and "store of value", because these concepts seem 
to be at the heart of the debate. 

Savings is not some perfect basket of purchasing power carried through time. Savings is a choice made 
by savers. And most people are savers, as opposed to investors, so they are a large group. Whatever 
savers choose to save in becomes the de facto savings medium. 

Now when I say that most people are savers, that simply means they are more interested in preserving 
their surplus purchasing power than gaining from it. They will forego a gain in favor of a lower risk of 
loss. Today the focal point savings medium is fiat. So in the "Freefiat" world, that focal point doesn't 
change even though we move from a broken paradigm—broken by saving in fiat currency—into a new 
paradigm. That's a pretty big divergence from the Gold Trail that I have been following! 

Back to gold…

The global supply of gold is relatively fixed. Today it grows at about 1.5% per year. There is 
disagreement on what will happen to mining after revaluation. Some think that 1.5% will increase, and 
I think it will decrease because surplus zones will likely choose to leave their reserves in the ground. 
But no matter. As long as the global economy is expanding faster than the global gold supply, the real 
value of gold will always be increasing. 

So if the real value is always increasing, why would its price ever fall? Let's look at a few reasons why 
it could fall. If it had previously been overvalued then the price could fall. But in Freegold we expect 
gold to always be properly valued due to two major changes, the revaluation and the physical-only 
market, i.e. the elimination of paper gold. 

Really, the only way for gold to fall in Freegold is for supply to exceed demand at some price. And if 
that excess supply isn't coming out of the ground, then it must be coming from dishoarders. The 
alternative is that demand drops, but that would be the disaster scenario. Since we're assuming a global 
economic growth rate greater than ~1.5% (greater than the expansion rate of the gold stock), we can 
assume a steady to growing demand for gold at all times, which leaves us with supply shocks as the 
only possible cause for a declining price. So let's look at some possible causes for supply shocks. 



An aging community would be one. We tend to save during our productive years and then spend that 
savings in our retirement years. So imagine a dying society with such a low birthrate that every year the 
percentage of retired people grows. If this was a closed society like North Korea, then the real price of 
gold would fall as gold supply constantly exceeded demand. But in the real world it won't, because 
another society with more productive workers than elderly dishoarders will supply real goods to this 
aging community for its gold. 

This is a good example of how the spur and brake is not a function of wild gold price fluctuations. 
Would you expect in this hypothetical dying society, where nearly everyone is simply dishoarding their 
gold until they die goldless, that the (real) price of gold would drop forcing them to get out of their 
Barcaloungers and build some factories, or at least greet people at Walmart? I wouldn't, because the 
spur isn't a punishing decline in the price of gold. It is much more subtle than that. And without young, 
productive workers to require an inflow of gold, all of the gold in this dying zone can theoretically flow 
out without ever declining in price until it is gone and no one else remains. 

You've heard of the carrot and the stick? The Japanese have a similar saying, a whip and a candy. Two 
forms of motivation, punishment and reward. Rather than being the declining price of gold which 
punishes everyone saving in gold, the spur is simply the growing opportunity for easy profits that lures 
only the marginal gold saver (net-producer) into expansionary and/or different entrepreneurial pursuits 
with his ongoing surplus income, not necessarily selling gold to build a factory, but rather redirecting 
his current surplus income back into production. In fact, the opportunity to profit might even cause the 
migration of younger workers into our hypothetical aging society as long as culture, language and 
immigration laws weren't an obstacle. 

So perhaps a painful spur isn't the best analogy. It's more like a carrot dangling in front of the horse 
than a painful jab. And then the brake, rather than being the pulling of the reins, would simply be the 
absence of the carrot once it is eaten. Like I said, much more subtle. 

Now there's one other way that supply from dishoarders can overwhelm demand, driving down the real 
price of gold, and that is if gold was just one of many investment options rather than the focal point 
store of value. If that was the case, then we could see capital outflows from gold as gold is traded for 
different investment options according to changing investor preferences over time. But this becomes a 
circular argument. Like this: Gold is merely an investment choice among many because it will fluctuate 
wildly, but it will only fluctuate wildly if the majority of people consider it an investment choice among 
many. 

Finally, let's talk about the real versus the nominal price of gold in Freegold, just in case we don't end 
up with Victor and Blondie's 0% inflation. If we have, say, 2% inflation, then I'm contending that the 
very worst gold will do is to track inflation. In real terms its value will rise more or less at the rate that 
global growth exceeds gold supply growth. So its nominal price will rise, more or less, at that rate plus 
the rate of inflation. But the very worst it will do in any zone, deficit or surplus, is to keep up with 
inflation. Therefore, the only way we'll ever see a declining nominal (but not real) price of gold in 
Freegold is during bouts of deflation. How likely is that? It is unlikely because, very generally, I expect 
to see higher price inflation in the deficit zones and higher gold appreciation (in real terms) in the 
surplus zones, which will of course switch back and forth from deficit to surplus (ex. gold) over a 



reasonably short cycle. 

Gold does not need to beat long term investment returns. That is old-paradigm thinking. Savers don't 
have a real focal point choice today, they have to go with a "diversified portfolio" just to stay even with 
minimal risk. The most important concepts here are that "most people are savers," and that "savings," 
or the focal point store of value for savers, is a choice made by the savers. 

Victor and Blondie's main point seems to be that, in Freegold, "currency will finally perform all three 
functions." Of course currency performs three functions, MoE, UoA and SoV. But the function of SoV 
is different from the focal point medium for SoV chosen by the savers as a group. It is no argument to 
say that currency will finally be stable. I have said that all along. Here's what I wrote in The Return to 
Honest Money:

The Money Concept

FOFOA: The measure of any money's store of value is a continuum of time. It is directly 
linked to demand and velocity. Even the worst money (say, Zimbabwe dollars during the 
hyperinflation) works as a very temporary store of value. Perhaps you read stories about 
workers in Zimbabwe getting paid twice a day and then running out to spend it before 
coming back to finish the shift. This is an example of the briefest time period in which 
currency stores value.

FOA: Was gold a medium of exchange? Yes, but to their own degree, so were the bowls. 
Was gold a store of value? Yes, but to a degree, so were dinner plates. Was gold divisible 
into equal lesser parts to define lesser barter units? Yes, but to a degree one could make and 
trade smaller drinking cups and lesser vessels of oil.

Here's the thing, 'store of value' and 'medium of exchange' are relative terms. Anything real 
stores value (a painting, a computer, a jewel), and lots of things are media of exchange in 
various settings (dollars, other currency, cigarettes in jail, etc). And for stores of value, 
there is a continuum as to how long things store value. What we are talking about is degree.
And this gets to the heart of a semantic issue about money being media of exchange and a 
store of value.

[...]

Both of the above quotes get at the idea that, because money is a medium of exchange, it is 
also, to some degree, a store of value. Even Zimbabwe dollars were a brief store of value, 
but being a store of value isn't what money is all about. Being a store of value is not its 
central function—it is derivative of its being a medium of exchange. Being a medium of 
exchange is money’s essence—what makes money money. This means that, by definition, 
money’s ability to serve as a measure of value and store of value is secondary.

And here's what I wrote in Moneyness 2: Money is Credit:

In the future, I think that if you are saving for something known, especially something with 
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a known currency price like a down payment or a car, you'll save currency or "money". But 
if you're saving for the unknown future, you'll apply your newfound understanding of the 
difference between money and wealth and you'll probably choose gold, the most salient and 
liquid of the tradable wealth items.

So if you want to believe that the savers will dishoard gold, not because they need the cash for 
retirement consumption, but to swap it for a different SoV, you need to explain how and why the real 
price of gold will have periods of "wild" decline even after revaluation and even in a physical-only 
market. I think this requires the swapping of gold for other investments rather than dishoarding for 
consumption spending, which is the circular argument I mentioned above. 

I contend that, in Freegold, gold will be viewed and used as the tradable wealth item that it is and, 
because of the two major changes in the gold market, it will perform better than currency in the short 
run and worse than good investments in the long run, making it the focal point store of value for savers 
in particular, while no longer being the plaything of investors, traders and speculators. 

Here's something that's worth thinking about for a little while. The revaluation of physical gold does 
not require new buyers. It only requires the sellers *IN SIZE* (other than the mines) to stop selling, 
which may have already happened. So when gold is revalued, every single ounce will already be owned 
by a saver at that point, one who already understood gold, more or less. And if the savers-in-money 
who lost their savings during the transition don't take notice, I'll be really surprised. I'm not advocating 
a fundamental change in the savers' perception, I'm predicting it. 

In the next section I'll explore price signal transmission in Freegold and gold's role in such. I'll also 
explore gold's role in trade settlement and how it is about the physical flow, not changes in the price, 
which will bring us right to the heart of gold's true function. It's "the gold must flow," not "the gold 
must fluctuate wildly."

2. Why gold doesn't need to decline or fluctuate wildly in order to function

Just above, I explained why gold would always rise in Freegold, sometimes faster, sometimes slower, 
but almost never declining in real terms/price/value outside of a disaster scenario. The following 
argument is a little different because I want to address why it doesn't need to decline in order to 
"function" in settlement and price signal transmission as Victor and Blondie claim. But before I dig in, I 
think a little background is needed. 

First of all, I want you to keep in mind that when I talk about theoretical principles in the new Freegold 
paradigm, they will generally apply at any and every scale, from the individual to the family unit, to the 
neighborhood, to the city, to the state, to the region or nation, and even up to the most broad of 
categories, the East and the West. One of the things that I think Victor tends to do in his "Freefiat" 
arguments is to focus on international settlement as a key factor, when "distributed settlement" or 
"decentralized settlement" at all scales will not only effect international settlement, but it will also 
preclude its primacy. 

Here is an example of what I mean. In Freegold, net-consumption over long periods of time will no 



longer be possible. It will be a thing of the past. This applies on all scales, although of course it doesn't 
apply to those who are simply incapable of surviving without assistance. And net-consumption over 
short periods of time is, of course, perfectly natural and will continue. But in general, any group, from 
the individual on up to the hemisphere, will not be able to net-consume indefinitely like we see 
happening today. 

The reason is simple—settlement. The only way net-consumption can continue for long periods of time 
is for imbalances to accumulate without a mechanism for reversal. Economists and central planners 
struggle with this all the time, scratching their heads while trying to come up with an appropriate 
mechanism (i.e., motivation/incentive) to either reverse the trend or to at least cap it. 

To give you one example, I remember recently that Aaron spent some time emailing with an economics 
professor at the college where he works. This was a while back, and I recall that he was trying to 
explain some of the principles in my Macrofreegold'nomics post. In her reply, it was apparent that she 
not only couldn't conceive of a natural adjustment mechanism, but that she wasn't even open to 
discussing anything other than a centrally-planned and administered one. Her proposed mechanism was 
to cap imbalances by automatically reducing the value of reserves by a set percentage if and when they 
came to exceed a predetermined level. 

I'm just going off memory here, but it went something like this. Think about China's accumulation of 
Treasuries as being close to the imbalance cap. Today they are at about $1.223T according to the 
Treasury. Say the cap was $1.25T. If China ever exceeded that cap, then the total value would 
automatically receive a 6% haircut or something like that. So China could theoretically run a trade 
surplus with the US forever, but its reserves would never exceed $1.25T, and every time they reached 
that limit, they'd fall back to $1.175T. So the incentive would be to never reach that level; to stop 
buying Treasuries. This was a dead serious proposal. 

The point of mentioning this story is that almost everyone, even the so-called experts, thinks only in 
terms of a centralized, controlled, planned and administered solution at one specific scale. Also, it is, 
without exception, a "whip" or "stick" solution, a potential punishment that can be avoided as the 
motivation for reversal. This makes sense, doesn't it? Because how can anyone other than the 
Superorganism itself offer a "carrot" or "candy" (reward-based) adjustment mechanism?

I see this same type of thinking from Victor as well, in his description of trade settlement in "Freefiat". 
An interesting idea from Victor recently was that settlement-by-proxy could be achieved by a CB like 
the ECB if the Eurozone's trading partners insisted on accumulating euros so as to run a perpetual 
surplus against the Eurozone. Instead of capping the nominal amount of reserves that could be 
accumulated as in Aaron's professor friend's proposal, the ECB would simply print euros in an amount 
equal to those being hoarded abroad and use them to buy gold.

This was an interesting concept, but I'm sure that some of you are already sensing a few problems with 
it. First of all, no real settlement will have taken place. The trading partner accumulating euros is 
running a trade surplus against the Eurozone, so for settlement to take place, gold should flow from the 
Eurozone to the trading partner. But instead, the ECB is buying gold, essentially on behalf of the 
trading partner. 
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But it's not really on their behalf, is it? Because any increase in the €PoG will go to the ECB and not to 
the trading partner. If we assume Victor's 0% inflation in the euro, then the imbalance could potentially 
accumulate indefinitely in real terms (in terms of goods and services), but would be capped in gold 
terms, not too much unlike the nominal capping proposed above, except that Victor's plan would isolate 
or de-link gold from goods and services. 

This arrangement would probably be fine with the trading partner, especially if gold was fluctuating 
wildly! Imagine reserves of perfectly preserved purchasing power in goods and services! Yet if the 
€PoG was constantly rising as I contend, they might notice that even perfectly stable base money was a 
less than optimal reserve. But even if gold fluctuated wildly, making 0% inflation base money the 
perfect reserve, imagine what would happen if disaster struck in the trading partner's zone, wiping out 
most of the production capacity but leaving the people, the consumers, intact. This could force "trading 
partner" to liquidate those reserves very quickly. 

The ECB's response, according to Victor, would be to sell gold in order to mop up the rapid inflow of 
excess currency, keeping its sound money stable in goods and services. Blondie says, "'Sound money' is 
just stable money, money stable in its purchasing power. No more, no less." (I have a different 
definition of sound or honest money—it's money that doesn't pretend to be something it's not—but 
we'll save that discussion for another time.)

If the ECB did this, it would give the disaster zone full purchasing power for all of its reserves, 
transferring the most immediate impact of the disaster right into the Eurozone where the outflow of 
"disaster support" in real terms would be disproportionate to what it would otherwise be. Or, the ECB 
might do the right thing and favor its own economic zone over its purely symbolic token currency in 
that moment of crisis. This would allow a temporary inflation to take effect, limiting the transfer of 
wealth in real terms. And here, in this moment of crisis, even one that happens outside of the Eurozone, 
we see that a perfect currency during normal times can be no more reliable than an FDIC sticker when 
the time finally comes that you need to cash in your reserves. Gold, on the other hand…

And this brings me to one last point I wanted to make before I dig into my argument, and that is 
regarding the Debtors and Savers dichotomy. Just above, I proposed a disaster wiping out the 
productive capacity while leaving the consumers intact. Why didn't I say it wiped out the producers, 
leaving the consumers intact? That's because everyone is a consumer. 

Blondie has told me on a few occasions over the years that he never liked my Debtors and Savers 
dichotomy, even from the first time he read it. He thought it should be the Producers and the 
Consumers. But that's a false dichotomy, because everyone is a bit of both. "Savers" denotes a specific 
group, those who net-produce and attempt to save their excess purchasing power for later. They are still 
consumers. They don't save everything they produce. Others have also criticized my dichotomy saying 
it should be the debtors and the creditors. But that's also a false dichotomy, at least in this context, 
because A) all savers are not engaged in lending, and B) savers should not be engaged in lending 
because that's a recipe for a disaster that historically ranges from tears to bloodshed. 

Okay, let's talk about price signal transmission and imbalance settlement. I'm going to start with 
settlement. Here's another statement I made with which Blondie once told me he had a problem: "It's all 
about savers." Blondie said that statement was too imprecise, that it should be changed to: "It's all 



about the reserve." 

Now I want to point out something that may not be obvious on first glance, and it is that my statement 
refers to a group of living, breathing people while Blondie's correction refers to an inanimate object. I 
didn't say it's all about the "savings" or "the savings medium", I said it's all about savers. My full 
statement was this: "Freegold is all about savers. Everything else flows from that." And Blondie's full 
correction was: "Freegold is all about the reserve. Everything else flows from that." Blondie's point in 
this particular disagreement was to illustrate for me how I could make my statements more precise to 
avoid people misunderstanding them, and yet I'm still fine with my original statement while I disagree 
with his. 

So what did I mean by "it's all about savers"? Well, this is a big concept that encompasses many 
elements of Freegold, not the least of which is the element of imbalances and the need for settlement, 
which directly affects price signal transmission which I'll get to in a moment. Imbalances occur when 
one zone produces more than it consumes in aggregate. Yet not everyone inside that zone is a net-
producer. Some are net-producers and some are net-consumers. So if, on aggregate, the zone is running 
a trade surplus against the rest of the world, then the net-producers inside that zone must be producing 
enough for their own consumption + the net-consumption of the net-consumers in that zone + the 
amount of the trade surplus. In other words, the net-producers are the only group inside that zone who 
are directly responsible for the trade surplus. The surplus (i.e. imbalance) is entirely attributable to the 
savers as a group. It's all about savers. 

It's also all about savers because, just as imbalance is a choice made by savers, so is settlement. 
Consuming less than you produce is a choice. We have good examples of people who produce huge 
incomes and consume equal or even greater amounts, so underconsumption is a choice. Likewise, what 
the saver does with his surplus income is also a choice. To lend it to someone else is to not choose 
settlement. To lend is to choose imbalance rather than settlement. Likewise, to invest one's surplus is to 
not choose settlement. To invest is to bet on future imbalance changes. 

Imagine a net-producer in a surplus zone investing his proceeds back into his own business. He is not 
choosing to settle, instead he wants to produce more; he is betting that his zone's surplus imbalance will 
expand even more, because if it doesn't, his investment will probably not pay off better than savings. Or 
he could invest in production in the deficit zone which would be a "foreign investment". This would, on 
average, be a better bet for a surplus-zone investor in Freegold. 

But you don't have to worry about that choice, especially if you are a saver. Some people are just born 
investors, entrepreneurs and gamblers, while most of us are savers. They look for the best bet while we 
look for the least risk. Are savers better than investors? Nope. Or are investors selfless and giving while 
savers are greedy hoarders? No way!!! We both play important roles, and I am in no way casting moral 
judgments. I am only observing. 

You see, the marginal saver will switch back to investing during the deficit leg of the cycle in his zone, 
but he is not the grain that tips the scale turning the cycle. Natural investors will "see around the 
corner" and invest wherever the best risk-weighted profit opportunities lie, either domestically or 
elsewhere. This dynamic movement, the expectation of growth potential, will shift real economic 
growth from the surplus zone to the deficit zone where it is needed, and then back again. 



So then why did I say it's all about savers? Why didn't I say it's all about investors? Well, because an 
investor will do what an investor will do. That's not unlike saying that a debtor will do what a debtor 
will do. Think of them as relative constants when compared to the wild-ass variable of savers, the 
elephant in the room, or more like the bull in the china shop, as long as they don't have a good focal 
point to herd them out of the busy economic highway. 

The best thing the savers can do for the economy is to get out of the price signal transmission business 
and settle their accounts. Simple as that. We don't need anyone to "help" the Superorganism in 
identifying and enabling credibility. That's a natural process. The savers, which most of us are, should 
simply get out of the way, settle their accounts and let the organism work. It is only the lack of such 
settlement that messes it all up. And that's the main point. That's why it's all about savers. 

So what is settlement? Well, it's not lending. It's not investment. It's not speculating in commodities 
(i.e., betting on future price signals). It's not consumption. And it's not necessarily buying gold. It is 
simply spending your excess income on durable goods that are not consumable and are not 
economically important. And, for savers, this means goods that tend to have resale value because of the 
focal point and network effect principles. This includes all of the usual goods I list as collectibles, but 
without a real focal point, none of them suffices enough to do the job properly and get the savers, as a 
group, out of the way. The best durable assets currently are out of reach to most savers, and the ones in 
reach suck. So the savers turn to investments and speculation which messes with the price signal 
transmission system built into the human superorganism. 

For a review of price signal transmission, I refer you back to "I, Pencil" in the Superorganism Open 
Forum. Price signal transmission is an impossibly complex symphony of price movements that direct 
the structure of production. From the post:

"First, while no central planner is responsible for pencil production overall, entrepreneurs 
and workers at each stage do have plans and expectations, which they strive to coordinate 
with one another across stages and time periods. The key to coordination is the price 
system. If there’s a brass shortage, rising prices will communicate that information to the 
ferrule and pencil makers. The downstream entrepreneurs will have to adjust their plans in 
response to the new conditions–say, by finding a substitute material. The demand for a 
substitute material will in turn set appropriate processes in motion as entrepreneurs react. In 
the real world of disequilibrium, change is the rule, so plans are always undergoing 
revision…"

You see, it's not the fluctuating gold price that is needed for price signal transmission… it is the exact 
opposite! It is the price of everything else that fluctuates, transmitting signals, and it is gold that 
remains stable enough to sequester the savers as a group and get them out of the way of the 
Superorganism so it can do its job! Gold does not need to beat investment returns. Born investors will 
not be drawn to gold, and we don't want them to be, because they are a fickle bunch which makes them 
an important component in the Superoganism's price signal transmission system. The savers just need 
to let them be, which is why I ended that post with "Let It Be" by the Beatles. 

So "properly functioning gold" is not wildly fluctuating gold, it is steadily rising gold, not better than 
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investments in the long run, and not worse than currency in the short run. This is not a hard money 
fantasy, it is a Freegold reality. It is not the result of stable money as Blondie says, it is simply the result 
of a revalued physical-only gold market. 

One last thing. The settlement of a saver's account in gold doesn't deprive the economy of 
ANYTHING. Quite the contrary! Any money spent on gold that would otherwise have been lent or 
invested goes instead to a net-consumer who used to be a net-producer, and is spent on the 
consumption of chosen products. It thereby flows to deserving companies and their employees. One 
does the economy no favors by leaving the distribution of their excess income up to governments and 
banks, central or otherwise, who must engage—by definition—in central planning. 

Forget about lending being something that someone has to lend. If someone has a credible plan to 
expand the economy, their credibility will be funded. They don't need to borrow the saved surplus of 
past production. They get credit based only on their future production, not on anyone's saved past 
production, and use that credit to rent whatever they need for their future production. Credit isn't 
something first earned, then saved, then lent. It is simply the enabling of the borrower's credibility. 
That's why we have banks that can "print money from thin air". Because that's how it has always been! 
If you're a saver, just buy gold and let it be. 

Sincerely,
FOFOA



Sunday, May 19, 2013

Hold On (to those gold coins and bars)! 

When the world ain't treatin' you good, you got to hold on…

When everybody's lookin' at you funny, you got to hold on…

You got to hold on…

"Hold On" by Alabama Shakes

Strong Hands

I want to discuss one more concept, the concept of strong hands going into Freegold. 

[...]

Each time the price swings up and down like this the "gold" traders trade their way in 
and out of their favorite paper gold positions. But the physical side is slowly working 
its way into stronger and stronger hands with each swing. Strong hands buy the dips 
while weak hands are selling in a panic. 

[...]

This could potentially be the final shakeout of weak physical hands, because there will 
be plenty of strong hands catching that physical even though physical buying won't 
stop the price from falling. Unfortunately for a few long-time gold bugs, the lack of a 
fundamental and foundational understanding of a much higher value could see them 
liquidating at the worst possible time in all of history. And that would truly be a 
shame. At least I have given fair warning. I'm not predicting that this is the way it will 
play out. Only that it could. And being aware of this possibility has value if it gives you 
strong hands at a key point in time. [1]
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That's an excerpt from an old post, about a year and a half ago, after gold had fallen about $250 during 
the preceding four months. Today it has fallen about $325 in four months. My perspective reveals that 
the "price" of gold may fall quite low just prior to a very quick revaluation upward. But that is just the 
temporary price that's falling, not the true value of physical gold. 

All of my savings are in physical gold coins and bars, and yet I have been anticipating an eventual price 
plunge to some really low number at least since my post The Shoeshine Boy back in 2010. And now, 
ever since this past December, I have been discussing the possibility of a plunge in the price of gold 
this year, with more frequency than in previous years, and how it fits within my view. I even dubbed 
2013 "The Year of the Window" on New Year's Day, referring to the possibility that this is the year it 
happens. So why would I keep all of my savings in physical gold at the same time as I expected an 
eventual collapse in the price of gold? Interesting question, isn't it? Here's how I illustrated my view in 
that 2010 post:

I'm not trying to scare anyone, quite the opposite actually. I want to help people have the same strong 
hands and peace of mind that I have, even if the price of gold continues downward. And those things 
come from understanding a well-reasoned scenario that looks a lot like what has been happening so far 
this year. I don't want anyone to take my advice. I only want you to understand the scenario and make 
up your own mind. 

Another question you might be asking is why wouldn't I wait for the lowest price and buy my gold 
then? That's a great question, and yes, the answer is here in my blog somewhere. ;D You know, a funny 
thing has been happening lately. It's quite an unusual phenomenon if I do say so myself. While gold 
bugs far and wide are either panicking or throwing in the towel right now (some forums have even been 
closed), the "evil gold hoarders, jerks, time misallocators and brainwashed cult members" [2] here are 
all cheering as the price goes down. Isn't that weird? 

Anyway, I was wondering why I haven't seen more curiosity about why these strange PGAs (physical 
gold advocates) would be cheering for a gold price decline. Perhaps no one has actually seen this 
phenomenon in action, so I thought that maybe if I put some of it here, front and center in a post, a few 
of the panicking gold bugs might take notice and ask WTF? 
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So here's just a sampling of what some of my followers on Twitter have been saying since the gold 
price really started tumbling on April 15th: 

**** Editor's Note ******************************************************************

The format of the tweets in the original post is not compatible with this pdf file and cannot be 
depicted. Use the following links to the original post to view the tweets.

**********************************************************************************

Freegolder Tweets

There's something else that a few of my Twitter followers have been watching in addition to the 
declining price of gold. And that's the declining inventory in GLD. They even have a contest each day 
to guess how many tonnes will be leaving that day! GLD has lost 315 tonnes or 23% of its inventory 
since mid-December. I think this is symptomatic of the physical reserves of the LBMA leaving the 
system, either through allocation or delivery. You can read more about why I think that in this post.

Burning Fiat even wrote a "GLDpuker app" for his Twitter account which automatically detects and 
then tweets the daily decline (or increase) about 10 seconds after the SPDR spreadsheet updates on 
their website. Strangely, after he launched the app, organizations like Sprott Global and Fitch Rating 
agency followed him on Twitter. Here's how it looks:

GLDpuker app

ByiamBYoung sent me a donation last week, and somehow he fit quite a long message into the Paypal 
message box:

Hi FOFOA, A long time since I promised to contribute, but finally I can throw in a 
donation. I hope many in the hive are doing the same! Great new post. It seems that the 
winds of change are blowing more erratically every day lately. The hereafter may not be so 
far off... Maybe Mrs FOFOA could write a guest post, for all of those hand-wringing 
spouses out there? I know someone I would forward that link to ;) Cheers, byiamBYoung

I forwarded it to Mrs. FOFOA as I do with all donations, and here's what she came back with:

Ha - me write a guest post? It would be simple...

Dear Freegolders,

The time has finally come. Be at peace with the plummet because the pot is about to explode at 
the other end of the rainbow!!! Enjoy the ride - I know I am :)

Warmest regards,
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Mrs. FOFOA

Now I must tell you that Mrs. FOFOA is just as bad at timing as me, so please take her pronouncement 
with more than just a grain of salt. You'll never hear me say this is it, it is now. All I can offer are 
possibilities and probabilities along with reasoned scenarios. You know where I have all of my savings, 
you know that I'm not worried about the price of gold, and if you follow this blog, you know why. 

I don't care what the price of gold does tomorrow. It can go up, or it can go down. I don't know if this is 
it. I don't know if this year is the year. "Window" means opportunity, possibility and probability, and it 
is backed up with a well-articulated and well-reasoned theory. If you disagree, that's fine with me. 

All I can tell you is what I think "it" will look like. And as I said, I've thought it would look a little like 
this since at least 2010. So in my mind that raises the probability at present. And that's why I don't like 
the idea of long-time gold bugs selling off their physical gold right now without at least considering 
this perspective for balance. 

This post isn't meant to give you my full perspective, or even links to the appropriate posts, like The 
Two-Legged Dog, Legs or Checkmate. I only hope to catch your attention. And then, if you have 
questions about my view, I'm sure that a few of the regulars, maybe even some of the twits featured 
above, will be more than happy to either answer them in the comments or direct you to the appropriate 
posts or comments. 

And be sure to check out the song below. It's a recommendation from JR that was meant to inspire a 
post. Indeed it worked! JR has a good track record with songs like Wake Up, Bankrupt on Selling and 
How It Ends, so I always pay attention to his music recommendations. I just hope this quick and dirty 
post lives up to his expectations. JR's email was titled "Alabama Shakes got 'Strong Hands'". 

Sincerely,
FOFOA

[1] Excerpt from The Gold Must Flow
[2] "Evil gold hoarders, jerks, time misallocators and brainwashed cult members" is the affectionate 
title I came up with for my followers. It is based on just a few of the insulting names we have been 
called over the years. Scroll down to the very bottom of the blog if you'd like to join the cult. ;D

http://fofoa.blogspot.com/2012/01/gold-must-flow.html


Monday, May 27, 2013

What is Freegold? 

What is Freegold (video)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=74ynFnitLeo


Saturday, June 8, 2013

Black Gold? Massive hoards hidden for ages? Not! 

This is a repost that was originally published on 2/25/11:

A few thoughts on "Black Gold." I hate to draw attention to ridiculous notions with no basis in history 
or logic. But apparently this notion of massive secret storerooms of gold is still providing some with 
the comfort they seek in their aversion to taking action to protect their own wealth. So I suppose it is 
worth a brief comment.

I have noticed that the most cynical among us tend to view the world as an ant might view the giant 
humans that massacre hard-working legions of his own kind whenever passing by. And while I can, and 
often do, entertain such perspectives without accepting them, for the purpose of exploring probability, I 
can find no logical train of thought that leads to the existence of massive stockpiles of gold as the 
source of power for our evil overlords.

In fact, massive stockpiles of easily printed cash make a lot more logical sense!

The history of gold mining is well documented, as is the amount of gold in existence during various 
eras in which it was openly used as currency. So the existence of hidden quantities of the stuff has a 
tremendous logic threshold to clear before Occam's razor can even be considered against the supposed 
"evidence" rebutting massive quantities of known history.

And because of the non-clearance of this threshold combined with the relative scarcity of time, I find it 
extremely wasteful to explore the voluminous fiction that exists on this topic. And I am comforted to 
share this perspective with ANOTHER, FOA and Randy Strauss (see below).

This topic seems to pop up periodically, each time some poor soul stumbles across one conspiracy-
oriented site or another. Each time it is presented, again, with the same zest as the last. And each time, 

http://1.bp.blogspot.com/-c49UhzDZurk/UbL_jGOTZVI/AAAAAAAAEuQ/Lbxdgg8XFIc/s1600/Seagrave.jpg


logic, history, reality and fine minds stand firmly in the way.

Remember this Foundation X story from last November where a mysterious organization claiming 
massive secret gold offered to bail out the UK? I wonder why that story just kind of disappeared. You 
see, when stories are false, there is a lack of "infinite resolution" to be mined. Perhaps this story went 
nowhere because scam artist Ray C. Dam of the mysterious OITC that claims to have control of 
millions of TONNES [see pg. 195 in linked pdf] of secret gold was arrested in Cambodia on December 
18, 2010.

This is the kind of resolution you find when you dig into fantastical stories like this. What a waste of 
time! You can learn a lot about the credibility of the Seagraves who wrote "Gold Warriors" by simply 
reading the negative reviews on Amazon.com, a big time-saver! Here's one:

Many of the earlier reviewers of "Gold Warriors" have admired the voluminous references presented by 
the Seagraves to support their incredible assertions. However, I'd like to point out that my personal 
investigations into a sample of their sources have exposed the Seagraves' quite cynical "research" 
methods. They are prepared to use sources that are laughably insubstantial, and then present these 
sources as if they are highly credible. The Seagraves also deliberately misrepresent the words of a 
source to make it fit the story that they wish to convey.

The whole of page 62 of "Gold Warriors" is given over to the Seagraves' theorising that nearly 400 
Allied Prisoners of War were massacred after stowing gold bullion in a mine on Sado Island, Japan. 
This is outrageous. The source that they use, "Betrayal in High Places", is a book that looks extremely 
unreliable when first picked up, and its claims fail to be confirmed by any other historical source. In 
any case, "Betrayal in High Places" does not actually claim that any stolen gold was stored by the 
POWs!
I am one of the authors of a recent historical paper, published in the Journal of Military History, which 
has proven the Sado Island Massacre story to be pure fiction. The Seagraves are smart enough to have 
worked this out for themselves, but they have chosen to legitimise this fantasy in order to sell their 
books and CDs.

The Seagraves further illustrate their manipulative ways when they cite an innocent travel book as the 
source of their further assertion,
"more than a thousand Korean slave laborers ... on Sado Island also vanished without a trace" (bottom 
of p62).

This is just another dishonest misquote. The travel book (Waycott: "Sado: Japan's Island of Exile") 
actually says, "...During these years, forced labor was certainly used: of the tens of thousands of 
Koreans imported to work for Imperial Japan, more than 1,000 are known to have been sent to Sado. 
Of these, 145 are said to have 'escaped' (but where to?) and a dozen or so - surely a low estimate - 
were killed. Their existence became public knowledge in 1991, after records were released of 
Mitsubishi's distribution of cigarette rations to its workers."

Westcott's travel book is actually quite pleasant and informative, and there is nothing dishonest about 
his speculation - but it's only a travel book! Historically, it's clear from post-war Korean records that 
many "escapes" were indeed successful (often into the local community, or by fishing boat back to 

http://www.amazon.com/Gold-Warriors-Americas-Recovery-Yamashitas/product-reviews/1859845428/ref=cm_cr_dp_hist_1?ie=UTF8&showViewpoints=0&filterBy=addOneStar
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Office_of_International_Treasury_Control#OITC_story_unravels
http://www.fourwinds10.com/resources/uploads/pdf/The%20Brief.pdf
http://www.unoitc.org/History.html
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qVIBABFHgU0


nearby Korea). It's also true that a relatively small number of Koreans were killed in mining accidents, 
and that no "massacre" occurred. Waycott doesn't allege a massacre in any case - but the Seagraves 
do!
(Page 62 of "Gold Warriors" can be previewed online here on Amazon, for those who would care to 
check for themselves...)

The Seagraves are obviously misusing these sources quite deliberately. I think it's very reprehensible 
for modern authors to push this type of mean deception masquerading as history. This is not a 
victimless crime. (My mum's brother died as a prisoner of the Japanese in WW2, and it is upsetting to 
see authors such as the Seagraves take these liberties with the emotions of dead POWs' families.)

Not content with pocketing their customers' money for this book, the Seagraves also use their book to 
continually push their privately-sold CDs, which they claim contain the "evidence" to back up their 
assertions. In fact, most of the documents on the CDs are just correspondence between "treasure 
hunters" - who also make their money by selling their Treasure Maps to the gullible... These are hardly 
independent or authoritative people! Many of the "certificates", which have been laboriously 
translated (possibly to tire out the reader) can easily be seen to be fakes once you look at images of the 
"originals". They have cut-and-pasted values for the gold on deposit!

The CDs even torpedo the Seagraves' own assertions in some places. On CD#1 (Jones.PDF file, page 
65), a 1997 letter from "R. A. Medland, Senior Manager, Commonwealth Bank Group 
Investigations/Security Dept." [Melbourne, Australia] says that the gold deposit certificates are, "utter 
rubbish"! There's also a scary-looking photo of a sleazy Indonesian "lawyer" displaying the 
"certificates", and a hilarious document very reminiscent of a "Nigerian Letter", purportedly from 
President Suharto of Indonesia, on the same CD.

Gee, it's a pity these Certificates are rubbish - they were for 420 tonnes and 120 tonnes of Gold !
(US total annual production in 1940 was 155 tonnes, just to show how incredibly unrealistic these 
numbers are.)

With the kind of resolution one finds when only scratching the surface of these fantasies, I have to 
wonder that the appeal of such stories must come from their ability to assist in the smoothing of the 
rough edges of some other square peg these cynics are trying to jam into the round hole of reality. But 
again, it is a big waste of time to go any further than this when even the simple threshold of logic hasn't 
been cleared.

Before getting to the archived arguments, I would be remiss not to mention Costata's comment from the 
end of the last thread:

costata said...
Bron,

I have read the book [Gold Warriors] that FGA and TDF are referring to. It is mostly BS. The authors 
(husband and wife) have written about some interesting people and events in Asia. The husband was a 
journalist who had some good contacts. Some of the stuff they have written about did step on a few 
important toes but a lot of it is "ancient history" now. IMO Lords of the Rim is probably their most 



accurate book. It's the story of the Chinese diaspora.

The Yamashita gold story was actually true up to a point. The Japanese did loot gold in China and 
SEA.

My source was part of the occupation forces in Japan after WWII. He was an officer in charge of a unit
involved in decommissioning chemical weapons and logistics. The Japanese stockpiled a lot of 
materials and valuables in old mines that had been worked out long ago.

A lot of the valuables the Japanese looted during the war were used to fund their war effort. Apparently 
gold was held in higher esteem by their suppliers than IOUs from the Emperor (despite his unique 
lineage). Bear in mind too that Japan had some incredibly rich gold seams in their local mines as well. 
Nothing like the scale of a Boddington of course.

Here's a WA connection you might be interested in. After Australia began to trade with Japan again 
post war some of the big Japanese trading houses had maps of promising resource regions in WA that 
the locals had never seen before. The story goes that prior to, and during WWII, the Japanese put 
teams of engineers into remote areas of WA to identify promising areas for resource exploration. There 
could be other ways they acquired the maps but as the saying goes "never let the truth get in the way of 
a good story".

Cheers

And now I take you back a decade to early 2001, when FOA and Randy "@ The Tower" Strauss took 
on the reality-challenged cynics of the day with the sharp razor of raw logic and known history. 
Dismiss these great Freegold minds at your own peril. The comments are presented here in the order 
they were posted. And as is usually the case, the discussion evolved to the point of depositing the 
strongest arguments at the very end. My favorite line of the bunch comes from Randy: "…it remains 
my objective view that such tall tales must have long bodies and necks because they certainly have 
no evolutionary (historical) legs to support them."

FOA (01/10/01; 17:50:30MD - usagold.com msg#53)
24 hour hike.

Black Gold?
If I understand the reasoning, some people think there is a mass of physical gold out there and it's being 
used as underground money. This is what explains the low price of gold today, as all that black market 
gold surfaces?

Well, that may not be the proposition, but if any of you want to know; none of our evil outlaws are so 
stupid as to use gold for trading when there is literally "TONNES" of cash circulating around the 
world. Please, give all of us a "logic break" for a minute? Why would I, as a crook, carry even one 
ounce of gold when three crisp $100 bills can take its place? Even ten $100 bills are easier than gold 
priced at, say $1000. And there is no shortage of that cash stuff around! Hell, I bet there really is more 
tonnage of "Black Market Cash" in the world than all the gold still in the ground. Cash for ounce,,,,, 
gold still priced in the thousands! Believe it!



FOA (1/11/2001; 11:35:06MD - usagold.com msg#54)
The Curve!

OK,,, I had my coffee and morning walk in the woods to see the wildlife,,,,, packs on,,, let's go.
It's always great to spend time out here,,,, away from the city,,,, out on the Gold Trail.

-----------------------

One more point on Black Gold as we walk:

All that gold, more than triple what we think is out there, would have been in existence for some time 
prior to our life spans,,,,,, given the timeline required to produce the stuff. Remember, Black Market 
production could not have existed prior to, say 1971, as even public mines were not making cash 
profits. Also, it takes real cash and investment to produce both White Gold as well as Black gold.

Indeed, simple extension of physics concludes that nowhere near that much "EXCESS" gold could 
have been dug over the last 25 years. It didn't happen, even with slave labor. Because, as in above, even 
lawbreakers have to sell most of the gold in the open just to cover the illegal "Cash" they invested in 
digging the ore in the first place. These guys don't do such a "wash" business when their cash works 
just as well in the first place?? Get my point?

Also, the gold would have been moved into the open as the majority of goods and services bought with 
illegal money, to create their evil lifestyle, must involve the White Market Economy too. Black market 
wealth is mostly in cash, it's just too easy to move and spend. So, there is no reason to go through gold 
first, just to buy in the real marketplace.

Further;
With all that gold out there, the Dollar powers would not need to create paper gold debits to placate 
strong dollar backers. In fact, I suspect they would have created channels to flush all that gold into the 
market. Illegal or not, this action would have suited their end result.

No, the natural trend of easy money humans, both good and bad would be to spend said gold for other 
consumable wealth and keep cash in the background. Indeed, this is truly what has been happening as 
regular investors trade physical for non-physical substitute gold. The small amount of physical supply 
vs the monstrous paper trading denotes how such existing gold has bridged the industrial use gap. It 
didn't take a vast new unaccounted supply to make paper seem real, just moving the existing into new 
hands did the trick. OK, we finished burning that story in the fire.

Randy (@ The Tower) (1/16/2001; 4:07:45MT - usagold.com msg#: 45719)
ORO: some of my thoughts on being "not ants"

In your post you make many worthy comments, and certainly the essence of human motivations driven 
individually by self-interest has not likely changed substantially through time or by geography. This 
issue of black gold, however, requires an additional depth of understanding suggested earlier this 
weekend--that we are not ants.



Loosely, I suggest that from the perspective of "antkind" in its struggle for survival, the world is the 
same as it ever has been...particularly with respect to the "rules of the jungle". And further, seen from 
the perspective of "the world" itself, the essence of antkind behavior and its impact is also the same as 
it ever has been (for most practical applications).

In stark contrast to antkind's "same-as-it-ever-was" interaction with Mother Earth, any meaningful 
assessment of mankind as a whole reveals a performance more akin to the evolving development of a 
single entity (such as a butterfly) throughout a single lifespan of that entity.

More fully said, as evolving civilization establishes new "rules of the jungle" (laws of the land), men -- 
like butterflies -- do behave differently depending on the specific "rules" for the stage of the game 
faced at the given time in life, even while their self-interested motivations remain. Such self-interest 
may require a body to crawl hidden and eat leaves under one set of rules while exposure to another 
following set of rules (i.e., opportunity) enables that body to fly forth in a display of nectar-sipping 
"birth" into the seeing world. And yet, even as the caterpillar's nature is inclined to a hidden existence 
during a particular stage, a premature and unintended flight into the open can occur even under the old 
rules of the jungle through discovery/conquest by superior forces (e.g., a bird in this extended 
metaphor).

Concerning gold and mankind, a rich history of conquest (generally by "official sectors") and of rule 
changes through time and geography have given ample opportunity for significant gold exposure--by 
force or by choice. It must certainly be acknowledged that once our civilization's "lifespan" developed 
to such a point where incentives arose for some gold to be kept hidden at the time of its discovery, 
clearly the stronger precedent of experience was that such gold was useful when "revealed" (spent) as a 
suitable alternative to its owners starving in the dark...and this would hold true for any point in this 
would-be black gold's post-discovery coexistence with mankind.

"Black markets"... "white markets"... go back far enough and you find there were simply "markets". 
Looking back to one full century after Europe limped through the economically plagued 1300's, 
estimates from historical evidence suggest there to be found at the time less than 150 tonnes in total 
gold. Over the next 350 years, and prior to the productive gold rushes of the mid-late 1800's on the 
several continents, the free and open coinage of precious metals brought to mints for ease of circulation 
(use as currency) in this more highly sophisticated stage of mankind's existence provided reasonable 
records and estimates that gold in known use in the civilized world increased by only 3,000 tonnes. 
Then, the "easy pickins" of the gold rush years prior to the cyanide leaching process instituted from 
1890 onward yielded barely a tenth of today's highly scrutinized corporate production totals of roughly 
2,500 tonnes per year. (By 1908, the new gold discoveries and extraction techniques had helped 
companies boost global gold production such that above-ground gold supplies swelled to nearly 18,000 
tonnes.)

We must ask, when considering the political backdrop of this turn of the previous century, where was 
the incentive for significant quantities of that newly unearthed gold (or previous hoards) to be kept 
hidden ("black") from free coinage or other wealth-utilization? Arguably, only with the cyanidation 
process of the single past century do we get gold production volumes remotely capable of feeding black 
supplies on a level suggested recently by some posters here.



Equally important, only with our very modern era of fiat currencies and tax policies do we face "rules 
of the jungle" in this collective lifespan of mankind whereby self-interested motivations would favor a 
degree of unreported/hidden new production. Certainly too little, too late to provide the levels of black 
gold cited to exist beyond that which is commonly acknowledged as historically produced totals.

To wrap up this commentary, one other element warrants brief discussion. You said in your #45689:
"The supply of actual gold, not only paper gold, relative to dollar denominated debt had to be 
substantially greater than "officially" stated, else the system would have collapsed long ago as a result 
of over-leverage."

Could it be that you are overlooking an important phenomenon--growth of the (bullion) banks’ 
operating sophistication through global integration, and with it the growth of the participants’ 
confidence which counts for everything? For possible validation of this thought, look no further than 
the similar absence of U.S. bank collapses against the backdrop of meager "physical" vault cash which 
has been bolstered by sophistication of operation throughout the latter two-thirds of the Twentieth 
Century. To be sure, now that the banking structure has gone global beyond the safety of any deep-
pocketed lender-of-last-resort, only additional time has been bought by the over leverage, and the 
eventual failure will be all the more spectacular when it occurs. My friends and myself in The Tower 
hold physical gold in anticipation of that day. The latest shifts in the "rules of the jungle" indicate the 
day is near at hand.

Randy (@ The Tower) (1/19/2001; 15:55:58MT - usagold.com msg#: 45942)
A simple notion for barnacle bill

Inspired by your comment:
"...until there is a clearer picture on the Marcos Gold situation. If those million tons of gold are really 
there; and they are in the camp of the enemy, then this manipulation can go on indefinitely."

As can be gleaned from my last post, the most powerful nation on Earth -- blessed with a large and 
technologically clever populace, abundant natural resources, and a vast network of supportive 
infrastructure -- is only able to produce 355 tonnes of gold per year through the highly scrutinized 
efforts of its publically owned mining corporations. Fanciful notions notwithstanding, where in space 
and time did mankind EVER find either the human inclination or capability to gather a million tonnes 
of gold from the firm embrace of Mother Earth?

Certainly, do not trust the precision of the conventionally accepted numbers of 130,000 tonnes as sum 
total of all past accumulations, but they come nearer the mark than the output numbers that could only 
be achieved through the efforts of Paul Bunyan and Babe, his blue ox. (I have it on good authority that 
Mr. Bunyan spent his days lumberjacking, not secretly mining or panning.) Let your common sense as 
born and raised unto the physical world be your guide in this and all things... Numbers are, after all, 
just numbers.

Randy (@ The Tower) (1/19/2001; 18:18:52MT - usagold.com msg#: 45952)
RossL...fun thoughts



"Randy. 200 tons a year for 5000 years. I don't know how the pyramids were built either. They look 
impossible to me also."

Sure, any combination of production values over years will provide the fanciful number, but will not 
provide for the sustained secrecy that must accompany it...otherwise this would not be "black gold" 
above and beyond the recognized yet still impressive (impossible?) historical production. One would 
think the history books and archeological evidence would be rich with tales and displays such 
overwhelming pre-Columbian bounty, no?

What say we ask YGM, our most favorite miner, if such numbers are viable without the aid of modern 
infrastructure and technology?

Otherwise, we are left only to ponder the grandeur of the black pyramids which as assuredly were built 
above and beyond those that have been accounted for, and the accomplishments of many moon 
landings that did not survive the oral traditions of our cave dwelling ancestors reaching back into 
antiquity...leaving us only with imaginations to fill in the gaps of astronautical marvels of what surely 
occurred prior to 1969. 

Randy (@ The Tower) (01/28/01; 15:38:58MT - usagold.com msg#: 46755)
auspec...another read-through may prove more luminescent

You said:
"Trail Guide has several times mentioned he was going to weigh in on the Black Gold issue, but I have 
yet to see anything of substance."

Have another look at FOA's latest (msg#56 "The Gold of Troy!") at the Gold trail. While he does not 
explicitly state that this commentary is to address the "Black Gold" issue among other things, it clearly 
forms the foundation of thought that more thoroughly builds the necessary historic context that I myself 
so failed to impress anyone with in several commentaries during recent weeks.

His skill of presentation in this effort greatly exceeded my own attempts, and I was quick to call 
attention to this fact in my early morning post Friday the 26th. Again, (but perhaps to my rooftop eye 
only(?)) this post serves to prepare the reader for engaging in critical analysis as to whether such 
magnificent tales of great storerooms of "black gold" can stand upon their own firm legs in a real world 
historically shaped by human motivation. For reasons I have previously expressed (however poorly), it 
remains my objective view that such tall tales must have long bodies and necks because they certainly 
have no evolutionary (historical) legs to support them.

Randy (@ The Tower) (02/01/01; 16:36:19MT - usagold.com msg#: 47141)

Hello Trail Guide. Thanks once again for providing a well-lit walking tour through the past
In days past, when I finally chose to weigh in on the fanciful debate over the (un)likelihood of copious 
amounts of stockpiled "black gold" in existence in bunkers somewhere, I tried to put forth a focus on 
two elements that would satisfy any farmer regarding the veracity of such claims. (Why farmers? It has 
been my experience that a majority of farmers are endowed with common sense, and more importantly, 
they do not hesitate to use it!). I talked against the presence of massive black gold stockpiles due to 1) 



the many technical/logistical obstacles which do not support such levels of production in human 
history, and 2) the socio-political-economic realities of our ancestors which would not be conducive to 
the permanent suppression of any such easily and secretly mined wealth against exposure to the light of 
day--implying that the ancient chain of owners ALL denied themselves the improved life that would 
have come from spending what it was they held..."money". Not likely.

In conjunction with your #56, I hope that readers of your latest message come away with a clearer 
sense of the realities of point #2....that gold would not sit idle or hidden in those days if it could 
(and it COULD!) be used to purchase a better lifestyle. Truly, while human motivations remain 
similar through time, the socio-economic environment that we shape for ourselves has evolved, and 
with it, so too has evolved changes in our behaviors as guided by our unchanged human-creature 
motivations.

I am certain you have opened a door to greater understanding when you explained how the item 
selected to be spent for other goods was that item which would bring the best trade. For travellers on 
the road, the necessary convenience of gold dictated its superior performance and hence, its use, 
whereas in town, one would likely see a flourishing free-for-all "bartering" economy where gold 
needed not pass from hand to hand for each transaction.

The small parallel we might find helpful to draw is that modern times and commercial banking has 
given us all the "town" mentality whereby we set our gold aside as the function of our modern 
currencies allow us to bargain for the best trade for an improved lifestyle. But importantly, we must all 
recognize that there are distant towns that offer goods to improve our lifestyle, and also recognize that 
specialization/division of labor has helped to make us each "towns unto ourselves". It is in this sense, 
therefore, that it remains in our best interest today to hold these golden "hunks of metal" because as 
travellers in this modern-life environment we are ALWAYS "on the road" figuratively speaking.

But clearly, the problem many people seem to have with this concept is recognizing the necessary 
transitionary period we are in regarding a shift in popular western thought.

Thanks again for your sharing your considerable talents for elucidation.

It is quite common for unstable, overly cynical persons to seek out extraordinary explanations for 
ordinary events and conditions that seem to them like giant humans must seem to simple ants. But even 
so, it is extremely arrogant to believe that such enormous secret stockpiles of, to date, foregone wealth 
will be deployed in our time, in our "crisis," when it somehow remained hidden through so many 
generations faced with much more existential challenges than we face. It borders, in my honest opinion, 
on lunacy. 

I highly recommend reading Gold Trail Three - The Scenic Overview which, as Randy noted above, 
was written by FOA partly in response to all this "Black Gold" talk in the forum. There you may gain a 
much wider view that actually does have infinite resolution, founded on both logic and history. 

Finally, I will close with one last Thought for you. The actual quantity of the gold stock in the world 
doesn't matter nearly as much as its flow, or velocity, when it comes to storing value. In fact, the greater 
the stock relative to the same flow, the greater the price stability and therefore the greater the potential 

http://www.usagold.com/goldtrail/archives/goldtrailthree.html


value. Again, the greater the stock:flow, the better the store of value. (See: How Can We Possibly 
Calculate the Future Value of Gold?) So imagine, if you will, a single individual who controls an 
amount of gold equal to, but separate from, the known stockpile. Mr. X has 160,000 tonnes, and the rest 
of the world has another 160,000 tonnes. Mr. X is the de facto "King of the World." From a game 
theory perspective, what would be Mr. X's best move, at any given time in history, with his gold?

Sincerely,
FOFOA 

http://www.rumormillnews.com/KING%20OF%20THE%20WORLD.htm
http://fofoa.blogspot.com/2010/06/how-can-we-possibly-calculate-future.html
http://fofoa.blogspot.com/2010/06/how-can-we-possibly-calculate-future.html


Wednesday, June 19, 2013

Ohh nooo!!! Gold so low! 

Another day, in another time, gold had plunged to a 20-year low, plumbing the depths of $250 an ounce 
at the same time as the Dow was hitting a new all-time high of 11,300, even as astute followers, just 
like some that I have today, were then following Another and FOA. Some threw in the towel in disgust, 
some turned on the messenger, and everywhere you could cut the tension in the air with a knife.

I was following the thread of a particular (unrelated) discussion in the old USAGOLD forum archives 
(I do that occasionally) and I came across a few comments that reminded me of some of the recent 
comments here. So I picked out a few of them that I thought you might find interesting. 

I want to note a couple of things. The first is that I don't think we are seeing quite this level of 
desperation yet. I think another $100 lower and we might start seeing more of this kind of towel 
throwing. Also, note that these few days below marked the last time that physical gold would ever be 
that cheap. So the very time at which some who had been following A/FOA in real time were throwing 
in the towel was perhaps the best buying opportunity in all of history. If you understand why I, 
personally, welcome the recent decline, then that's something to keep in mind if the falling price of gold 
ever starts playing tricks on your mind. If you don't understand, then please feel free to ask in the 
comments and I'm sure that someone will direct you to some of the posts that explain my view. 

All of these comments came from this page, and they are just a few selections that I picked out 
especially for you today. :D

Skip 
Overcoming discouragement

http://www.usagdfa.com/1999/08.html
http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-AJE8LyXWHcU/UbgeurEcgwI/AAAAAAAAEug/RaOJ0Yga_6M/s1600/Mr_Bill.jpg


#11907
8/23/99; 22:59:27

I've avoided posting for some time because of discouragement. As of right now, I am regretting that I 
ever invested in gold or gold stocks. Something that is worse than losing hope and cutting your losses 
is losing hope and capital and then to have someone lift your hopes...only to have those hopes trashed, 
again and again and again and again and again and...endlessly trashed.

If I think of all the growth I could have had in the stock market rather than the losses in gold and gold 
stocks, it is almost sickening and totally depressing. Somehow I know that I'm not alone in feeling 
EXTREMELY depressed at this latest attack against the POG by the rich big boys. Somehow it seems 
very unholy to keep getting financially bled to death simply for making the right decisions at what 
SHOULD be the right time. Maybe I'm over-reacting, but I sure hope that GATA can help bring the 
POG back to at least its 20-year average. This current price level of gold and gold stocks is totally 
absurd and complete discouraging.

Long have many of us ardent goldbugs waited and waited and waited, witnessing almost every reason 
possible to trigger an upturn in the price of gold...only to see apparent collusion drive it down further.

I'm in too deep to sell, and too scared to buy anymore. Somehow I can't help but wonder whether I'll 
someday die in my old age with tens of thousands of worthless gold stocks and many ounces of 
worthless gold coins. Am I being somewhat paranoid? ...actually, I'm just plain TIRED of losing!!!

Can someone out there provide some GENIUNE hope for us disillusioned gold bugs? I'm so tired of 
the misinformation that prevails on both the internet and the news media that it's impossible to know 
WHO OR WHAT to believe anymore. Some of us would love to start overcoming discouragement, and 
I'm one of them.

--Skip 

The Stranger
Skip
#11909
8/23/99; 23:09:10

Boy, are you going to get a whole wave of responses on this one. I, for one, would be happy to address 
your predicament in the morning if you like, but, right now, I have to go to bed. For starters, however, 
let me suggest this: tell us more about what you have been through. Just how bad has it been? What do 
you own, and how long have you owned it? Don't worry about giving yourself away. Nobody here 
knows who you are. When I get up tomorrow, I hope to hear more about what you have been through. 
You will get lots of help here, but first, you need to talk.

Aristotle
Response to FOA
#11917
8/24/99; 4:22:15



[…]

Some people prefer to disregard the fact that the Gold market has spent 20 years coming to this point in 
time and price--a price that could NEVER exist now except under the special circumstances that have 
been put forward in many carefully considered posts. Some of these same people might suffer a bruised 
ego because their own careful and astute choice of Gold as an investment has yet to pay off huge in a 
timely fashion. Or else they might feel that Gold should be performing for them with obvious gains 
each and every day. Don't these people ever go home from work and sleep, or must they always be on 
the job and getting paid? My point is that "productivity" need not be an around-the-clock affair. As 
ANOTHER has said, "Gold will be repriced once in life, and that will be much more than enough." The 
bottom line is that you will either HAVE Gold when events turn, or you won't. It's that simple. As 
Beesting recently reminded us (or was it Turbohawg or ET?), this isn't just a showdown between the 
dollar and Gold. There's a whole world of currencies that have been suffering at the hands of their 
national dollar-debts.

[…]

Gold. Get you some. ---Aristotle

PS. for Skip: I don't know if this will help you out. Maybe it'll make you smile if nothing else. I had a 
chat with a friend the other day who was second guessing his Gold bullion investments after watching 
the price fall while the DOW powered upward in half frustration. He asked "What if I die with a drawer 
full of coins before the price of Gold goes higher?" (He's under 50 years) I laughed and said, "Then, 
congratulations!" I suggested to him that anyone who checks out with Gold coins remaining in his 
drawers (at any price) obviously had adequate means with which to meet his life's needs. Only a 
deathbed ego would consider any distinction between the remaining Gold weight and the Gold price 
during one's last breath. He laughed loud and hard and said that was for sure.

Aristotle
Skip, another thought for some additional perspective
#11932
8/24/99; 8:43:41

You said, "If I think of all the growth I could have had in the stock market rather than the losses in gold 
and gold stocks, it is almost sickening and totally depressing."

I don't believe a particularly infamous trader who was actively IN the markets had a single Gold 
investment. His name was Mark Barton, he lost half a million, and killed a dozen people. Just because 
you see the DOW index climb is no guarantee that your particular choice of stocks will be gaining too 
(unless you bought into an index fund.) I can't even begin to recall the vast number of times that I've 
heard the financial reporters announce decliners outnumbering advancing issues despite a higher DOW 
on the day.

Further, try to recall your original rationale for choosing your current suite of Judy's. (As in "Punch and 
Judy" shows...taking a beating. A term-use I coined to lighten my own dismay over a mistaken 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mark_O._Barton


purchase of a mining stock years ago that went south and now vies with postage stamps in value.) 
Chances are that whatever compelled you to make those decisions would constantly act to sway you to 
do so again, and are probably more compelling now than they were then. If you couldn't resist Gold or 
Gold stock purchases before, could you resist them now? Hopefully, as time has passed, you've come to 
see a distinction between owning a world class asset (Gold) versus stock in companies that try to earn a 
paper profit by mining for this world class asset. Don't get me wrong...I love mines (I have a 
professional attachment to them), but I'll never again make the mistake of investing in a paper 
generator when there is real money (Gold) to be claimed. As a productive person, I invest in myself and 
make (earn) my paper directly. Then I cash it in for Gold, month after month. It's a One Way Street for 
an enjoyable life. I never did enjoy fretting over whether IBM or AT&T would be the better performer. 
I AM the performer, and all that I ask of my money is that it really be money--payment-in-full.

Unlike some people that are fully invested in stocks, with Gold you actually have real savings. You are 
a sovereign individual, immune to the fiscal mismanagement of your nation's leaders. Also, think of the 
sector of the population that lives paycheck to paycheck, unable to dabble in the stock market, and 
unable to save either paper or Gold. Is their life for naught because they aren't "in" the stock market? 
Wouldn't they be thrilled to have an all-Gold savings? Travel to some other countries and your 
perspective will change in a hurry. Adopt the larger view, my friend. 

Gold. Don't work for anything less. ---Aristotle

FOA
Reply
#11935
8/24/99; 8:57:04

[…]

From my standpoint, most of the gold paper market will revert to forced cash settlement at the last 
trade! That's for long investors only because it's the inability of the shorts to deliver that will precipitate 
this. They will be taken out and shot because the CBs will be clearing the deals. If it's dropped to $100 
and established trading markets halted worldwide because of sudden delivery demands, everyone will 
settle at $100 cash and walk away! People that are waiting to sell their hedged gold into their 
counterparties (mines included ABX?? to the BBs) would have to sell their gold at the new settlement 
price. Remember, when big international bankers are in trouble on this grand of a scale, the rules are 
changed into the banks favor. Always has been, always will be.

Understand, that the BIS clears all trade in CB gold. If that gold is tied up in private Bullion Bank 
deals, it will come under their rule. The BIS tells the Government what needs to be done and the 
Governments tell the mines. In perspective, this will be happening in every industry, worldwide, not 
just gold. Everyone will lose some skin…

FOA
Comment
#11943
8/24/99; 9:47:21



---CoBra(too) (8/24/99; 9:08:34MDT - Msg ID:11936)
Endgame among not so clearcut adversaries?!?---

CB2,
Good point. I have one view for what you write:

-----So why hold on to bad debt paper scrip if the endgame between $/IMF and Euro/Bis was so clear-
cut policy as FOA feels, all along.---------

There is no possible way that the CBs could ever sell or unload all of those dollars. Presently they are 
held in the form of US treasury debt. It's owned by the CBs not their public / private interest. So, the 
CBs would not be looking to "spend" these reserves in the usual sense. They obtained these reserves as 
their local economy generated excess sales to the US (for them a trade surplus) and their private 
citizens wanted to hold local currency assets, not dollars. The Cbs printed Marks (example) and traded 
with their citizens for these excess dollars. Then they traded these dollars for US debt so as to earn 
interest. 

Now, exactly what good are these debt holdings as long as their country continues to carry a trade 
dollar surplus? Not much, if the locals don't want to hold dollar assets. In the end, if the CBs were to 
sell these treasury holdings it would crater the US debt markets long before any value was received. 
And, to add further, that value could only come from using the dollars to buy something. Now what 
does a Cb use its reserves to buy, cars, TVs, other currencies?? 

No, the only avenue to balance currency value is through the age old asset of gold. Indeed, if you 
already hold enough gold, one just uses the dollars to bid for gold until the dollars become worthless 
(price of gold spikes to the sky). Usually only the intention to bid is enough?

Yes, No? FOA

FOA
Reply
#11947
8/24/99; 10:20:59

---- Al Fulchino (8/24/99; 9:12:26MDT - Msg ID:11939)----
------what I was grasping for is the connection with this analogy to the gold industry is how the 
industry wasn't wary like OPEC with their own product. This manipulation could have been prevented 
had they OPEC'ed themselves. Do you agree?------

Al, it's true that the mining industry could have done a better job of managing their product. But, would 
they have been allowed to? Just prior to OPEC and the 1971 gold window close, all the major nations 
were still trying to work out a common ground with respect to gold. The price was so low that few 
mines were making anything more than subsistence. The governments were finding that they could no 
longer use gold as money because they needed to cheat on the currency. The US wanted the price of 
gold to run up so as to spike the oil price and obtain more local production. Something they couldn't do 



competing against the nickel a barrel ME producers. As gold rose, the mines didn't need any production 
agreements so no one sought one. Throughout the 80s everyone was expecting gold to regain its trend, 
so again , no need for collusion. It's only been in the 90s, especially during and right after the gulf war 
that the industry began to smell a rat. Hell, even two years ago, Another's Thoughts about manipulation 
were dismissed as crazy. Now, the industry sees they are in a battle for their lives as their asset is at the 
center of a realignment of world currencies. 

Truly, if gold is repriced high enough, as a competing currency, the falloff in jewelry demand will 
negate the need for any additional supply. At extreme prices, the CBs could supply the market for years 
to come without impairing their asset reserves. Production curbs on the mines could again restrict them 
to minimal profits even if gold was in the tens of thousands. A mess indeed.

FOA

Canuck
Sorry to all, I quit.
#11987
8/24/99; 18:40:45

Sorry to all, FOA, Aristotle, Aragorn, ET, Steve H., Gandalf, Peter A., The Scot, canamami. I'm done. 

We talk of an upward swing that I don't think is going to happen. We endless surmise on the 
possibilities, Sachs is 'working' 15 mt. and BOE is selling 25 mt. in 4 weeks, yadda,yadda. The USA 
gas 7,500 mt., BOE still has 680 mt., the IMF, the Swiss, many other CB's. The 'overhang' is monstrous 
compared to this 15mt. and 25mt here and there. Who is really going to control gold?? I don't 
understand the 'paper' end of it but I will take your word for it that it will blow up, and then 'physical' 
will rule. So then, you controls the 'physical', the holders with thousands of onzes or the one with 
thousands of tons? Did the 59 page article not allude to the fact that CB's WILL sell down the price of 
physical. Gold has been dropping for 20 years, if I am a country in need of quality, value-oriented 
reserves, given that it is 1999, do I want gold or do I want the currency of choice. Fifty years ago, gold 
was a 'reserve currency', today it is not. With today's global infrastructure I can 'switch' my reserves 
very quickly. Investors are 'switching' investments into Japanese equities, and tomorrow it might be 
England or Germany. Tell me why a federal bank needs to hold gold? Why does a central bank hold 
gold? For a few years now CB's WANTED USD as reserves because it represented stability and wealth.
And it is as plain as day that CB's want out.

In regards to the message above, I have read it 10 times and two phrases stand out, "all that I ask of my 
money is that it really be money--payment-in-full." I'm investing in gold and I'm not getting paid in 
full, I feel brutally sorry for for the folks who have been investing in golds for years and years. I wish 
gold a turnaround for their sake. Secondly," Adopt the larger view, my friend" confuses me. I think the 
CB 'overhang' is the larger view.

Again, I apologize to all, I am throwing in the towel, I wish all gold investors multitudes of luck and 
fortunes, I won't be there; perhaps I am scared, short of time, impatient, 'fiat' hungry, I don't know. But 
again best of luck, sincerely.



Canuck

SteveH
Canuck
#12003
8/24/99; 20:58:06

You will be missed. We all feel your pain. I would offer that the pain is most always the greatest before 
change, but we all live our own lives to our own rythm.

Good luck. Keep in touch.

FOA
I'll be back later.
#12004
8/24/99; 21:06:47

----Cavan Man (08/24/99; 20:06:51MDT - Msg ID:11996)
FOA
I see there are a couple of posts here this evening that are not pro-gold and perhaps for good reason(s). 
Do you have a repartee?-----

CM,
Yes, it is sad when someone gets hit without a clear knowledge of why. Unfortunately there will be 
more of this because investors are unprepared for the times ahead. We could see gold go through 
tremendous swings as this is unwound. 

Long term booms (20 years +??) always die with major losses inflicted on the most leveraged 
positions. Add to this a once in a century destruction in the most popular currency, and we produce an 
economic earthquake the likes of which no one has ever seen. 

Most investors retain their life savings in a fully invested mode and would not get off these train tracks 
if they saw two engines coming. They will stay there because it's impossible for them to believe they 
occupy the wrong position! Who can lay blame or call them fools? These typical western savers have 
been educated to believe in a money system that serves no purpose, except a medium of exchange. Yet, 
they perceive that all of their assets are correctly valued by this system.

The gold market suffers the same fate. The same ideals that hold us in bank accounts, using credits to 
indicate what is on deposit, also drive us to invest in gold assets that must be sold to realize a profit. 
Modern gold bugs travel from bank accounts into paper gold and back into the same bank accounts. All 
the while pointing out the weakness of the system, yet needing the same system to keep score. Without 
the modern paper gold market, gold bugs, as we know them are lost to place a value on their holdings. 
That is why they gravitate into familiar gold holdings. Ones that still retain some connection to their 
paper currency. Mine stocks (and various option / futures) are a likely choice as they sit squarely upon 
the financial system we know most. 



Great swings in asset preference always bring monumental profits. However, these profits will be 
shared by only a very few. And those few will have to endure gut wrenching blows to their assets when 
this storm hits. Gold will by no means be safe and it will not be secure. But in comparison to every 
other form of wealth, it will be the most well-known and sought after asset on the planet. 

I think, many will be weeded out from this market as events unfold. Most of them never expected the 
fluctuations occurring now and they would be horrified at what may come. However, what they retreat 
into will be completely cleaned out. Completely! As for those that are sharp enough to buy when the 
proverbial blood is running in the streets? Time and events will prove that they were not as smart or 
quick as they thought.

Having said that, paper gold may rally, gold stocks could storm up and physical could just sit there. But 
that won't be the end of it and such an action would simply draw more into the fire. I remain steadfast 
to what Another once said: 

"when a thousand hungry lions fight over one scrap of food small dogs should hide with what's in their 
belly" 

This dog is well fed with gold and hidden deep in its history. Thanks FOA

The Stranger
The Post With No Name
#12005
8/24/99; 21:34:29

Last night, somebody calling himself Skip posted a sad commentary of his experience in the gold 
market and issued a plaintiff call for reassurance from this Forum. Tonight, Canuck, in an act hardly 
anybody could fault him for, suddenly jumped up and made a run for the exits. The last time we were at 
these price levels (and after years of pie-in-the-sky forecasts) ANOTHER and FOA suddenly reversed 
themselves and announced that the POG was very likely to collapse. And now, just to be sure we are all 
scared as hell, Farfel shows up tonight to remind us that the world economy is about to slip down a 
blackhole, taking gold with it, of course. (Needless to say, I think such pronouncements are as looney 
as they are facile.) But there must be something about $250/oz. that brings out the fear in even gold's 
most devoted enthusiasts.

Forgive me for being presumptuous, but I think times like these are apt to be hardest on those who have 
the least confidence in their own research. I doubt anybody here has a higher proportion of his own 
assets in gold or gold-related investments than I do. Yet, I have absolute confidence in my position. 
There is a worldwide reinflation taking place. It is quantifiable here in the U.S. It is, in fact, 
quantifiable in many countries around the globe. It is the very reason, in fact, the FOMC raised rates 
today (despite having committed three coupon passes in the last month). One doesn't need to be a PhD. 
in economics to understand the meaning of these things. But, because it takes time for the masses to 
come around, one needs to have patience.

I think it was Ben Franklin who advised never putting all of one's eggs in the same basket. But 
somebody else must have said, if you ever want to get rich, putting most of your eggs in one basket is 



just about what you're going to have to do. The trick is to watch the basket. I don't know who might 
have said that, but, whoever he was, he convinced me. Apparently, he also convinced Bill Gates, 
Aristotle Onassis, Michael Dell, J. Paul Getty, etc., etc. etc... None of those guys ever gave a darn about 
classic portfolio theory, and, frankly, neither do I.

I have always been a "plunger". When I find the right thing to do, I just can't bring myself to do much 
of anything else. But, over the years, my efforts have paid off handsomely. That's why, as much 
empathy as I feel for someone like Skip, I also feel respect. No, I don't know what he owns or when he 
bought it. I also don't know how much homework he did before he risked his money. But I know this: 
Skip had a dream once that I can relate to. He wanted to be rich and he had the courage it takes to get 
there. Now, that's my kind of guy.

Skip, if you are still out there, remember these simple words: If at first you don't succeed, try, try again. 
You may be having a low moment, buddy, but the future belongs to people like you. You will learn 
from this and go on to do great things with your investments. Believe me.

And as for you, Canuck, get a good night's sleep, my friend. Tomorrow is another day!

Skip
The Stranger 
(08/24/99; 21:34:29MDT - Msg ID:12005)
#12020
8/24/99; 23:26:52

I'm still out here, and have frequently lurked on this forum although I rarely post.

True, gold approaching the low $250 range struck fear in my heart, as I've been bleeding financially all 
the way from the high $300 range down to the present pits of despair. Nonetheless, my concern is how 
much lower gold will go before it finally turns, and whether or not I can hang onto what stocks and 
coins I currently own before the POG returns to at least normal levels. I'm building a cash account 
through working two jobs and very long hours in case such a slush fund is needed to get me through the 
next few months without having to liquidate at great loss.

I'm sorry for Canuck that he threw in the towel. Also, I do appreciate your praise of my courage... and I 
once heard that the TRUE test of courage is having the ability to do the right thing during a time of 
fear. Right now, I believe that keeping my gold and gold stocks IS THE RIGHT THING TO DO.

My thanks to all who have responded to my posting from last night.

Sincerely, Skip

FOA
Comment
#12064
8/25/99; 11:29:26



---------The Stranger (08/24/99; 21:34:29MDT - Msg ID:12005)
The Post With No Name
Last night, somebody calling himself Skip posted a sad commentary of his experience in the gold 
market and issued a plaintiff call for reassurance from this Forum. Tonight, Canuck, in an act hardly 
anybody could fault him for, suddenly jumped up and made a run for the exits. The last time we were at 
these price levels (and after years of pie-in-the-sky forecasts) ANOTHER and FOA suddenly reversed 
themselves and announced that the POG was very likely to collapse. And now, just to be sure we are all 
scared as hell, Farfel shows up tonight to remind us that the world economy is about to slip down a 
black hole, taking gold with it, of course. (Needless to say, I think such pronouncements are as looney 
as they are facile.) -------------
(to see the rest, read his post)

What do we conclude from the above post? Stranger, I appreciate your presenting your thoughts and 
perceptions. They validate my own perceptions of how westerners feel about gold. I also used to read 
Another's Thoughts as an observer when they were presented by someone else. The one common 
thread in all of them was his council to buy only gold, physical gold. Yet, it never failed to impress me 
that every time those considerations were given, all discussion immediately turned to buying gold 
options, futures and mine stocks. It was like an automatic response that was ingrained in investor 
psychology from years of indoctrination. Your conclusions fit the same pattern.

Why is it that professional brokers and investment councilors in this country lead the public to this 
end? Is it because they have no depth of history to draw from or is it that they have "no fear" of losing 
others' money? Mention that gold may rise and could become a bedrock for your life savings and not 
one paper pusher tells his clients to buy real gold. Yet, we let the facts speak for themselves. The gold 
price having fallen from manipulation has literally destroyed a large percentage of portfolios invested 
primarily in gold stocks. Some of these mine stocks have gone to zero and are in bankruptcy, never to 
return. 

All the way down Another (and later myself from association) said to buy gold for the long haul 
because in the long term it may go very high. Then in typical like form, traders said buy gold stocks for 
the long term also. Don't listen to Another, it will never go that high and with these paper items you 
will get rich if it only goes up $100 bucks! Indeed, leverage ruled the day all the way down with little 
regard to the fact that the "little guy" could lose it all with no hope to run for the final payoff. Now, 
here at $250 gold, Another presents a case for the destruction of the pricing market mechanism 
and still says, buy gold for the long haul. A concept, I might add that fundamentally offers the 
most bullish case for physical gold, while posing a worst case scenario for mine stocks. Yet, 
intelligent thinkers and admitted white collar investment professionals, such as yourself, lay the blame 
of loses to mine stock investors at the doorstep of physical gold advocates. 

The whole philosophical reasoning for buying physical gold was always to negate the possible total 
loses to ones assets from a breakdown of the world's modern derivatives pricing system. A system that 
spans our entire financial structure, not just gold. Even with this risk in mind, I submit that it is still the 
current system advocates that present a "pie in the sky" council to new, unseasoned savers. Just as you 
use Bill Gates and other "risk takers" to portray an "American Spirit" of "plunging in", it hides the 
hideous failure rate inherent such accomplishments. Had Skip not listened to the sirens song of great 



wealth, he would still have had a chance today to benefit from a centuries old investment, real gold. So 
consider this, the next time you drum the march for the average person's savings to the tune of "paint 
your wagon and come along". For myself and many others, long term playback and asset safety are 
more important to our family than the bragging rights of day traders.

Please continue. (frown) FOA

The Stranger
Sorry, FOA
#12068
8/25/99; 13:46:23

I didn't make the point to offend you. My intent was merely to share my confidence in the gold market 
at a time when people were obviously getting nervous.

As to your comments about white collar professionals and "westerners", I suppose you mean well. I 
would emphasize, however, that, out of respect for our host, I have specifically avoided discussing the 
merits of stocks vs. coins. I intend to keep it that way.

Finally, as to who is misleading whom, all of our (your's and mine) posts are a matter of record. I hope 
I need say no more.

Farfel
Five Lessons I Have Learned Late in Life as a FORMER Goldbug
#12069
8/25/99; 13:47:35

1) With the exception of Barrick Gold, ALL gold mining companies are run today by maleducated, sub-
moronic, good ol'boys from Hicksville. After all, just take a look at all the formerly unhedged gold 
producers who finally decided to hedge today some $200 an ounce below Barrick's hedges. True idiots! 
Talk about shooting yourself in the golden foot! Oh, well, what the hell, might as well tank the gold 
price another 100 bucks or so.

[…]

2) Unlike other commodity producers (like OPEC), there is ZERO co-operation amongst gold 
producers... and so they are doomed to die their own individual respective, deaths (except for Barrick 
Gold).

These guys couldn't get together to throw a birthday party, let alone figure out how to coordinate a de 
facto cartel designed to curtail gold production and enhance the gold price...

3) All Gold mining company managements operate on automatic pilot, following a pre-determined path 
to oblivion (excepting Barrick Gold)…

4) There is NO notable difference between South African golds or North American golds or Antarctica 



______________

I included portions of Farfel's comment above because I thought it was funny. In fact, gold mining 
stocks were sucking so horribly on 8/25/99 that I thought it would be interesting to take a look at how 
some of them are doing today after having almost 14 years to recover alongside a gold price that has 
risen 550%. Barrick (ABX) appears to be the worst of the bunch (at least of the ones that I looked up). 
It is one of the largest gold mining companies in the world, yet its share price is the same today as it 
was at gold's lowest bottom in 34 years. Barrick was $18.52 on the day that Farfel wrote that comment, 
and today it's $18.90. Why's that, you ask? Well, for one thing, in 2009 Barrick diluted its shares in 
order to essentially spend $5B of its shareholders' money to buy back those hedges that Farfel was 
raving about. ;D

Sincerely,
FOFOA



Saturday, June 29, 2013

Snapshot Day 

Yesterday was Snapshot Day at the ECB. It's the day that the ECB takes a snapshot of the current price 
of the four "foreign currencies" that populate the Eurosystem's reserves. They take this snapshot at the 
end of each quarter for the purpose of the quarterly revaluation of their reserve assets. Marked to 
market (or MTM) reserves was one of the founding principles of the euro.

The four snapshots are:

Gold
USD (US dollar)
JPY (Japanese yen)
SDR (Special drawing rights)

Each snapshot is recorded as the unit's price relative to the euro because the Eurosystem's reserves are 
all reported as denominated in euro. So even dollar reserves are reported as a euro-denominated value. 
And just for the record, gold is both the first line on their balance sheet and also the top snapshot 
reported. I don't know if this is intended to imply the order of importance… well, yes I do. ;D

If you'd like to read more about this, I recommend any of the following posts as a good place to start:

RPG Update #4
Euro Gold
Reference Point: Gold - Update #1

If there's any doubt as to the importance of gold on the Eurosystem's balance sheet, last quarter gold 
constituted more than 63% of the Eurosystem's reserves. That means that dollars, yen and SDRs 
combined made up less than 37% of the reserves. 

We won't know yesterday's precise snapshot until next Wednesday when they release their quarterly 

http://fofoa.blogspot.com/2011/01/reference-point-gold-update-1.html
http://fofoa.blogspot.com/2011/07/euro-gold.html
http://fofoa.blogspot.com/2011/10/rpg-update-4.html
http://4.bp.blogspot.com/-6juS0iR6tcw/Uc6rUMM58lI/AAAAAAAAExg/JtOPjWZKImI/s500/snapshot.jpg


ConFinStat (Consolidated financial statement of the Eurosystem). But we know it should be 
somewhere between €914.39 and €948.33. At some point during the day, someone at the ECB noted the 
current price of gold in euro and wrote it on a form. They don't use the London fix price, and the time 
at which they take it seems to vary. In April, they took the snapshot very close to the AM fix. But many 
other times I've noticed it's closer to the PM fix. 

In any case, yesterday's AM fix was €921.889 and the PM fix was €914.391. Shortly after the PM fix 
yesterday, the euro price of gold rallied up, ending the week at €948.33. It would be a bit unusual for 
them to take a snapshot long after the PM fix, so I will guess it will be around €920. 

I have made a simple chart of all of the quarterly snapshots since year end 2001, when the bull-run 
began and the ECB launched its new notes and coins. For the purpose of this chart, I'm using 
yesterday's high of €948.33 rather than what I think it will actually be, just so you can see how 
shocking even the least-shocking possible snapshot will be. 

As you can see from the graph, the last time they had a gold snapshot lower than this was April 2, 2010, 
more than three years ago. Just for fun, let's compare the other snapshots from April 2010 with April 
2013 to see if the USD, JPY and SDR fluctuate as wildly as gold.

2010:

Gold: EUR 823.132 per fine oz.

USD: 1.3479 per EUR

JPY: 125.93 per EUR

Special drawing rights: EUR 1.1265 per SDR

2013:
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Gold: EUR 1,251.464 per fine oz.

USD: 1.2805 per EUR

JPY: 120.87 per EUR

Special drawing rights: EUR 1.1698 per SDR

For the US dollar, that's a 5% change. For the yen it's 4%. And for the SDR it's less than 4%. Yet gold, 
because traders think of it as just another commodity rather than a monetary reserve, changed price by 
52% over the same three-year time frame! And now it's down 25% in just one quarter. 

There's a point here, but I'm more inclined to let you figure it out for yourselves than to spell it out for 
you. Somehow, gold ended up in two different worlds at the same time. One which fluctuates wildly in 
concert with all other commodities, and another one of great monetary significance and relative 
stability most of the time. Just think about which of these worlds gold actually belongs in, and how it 
can possibly escape the other one, while you watch this short video presentation:

Video: One of These Things

That video is from my post Fallacies – 1. Paper Gold is just like Paper Anything in case you would like 
to explore that question a little bit further. ;D 

_______________

On December 8, 2010, at the bottom of my post Freegold in the Proper Perspective, just for fun I put up 
a poll for my readers to vote on two contenders for a Freegold theme song. The origin of that poll was 
an email from Aristotle who, if you don't know, was one of the main contributors while Another and 
FOA were posting, so he's been following this for as long as anyone. 

Anyway, he had this song 'Firework' by Katy Perry come across his screen and he thought it made a 
great Freegold theme song. He emailed me on Dec. 2, and at that time almost no one had yet heard the 
song. It was just starting to get airplay and it had just been featured in Victoria's Secret video, which is 
how it happened to come across Ari's screen. ;D 

He thought the imagery in the Victoria's Secret video was particularly "golden", but more importantly, 
he thought the lyrics were great for those who understand what Freegold means on all levels. Here, 
judge for yourself:

Video: Katy Perry Fireworks Lyrics

The reason I bring this up is because he followed that Katy Perry email up with another one that also 
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made reference to the song, as well as to his favorite series of movies. Here's part of that second email:

For the past half-decade, many international policy stirrings gave every indication to me 
that 2010 was to be the targeted year for assertively rolling forth the freegold paradigm. But 
as I've said previously, I feel that the ongoing financial crisis that began with the subprime 
fiasco has caused instability of such magnitude that the central bankers have been forced to 
delay briefly and "play it safe" -- one does not dare rock the boat (if there remains any 
choice in deciding the matter) when the financial waters have become so turbulent and 
choppy. As for the new timeframe, I'd say that the reported EU plan "to make private bond 
holders shoulder some of the pain from any sovereign debt restructuring after mid-2013" is 
as good an indication of a benchmark as any I've seen. Plus, that timing nicely 
accommodates my additional view -- embracing a culturally significant standpoint -- that 
the December 2013 conclusion to The Hobbit will forever cement the desire for gold into 
the minds of all western moviegoers, resulting in a perfect storm of the golden variety. ;-)

On the point of the midyear "benchmark" mentioned above, it's almost spookily funny that 
the song lyrics mention "You just gotta ignite the light and let it shine; Just own the night 
like the Fourth of July". Indeed -- 2013. (Or sooner, if *necessity* precludes all freedom of 
choice in the matter!)

--Ari

Now obviously the specific timing of July 4, 2013 and the Hobbit reference were made in jest, but as I 
mentioned in my New Year's Day post, Ari has been closely following everything written by the central 
bankers in particular for more than a decade. And he's also one of the smartest people I've met in more 
than a decade, so I don't take anything he says lightly. 

With that in mind, as the dawn of 2013 was approaching, I decided it would be fun to put the only 
timing prediction I'd ever seen him make to the test. I'm sure he was less enthused about this than I 
was, but I thought it would be fun! I suppose it's not really fair to call it a timing prediction, because it 
wasn't, and it was also made in private by email. So it was more like a working hypothesis that he 
shared with me way back in 2010. And this is actually a much better way to view it because, not only is 
it more fair to Ari, but also because I had an observable phenomenon that I could use to test the 
hypothesis once every three months. Snapshot Day! 

About five months before the Katy Perry email, Ari sent another email that also inspired a post. That 
one was the very simple observation that the price action in gold behaved strangely around Snapshot 
day on 7/2/10. The implication I took from his email was that, perhaps, there might be some "official 
support" at play in the gold market. 

Then, again, on 12/30/11, I took note of some more strange behavior around Snapshot Day. So in this 
post on 12/26/12, I proposed that we watch the upcoming 2013 year-end Snapshot Day for any sign of 
official support. The thing was, the price of gold in euro was already languishing at €1,255.94, down 
9% or €121.48 from the October snapshot. So it was a prime opportunity to watch for any mysterious 
levitation surrounding Snapshot Day that might imply "official support" was still underway, even 
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though 2013 had finally arrived. 

In anticipation of no support, I went ahead and dubbed 2013 "Year of the Window" on New Year's Day, 
meaning "window of opportunity for Freegold transition." Snapshot Day was on January 4th, and while 
it did come in a little bit higher at €1,261, it ultimately proved inconclusive based on my criteria. So we 
watched… for any sign… which way would it go? Was the window open or not? Decisively up—
window not open. Decisively down—window may be open. The rest, as they say, is history. ;D 

So here's that shocking chart once again, this time using €920 which is my guess. Decisive? Window 
open? Window closed? You decide:

If you'd like to read more of my ramblings about the Year of the Window, I recommend these posts in 
this order:

1. Happy New Year!
2. The Two-Legged Dog
3. Legs
4. Checkmate 

Happy Independence Day, everyone! 

Sincerely,
FOFOA
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Tuesday, July 23, 2013

The Funeral 

Over the weekend I attended a gathering of my whole extended family. It was a funeral. At dinner after 
the funeral, one relative whom I had gotten heavily into gold back in the $7 & $800s of late 2008/early 
2009 cornered me and asked me what I thought of the recent gold price decline. He doesn't know that I 
have a blog. Actually, no one in my extended family does. 

I assured him that I am not concerned about the price action as evidenced by a recent gold purchase and 
no sales of any of my gold. He told me that he hasn't sold any either and he's not that worried because 
it's still much higher than when he purchased it. I told him that I had a theory about the decline and he 
asked what it was. I told him it was a little too complicated to explain while whispering at the corner of 
a crowded dinner table. Then he explained to me that he thinks someone is manipulating the price. 

He relayed a story that he has already told me a couple other times about how he used to invest in or 
trade commodity contracts back in the 70s or 80s (I'm not sure exactly when it was). In particular, he 
liked to play in sugar back then. He explained how he would buy "sugar contracts" and how the big 
players had many ways to manipulate the crops, the reporting of the crops, the supply lines etc… 
(reminded me of Trading Places). He had actually been quite lucky in sugar as it went his way and he 
made a big profit, but since then he has decided that he was just lucky for being on the right side of a 
manipulation meant to screw someone much bigger than him on the other side.

Then he asked me about my theory again. I don't have many opportunities to practice a simple, short 
explanation, so I took the bait the second time using his story as a launchpad. Here's what I told him. 

I explained that the fundamental purpose of what he was doing back when he was buying sugar 
contracts, whether he understood it or not, was to be kind of a "shock absorber" between the producers 
and the users of the actual physical commodity. Anyone who invests in, trades or speculates in the 
paper proxies for these commodities, contracts in particular, is ensuring relative price and supply 
stability for those who deal in the real item, both the hard working producers and the hungry 
consumers. 

This can be a little confusing because he probably thought that, by buying sugar contracts for profit, he 
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was actually competing against the users of sugar and putting additional pressure on the producers. He 
probably imagined himself as a player in amongst those who create and use the real physical item. But 
what he was actually doing was joining a pool of traders and speculators who will take upon 
themselves any price shocks that occur, leaving the real users to their mostly-pleasant existence. 
Among that pool of speculators there will of course be winners and losers. Meanwhile, the real users 
are all winners in that they weren't interested in sugar for its profit potential from price and supply 
volatility, but for its usefulness as a food product. 

Using my hands I showed him how we have the sugar growers and producers on one side, and we have 
the sugar consumers on the other side. And then in the middle we have the traders and speculators like 
he was doing who absorb any shocks in the supply line by claiming the profits and losses from 
volatility for themselves. These speculators deliver price stability to the producers on one side (by 
giving them a financial market in which to hedge their production income) and supply stability to the 
consumers on the other side (by keeping the price to the end user commensurate with the current 
supply flow). 

There is also the warehouseman who adjusts which commodity and how much of the real, physical 
commodity he stores in his warehouse according to the basis—the changing level of the contango (and 
occasional backwardation) created by the speculators. The warehouseman is on the same side as the 
producers supplying the market rather than being in the middle with the traders and speculators 
because, like the producers, he avoids the price volatility by simply acting upon the immediate income 
guaranteed by the difference between present and future prices offered by the speculators. Whenever 
there is slack in the supply line, he takes up that slack by expanding the inventory in his warehouse 
while earning an income from the speculators that resembles a fee for storing the product for a period 
of time. 

Likewise, when there is no slack in the supply line signaling demand that is greater than new 
production and which is reflected by a low or nonexistent contango (fee for storing the product paid by 
the speculators), the warehouseman drains his inventory by selling into the tight flow and relatively 
high demand. I say relatively high demand because, in the case of commodities like sugar, rather than 
being a sudden spike in demand, it is actually a drop in new supply often caused by normal seasonal 
changes, but sometimes caused by unexpected things like bad weather which can destroy a whole 
season's crop. But to the consumer, the shock of a sudden reduction in supply is absorbed by the 
warehouseman who is able to provide this service because of the financial basis provided by the traders 
and speculators in the contract market. 

Once my relative had this picture in his mind and understood where he fit into the picture back when he 
was "trading sugar contracts," I switched to gold. I explained that gold doesn't need this pool of traders 
and speculators acting as a shock absorber in between those who deal in the real metal for its primary 
useful purpose. Because gold isn't consumed like other commodities, there is always plenty of supply at 
the right price and therefore no essential need for either producers of new gold or warehousemen 
reacting to a basis derived from paper proxy trading. 

But even though gold is different from all of the other commodities, I explained, we still have this same 
basic structure today (using my hands again) with the producers and warehousemen (the bullion banks) 
on one side, the end users of the real metal on the other side, and the traders and speculators in the 



middle. Then I explained to him that "my theory" was that the recent price decline was actually just the 
death throes of this basic structure. Because this structure is not necessary for gold, and because it still 
exists today, what we are seeing in the price decline is this whole middle area (using my hands again) 
of paper proxy trading going down. But this, I explained, has little to do with the real item on either 
side, which I told him is why he bought physical gold coins instead of any kind of paper gold 
substitutes back in 2008. 

There are something like 5 ½ billion ounces of already-mined gold in the world, so after this basic 
commodity structure disappears in the case of gold, the owners of that tremendous and overwhelming 
stock of gold will become the suppliers replacing what is more of a one-way commodity-like supply 
flow today. So, unlike with sugar where you need a constant new supply on one side because the real 
product is consumed on the other side, with gold this one-way flow is unnecessary since the real "end-
use" of gold is to hold it and then, at some point later, to sell it to someone else. 

So the "end users" of gold actually appreciate the relative tightness in new supply that tends to increase 
the price over time and ultimately turns them into suppliers sometime later. It is a virtuous loop that is 
not in need of a shock-absorbing pool of traders and speculators like the one-way flow of commodities 
that get consumed either by industry or consumers. And that, I explained, is my explanation for the 
declining price of these tradable paper proxies. This basic commodity market structure is not needed 
for gold and I interpret the recent dramatic price decline as a sign that the "market-organism" is in the 
process of phasing it out. 

I explained that the dramatic price drop was kind of like "bad weather" to the gold mining companies 
and that, as you'd expect in this commodity-style market structure, there are indications that the 
warehousemen are now draining their inventories so that we, the end-users, don't feel the tightness in 
the supply flow. But far from this plunge in the price indicating the funeral for gold-the-metal, the 
evidence says that it's merely the funeral for the commodity-like structure of the outdated gold market. 

Whoever is sitting on those 5 ½ billion ounces of already-mined gold, including the central banks, is 
apparently not casting it into the streets in disgust. It's apparently mainly the holders of paper gold 
promises doing the casting, and that's why the price crashed. So what we appear to be watching is the 
failure of a general market structure that was misprescribed in the first place. 

I explained that my view of this is not based solely on gold theory and a narrow view on only the gold 
market, but instead it comes from a comprehensive thesis that also reveals many other "stress fractures" 
appearing right now that support the idea that a major change is unfolding. And that, I told him, is why 
I'm still buying physical gold even as others are selling their paper gold and mining shares in disgust. 

I told him that what I expect is an almost-overnight revaluation in physical gold. He asked how high I 
thought it could go. I said that he would laugh if I told him, but that it was quite high. Then he brought 
up $10 per gallon gasoline. So I had to explain that I wasn't talking about $5,000 gold with $10 per 
gallon gas. I said that right now an ounce of gold could buy 12 or 13 barrels of oil but that I expect it to 
buy MUCH more after the revaluation. 

So, in conclusion, I told him that the counterintuitive conclusion that kept me buying physical gold 
even as the price declined dramatically was that the price action reveals the rejection or phasing out of 



the current commodity market structure of the gold market which, in my view, will lead to this 
revaluation in the actual physical item which will reform the physical gold supply line from a one-way 
flow into a virtuous circular loop where the "end users" are also the majority suppliers, but at a much 
higher value relative to everything else. I can't say that his head exploded all over the dinner table, 
because it didn't, but he did change the subject at that point. ;D 

Sincerely,
FOFOA

PS. It is tempting to think about the various indicators that we observe as the cause of what we expect 
to happen, but I don't think about them in that way. Instead, I think about them as being similar to the 
gravitational effects we can see that let us know that a black hole exists even though we can never see 
or fully understand the black hole itself. These things we watch are simply a few of the visible 
symptoms of a vastly more complex yet invisible black hole. 

I came across a couple of paragraphs in a book last night that, to me, resonated with my view of the 
unknowable complexity that must underlie what we see happening today, and I wanted to share them 
with you:

"Not everything that happens during the day is an omen portending a good or evil 
development in the future, but everything has meaning to one degree or another, for the 
world is an ever-weaving tapestry from which no thread can be pulled without destroying 
the integrity of the cloth. The breadth of Creation makes it impossible for us to step back 
far enough to see the story that the tapestry tells; the intricacy of it, from the macro to the 
micro to the subatomic, makes it impossible for us to comprehend the megatrillions of 
connections between the threads in just one small fragment of the whole. 

Yet there are uncanny moments when each of us recognizes that the surface of events is just 
what the word denotes, a surface under which lie layers beyond counting, that what's really 
happening is always more than what appears to be happening, that the apparent meaning 
of an event is only the smallest part of its fullest meaning. In such moments, most people—
wise or foolish, simple or smart—truly feel the wonder of the world and perceive 
poignantly but briefly that at the heart of our existence lie mysteries so supremely grand in 
character that we cannot comprehend them in this life. The tendency then is to treat this 
revelation as an aberration, to react with fear or pride, or both, and to attribute the 
experience to mere confusion, stress, one glass of wine too many, one glass of wine too few, 
or any of the innumerable unlikely causes." 
–Dean Koontz

PPS. If the current commodity-like gold market structure is being "put down" by the market-organism 
as I think it is, would you view that as a natural death or as more of an execution? 



Wednesday, August 14, 2013

My Candid View – Part 1 

"Importing more than you export means lots of empty containers. That visual manifestation of our trade deficit is what
drivers see as they pass the Port of New York and New Jersey on the New Jersey Turnpike. In the first eight months of 2010,

the port saw the equivalent of 700,000 more full 20-foot containers enter than leave. 

45% of containers exported from port operator APM Terminals’ Port Elizabeth facility (part of the Port of New York and
New Jersey) are empty, a reflection of the trade imbalance." Source

_________

Ten days from now marks the 5-year anniversary of the day I started this little blog. On that day I had 
no idea where it would lead. All I knew was that I had stumbled upon a view very different from 
everything else I'd been reading, and yet I couldn't find anyone, anywhere on the various existing 
forums, who wanted to talk about it. Even its source, where I found it, the USAGold forum, had banned 
such discussions at least two years earlier and they even deleted my new "FOFOA" posting account 
when I tried to bring it up. So I started my own free "blogspot" and simply started talking to myself in 
an open public forum where others could join me if they found the discussion worthwhile.

Five years later and my blog has more than 400 posts, 52,000 comments (2,600 of which are mine), and 
more than 5 ½ million views. I guess that means a few people found the discussion worthwhile! ;D 

I realize that I haven't been posting much lately, so to make up for that, and to celebrate the 5th 
anniversary of the blog, I'm going to put up a new one every day for the next ten days! I know that this 
will be way more than you want or need, but I'm sure that you'll survive the trauma of so many 
posts. ;D 

Just because I've been quiet on the blog doesn't mean I haven't been busy explaining my view. Yes, 
there are, indeed, still people who want to know what I think. In fact, a producer from the cable news 
network RT America contacted me last month seeking an interview on the subject of my blog, 
Freegold. If I wasn't interested in being interviewed, she asked if I could recommend someone who 
would be. So I asked a couple of people who I thought would do well and Edwardo agreed to do it. 

After Edwardo agreed to do the interview, I spent some time emailing with him, answering questions 
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he had about my view on various topics. What I'm going to share with you over the next ten days are 
my emails, not only with Edwardo who I'll get to in a few days, but with six other people as well, all 
from the last 30 days or so. 

This is my candid view as I explained it to a few of my top supporters who asked me for my thoughts. 
It will cover a whole host of subjects including hyperinflation, GOFO and backwardation, GLD, 
whether or not local coin shortages are related to tightness in the overall physical flow, discerning 
between the inevitable and the speculative, the past, present and future as I view it, gold mining in 
Freegold, the utter disconnect between the price of gold and the physical market today, the basic 
structure of the physical market and how its connection to the price will be reestablished, and even how 
I foresee the revaluation unfolding. It's more than 80 pages of mind-bending views, so just beware of 
the potential for exploding heads. ;D 

Other than the obvious ones, all names will be redacted to protect the innocent and guilty alike, and 
also to save me from having to get permission from everyone to post these. The formatting will be 
simple: 

If I include someone's email to me, it will be indented like this.

"And if I quote from someone's email within my reply, it will be italicized with quotation marks like 
this." 

So without further ado, here you go:

Hello FOFOA,

I don't really want to ask this question on the public forum as it is an odd tangent my mind 
has traveled....so if you have time let me know your thoughts. You have probably addressed 
something similar to this a few times in various posts. You can point me towards them if 
you wish. If you haven't I'm sure your thoughts on the matter will help shape mine in a way 
that I feel more comfortable with.

My issue is with all the talk on the blog of Hyper-inflation in the US lately. My mind 
always starts wandering towards this being far less likely than many think. There are 
several factors that weigh in my mind, though my understanding is still very limited in my 
opinion. I'm the type of person that can't go on learning until a nagging question is 
answered.

So here are my thoughts. Though we (the US) are currently running a major trade deficit 
and fiscal deficit this seems a lot more like it is by choice and a lot less by necessity. I look 
at things like policing the world with our military, foreign aid, and not drilling for oil (at 
least not as much as we could) as big examples (but not the only ones) of a country that has 
a loose belt because it chooses to. Heck maybe it is even understood and requested by the 
rest of the world that we run major deficits on purpose to keep the global monetary system 
stable. Isn't this the Triffin dilemma at work? If foreign nations are aware of and believe in 
the Triffin dilemma then maybe they expect the United States to police the world, provide 



foreign aid, and not become a net exporter of goods. If we tighten our belt here at home the 
phone probably starts ringing off the hook from the ROW. Hasn't every global recession 
followed a US surplus or US economic slow down? Lets just zoom in on our military for a 
second. I think it is fair to say that most of what we value in this world depends on the 
continuous and affordable flow of oil. Houses, cars, businesses, stocks, etc. all require a 
world with oil flowing or their value would plummet. The key to keeping the oil flowing is 
gold flowing but wouldn't it also be security. What is the value of a safe world and the 
security that provides it? In other words how much is wealth/savings/gold worth in a war 
zone? Has the US not provided quite the service without payment in this regard? 

If the above has any validity to it then we as a planet are all in this together. The US has just 
been playing its part and wouldn't deserve the pains of hyper-inflation. Anyone else in the 
same position would have enjoyed the privilege short term but would have also been forced 
to run a similar monetary policy long term. Wouldn't it be more equitable if in the interest 
of maintaining peace and harmony dollar based debts, especially US treasuries were never 
brought back to American shores to cause hot inflation but instead were replaced in value 
by gold. Simply cast aside as a remnant of an old monetary system and the measures taken 
to prop it up for so long? What financial asset does gold not have the power to pay in full at 
the right price. Why not make the world whole again with a little gold rather than punish 
the nation and its people in charge of a flawed system. As it is in this life I expect there will 
have to be some winners and losers and the winners will be those with systemic value and 
the shrimps that followed in their footsteps.

But I really think once a new system is in place the US government will not have as much 
trouble scaling itself back as it has for the last century. Most people would think that is a 
crazy thought but so is hyper-inflation and 55k gold in some circles =D. I think given a 
little time to adjust to a new system (minus punitive hyper-inflation) the american public 
can manufacture, export, become energy independent, and balance its trade deficit. With no 
more global obligations and a need for foreign oil do you see this as possible. Have I 
wandered so far off the trail I've fallen into a nearby stream? Throw me a rope! 

-XXX

Hello XXX,

Indeed, the ROW is paying for 'Team America-World Police' with real goods and services! And yes, 
some portion of the world is very happy with this arrangement, although upon closer inspection I think 
that you'll find the biggest supporters are no longer the ones paying for it in real terms. 

Shift your perspective a little. You said it seems like the USG budget deficit is high by choice. In other 
words, we raised it to its current levels voluntarily. But a budget deficit simply means spending in 
excess of income from taxes. So perhaps taxes simply haven't kept up with spending. This is normal, 
natural, since taxing is more politically taxing than borrowing. So did we raise our budget deficit 
voluntarily, or because the world demanded our 'World Police' services? Or was it simply the natural 
progression of an unconstrained large central government? 



You said it seems like our trade deficit is where it is because, perhaps, the world demands that we run a 
trade deficit. This is Triffin's dilemma, and perhaps the world is fine with it. But even if it wasn't, it 
seems that the deficit is voluntarily large, and could be contracted. But here's the thing. The US private 
sector already contracted its portion of the trade deficit. If you only look at the US private sector, we 
are now essentially running an austere surplus against the USG and the ROW combined. The USG is 
running a deficit against the US private sector and the ROW combined. So the trade deficit is now 
entirely attributable to the excessive spending of the USG. 

If the world demanded this, then there would be no QE. QE is the clearest sign that we are running a 
trade deficit that is no longer supported by the ROW. QE is the evidence that the ROW has essentially 
pulled the plug and is fine if the USD collapses, because if they were still lending all excess dollars 
back to the USG, then foreign purchases of new-issue Treasuries would match the trade deficit. QE is 
evidence that our trading partners are now spending some of those surplus dollars on foreign goods and 
services rather than lending them to Uncle Sam. And it is also evidence that Uncle Sam will not cut his 
intake of foreign goods and services even though this is happening. 

If hyperinflation was a decision to be made by the ROW to punish the US, then that decision has 
already been made. But hyperinflation is not a punishment. It is simply the only way this can end. 
Hyperinflation will wipe away Uncle Sam's debt. How is that bad for Uncle Sam? Yes, it will reduce 
the trade deficit to zero in real terms even as it skyrockets to infinity in nominal terms, but that process 
is already underway since the ROW is already spending some of those surplus dollars rather than 
lending them back to the USG. The ROW is already using some of those dollars to bid against Uncle 
Sam who is continuing to print new ones to bid back. It is a bidding war that is in its early stages, and 
will grow slowly at first, then all at once. 

So think about hyperinflation in terms of the trade deficit, which is now entirely attributable to the 
USG's deficit spending. Forget about what is right and wrong, deserved or undeserved. Just think about 
how it will look. Visualize the trade deficit in both real terms (# of containers coming in full and 
leaving empty) and in nominal terms (the $ number reported by the BEA). In real terms, it will decline 
from its current number of containers to zero. At the very same time, it will grow nominally from 
$500B/year to nearly infinity. So that very last single container that comes in full and leaves empty may 
cost hundreds of trillions of dollars, making the trade deficit nominally hundreds of trillions of dollars, 
even as it approaches zero in real terms. But the USG will still want and need that last container. It 
won't give it up just to save the value of a dollar. 

You seem to think that the ROW has been supporting this situation because, perhaps, it wants and 
appreciates those "World Police" services. But what we learned from Another was that the ROW 
actually had another reason to support the US deficit. And that reason was to buy time to build an 
alternative monetary system. And once again I'll point out that, yes, some portion of the world does 
appreciate our services. To some extent, Europe does, especially since they stopped paying for it at the 
turn of the century. So now it's a freebie to them. Australia loves it. NZ loves it. Canada loves it. Japan 
loves it. The UK loves it. All of the dollar faction loves it, but they aren't the ones paying for it in real 
terms. For the last decade that's been mostly China paying for it. But even that support seems to be 
waning. 



Oh my, look at this! Are the World Police preparing for to arrest their sponsor? Hmm…

All I'm saying is that hyperinflation is not a punishment, and even if it was, it has already been decided 
and delivered. What we're watching right now is just how slowly it plays out before it undergoes a 
phase transition and then happens all at once. 

They weren't supporting us because they like us. They were supporting us because they got something 
out of it. That doesn't mean everybody doesn't like us, but look closely at who supported us versus who 
likes us, and also why they supported us. From 1979-1999 it was Europe. And it was to buy time for 
the euro, not because they liked our military. Yes, in 1922 it was because they liked our economic 
stability. And in 1944 it was because we won WWII. But in 1979 it was to buy time to build the euro. 

The dollar will end because the perpetual trade deficit will end. The world is in the midst of an 
economic contraction right now and the USG is a giant drain on the supply of real global resources. QE 
is the way the USG keeps draining even as the ROW begins to resist. It's been happening now since 
2009. 

The USG will never voluntarily give up those full shipping containers it needs. And it certainly won't 
give them up voluntarily before the phase transition from slow to fast begins, and by that point, it will 
be too late. It will become a matter of national security to unleash the full power of the Ball of Twine 
Executive Order. And matters of national security will always trump the urge to protect the purchasing 
power of savers and foreign CBs holding US debt. 

The US dollar must devalue at some point. And when it does, it comes down to how the USG will 
react. Will it favor national security, or the purchasing power of savers holding its debt? And remember, 
those who will make that decision will also be deciding on their own personal paychecks in the process. 
To favor national security will mean to index their ongoing pay to inflation. To favor the savers and 
foreign CBs holding US debt will be to selflessly agree to working for free. I think the outcome of such 
discussions is quite certain. So while it may be technically possible for the USG to avoid 
hyperinflation, I think that once you figure in the human factor, it becomes impossible. 

Sincerely,
FOFOA

Hello XXX,

"I’m just trying to reconcile it all with things that don’t make as much sense to me." 

I'm not really seeing what doesn't make sense to you, except that you seem to think that hyperinflation 
is something that will be worth avoiding when the time comes. I don't think it is, or will be. Why don't 
you ask yourself why you think bright minds would be plotting how to avoid it, what they would 
actually be avoiding, and what benefits they would be giving up in order to avoid those things that you 
think make hyperinflation worth avoiding. 

Let's see, we can expect some supply line disruptions which may lead to public riots. Governments 
traditionally address those things with capital controls and more printing to buy up the goods and the 
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supply lines to quell the riots. Would they foresee this and give up something else much earlier just to 
avoid this potential difficulty? I don’t think so. More likely they would make preparations like that 
Executive Order which gives them the power to do exactly what I expect them to do. Now that's 
preparation!

We can expect some economic hardship in the US, but in general we are already there. I think the US 
economy will explode like a fertile ecosystem in the wake of a dollar hyperinflation, so there's really 
nothing to be avoided on that front. I actually look forward to hyperinflation!

In fact, lately I've caught myself on a number of occasions, while watching TV shows with my wife, 
when she says, "that's so disturbing. What's wrong with people? Boy, our country sure is messed up." 
Then I say, "you know what will solve that problem? Hyperinflation!" 

Look at most of the political problems we face today, almost all of which seem politically unsolvable. I 
find myself more and more thinking about how dollar hyperinflation will solve nearly all of them by 
putting us back on a foundation of reality rather than a foundation based on flawed perspectives. 

On one side of the aisle, the driving foundation is that we have the magical dollar and we should use it 
to spend spend spend which creates a trough from which pigs of all colors will come to feast for free. 
And on the other side we have the fallacious argument that this is strapping our future generations with 
an untenable bill. Yes, these flawed arguments tend to keep each side somewhat in check, but they are 
both fundamentally wrong. And hyperinflation will clear the slate and wake everyone up on both sides. 
The untenable bill will not be paid by future generations. It will be paid today by foreign CBs and 
savers holding dollar debt as their savings. Is that something you think they will go to extraordinary 
lengths to prevent even as no one is considering it as a possibility? 

In fact, even though the CBs holding US debt will pay some of the bill, they will be compensated for 
that cost through the revaluation of their gold. So the only ones who will pay this bill are the savers 
holding dollar debt as their savings with no physical gold hedge. Think about that. 

"My understanding is that as long as US dollars go into treasuries or financials they don’t affect the 
physical plane and we don’t see price inflation domestically." 

Well, dollars don't actually go into Treasuries and financials, they flow through them to the seller who 
then spends the money in the physical plane. Someone always spends the money in the physical plane. 
The difference is that the USG will spend the money whether they get it or not. If you, as a net-
producer/saver, buy Treasuries or financials, you are giving your money to someone else to spend, so 
there's no net-increase in spending. Likewise, even if you buy gold, you are giving your money to 
someone else to spend, so there is no net-increase in spending. When the private sector increases 
spending through credit expansion, it must then work it off in real terms. So private sector credit 
expansionary forces are generally offset by credit contractionary forces from past credit being paid 
down. The USG, on the other hand, is the one entity that can actually increase spending in isolation by 
printing in the case that someone doesn't give it the dollars it needs to spend. 

The difference between buying financials and buying gold is that, when you buy financials you are 
giving your money to someone to spend who has not yet earned it in the physical plane. They have not 



produced in the past for that purchasing power. They are pulling that purchasing power in from the 
future. But if you buy gold, you are giving your money to someone to spend who has earned it in the 
past. They have already produced something to acquire that purchasing power. In other words, by 
buying financials you are, in essence, contributing to the lowering of lending standards which leads to 
asset bubbles (financials that are priced higher than their true value based on the counterparty's true 
ability to perform in the future as indicated). 

When you buy Treasuries, you are simply enabling the USG to spend without taxing or printing. You 
are not lowering lending standards because the USG is going to spend that money regardless of 
whether or not you lend it to them. They'll just print it up if you don't. But over time, this enabling will 
grow the USG to an unsustainable size as it always expands itself and never contracts. Did you know 
that government employees have the best job security of anyone? They can't be fired for poor 
performance, so they don't even try to perform well. Government expands, it doesn't contract, as long 
as it is enabled. 

What you are saying with your statement above is mostly correct. When the trade deficit was greater 
than the USG budget deficit, the difference was attributable to the US private sector. And that portion 
of foreign surplus dollars went into financials like mortgage backed securities, which fed back into the 
housing bubble. When that popped, the private sector trade deficit contracted immediately because, 
unlike the USG, the private sector can't print its own money. 

Remember that hyperinflation is not normal inflation where we have bubbles and cycles that swell and 
contract the economy changing prices. Hyperinflation is the collapse of the currency itself, and that's 
why we are here now. It's all about the USG and the Treasuries. So what if all of those excess foreign 
dollars go into the NYSE or to buy up private assets inside the US? What does that do for the USG? 
The Fed still has to QE for the USG. All that does is drive up the prices of whatever they are buying 
and then the money gets spent either by whomever sold them the asset or by a private borrower. This 
affects normal inflation but is not a catalyst for hyperinflation. 

Hyperinflation, IMO, is going to come from the USG spending on foreign goods. It will be driven by a 
price rise in those goods which the USG will meet with enough dollars to still get them no matter what 
the price is. This will be the feedback loop. It could be initiated slowly by a gradual rise in commodity 
prices, or quickly by a jump in prices due to a sudden dollar devaluation. If prices never rise, or if the 
dollar never devalues, then the USG can spend anything it wants and the trade deficit can continue 
forever. How likely is that? We know why it has continued so far. So what reasoning can you offer for 
how it will continue from here on out? I can't offer any, therefore something must change, and the only 
outcome I see is dollar hyperinflation. 

"Though some actual belt tightening would be in order could hyper-inflation be avoided with a future 
balanced budget by a USG that now only looks out for US citizens?"

What do you think belt tightening means? It means the government giving up something voluntarily (as 
opposed to being forced to). When have you ever seen them do this? And to avoid hyperinflation in 
advance? Can you show me one politician who even has hyperinflation on his or her radar? I'll tell you, 
XXXXXXXXX spends a lot of money on political contributions and travels to meet many politicians at 
meetings and in person. For years now he has been asking them privately about hyperinflation or the 



collapse of the dollar as a potential scenario they should be considering and not a single one even 
considers it a possibility. He's been known to donate $1,000 to $2,500 to a politician and travel to other 
cities just to meet them in person, and I believe XXXX XXXX was one of them. Then he reports back 
to me what they said. So who in government is going to voluntarily give something up in advance to 
avoid something that's not even on their radar? And how would they get anyone else to go along with it 
without first putting it on their radar? 

And again, once it becomes painfully obvious that hyperinflation is a reality, it's too late. At that point it 
boils down to national defense/security versus working for free to save the purchasing power of those 
who saved in your ridiculous paper promises. It's really that simple. They will print. Bet on it! IMO, of 
course. ;D

"But I do wonder if there will be something worked out as an alternative to hyper-inflation of the US 
dollar." 

By whom, and what would that be? And what would they be avoiding by preventing hyperinflation? 
And what benefits from hyperinflation would they be giving up by preventing hyperinflation? I can't 
see it at all. In fact, I see the exact opposite. I see that those who have hyperinflation on their radar (like 
me) must understand its benefits and welcome it. And those who don't will naturally drive it all the way 
to Weimardom once it reaches their radar. To imagine it is something to be avoided and therefore to 
think that someone somewhere must be planning to avoid it, somehow, some way, feels a bit 
superstitious to me. 

"I remain curious to see if an unforeseen creative alternative has been put together to save the US 
dollar from complete obliteration." 

Like what? See? That's what I mean by superstitious! ;D 

Sincerely,
FOFOA

wow...hyperinflation is not worth avoiding. Never thought about it that way. In that case 
there isn't really a need for a super secret deal to help the US avoid it. I think your hyper-
inflation series was one of the first posts I ever read on your blog. I had a lot of baggage 
and no understanding of freegold at the time. Though I knew I had stumbled upon 
something great, I think I was just looking to confirm what I already "knew" rather than 
learn something new. I think I really need to go back and re-read those posts with the 
understanding I now have. It never occurred to me that hyper-inflation would solve 
problems. Yes I figured some debts would be easily paid but I saw that as hardly worth the 
trade offs. I pictured chaos and disorder. Empty grocery shelves and broken glass in the 
streets. I guess I never really thought about what happened after the initial problems. That 
these unsolvable problems we face today would go away. I really appreciate your 
responses. It seems I have some homework to do.

"I pictured chaos and disorder. Empty grocery shelves and broken glass in the streets." 



Well it probably won't be peaches and cream, but I also don't think it will last very long. 6 months 
would be my best guess, but it could even be as short as 3 months or less for the chaotic part. And yes, 
it wipes the slate clean and returns us to a reality-based existence, where the trough of free stuff is no 
longer full for the taking. Socialized healthcare will have to be actually paid for in real terms and will 
therefore be reconsidered. Illegal (im)migration will become an outflow problem rather than an inflow 
one. Military and government departments will have to be downsized. Unsustainable entitlement 
programs will all have to be reconstructed from scratch since they will be wiped out in real terms. 
Nominal entitlements will be erased, but that doesn't mean we will let the most-vulnerable die in the 
streets. Instead, they will be reconstructed based on the reality of the government's income from taxes, 
rather than from taxes, borrowing and printing combined. The entire tax system will have to be 
reassessed. We will be back to reality! I imagine it will be quite messy, but WTF is it now? I look 
forward to hyperinflation! 

haha...you never cease to amaze. I can’t believe I am going to agree that hyper-inflation is a 
good thing for (parts of) society and the government at the same time. Sometimes I wonder 
if you are just some genius that enjoys taking the opposite side of the argument presented 
by the rest of the world on various issues and then just out debate them all. I kid of 
course…..I think

Also, I just re-watched your debrief with Aquilus. He brought up a question that you helped 
him with via e-mail but didn’t reveal the answer as clearly as he did the question. It had to 
do with the Fed just printing money to buy treasuries. Now before you give me the answer I 
want to take a shot at it. I’m trying to train my mind to never forget that currency passes 
through things. Also I think I need to brush up on my understanding of “base money” so if 
you can point me to a post I would appreciate it. So anyway the buying of treasuries isn’t 
what keeps inflation from hitting the US at the physical plane it’s that instead of those 
physical dollars eventually biding for goods and services they are lent back to the USG to 
be spent again on someone else’s goods and services. Other countries have allowed us to 
have a net amount of their stuff in exchange for currency that they then lend back to us so 
that we can buy more of their stuff next month. So if countries wanted to dump their 
treasuries it wouldn’t matter who bought them. What would matter is if the entity selling 
the treasuries wanted to bid with dollars to buy things in the physical plane. In fact the 
problem is so huge that just the act of not loaning us back our own currency “like what is 
happening now” is enough to start the wheels of hot inflation.

Hello XXX,

Base money is easy. It's not really part of "the circulating money supply" except when it is inside 
someone's wallet (ie. outside of a bank or ATM machine). Base money is simply bank reserves aka 
central bank liabilities. "The circulating money supply" is made up of all credit money plus the cash 
that individuals have taken out of the bank. 

When anyone other than the Fed buys Treasuries, they lend part of the existing circulating money 
supply to the USG, so there is no increase in the circulating money supply. When the Fed buys 
Treasuries, they increase the circulating money supply. But notice that the Fed simply created base 
money, not credit money, and I said that base money is not part of "the circulating money supply", 



right? So who created new money supply? The answer is that the USG did when it spent the money it 
received by selling Treasuries to the Fed. So the Fed created new base money and the USG created new 
credit money when it spent it, and the credit money is what increased the circulating money supply, not 
the base money which we see as "excess reserves held at the Fed." 

The standard (and the MMT) argument for why QE is not inflationary is that they point to these excess 
reserves and say, "look, they're just sitting there piling up. No one is spending them so it's not 
inflationary, it's just an asset swap between the primary dealer banks and the Fed. They are swapping 
one asset, Treasuries, for another asset, base money, which just sits there like the Treasury otherwise 
would have, so there's no need to be concerned." But the flaw in this reasoning, what they miss, is that 
newly issued Treasuries directly represent USG spending. 

When the USG spends, it credits someone's private account at some bank. That credit either came from 
someone other than the Fed who bought a Treasury, or it came from someone who paid their taxes, or it 
was created from thin air by the simple act of the USG writing a check. It is the latter that is 
inflationary because it increased the circulating money supply. The first two options do not increase the 
circulating money supply because a credit money unit simply passes through the USG, from either a 
lender or a taxpayer. In the third option, the Fed enabled the USG to create brand new credit money by 
issuing a new base money unit to go with it. The base money unit goes to the commercial bank that 
took the check issued by the USG. It goes into that bank's reserves while the bank issues a new liability 
to the government stooge that got paid. 

When a commercial bank takes a deposit, that deposit becomes a liability to the bank. So the bank has 
to receive something in return for expanding its liabilities. In this case there is no credit money unit 
coming from a lender or taxpayer, so the stooge's deposit is a brand new liability in the commercial 
banking system. It is created by the simple act of the USG spending a credit unit without taking one in. 
But the commercial bank is fine with creating this new liability because it got a new reserve unit to go 
with it. And it's those reserve units we see piling up in the excess reserves held at the Fed. 

Now what was the specific question you were trying to answer? 

Sincerely,
FOFOA

you answered my specific question and about 7 others after I read and re-read your reply 
about 6 times. I think I only have a few left. #1) Why do they call it excess reserves held at 
the FED? Isn't it held at the commercial bank that has the liability? #2) These reserves 
could be withdrawn as cash so why do the MMO folks consider it just like a treasury that 
just sits there. Once and if it is withdrawn it adds to the money supply correct? #3) Isn't the 
money supply expanded and contracted all the time with the act of lending and defaulting? 
Is governments expansion via selling treasuries to the FED and spending abroad that much 
more inflationary than say the housing boom of the early 2000's? Regarding question #3 I 
have heard from mainstreamer sources from time to time explain that the government is 
stepping in to fill the void in the "shrinking" money supply so that we don't experience a 
deflationary depression (how benevolent of them) via the recent increases they have made 
in borrowing and spending. #4) The money supply is already so huge why didn't we hyper-
inflate in the physical plane decades ago? I thought it was because foreign nations sopped 



up all the excess dollars and held them as reserves of their own? If this is the case then the 
act of increasing the money supply by selling treasuries to the FED isn't directly 
inflationary as much as the act of foreigners deciding not to hold these ever expanding 
dollars anymore right. I guess one can lead to the other but I'm trying to understand the 
direct causes of inflation not the indirect ones. If foreigners decided to stop holding excess 
dollars as reserves during the housing boom by my logic hyper-inflation would have ensued 
just as easily without government ever spending money it received by selling treasuries to 
the FED.

Hello XXX,

"#1) Why do they call it excess reserves held at the FED? Isn't it held at the commercial bank that has 
the liability?" 

Reserves held at the commercial bank are physical cash either in the vault, the cashier drawers or the 
ATM machines. Reserves held at the Fed are electronic central bank liabilities accounted for through 
bookkeeping. 

"#2) These reserves could be withdrawn as cash so why do the MMT folks consider it just like a 
treasury that just sits there. Once and if it is withdrawn it adds to the money supply correct?" 

These are "excess reserves" so they are above and beyond the amount of reserves required for a bank to 
hold against its liabilities. That means that, under normal circumstances, it is highly unlikely they will 
ever need them in physical cash that can be withdrawn. Banks don't make money holding reserves, 
which is why they try to hold the minimum amount required. This is why the Fed is paying them 0.25% 
for sitting on these excess reserves.

When you withdraw cash from the bank, do you add to the money supply? No. You cancel the bank's 
liability to you in exchange for something physical—cash. So the answer to the second part of your 
question is no, the printing and physical withdrawal of those excess reserves would not add to the 
money supply.

"#3) Isn't the money supply expanded and contracted all the time with the act of lending and 
defaulting?" 

Yes, but more so with the act of borrowing and then paying down the debt. Most people don't default. 

"Is governments expansion via selling treasuries to the FED and spending abroad that much more 
inflationary than say the housing boom of the early 2000's?"

Wrong question. We aren't talking about inflation here. We're talking about currency collapse. Stop 
confusing them. 

"Regarding question #3 I have heard from mainstreamer sources from time to time explain that the 
government is stepping in to fill the void in the "shrinking" money supply so that we don't experience a 



deflationary depression (how benevolent of them) via the recent increases they have made in borrowing 
and spending."

Yes, that's part of the mainstream argument. They look at the credit contraction and call it deflationary. 
It is, but the main difference between a deflationary depression and hyperinflation is a government 
stepping in "to fill the void." 

"#4) The money supply is already so huge why didn't we hyper-inflate in the physical plane decades 
ago? I thought it was because foreign nations sopped up all the excess dollars and held them as 
reserves of their own? If this is the case then the act of increasing the money supply by selling 
treasuries to the FED isn't directly inflationary as much as the act of foreigners deciding not to hold 
these ever expanding dollars anymore right." 

Just because I'm explaining how and why the dollar currency is going to collapse this time doesn't 
mean that's the only way it could have collapsed. It almost collapsed in 1979 under different 
circumstances. Do you get that? They saved the day by supporting USG's debt habit and figuring out a 
temporary fix for the physical gold flow problem. 

"I guess one can lead to the other but I'm trying to understand the direct causes of inflation not the 
indirect ones."

Inflation can be caused in two ways: supply and demand. This is, of course, relative to any changes on 
the physical side of the equation. If the relative supply of money is increased – inflation. If the relative 
demand for money (as a SOV) is decreased (which is the same as velocity increasing) – inflation. 
Deflation is the relative inverse. Currency collapse (hyperinflation) is more of a build-up and then 
explosive release of pressure followed by the government's response. 

"If foreigners decided to stop holding excess dollars as reserves during the housing boom by my logic 
hyper-inflation would have ensued just as easily without government ever spending money it received 
by selling treasuries to the FED."

Foreigners buying US private sector debt probably caused or at least contributed to the housing bubble. 
When the housing bubble collapsed, the foreigners didn't buy any more MBS, it all went into USG 
Treasuries at that point. 

BTW, the Fed helped get the "official" foreigners (CBs) out of MBS (but not the private pension funds) 
after the housing bubble collapsed. 

Sincerely,
FOFOA

ok I think you nailed everything and I do see how it all ties together now. You had one 
intriguing comment at the end though: 

"BTW, the Fed helped get the "official" foreigners (CBs) out of MBS (but not the private 
pension funds) after the housing bubble collapsed." 
I think I know why they did that but I don't want to assume anything. Was it because they 



only helped those they needed and they didn't need anyone that was no longer providing 
structural support. Attempt to damage the economy and reputation of a competing currency 
zone. I faintly remember news reports that certain bailout money went to say....banks in 
France, ect. Never really understood it except that it built upon my flawed theory that we 
were "all in this together" and the US was bailing out the world because that was their role 
as the reserve currency.

"Was it because they only helped those they needed and they didn't need anyone that was no longer 
providing structural support." 

This. The CBs shifted back over from MBS & Treasuries to only Treasuries. 

Before the housing collapse, the US trade deficit was larger than the USG's budget deficit, so some 
portion of the trade deficit was attributable to the US private sector and the rest was attributable to the 
US public sector (the USG). All of the surplus money from the trade deficit could not have gone into 
new-issue Treasuries because the USG simply wasn't issuing enough of them (i.e., the budget deficit 
was smaller than the current account deficit so there were more homeless dollars than there were new 
Treasuries). So the remainder went into "the next best thing" which at that time was private sector 
MBS. This was probably part of the feedback loop that drove the housing bubble to its top, where it 
popped. 

And now imagine that the PBoC was buying gold instead of MBS. Obviously there would have been 
less MBS created, so the excess that drove the housing bubble was not a lack of bank regulation, but it 
was the demand for more debt coming from the PBoC (among others) which, in this case, was the 
monetary equivalent of a "saver". 

Sincerely,
FOFOA

_____________________



Thursday, August 15, 2013

My Candid View – Part 2 

FOFOA,

I have seen a LOT of comments on negative GOFO rates ("backwardation") in the last 
week or two. I believe you once referred to this as a "paper gold" event, and so not as 
dramatic a deal as Fekete wrote about several years ago.

But, this negative GOFO has persisted and it goes all the way out to Feb 2014... Are there 
any signals that we should be aware of? And can you please remind me why you called 
negative GOFO a paper gold event?

Best,
XXXXXX

Hello XXXXXX,

Re: GOFAUX

In The Funeral I explained what I meant by "relatively high demand" which was really just steady 
demand with a sudden drop in supply. The outcome is the same, whether you have a sudden spike in 
demand or a sudden drop in supply. The outcome is "relatively high demand" or, said another way, 
demand that is higher than supply. 

Normally price would settle any mismatch between supply and demand, but in the case of gold, the 
price sometimes moves inversely to what's going on in the physical portion of the market. In fact, the 
true supply and demand of physical gold are indeterminate in this market because gold is a monetary 
metal and not a consumed commodity. 

http://fofoa.blogspot.com/2013/07/the-funeral.html
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In a commodity like sugar, supply is ultimately limited by production plus whatever is stored in the 
warehouse. If production stops, the warehouse is then drained. Once the warehouse is depleted, the 
supply is gone, so the price rises in order to slow the draining of the warehouse. But in gold, the supply 
is not limited by production plus whatever is stored in the warehouse. In gold, all of the gold ever 
mined also constitutes potential supply. And that's what I mean by the true supply and demand of gold 
being indeterminate in this market, unlike other commodities where supply can be known and matched 
with demand through price. 

The difference with gold is that, unless and until we have a failure of the market and a revaluation of 
physical only, paper gold suffices for the primary useful purpose of gold, the same as physical. So the 
supply and demand metrics driving the price are confused by this dilemma. This is not the same with 
sugar. The primary useful purpose of sugar is that you can eat it, but you can't eat paper sugar. The 
primary useful purpose of gold is to buy it, hold it, and then sell it later. So in gold, paper is actually a 
reasonable substitute for the physical commodity as long as the two trade at parity. Sure, there is 
counterparty risk with paper gold, but that "con" is offset by the "pro" that paper gold can be traded 
quickly on electronic exchanges, so it's pretty much a wash (as long as they trade at par). 

So what we have for supply and demand in the overall "gold" market right now (overall gold market = 
(90+X)% paper & (10-X)% physical) is roughly stable supply and stable to falling demand, so that's 
why the price is stable to falling at the moment. In the physical portion of the overall "gold" market, 
which is only (10-X)% of the market, we may have roughly stable demand and a quickly shrinking 
supply as indicated by the mine closures, scrap reductions and the draining of GLD. In other words, 
there is a distinct disconnect between the price and the true supply and demand dynamics of the 
physical portion of the market which could theoretically drain the warehouses and destroy the entire 
market structure even with stable (not rising) physical demand. 

What does this have to do with GOFO and backwardation? Well, let me explain. 

First of all, negative GOFO is not real backwardation. GOFO is simply a derivative metric that, under 
normal conditions, tends to go negative when the futures go into backwardation, and it's easier to track 
than the futures. But GOFO is really just a derivative of other things happening elsewhere. It consists 
of two metrics, interbank interest rates and the gold lease rate, which itself is a derivative of something 
else. Also, the interest rates that determine GOFO are LIBOR which are voluntarily reported rates, 
making them that much less trustworthy. 

GOFO = LIBOR – the gold lease rate, so when the gold lease rate spikes higher than LIBOR, GOFO 
goes negative. But GOFO can also go negative if LIBOR falls below the gold lease rate even as the 
gold lease rate is not spiking, which is what is happening right now. The gold lease rate is up, but hasn't 
spiked like it did the three other times we went briefly into backwardation. You can see it here 
compared to the spike in late 2008 (which was mild compared to 1999). Right now, even though 
LIBOR is not negative, it is still lower than the gold lease rate going out three months. 

The reason the lease rate spikes when the futures go into backwardation boils down to the essence of 
the lease rate. Leasing gold is basically the equivalent of selling your physical or spot gold (you can 
own spot gold that is not physical, btw) and buying a futures contract. You sell your physical or spot for 
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full cash value, then you buy a futures contract paying only the small margin and invest the remaining 
cash in an interest-bearing asset like a T-bill, and the lease rate is roughly what can be earned by doing 
this. So, once again, it is also a derived metric, making the GOFO a derivative of derivatives. 

But notice that this activity we call gold leasing—selling spot and buying futures—is the opposite of 
what the warehouseman does when he's taking up the slack in the supply flow. The warehouseman 
buys physical and sells futures. So the leaser is, in essence, the counterparty to the warehouseman. And 
the warehouseman is essentially "borrowing" his inventory. The warehouseman obviously has 
overhead. He has to have a vault, and that costs money to build, secure and maintain. So even though 
he is essentially renting his inventory, he is still earning a fee for doing so. And he is only going to 
increase his inventory as long as the fee he's earning covers his storage and security/insurance costs 
plus some bit of profit. The more the profit rises above his storage costs, the more he increases his 
inventory by buying physical and selling futures. 

This is the normal contango condition, where futures contracts cost more than spot or physical. The 
warehouseman is earning the difference between the two minus his storage costs, and his counterparty 
is earning his profit from the dollar interest rate he's getting on his cash from the physical sale minus 
the margin he had to put down for his futures contract. In the end, his interest earned over the period of 
the "lease" must be greater than the premium he paid for his futures contract or else he wouldn't be 
doing it. And for the warehouseman, the contango, the premium the leaser paid for his futures contract, 
must be greater than the warehouseman's storage costs or else he wouldn't be doing it. (BTW, this is a 
theoretical explanation. The warehouseman is actually buying physical from the market and selling 
futures or some other hedge.) 

Can you see how the normal contango condition is a win-win for both the leaser and the 
warehouseman? Of course the more one side makes, the less the other makes, so a balance must be 
struck. If the contango goes too high, the warehouseman could make a killing but the leaser would not 
be able to make a profit. Likewise, if the contango drops below the warehouseman's costs, he's not 
going to be "borrowing" any gold (increasing his inventory) no matter how much the leasers want to 
lease out. The point is, without this win-win balance, the activity ceases to exist. 

In fact, if the contango is below the warehouseman's storage costs, he will reduce his inventory. Gold 
does not need to go into backwardation for the warehouseman to find it desirable to drain inventory, it 
only has to go lower than his costs. And since a true warehouseman is really only interested in physical 
gold, and not "financial spot gold", I wonder if the futures market contango (not the GOFO) has 
something to do with the physical portion of the market, even though it's only (10-X)% of the market. 

With this question in mind, there are a bunch of correlations in which the causality is in question. For 
example, is the warehouseman draining his inventory because the contango is too low, or is the 
contango low because the supply flow is so tight that he is forced to drain his inventory just to hold the 
market together for a little while longer? And remember, the bullion banks are the top-level 
warehousemen in this market. 

Imagine the supply is tight, because the mines aren't putting out as much because the price is at or 
below their cost and scrap recycling has receded, yet the downward price trend continues because the 
paper gold holders are throwing in the towel. We don't really need a spike in physical demand for the 



physical flow to tighten. If physical demand were to merely remain constant while the flow declined, 
the supply rope could get tight in a hurry. 

In this case, the warehousemen (the BBs) would be facing physical outflow in excess of incoming 
physical, even as the price of their paper gold was declining. Back in their heyday, when they were 
increasing the paper gold supply to meet plentiful demand for paper, they would have been hedging 
some of those "spot gold" sales with "future gold" purchases, or futures contracts. This hedging activity 
for paper gold sales would have been the opposite of what they were doing on the physical side, so 
some of their transactions would have canceled each other out. So now, with the market selling their 
paper gold like tulips in 1637, the BBs would have to unwind those long hedges (sell futures) even if 
the physical demand remained constant. 

You see, the problem here is that the warehouseman is also running the paper gold market. So now he's 
forced to sell futures, which drives the price of futures down, which reduces the contango and even 
sends it into backwardation in some cases. Meanwhile, the lease rate is high but not spiking, which 
would lead us to think that there would be plenty of people willing to lease their "gold". The problem is 
they only have spot gold, not physical gold, to lease. That's a financial transaction that does nothing for 
the subterranean flow of physical. Also, interest rates are quite low, so the only reason the lease rate is 
high (remember, it's a derivative of the futures market) is because the futures are cheap. So the leaser, if 
he had something the warehouseman even wanted, would earn his profit more from the low price of the 
futures than from the interest earned in the meantime. 

So, perhaps, in some way, the physical portion of the market is now influencing the futures market, 
sending the contango too low and even into backwardation a little, even as there's no big spike in 
demand for physical. It's simply happening because of the tightness in the supply flow of physical, 
even as the paper holders cast their paper into the gutter in disgust. 

Remember, the warehouseman is avoiding the price volatility. He's hedged all the way through, just 
like normal commodity producers. So all of this tension in the physical flow can have little effect on 
the price. The gold warehouseman (BB) has painted himself into a corner because of all of the paper 
out there that he's created which is now being cast aside like Assignats in 1792. To stay "flat" (not 
exposed to the price volatility), he must drive his own contango into the dirt, and to stay credible, he 
must drain his warehouse. 

So here we may actually have causation in the direction we didn't expect. Perhaps the tightness in the 
physical supply line (due to the low price which is due to paper gold falling out of fashion) is driving 
down the contango rather than the backwardation driving the physical tightness because of traders 
dumping paper futures for physical as Fekete envisioned. This we don't see happening. We don't see 
paper traders rushing into physical, yet we still see the distinct signs of a bank run in progress. So how 
can we have a bank run based solely on normal (not spiking) demand? We can have that with lack of 
supply. 

Remember that a dramatic spike in demand (like you see in a classic bank run) has the same effect as a 
dramatic drop in supply. And how long have I been saying that I thought this would play out as a top-
down supply-side event rather than a bottom-up J6P-rush-into-physical-gold event? That "gold rush" 
will come only after the market fails and gold is revalued. 



Fekete's permanent backwardation is conceptually correct, but it envisions a rush from futures into 
physical. But even a low contango with no backwardation is enough for the warehousemen to drain 
their inventory. If the contango is below their costs, then they must drain. And in this case, while the 
draining correlates with a low contango and even some backwardation, the causation may be a little 
more complicated than a "scramble" from futures into physical. 

So how does the system end without a massive rush into physical? I suppose a permanent 
backwardation rush into physical would be like ending in fire, while a more subdued end would be like 
ice (thinking of Robert Frost):

Fekete says it will end in fire,
I say in ice.
From what I’ve tasted of desire
I prefer to hold with those who favor fire.
But if it had to perish twice,
I think I know enough of paper hate
To say that for destruction ice
Is also great
And would suffice.

If you would like to watch the real backwardation (fire)/low contango (ice) rather than the GOFAUX 
"backwardation", you can watch it here:

http://www.barchart.com/commodityfutures/Gold_Futures/GC

But, like I said, it's more difficult to watch than GOFAUX. You have to be looking while all contracts 
are trading live because the contracts stop trading at slightly different times each day which can leave a 
misleading snapshot after the markets close. 

The futures were ever-so-slightly in backwardation out to February on Friday, which is where you got 
your "negative GOFO has persisted and it goes all the way out to Feb 2014". It was the futures, not 
GOFAUX. But it was back in contango by Monday. Here's a snapshot of the backwardation from 
Friday. Notice that it appears to be in backwardation all the way out to June, 2015, but that's just 
because those far months closed trading earlier than the near months and the PoG went up after they 
closed. But even the April contract, although it wasn't in backwardation, was still trading at almost the 
same price as cash gold. That's not a contango that would get a sane warehouseman excited, but it does 
get me excited. ;D 

Sincerely,
FOFOA

re: http://www.barchart.com/commodityfutures/Gold_Futures/GC

Could you please provide a little more detail as to what I'm looking at and looking for?

http://1.bp.blogspot.com/-C2Nr8ov2OkA/Ue-EhxAGcyI/AAAAAAAAEzw/l1Aw_IkAyqA/s1600/Capture.JPG
http://1.bp.blogspot.com/-C2Nr8ov2OkA/Ue-EhxAGcyI/AAAAAAAAEzw/l1Aw_IkAyqA/s1600/Capture.JPG
http://www.barchart.com/commodityfutures/Gold_Futures/GC


Sure. Look at my snapshot which I took over the weekend. I drew a red box around the numbers that 
matter on the left, the last prices on Friday, and also around the time at which they were quoted. Since 
the gold price moves quickly at times, if we want to know the basis (the magnitude of the 
contango/backwardation), we must compare prices quoted at the same time. This is why it's tricky.

In contango, the more-distant prices are higher than the nearer prices. Normally, cash gold is the lowest 
price and the futures rise from there. If you charted it out, you'd see a nice rising curve. As the contango 
vanishes, the prices of the various contracts get closer and closer together and the curve flattens to an 
almost-horizontal line. In backwardation, the futures prices are lower than the cash or spot price. But 
again, you must compare prices occurring at the same time. As you can see from my snapshot which 
was taken after the markets closed, the last cash price was quoted at 9:37PM while the last April 
contract price was quoted at 5:20PM. So these two can't be compared. 

The contracts for August, October and December were all quoted at about the same time as the cash 
price, so we can compare them. Notice that they are virtually flat. So while there was a little 
backwardation on Friday, I think it is more remarkable that the contango has simply vanished. Here is 
what Fekete wrote about a vanishing contango in his seminal paper on the subject back in 2004:

"The proper way to view the futures markets is a place where warehousing services are traded. 
Contango is the premium from which the warehouseman derives the fee for his services. If there is no 
contango, no warehousing is possible. Accordingly, it takes not two but three to contango: the 
producer, the speculator, and the warehouseman." 

Fekete explained that "permanent backwardation" in "monetary metals" is something that happens 
concurrently with hyperinflation. Here's how he described it in the same paper:

"Recall that the normal condition of the markets in the monetary metals is that of contango. 
Backwardation is abnormal, yet it may occur. When it does, the regime of irredeemable currency will 
start to crumble. People in trying to save their financial future will take flight to the monetary metals. 
They will scramble to mop up the dwindling supply that is allowed to trickle down. Then all of a 
sudden all offers to sell the monetary metals are withdrawn. Supply goes to zero, facing an infinite 
demand. That such a development is not fanciful but a true description of economic reality as it unfolds 
is confirmed by history. Supply of the monetary metals went to zero and demand to infinity many times 
before, in France (the assignat and mandat inflations), in the United States (the continental inflation), 
in Germany (the Reichsmark inflation), to mention but a few of the notable cases." 

So, you see, this "permanent backwardation" that Fekete describes is driven by a "scramble" into 
physical gold. That's the "heat of passion" as I used the poem to illustrate, the passion for the physical 
metal. But that's not what we see happening, and it's not necessarily what I foresee as the proximal 
cause of the phase transition. I do think the "fire" will happen, but I think it will be the effect rather 
than the cause of the phase transition. 

Meanwhile, here in reality, we see the papergoldbugs casting their paper gold (both spot and futures) 
into the gutter in disgust, aka "paper hate", which is driving the price down and tightening the flow of 
physical as the warehouses are drained. So that's the difference between passion and hate, fire and ice, 
and how a low to non-existent contango may correlate with the draining of the reserves which may 
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initiate the phase transition even without full-blown "permanent backwardation" as the proximal cause. 
That kind of backwardation may (and probably will) come as a result of the phase transition, but by 
then it will be too late to scramble. It will simply be the last snapshot we see as the gold futures market 
closes for good. 
This is a theoretical perspective of what is happening to help us make sense of the vanishing contango 
and, perhaps, deduce what it means, even in the absence of Fekete's full-blown permanent 
backwardation, which he says will usher in the end of irredeemable currency. Obviously I don't expect 
the end of irredeemable currency (as he means it), just the end of paper gold and the hyperinflation of 
the dollar, so maybe what we're looking for is simply an extended period of low contango until all of 
the BB reserves are spoken for. This theoretical perspective also reveals a point that I have made before 
which is that the BBs don't, in fact, own their reserves. As warehousemen, they warehouse the slack in 
the flow without owning it outright. In essence it is leased, and that lease can theoretically be called in 
when the leaser stops rolling it forward. 

Remember, when the warehousemen (the BBs) are buying up the slack in the flow (implying that there 
is slack in the flow), they're buying spot and selling futures (they're essentially the "lessee" in this 
theoretical perspective). So someone else is buying those futures from them, and the contracts have a 
maturity date. Remember I said the warehouseman is essentially "borrowing" the gold in his 
warehouse? Well, he sold futures when he bought it, so when whoever bought those futures stops 
rolling them forward, that would force him to drain his inventory to deliver on the futures contracts he 
sold. 

So the only condition that matters to the warehouseman is the physical flow. Is it tight? Is it slack? He's 
not concerned about the price because he's always hedged; he's flat. Yet notice that the price can affect 
the physical flow. That's because today there is an utter disconnect between the physical portion of the 
market and the price. And in this case, the warehouseman is also running the paper gold market. Not 
futures, but spot paper gold. So he's actually wearing two hats. In terms of the physical flow, he is a 
warehouseman. But in terms of the spot paper gold market (unallocated gold credits), he is a derivative 
market maker. 

It is true that backwardation doesn't make sense in a monetary metal because, since it doesn't get 
consumed, there should never be a physical shortage. But what really doesn't make sense in a monetary 
metal is this whole market structure. So if you can visualize how that will end, with the draining of the 
reserves in the warehouses, then you could expect this misfit market to reveal simply a low to non-
existent contango with occasional backwardation as we see happening right now, leading up to the end, 
rather than a dramatic backwardation. 

Notice, once again, that the three other occurrences of backwardation, 1999, 2001 and 2008, were 
concurrent with a spike in the lease rate. See here. This time is apparently different, because the lease 
rate hasn't spiked. You can see the current lease rate chart here:

http://www.kitco.com/lease.chart.html

Scroll down to the third chart, the long term one, so you can see how today compares with 2008. See? 
No spike, just a gradual uptrend. So why is this time different? ;D 

http://www.kitco.com/lease.chart.html
http://1.bp.blogspot.com/-oGormlaPTXA/UgwWVNYRSmI/AAAAAAAAE3w/8IuQ91pVqKI/s1600/Long_Term_Chart.jpg


Sincerely,
FOFOA

FOFOA,

Thank you!

Quick simple followup(s)

1) Plz define "low" contango

2) Now just tell me how long this extended period of low contango can go on before the SHTF

1. Low contango simply means lower than the cost of operating a secure warehouse plus a profit large 
enough to induce such activity. Fekete calls it the "carrying charge" of the warehouseman. Here's how 
he put it (my emphasis): "The basis is the measure of contango. If it is greater than the carrying 
charge, then the warehouseman will increase his stocks in warehouse and sell an equal amount of 
futures; if less, then he may sell stocks from his warehouse… If the basis is greater than the carrying 
charge, then the warehouseman is treated to riskless profits…

The important fact to keep in mind is that a low and falling basis [me: a "low contango"] and, in 
particular, backwardation, are always a warning signal indicating tightness in the cash market. The 
size of the shortfall of the basis from full contango is an indication of the magnitude of the shortage. 
In a nutshell, cash prices always appreciate relative to futures prices in case of a shortage, showing 
that delivery problems exist…" 

2. It can last until all of the gold in the warehouse is either spoken for or gone. Fekete says that there 
will come a time when the "insiders" will buy up all of the remaining warehoused gold themselves. 
What this means is that the draining of the warehouse will not be a linear progression, but rather it will 
have an abrupt and unpredictable (to outsiders) end. I agree, with the one caveat that the BIS may have 
some say in the matter of who gets the last of the gold and, therefore, some say in the timing of the 
phase transition. 

I have a question about the shock absorber thoughts in the sugar market example from your 
post. As an end user of gasoline, I feel like I haven't gotten to enjoy very good price 
stability. Is this just my perception? Would it have been 100 times worse without the traders 
and speculators?

The natural volatility of commodities that are produced and then consumed relatively quickly is the 
very reason for speculators in the futures markets. They should smooth out that volatility for the real 
users, not create more of it. But I think the problem with oil is that, unlike sugar, corn or pork bellies, 
oil became a plaything of Wall Street who was playing with OPM (other people's money, more 



specifically, savers' money). Volatility is where profits are made. Without volatility, there is no need for 
speculators, and therefore they won't come. Here's Fekete on the good and bad sides of speculation 
from that same paper:

"Speculation in grains is legitimate business as it addresses risks given by nature. Both the price-risk 
and the basis-risk are nature-given. They are influenced by the weather, the possibility of floods and 
other natural disasters. We have no other means to alleviate market dislocations such as shortages 
caused by crop failure (hurting the consumer) and price busts caused by bumper crops (hurting the 
producer) than organized speculation.

By contrast, organized speculation in the monetary metals is an aberration... In fact, to call it 
speculation is a misnomer. Speculation [of this kind] is of the nature of gambling. Few people today 
realize that under the gold standard there was no organized speculation in foreign exchange and 
interest rates, as the variation in these rates were too small rendering speculation unprofitable. And, of 
course, there was no organized speculation in gold. This, incidentally, is one of the merits of a gold 
standard. It channels talent and manpower away from gambling and into productive enterprise. The 
main negative effect of the destruction of the gold standard by the government was the creation of a 
long list of artificial risks that had not existed before, e.g., the foreign-exchange risk and the interest-
rate risk… 

The regime of irredeemable currency is seen as a most wasteful one [me: the regime of savers saving 
in the medium of exchange is a most wasteful one]. It creates phantom markets, phantom supply and 
demand, channeling talent and manpower away from socially desirable production into socially 
undesirable gambling. The derivative markets trading gold, silver, foreign exchange, and interest-rate 
futures (options) are a monument to government obtuseness and inefficiency. Rather than reducing, as 
it should, the number of ever-present risks that man has to face in his struggle for survival, the 
government in embracing irredeemable currency creates new and wholly unnecessary risks, thereby 
undermining the efficiency of production, distribution, and saving." 

Here's a short 2008 interview with Sheikh Yamani who was the Saudi oil minister from 1962 to 1986. 
Listen to him complain about the high price of oil in 2008 and Wall Street's hand in it. 

FWIW, this GOFO/backwardation issue is only worth discussing because everyone else is talking about 
it, and also because others like you have been asking me for my take on it. So there you go. Now you 
have my take on it. As you probably noticed, I still haven't commented on it publicly because, to me, it 
wasn't as OMG as it apparently was to other people. I have been watching the draining for some time 
now. 

Unlike faux backwardation, real draining has been happening at least since December, and probably 
well before that. My interpretation of what little we can actually see is that GLD may have constituted 
most of the BB's reserves at least as far back as 2011, or even 2010 when the GLD inventory plateaued. 
So, presumably, they drained their non-GLD reserves before they dug into the Trust. I put more stock in 
a logically consistent thesis combined with supporting observations than I do in questionable derivative 
metrics which are as untrustworthy as they are confusing. ;D 

Sincerely,

http://youtu.be/FO0DKszoi-8


FOFOA
_____________________

 Deflation or Hyperinflation? 

From Deflation or Hyperinflation, the post that inspired a self described 30 year "hard-core 
deflationist" to leave this comment:

Sheesh! Where to begin? It's difficult to give up a belief system that took root 30 years ago, 
but I find your arguments irresistible. I took notes as I read the essay, thinking to rebut you 
point-by-point; instead, halfway through it, I found myself overwhelmed by the clarity of 
your thoughts. The real power of this essay is that each step of the hyperinflationary 
endgame it foresees is entirely consistent with human nature, particularly where self-
interest and self-preservation are fated to play out. 

I will have to find a way to break this gently to my readers, perhaps starting with the joke 
about not having to outrun the bear. It goes a long way toward explaining how the Masters 
of the Universe will actually benefit from hyperinflation. You've also helped me understand 
how I could have been so bullish on gold over the years even though I considered myself a 
hard-core deflationist. It was a conflict between head and heart, really, but you’ve resolved 
it with the most persuasive argument I’ve seen in favor of gold. Even better, you’ve 
provided a sound basis for arguing that at $1500 per oz., gold has barely begun to discount 
the dollar’s final fall.

I especially appreciate the patience and humility you showed in walking readers through 
your argument one gentle step at a time. By not trying to overpower your opponents, you 
have produced a treatise that is certain to engage many minds. Thanks for engaging mine -- 
at a depth that had eluded me for three decades.

Friday, August 16, 2013

My Candid View – Part 3 

http://fofoa.blogspot.com/2011/04/deflation-or-hyperinflation.html?showComment=1303717453739#c2988318620229780344
http://fofoa.blogspot.com/2011/04/deflation-or-hyperinflation.html


FOFOA,

I have something I hope you can clarify for me. I think I know the answer but I don’t like 
the low degree of confidence I have in my understanding. It is probably within your 
previous writings but a simple explanation has eluded me thus far although I think it might 
have been in “legs” and just went over my head.

I believe that only the BIS has the power to save the paper gold market. The $IMFS cannot. 
I believe a "gold deal" would be needed for this. I'm not sure where I got this from. Maybe 
one of your posts....maybe I imagined it.

So, can you tell me why a proxy for the United States or even just the IMF directly can’t 
support the “price” in the paper gold market by purchasing an unlimited amount of long 
paper gold. My understanding is that the crumbling paper gold market is bad for the dollar 
regime and I’m not completely sure I know why they can’t stop it like all the other financial 
issues they seem to be able to can kick. I used to think in order to go long paper gold you 
have to go short physical gold. But recently this doesn’t make complete sense to me 
because if I wanted to buy paper gold this afternoon couldn’t I just wire a broker cash and 
be the proud new owner of a paper gold certificate? (side note I've never bought paper gold 
if you can't tell). Is this a case of different rules for shrimps and Giants? Perhaps the broker 
I wired cash to must sell physical in order for this transaction to be legit?

This world of high finance hedging, derivatives, and trading is not boring to me but it is 
always in a state of loose understanding for me which I find frustrating at times. As soon as 
I grasp a concept I feel like other concepts float away since they aren't quiet tied down. 
Maybe I need to write this all down =D

Anyway if you have time to help me......I would sleep much better =)

-XXX

Hello XXX,

http://1.bp.blogspot.com/-38oPM7INo3M/USibgM8-s3I/AAAAAAAAEb0/BC8fbE3BmHM/s1600/gold_chess.jpg


Supporting the status quo aka the $IMFS is a lot more complicated than just supporting the POG. It 
may seem like the US has kicked the can all this time, but it couldn't have done that without external 
support. As for the declining POG, I think it's better to view it as a symptom rather than the disease. For 
us, it is like the fire alarm more so than the fire itself. 

Supporting the paper gold market requires supporting the physical flow of gold because that is what's 
required. One way to do that is by keeping certain parties that are only interested in physical away from 
the public markets. This can be done by supplying them with off-market gold, but at paper prices that is 
a losing battle. So then it requires deal-making. 

Simply buying up the paper price of gold won't solve the fundamental problems. You'd also need to 
supply physical to the LBMA and the US could certainly do that, it did similar back in '68 with the 
London gold pool and in '76 with the Treasury auctions. Do you know how well those worked out? 

Like I said, I view the declining POG and the declining GLD inventory as that part of the gravitational 
effect of the black hole that we can observe. Masking those signals will not make the black hole 
disappear. So when I point to the declining POG, I'm pointing to a symptom, not the disease. Can you 
see the flaw in then wondering "well why doesn't the USG or the Fed just buy paper gold?" 

Sincerely,
FOFOA

To answer your question directly I would say yes I can. Turning off the fire alarm won't 
stop the fire. I think for me the main point I need to always remember so that I don't fall 
back into my old trap is "It may seem like the US has kicked the can all this time, but it 
couldn't have done that without external support." I seem to digest this point over and over 
and then it slips away. It's probably a symptom of being a 30 something American that has 
only seen the United States as a seemingly unstoppable great power in the world. Then 
when you start to sense cracks in the wall and that something is wrong with the stories 
coming from the mainstream media, the mainstream alternative is to think that while the 
finances of the US are in trouble this country can use its great powers to shut off fire alarms 
left and right and maintain confidence amongst the masses. It gives the impression that this 
confidence is what keeps things going and it feels like it is forever sustainable with so many 
people disengaged and with magical un-inflating fiat always a keystroke away. 

So indulge me for a second. I believe the flaw in my thinking is that from outside noise and 
personal bias I start believing that the black hole has been in place and growing for a while 
but the current dollar faction has been turning off alarms so we are none the wiser. That 
somehow the black hole only has power if people know about it by hearing the alarms. 
Alarms are sounding and I keep looking for the US to shut them off and when they don't 
I'm confused. What if people hear the alarms! This gives the black hole power! If I 
understand the situation correctly however it is more like the black hole has always been 
there and the rest of the world has kept us from being sucked down at great expense and 
effort. A brilliant move that saved the global financial system, bought time for a new one, 
and set such a fantastic trap that we will now see a monetary transition without war. GLD is 
draining and the price of paper gold are falling because it seems the world is ready for 
change and they are no longer holding the dollar up.



Am I getting it?

Hello XXX,

I don't think people need to wake up in order for the phase transition to occur. I never have. So what if 
they're shutting off fire alarms and maintaining confidence? Maybe they are! It doesn't matter because 
that's not what prolonged the status quo. 

What prolonged the status quo was support for the system. It came in many forms. It came in the form 
of European CBs supporting USG debt and then China after 2001. It came in the form of private deals 
and CB gold being expended to keep big interests out of the commodity gold market. It came in the 
form of a paper gold market which has grown since the early 80s into an uncontrollable monstrosity. It 
came in many forms. But while you might think it was the all-powerful USG exercising its power to 
kick the can, reality doesn't care what you think! 

Freegold is a top-down phase transition, IMO. The minute there is not enough physical gold flowing at 
the top level in which it flows, the phase transition will be complete. It will be instantaneous, and when 
it happens there will be no going back. We will have crossed the event horizon of the black hole. 

It is my view that it will happen behind closed doors where no one can see it coming. Think of it like 
the managers at MF Global discussing pulling the plug in the moments before they came out of the 
conference room and told everyone in the office to stop all redemptions and freeze all accounts. At 
some point it must become clear to the insiders that actually trade physical at that top level that the 
game is over. And at that point there is great value in conserving the determination of who gets the few 
remaining reserves. Consider also that central bankers at the BIS are probably involved in the bullion 
banks at that level insofar as they have assisted in the past in keeping certain "giant" interests out of the 
public market. 

So it's just like ANOTHER said, the BIS will probably have a significant say in the matter. After all, 
they are the ones who can get physical gold flowing once again at that top level with a really high bid 
and ask price. 

Also, if you noticed, I referred to the paper gold market as an "uncontrollable monstrosity". This sets 
me apart from almost all other gold analysts who think the paper market makes gold more controllable 
by those who need to manage the flow of physical. What the paper market did for gold was to 
disconnect the price from the physical flow, and hand the price discovery function over to world full of 
paper traders. Sometimes the price trend works to the advantage of those managing the physical flow, 
and sometimes it works against them. But they don't have control over the price other than meeting 
new paper demand from paper traders by expanding the paper supply. 

Today gold is chained to both commodities and foreign currencies like the AUD through the paper 
markets. This is why we see gold moving in lockstep with either other commodities or as the inverse of 
the dollar. And what this means is that it would be virtually impossible to control the price of gold in 
isolation. If you even attempted such a feat, you'd have a world full of paper traders working against 



you no matter which direction you were trying to move the POG. 

The physical portion of the gold market, however, needs the POG to move in isolation. It needs gold to 
be priced higher in the very things to which the paper market keeps it chained. It needs gold to be 
revalued, and that cannot happen as long as the paper gold market is functioning because a world full 
of paper traders will not let it happen. So when the physical runs out at the top level in which it trades, 
physical gold will be revalued in isolation, without any of the other commodities or currencies coming 
along for the ride. 

In a physical-only market, the price of gold will be established wherever real physical trades in the 
largest volumes, and the price elsewhere will refer back to that "top level" price. Today, the opposite is 
true. Today, the price of gold is established where no physical even changes hands, and the place where 
physical trades in the largest volumes today is at the mercy of those trading imaginary gold for 
imaginary everything else. 

If this view seems logically consistent to you, then please reconsider the amount of control you think 
TPTB have over what we are watching unfold. 

Sincerely,
FOFOA

_____________________

…It's my opinion we can't have a FG reval until most of the miners are dead. Ditto for most 
of the coin dealers. So I think we may have time. We go back to that 'least volatile' 
transition thing...

Hello XXXX,

I've seen you mention this before, but why do you think we can't have a reval until after the miners are 
dead and most of the coin dealers are out of business? Do you think they'll flood the market with 
physical? 

First of all, miners don't sit on above-ground physical. They can only flood the market to the extent that 
they can pull it out of the ground, refine it and then sell it. If they are locked into hedging contracts, 
they can be forced to continue mining at that low price as Another said. If not, they will be blocked 
from the windfall profit from newly-mined gold by the hungry collective. 

I personally think mining will decline quite a bit in Freegold, but at the same time, I think that smart 
governments will encourage some mining just to keep the equipment well-oiled and operational. 
There's no problem in a flow coming from the mines because that in-ground gold is essentially already 
a reserve asset for that zone anyway, just like its above-ground reserves. It can be converted from in-
ground reserve asset to above-ground reserve asset without ever entering the physical market. It will 
only enter the flow (the market) if that zone is running a trade deficit excluding gold. So the process of 
mining, in Freegold, simply becomes a reserve management operation for the government of that zone. 
Not unlike moving the gold from Fort Knox to Denver or West Point, or a currency management 



operation if it is allowed to be sold to the public from the mines. 

As for the dealers, I think the exiting dealer network will likely become a functional transmission 
mechanism for price in the physical-only market. There are a ton of small dealers out there. Many more 
than most people realize, but a lot of them are in it mainly for the numismatic trade. Bullion is just a 
side business for many of them. From what I've seen, a lot of small dealers tend to own their 
numismatic inventory outright while their bullion inventory is either borrowed (financed) or hedged. 

One big difference I foresee in Freegold as far as the bullion dealers are concerned is that they will no 
longer have the paper gold markets in which to hedge their inventory. So, instead, I foresee that they 
will finance their inventory, but they will finance it in fiat currency. They will have a dollar-
denominated line of credit which they will draw from as they restock their inventory. As long as they 
are moving inventory, they will just keep rolling it over as the spread they make covers the carrying 
cost of the currency loan plus their profit. This will be possible because in a physical-only market the 
POG will always be stable to rising just like all other traditional physical stores of value used by the 
wealthy, so there will be little to no price-exposure risk for holding financed gold without an ounce-
denominated hedge. 

So while I foresee great change for both the miners and the dealers, and while it makes perfect sense 
that some of the miners will die and some of the dealers will quit in the final stretch, I don't understand 
why you're imagining their demise would be a prerequisite to a revaluation. 

Sincerely,
FOFOA

_____________________

… My question for you is do you have any input or advice on questions/wording of the 
email?

Based on the emails you shared with me, you've fine tuned your ability to talk about 
freegold without coming off as a tinfoiler to the nth degree. And while it might be difficult 
to believe, XXXXX is no doubt an old money giant, so I think his perspective could be 
immense if he is willing to share.

Regards,
XXXX

Hello XXXX,

[…]

I don't know if you get this part about old money Giants, but they will not try to profit from Freegold. 
It's simply too risky for them. Assuming he already has a traditional gold reserve, even if Freegold was 
on his radar, he might not buy any more. This is a hard point for us shrimps to digest, but the point of 
view of a Giant is quite different from ours. 



True Giants know the value of keeping a low profile. They already have intergenerational wealth, and 
the goal for them is more to keep what they already have than to increase it. Keeping a low profile is 
the best way to do that. At some level, they even give wealth away in order to ensure that they get to 
keep the majority of it, kind of like the Rothschild family gives a castle away to charity every once in a 
while (see my post Think Like a Giant). 

The Giants do feel a sense of responsibility regarding their wealth, which is why they often own 
multiple businesses, just like XXXXX. It's not so much that they are trying to increase their wealth, but 
more that they are trying to be responsible with it. In many cases it is the wife's job to give money 
away almost as fast as the husband is earning it. Even lavish spending and conspicuous consumption is 
a charity of sorts as they are seen supporting the businesses in their community. 

In general I imagine the true Giants having less than 5% of their investable wealth in physical gold, and 
they probably think about that gold portion rarely. To try and double or triple what they already have 
through the Freegold transition exposes them twice. Once when they buy, because they have such a big 
footprint that it's difficult to hide. And then after the revaluation it will become clear to everyone how 
much they profited. Might as well wear a shirt with a target on it. 

That's why, as ANOTHER told us, true Giants buy slowly over time, putting a small portion of their 
surplus income into gold on a regular basis. 

So just be aware that he may not have the same perspective as you regarding the windfall potential of a 
gold revaluation when formulating your questions. ;D

Sincerely,
FOFOA

_____________________

…under RPG it's in their best interest to demonstrate to the world that the gold is there and 
it's real…

Admittedly, my view of the central banks has changed over the years, but I'm not sure I even agree with 
this statement in the end. "Under RPG" (meaning "in Freegold" or "after the revaluation and 
transition") I think that, counterintuitively, we'll know much less about who has how much gold than 
we do today. And I think that's the way it should be. All that matters is the flow, not the stock. This 
obsession with the stock is very $IMFSish and it engenders one of the greatest forces against which the 
Giants have to constantly defend themselves: envy. To eliminate some of that destructive force would 
be a great step forward for mankind, because for the truest superproducers to have an "invisible" SOV, 
as opposed to eg. opulent castles, would allow them to continue net-producing in perpetuity without 
worry. That's good for everyone! 

This idea that the gold might not be real, or that it's not really there, is pretty much limited to the 
conspiratorial Western goldbug shrimp arena. It's not nearly as big as it might seem. Of course the (vast 
majority of) the gold is real. I quite feel for these central bankers having to deal with all the crap put out 
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by the goldbug sphere of (very limited) influence. 

Sincerely,
FOFOA



Saturday, August 17, 2013

My Candid View – Part 4 

This part begins my multi-part conversation with Edwardo prior to the RT interview. Edwardo agreed 
to do the interview as long as I would spend some time clarifying for him some aspects of my view on 
various topics. As most of you know, I consider Freegold to be a lens of sorts, a way to view the trail 
we all walk in a different light. And for the most part, what I try to do on this blog is to share with you 
the lens itself, so that you can see the view for yourself, rather than simply describing the view that I 
see through it. So that's what kind of sets this series of posts apart from others, and why I decided on 
the name 'My Candid View'. 

I picked Edwardo in part because I think he already has the lens and the view. And as I said in one of 
the emails below, it is the details of the view that make for the most interesting discussions among 
those who share the lens as well as the most contentious debates against those who don't. It is therefore 
the view more so than the lens that tends to be sensational and which occasionally ignites that initial 
spark of interest in someone leading them to want to dig deeper. And it is the sensational which 
interviewers usually want. So Edwardo and I spent quite a bit of time discussing the view, and now you 
get to read that exchange at length! 

Interestingly, this series seems to be attracting a few brand new readers. Not only has traffic doubled 
over the past three days which is not very unusual for new posts, but what is more unusual is that I have 
received multiple emails from people who have just stumbled upon my blog for the very first time and 
were then moved to send me an email. There's something to be said for the occasional exposition of the 
more mind-blowingly sensational conclusions drawn from the most logically consistent perspective out 
there. It's what first caught my attention too! ;D 

Thinking about the year of the window, were I the interviewer, I would be quite keen to 
hear as much detail as possible about the issue of support and the end of support, as that 
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bears directly on the question of (not just) when but how the transition is likely to occur. I 
may be missing some key ideas where this is concerned, but support for the paper gold 
markets, or so it seems to me, would not come primarily by, for example, an institution like 
the ECB buying shares in paper gold instruments such as mining shares or GLD. Availing 
themselves of the Futures market seems another matter. The problem with any of these 
notions, besides the possibility of them being just flat out incorrect, is there is no evidence 
one can point to make a case for such operations. My feeling is that the issue is less about 
support on the way up and much more about a lack of it once "the market" turned. How 
much support do you imagine was required before September of 2011? 

Paper gold, must, as we know, offer allocation or it loses all credibility. I've written, 
perhaps ad nauseam, about this of late. Clearly, you have read those posts so you know my 
views and we are on the same page. I'll end it here except to say that my preference would 
be that we prep either by phone or Skype.

Hello Edwardo,

Sure, we can talk on phone or Skype. Assuming we have some time (days at least), I think it would be 
helpful to work out some basics by email first. 

The first thing I would do would be to plan on side-stepping any of the more complex issues, especially 
the ones with no hard evidence and only logic and speculation to back them up. I see that you are on 
the same page with some of your comments! 

Yes, the "official support" doesn't really matter. Maybe there was some, maybe there wasn't. But if 
there wasn't, then it was all "market support" for paper gold, and that's an even more dire situation. 
"Market support" = bull market or bull run. And that wasn't just in gold. It was in silver, oil, copper and 
almost all commodities. So was there even a "gold bull market" at all? Or was it a commodity bull 
market that has now ended because global economic deflation is a real thing and a real effect of the 
winding down of the dollar-based international monetary system? 

Freegold is about the revaluation of the monetary reserve asset with no country and a 5,000 year 
history. It is not about a commodity bull market. 

I want to talk with you more about how and why I think Comex is a side show and the real pricing for 
gold is, unfortunately, in the foreign exchange market. I think the most important thing to understand 
and internalize is that "the physical gold market" is nonexistent when it comes to pricing. You cannot 
drive the price of gold up by buying a bunch of physical. All you can do by doing that is to destroy the 
paper gold market. So physical demand does not drive the price of gold up. 

Back during the London Gold Pool years (late 60s), physical demand did drive the price of gold up. 
And, perhaps in the late 70s and 80s and even into the mid-90s, Comex futures were more than just a 
side show in driving the price. But today I think it is clear that there's much more money chasing gold 
in the FOREX market than anywhere else. How else can we explain the volume in the LBMA survey? 
And I didn't come up with that explanation. It first appeared in 1997 right after the LBMA first revealed 
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its tremendous clearing volume. Note that clearing volume was still shocking then, but it's also much 
smaller than total volume. From the Red Baron series circa Sept. 1997:

"The formidable volume of daily trading strongly resembles that of currency trading."

"This suggests (at least to me) the trades are non-Central Bank transactions - and more probably 
commercial operations related to CURRENCY TRADING." 

Milamber posted a good quote from ANOTHER a few hours ago:

Date: Sat Oct 18 1997 21:04
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:

I ask you now: "Is it hard to believe or hard to understand"? When it comes to money it's usually 
both.

Know this: "gold transcends human valuations thru time and life". . Take your time on this one!

"Gold is now caught in a crossfire of world thought. The traders are viewing it as a commodity and 
trying to make money on its moves using various paper trading vehicles. Their opinion of the market 
is flawed because the "real value buyers" would never deal with these people or let anyone in that 
circle know they are buying gold as "money"! 

The major buying and selling is between CBs, nations, merchant banks, "the super rich" and the 
hordes of small buyers in forgotten places. That is one of the small many reasons wall street hates 
gold, they are not part of the real action. 

Comex is a side show!" 

It is, in fact, traders that are driving the price of gold. It is those who are buying and selling it as a 
commodity, while the real insiders are buying physical gold as "money" as Another put it. So the 
outsiders are the massive pool of traders, and the pool of "trading money" on the FOREX is larger than 
that in any other segment of the "gold" market, so that is the primary driving force in the POG. 

This brings me to why gold stays correlated with oil and silver and everything else. It is not, as some 
people believe, a manipulation run by the USG intentionally stirring up trouble in the Middle East. It is 
because of something very similar to Mises' Regression Theorem. Correlated commodities are 
correlated today because they were correlated yesterday. And they were correlated yesterday because 
they were correlated the day before. As long as they trade in relatively free and open markets, their 
ratios or correlations will not change quickly. 

Why? Because traders expect them to stay correlated due to the Regression Theorem and therefore they 
(the traders) act on that expectation. We normally call this arbitrage, but it's more of an effect of the 
Superorganism than it is the individual act of a conscious "arbitrageur". 

If, say, silver is heading higher while gold is not, traders will tend to sell silver and buy gold because 
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they see opportunity in the GSR being stressed. And at that point, it in fact becomes a democratic 
process. If more traders expect the GSR to remain static, then they win. If more expect it to widen, then 
they win. If more expect it to narrow, then they win. That's where TA comes into play in predicting 
what the majority of traders will expect at any given time. 

So ratios do change slowly over time through this democratic process, but they never change abruptly 
as in a revaluation which Freegold predicts. 

Now think about this in terms of the "gold thesis" of almost every gold bug in the world. They all have 
it basically right. They all think that gold should be much higher. But how can gold get there when it is 
chained to all of these other commodities through the regressive expectations of a massive 
Superorganism of traders that far outnumbers the gold bugs? It can't! 

So in this case, all of the publicly traded commodities in the world constitute a weight around gold's 
neck holding it under water. If the gold bugs try to drive gold higher in isolation, the rest of the trading 
world will see a profit opportunity in selling gold and buying whatever their favorite correlated 
commodity is. This will keep gold correlated with all of the commodities it was correlated with 
yesterday. And if those commodities are not ready to explode in price, then neither will gold. The only 
way we get $3,500 gold is with $230 oil and $70 silver. And that's not a revaluation. That's either a 
commodity bull run or inflation. 

So when we look at all of these other poor gold writers throwing in the towel, we should feel sad for 
them because they have the basic thesis correct—that gold should be much higher—but they are 
missing the bigger picture of how it will get there. And that's where the Freegold lens comes in very 
handy! 

Think back to the Austrians (including Ron Paul) in the early 60s. They fully expected a revaluation of 
gold, because they clearly saw how Bretton Woods was unsustainable as it was. If the revaluation had 
come as they expected, it would have been only in gold!!! Very important!! If the US had chosen to 
revalue its gold reserves to, say, $200/ounce in order to extend Bretton Woods, it would have been only
gold that was revalued. Not oil. Not silver. Not copper. 

That's because revaluations always happen overnight and by surprise, which doesn't allow the traders 
(the army of unwitting arbitrageurs) the opportunity to act on their perceived profit opportunity as gold 
inches up. It takes their power away from them. 

So what was expected in 1970 didn't come. Something else did. Likewise today, what is expected by 
almost every gold bug won't come. Something else will. Again, this is where the Freegold lens comes 
in very handy. 

So that was the "market support" over the last decade. Everything else was rising, so gold went along 
for the ride. If there was "official support" it was probably a combination of providing physical, cutting 
deals to keep some big interests out of the public arena, and also possibly buying XAUEUR at key 
points in time. 

Make sense?



Sincerely,
FOFOA

FOFOA, what you've written is very clear. Now, for the purposes of making sure that I 
actually understand what you've imparted, I'd like to encapsulate […]

Last, but not least, the timing of this revaluation will almost certainly be dictated first and 
foremost by a critical state whereby the flow of physical has seized up and is threatening to 
shut down global commerce.

Hello Edwardo,

Yes, the revaluation of gold will be de facto instantaneous because of a shortage of physical. Physical 
gold is already "cornered" by the mere existence of so many dollars. But as long as there is enough 
flow at the top level at which it flows, the paper markets where traders operate will continue to 
function. The minute there is not enough physical flow at that top level, physical gold will be de facto 
revalued. But that doesn't mean we'll know the new price right away. All it means is that the phase 
transition has occurred. There's no turning back at that moment. We'll have passed the event horizon. 

It is my view that it will happen behind closed doors where no one can see it coming. Think of it like 
the managers at MF Global discussing pulling the plug in the moments before they come out of the 
conference room and tell everyone in the office to stop all redemptions and freeze all accounts. At some 
point it must become clear to the insiders that actually trade physical at that top level that the game is 
over. And at that point there is great value in determining who gets the few remaining reserves. 
Consider also that central bankers at the BIS are probably involved in the bullion banks at that level 
insofar as they have assisted in the past in keeping certain interests out of the public arena. 

So it's just like ANOTHER said, the BIS will have a say in the matter. 

I don't know if we'll see any signs that something is "threatening to shut down global commerce." 
That's just a given, and presumably at that top level gold trade it is already known that the physical 
flow of gold is necessary. 

The "Comex is a sideshow" meme is important insofar as it reveals some of the flaws in the standard 
gold bug perspective. XXXXXXX and XXXX come to mind, and of course XXXX. The problem is 
that whenever the term "paper gold" is used, they automatically think Comex futures. And that train of 
thought leads to the "short squeeze" conclusion. In their simplistic perspective, futures are paper 
because they are contracts for future gold. Futures are publicly traded contracts and forwards are "off 
market" or privately traded future contracts at the LBMA. But they are all "paper" contracts because 
they relate to gold in the future. 

But just look at that LBMA survey!! What is that? It says at the bottom that it's 90% spot!!! Not 
futures. Not forwards. Not swaps and not options. And that's 2,700 tonnes changing hands every day!! 
It's actually much higher than that because that's only the LBMA banks reporting, and only a fraction of 
them at that. There's a bunch more trading worldwide. And the 2,700 tonnes is actually reported as 
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5,400 tonnes per day because of the way they report volume. So how does that compare to Comex? It 
dwarfs it any way you cut it. 

So it doesn't really matter if we can prove that the LBMA survey is referring to FOREX trading or not. 
It is what it is. It is a SPOT market for gold that dwarfs Comex futures. Ergo, Comex is a sideshow. 
XXXXXXX and XXXX refer to the LBMA spot market as the "physical market" or the "cash market" 
as do many others. And when they mention "paper gold" they mean (primarily) futures contracts on 
Comex. This is a flawed view, and once again the Freegold lens comes in very handy! 

The paper trading arena prevents physical gold from finding its true value as a monetary reserve asset 
because it chains it to commodities. In my Snapshot Day post I made the point that, among the CB 
monetary reserve assets, gold fluctuated much more wildly than the others. That's because it is chained 
to commodities. It can't break free until the physical flow runs out. Then it will break free and there'll 
be no more paper gold market for the traders to "arbitrage" between gold and commodities.

The new gold market will be physical only. And the price will be set by physical transactions at the top 
level at which it flows!!! Think about that. Small gold coin buyers and sellers will have a miniscule 
localized effect on the price of this physical market, because it will consist of a dealer network that 
traces back like a flow chart to the top level at which gold trades in volume. And that top level is the 
CB/Giant level where only the BIS is in a position to establish and run this new market. So once again 
we are back, logically, to somewhere that ANOTHER took us many years ago. 

Traders that believe gold is overvalued at $55K or whatever will have no say in the matter. They won't 
be able to short it and buy up their favorite correlated commodity anymore. Gold:Whatever ratios will 
become meaningless, because the rest of the commodity world will continue trading in paper. The 
silverbugs will have to start worrying about the silver:copper ratio at that point, because gold will no 
longer be a commodity. 

So it's not so much that, as you said, "All those pesky traders can only be neutralized by bringing about 
a revaluation in a very compressed period of time." It's more like revaluations happen instantaneously 
by definition. Therefore traders have no say in the matter. And all those silverbugs who say they'll trade 
gold for silver at that point won't have the gold to trade. 

You asked, "How do you imagine the actual technical aspects would take place?" 

I imagine the CBs, probably through the BIS or the ECB, will offer to buy and sell gold in bulk to get it 
flowing again after a brief disruption in the gold market. They may have to buy first briefly until people 
come to understand this new market (and new price!). And maybe it'll even go through London. Who 
knows? 

Imagine the BIS opens a standing offer to buy gold in any quantity at $55K and sell gold in any 
quantity at $56K. They might even do that through the existing LBMA infrastructure. That will quickly 
spread out through the dealer network (think flow chart) as dealers offer to buy gold at $54K and make 
the $1,000 spread. Before you know it, we'll have a new physical-only global gold market with all eyes 
on the BIS, wherever it's operating out of. The price will become the price, and dealers will have their 
own spreads which narrow the farther up the flow chart you get (i.e., the larger the transaction, the 
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smaller the spread). 

Sincerely,
FOFOA

Hello Edwardo,

I tried to come up with a few of my own "Freegold Basics" that may or may not help you. This is my 
view:

1. Freegold is not a theory. It is a conceptual framework for viewing events past, present and future. It 
differs slightly from the consensus historical narrative, but is it so surprising that consensus history 
might be slightly skewed and biased? 

2. The public expression of Freegold began with the writings of Another and FOA, but it was never 
about them. It was always about the conceptual framework that, for those who understand it, makes 
much more sense than the consensus view. The conclusions drawn from this perspective are what is 
controversial. But I have yet to meet anyone who can demonstrate that they truly understand the 
concepts and also come to radically different conclusions. 

3. Involvement in the gold industry is a HUGE impediment to understanding the Freegold framework. 
That's because anyone immersed in the gold business is going to try to incorporate their personal 
experiences in their gold-as-a-commodity business into the framework. I have yet to meet anyone in 
the gold business who could set aside their own experience enough to fully understand the conceptual 
differences. 

4. Necessary conclusions drawn from the Freegold conceptual framework view make for very 
interesting discussions, particularly among those who share the view. These same conclusions also 
make for the most contentious and controversial debates with those who don't. 

Probably the most interesting conclusion is the projected high price (value) of gold. When I say $55K, I 
only say that to demonstrate the magnitude of revaluation. Any price is really only a guess. It is not 
based on technicals in the way that most technical analysis works. No one else guesses $55K. Not even 
Another and FOA. Only me. That's why I say the conclusions drawn from the framework are just that, 
your own personal conclusions. 

That said, I personally think that $200K (in today's dollars) is too high, and $20K is too low. And I 
have yet to meet anyone who can demonstrate a working/functional Freegold view who comes to a 
lower estimate than me in today's dollars. Those who do (those who say $10K or $17K) are usually 
trying to reconcile some other analyst's technical analysis with Freegold, which is a mistake IMO. 

More of this later if you find it helpful! 

Sincerely,
FOFOA

Regarding #1 -I don't think that one should necessarily shy away entirely from referring to 



Freegold as a theory or thesis for the simple reason that we are dealing with certain 
suppositions which while circumstantially have, as far as we think, a lot of heft, are 
ultimately unprovable until, at the very least, the reset occurs. Be that as it may, as an 
interviewer, were I faced with your chosen idiom "conceptual framework" I would 
immediately ask to hear an elaboration on components of said conceptual framework. 

With that in mind, here is what I am prepared to offer an interviewer right now. The 
conceptual framework is informed by the following key ideas:

-That the global monetary and financial architecture is set to experience a paradigm shift in 
which physical gold, freed from paper proxies designed to artificially expand the stock of 
gold, will play a prominent and vital role in the evolution to the new system. Understanding 
freegold involves exploring not just why this paradigm shift is taking place, (See FOFOA's 
dilemma -store of value and medium of exchange fused which creates a destructive 
engagement between debtors and savers) but how, and, to a lesser extent, it is concerned 
with the always fiendishly difficult question of when.

Re: #3 - Here's what I understand to be at least one major conceptual difference, that 
physical sales to certain select participants has been defined by price levels that have never 
been remotely reflected in any known exchange.

You're talking about the special deals Another told us about, right? The trading of gold at many 
multiples of the paper price? 

Yes, that is one of the areas that those in the gold business have a really hard time with, but it's not the 
only one, nor do I think it is the primary stumbling block. This is a contentious issue because we only 
have Another's word and some logic to back it up. I would probably try to avoid this concept if at all 
possible. 

But if it comes up, I think the simple answer is that one simply can't buy more of something than is 
being offered. So at some point there is an amount of gold that cannot be purchased at today's price. 
Conceptually this should be indisputable. 

Here's a quote from Rickards that I have used before to lend credibility to the concept: 

"Great essay Doug; you make some excellent points about the basis trade between physical and 
COMEX gold. One point that does not get enough attention is the impact of size in the physical market. 
It’s one thing to say that COMEX is $1,100 per ounce and physical might be $1,200 per ounce for one 
metric tonne if you can find it. But what about 100 tonnes? 500 tonnes? Physical orders of that size are 
impossible to execute outside of official channels. Size of order is relevant in any market but I have 
never seen a market (short of a full blown manipulation or short squeeze) with as much price 
inelasticity as physical gold which is why the buy side overhang keep their intentions to themselves."  

Yes, I absolutely believe Another. But I think there were many different kinds of deals made. Some 
involved large mine forwards with future physical delivery guaranteed by the CBs. Since these deals 



also included oil contracts, plus possibly some physical, it's probably impossible to put a "spot price" 
on the deal even if you knew all of the elements that went into it. 

The bottom line was to keep these Giant footprints out of the public arena but also to make sure they 
were satisfied with what they got through high level negotiations and deal making. Off-market gold 
deals happen all the time, and if you want more than is offered in the public markets, you are going to 
pay a hefty premium, just like if you wanted to buy all of a company's shares to take over that 
company. You are going to pay a lot more per share than the marginal shares are trading for on the 
stock exchange. 

This is just part of being a Giant.

Sincerely,
FOFOA

"That's because it is chained to commodities. It can't break free until the physical flow runs 
out. Then it will break free and there'll be no more paper gold market for the traders to 
"arbitrage" between gold and commodities." 

That is the key, it seems, the arbitrage NOT between paper gold and the real thing, but the 
arb between gold and all other commodities. 

And just to recap, because the following has become a part of my thinking. Physical must 
always be available for paper otherwise paper loses credibility as a mechanism for 
allocation.

Hello Edwardo,

Yes to the first part. And yes to the second part as well, but the one caveat is that it's not necessarily the 
multitude of paper gold holders asking for allocation that will break the market. I don't see it as a 
bottom-up phase transition. Simply that physical must flow. The fact that all paper gold is "allocatable" 
is a given. But it's not the failure of people trying to allocate that breaks the market. In fact, not all 
paper is directly allocatable. But it is in terms of the way it is used by the physical market, as a hedge. 
But yes, all paper gold backed by bullion banks that also deal in physical is the same as a plain-vanilla 
unallocated gold account that you don't even trade. It is all BB liabilities denominated in ounces of 
gold, and at the top level, anyone can ask for allocation or physical delivery. They won't always get it, 
and they don't. We know that! We have an eye-witness account of such. But that's not necessarily what 
will break the system. It will simply shut down because the problem becomes too obvious and 
unfixable. 

"How do you imagine the actual technical aspects would take place?" 

To quote Another: "I say, these persons will find a problem on their computer screens!" 

I think I explained how it will "technically take place." So I assume you are asking how it will appear 
to "technical analysts." It will appear as the quote says, a huge theoretical opportunity that they have no 



way to arb. ;D 

"Here's how I rationalize such lofty revaluations numbers. The fractional gold system uses paper to 
artificially expand the supply of gold. When that system is no longer in existence, the value of the 
artificially expanded gold stock must find a home in the actual physical stock that remains. Now, 
having said that, there are some very practical real world considerations that bear on how they 
determine the bid and ask which, from where I sit, pertain to debt writ large and the imperative to 
recapitalize "the system". Let's just say that from where I sit the new price is informed by a blended set 
of imperatives that include a price that coaxes sufficient supply of physical out of hiding and renders 
massive debts harmless." 

Gold has never performed this precise role in recent history. So there is no regressive link to the new 
valuation. This is not the same as when gold was base money prior to WWI. This is not even the same 
as when gold was circulating as physical currency in Rome. We are in a new frontier, with gold as the 
primary reserve asset backing all money, in a world more wealthy (in real terms) than even imaginable 
50 years ago, and with that reserve asset floating in value, which was also practically unimaginable 50 
years ago. 

Of course some semblance of technical practicality will play into this Freegold valuation, especially 
when we quote it in "today's dollars". That's how I can say that $200K is too high and $20K is too low. 
But beyond that, it's really a calculation beyond our comprehension. I imagine the CBs will start at 
something like $55K and it will settle from there over less than a year. Probably higher, but who 
knows. 

Sincerely,
FOFOA

Okay, so here's where my understanding is at this moment on "The problem". It is not 
necessarily, or even likely, that a classic bank run occurs where folks are lining up for their 
cold, hard, physical, but, rather, an increasing dysfunction, if you will, in the market's 
functioning of which physical availability is a key component.

Yes, that's basically it. Of course a classic bank run could occur (on the bullion banks), but it's not 
necessary. It's the gold flow at the top level that allows for the flow at all lower levels as well as 
allowing for the paper markets to operate. Bank runs are to be avoided at all costs. Bank runs are the 
reason Roosevelt called in the gold. Not to steal the value. Not to extend the dollar. Simply to stem the 
bank runs, and it worked. 

In 1971 the bank run was by foreign CBs on the UST. That was stemmed by closing the gold window. 
So bank runs will always be avoided at any and all costs. At least systemic ones will. This time that will 
mean stopping paper gold redemptions (allocations and deliveries) at the top level before it spreads. 

"Gold has never performed this precise role in recent history. So there is no regressive link 
to the new valuation." 

-That line is, in my view, unsatisfactory, not to say problematic, with respect to the 



promotion of a lofty gold (re)valuations. 

"This is not the same as when gold was base money prior to WWI. This is not even the 
same as when gold was circulating as physical currency in Rome. We are in a new frontier, 
with gold as the primary reserve asset backing all money, in a world more wealthy (in real 
terms) than even imaginable 50 years ago, and with that reserve asset floating in value, 
which was also practically unimaginable 50 years ago." 

-I think a key "regressive link" must be imposed and must have something concrete about 
it. The thinking is as follows: Given that the primary reserve asset being thoroughly 
displaced is sovereign debt, particularly, U.S. Sovereign debt, it makes no sense, given the 
destruction of that asset's position in the monetary firmament, to not set a very high reval 
price. Since a revaluation destroys sovereign debt, to put it bluntly, it seems to me it really 
needs to count.

Fair enough! Go with it. 

Okay, sorry to drag this one out, but I think when you answer the following question I will 
have all the bases covered and we can move on. 

In your following comment...

"This time that will mean stopping paper gold redemptions (allocations) at the top level 
before it spreads." 

the "top level" refers specifically to very large operators, or, what we might call, giants, 
yes?

Yes. That's the basic idea. 

And this brings me back to another idea I hold as a result of my time hanging around 
FOFOA blogspot, and it's one that I can't imagine not coming up in the interview, (and 
probably fairly early on) which is that gold has never stopped being the primary wealth 
reserve asset for the most important "producers" on the planet, namely the oil states. The 
death of paper gold amounts to the complete manifestation of a condition that has been in a 
state of something akin to dormancy for generations. 

The outlier with respect to the concept of a premiere store of value is U.S. Sovereign Debt, 
but its outlier status has been so attenuated we have lost sight of the fact that its position 
represents an unsustainable deviation. All this by way of saying that we are, in fact, 
returning to a gold standard, but a gold standard with one feature in particular that sets it 
apart and makes it a profoundly different animal than any gold standard that has existed 
before. Gold will not be fixed in currency/credit. That was the great and fatal flaw that 
brought down the gold standard that existed prior to the Nixon shock.



Yes, I do see the value in calling it a "gold standard" of sorts, because gold will be the foundation of the 
monetary system. But the problem with calling it a "gold standard" is the baggage that comes with that 
term. Alright, so you cut some of it away by saying the gold price will not be a fixed price. What 
baggage is left? Well, there's the idea that in a gold standard the CB must always redeem its currency in 
gold, ergo the gold window. But Freegold is a little different in that regard. Also in recent gold 
standards, the gold was really just for the CBs to settle up amongst themselves, and not so much about 
individual savers other than Very Thank You Mr. Chang. And if we really get into it, that was one of the 
big problems with the gold standard; that some people liked to save in gold which constricted the 
money supply by constricting the monetary base. 

Anyway, you know what I'm saying. It's fine to use that term as long as you sufficiently destroy the 
baggage, but in general I prefer to instead distinguish Freegold from a gold standard. This also gets 
near the point of whether gold is being demonetized or remonetized. It is reentering the monetary 
system in a big way, but it may be more correct to say it is being demonetized since it will float in a 
physical-only market. In fact, it is both. Gold becomes the hinge between the monetary and physical 
planes. It becomes the one item that exists in both planes. 

But yeah, the oil states are a good example of a people who have always used gold "properly" as a 
wealth reserve. A people who, incidentally, have something we need. 

"The death of paper gold amounts to the complete manifestation of a condition that has been in a state 
of something akin to dormancy for generations." 

Yes, this is true, but to me at least the sentence is confusing. The paper gold market was a good thing 
for a while, because it kept the gold flowing. Think about it this way…

1946-1971: The gold flowed to oil from the US Treasury. Then that flow was threatened because the 
system became unsustainable and unstable. They could have done a number of things. Revalued to a 
new fixed rate. Revalued to a new floating rate. Close the gold window. They did the latter. 

1971-1980: The gold flow was chaotic during this time. What they learned was that as the price of gold 
skyrocketed, the flow of physical dried up because more and more people started to think of it as 
money. So the flow to oil was once again threatened. 

1981-Present: The gold flowed to oil via the paper gold market. This flow came mainly from two 
sources. Unlike pre-1971 when it came from CBs (UST), post-81 the gold came mainly from the mines 
and Western dishoarders. They even expected the new CB-backed paper gold market to allow the mines 
to expand production 5 times over. Didn't happen, and the Westerners had mostly dishoarded by the late 
90s. 

What we see today is that the paper gold market is no longer capable of flowing the gold in sufficient 
amounts to where it needs to go. We are essentially back to 1971 with only two options now instead of 
three. Revalue to a new fixed rate. Revalue to a new floating rate. But the fixed rate is not a realistic 
option this time, HMSers notwithstanding, because we have already moved on from fixed exchange 
rates in currencies to floating, fully-fiat currencies. Moving to a fixed gold exchange rate would undo 
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all of that just to get the gold flowing again. It is simply not going to happen. 

So, as Holmes says, "once you have eliminated the impossible, whatever remains, however improbable, 
must be the truth." 

To me, the "compete manifestation" simply means the completion of a full-circle monetary evolution 
that was required to keep physical gold flowing to where it needed to go. 

The "paper gold market as the bad guy" meme and the "killing of the paper market" as a heroic event 
are really just constructs confined to the gold bug realms. In a broader perspective I would simply say 
that the paper gold market has reached its end the same way the Bretton Woods gold system reached its 
end in 1971. 

There is nothing intrinsically wrong with government debt. It's been around for a really long time. But 
its use as a primary store of value, particularly by foreigners, is an artifact of this monetary evolution 
that, one way or another, always evolved in order to keep gold flowing. In 1922 the big problem was 
not enough gold. So rather than raise the price of gold, they admitted a new kind of reserve asset, paper 
notes put out by the US and Britain. So every step of the way it was about keeping gold flowing where 
it needed to flow. The gold must flow. 

Sincerely,
FOFOA

But what a monster they created when they fused the MOE with the SOV post Bretton 
Woods. It has just engendered the most massive misallocations of capital and insane credit 
creation that now amount to the chain around Ebenezer Scrooge.

Yes, post-Bretton Woods certainly stands out as an era of massive misallocation and malinvestment. 
But do you really think that's when the monetary SOV and MOE were fused? I guess it's when the US 
Treasury bond really gained ground as the monetary SOV which was certainly a big part of the problem 
(centrally-governed misallocation and malinvestment). But from a conceptual point of view, I'd be 
careful marrying that problem to just this era. The way I see it, the MOE and SOV being the same thing 
has been a problem for hundreds if not thousands of years. 

When gold was both base money and circulating currency pre-WWI, it was even a problem then. It's 
like I've said in the past about the Barsky-Summers observation; the cause of their observation is that 
some portion of the savers swung back and forth between base money and credit as their savings, 
simply because there was no other choice for a saver who instinctively wanted physical gold in an 
environment where the very act of hoarding it caused monetary deflation and economic contraction. 
Back then, you couldn't save in physical gold without constricting the monetary base. And that's why 
Freegold is so unique to the modern era. In Freegold there will be no risk-free real positive rate of 
return that will beat gold's naturally stable appreciation. 

You are absolutely correct, but the effects, as per my comments, in this iteration are 
different. They could never have created the unprecedented debt berg that we have in this 
era.



Correct! And what we learned from Another was that the European CBs "conspired" to "allow" 
(enable) this debt-berg to develop (perhaps without knowing exactly how big it would get) in order to 
buy the time necessary to launch an alternative system. And, once again, the Freegold lens comes in 
very handy! ;D

Yes, and, is there not a conviction that the system's attenuated demise is also owed to some 
degree to China "external" support?

Sure, but obviously it is debatable whether or not China would be better off today without having 
bought all that USG paper.

How much technology, infrastructure and gold has China been able to accumulate in the last 12 years? 
But yeah, China obviously supported the junkie's habit and so all codependent enablers should get their 
due credit. ;D 

Hi FOFOA,

As you may know, JR linked to Just Another HI Part 3 today.

Is the idea below still your view? 

"And as I said in an earlier comment, "I have predicted that the most likely and direct 
collapse trigger will be when gold **IN SIZE** stops bidding for dollars. That is, when the 
Giants withhold from the marketplace the gold they already have."

Cheers,
Edwardo

Yes. It is. But that statement doesn't take mining supply into account as much as it probably should. 
Obviously the supply side is made up of new gold from mines, old gold from dishoarders and old gold 
from recycling. 

Take away the dishoarders and the mines/recycling are simply not enough supply without a revaluation.

Sincerely,
FOFOA



Sunday, August 18, 2013

My Candid View – Part 5 

As a preparation exercise for the interview, Edwardo wrote out answers to some basic questions related 
to Freegold and these are a few discussions on specific topics that followed:

On inevitability:

It may not be inevitable, but amongst a list of possible outcomes it appears to have a high 
probability of coming to fruition because…

The way I view Freegold, I think that it actually is inevitable. Mainly because Freegold is simply the 
end of the current status quo, and that end is inevitable. The necessary conclusion that follows is that 
gold will no longer be undervalued because the system that undervalues it will have failed to keep 
physical flowing. 

We can agree that exactly how it will unfold cannot be perfectly foreseen (obviously), so if someone 
defines Freegold as "FOFOA's specific predictions of precisely how it will play out," then I will 
concede that I do not have a crystal ball. Like FOA said, "If you came with a notion that I am someone 
who sees the future, grab the children and run far away." 

In any case, we are dealing with semantics here, IMO. So if the inevitability question came up, I would 
probably phrase it more like this:

"Anything is possible for a period of time, but amongst a list of possible final outcomes…"

On Exorbitant Privilege:

The key point here is that Exorbitant Privilege is not assumed, or even taken, it is granted, 
and, therefore, any such privilege can be revoked. An irrefutable fact, to those open to facts, 
is that the entire dollar based system has had several near death experiences prior to the 
coup de grace that is about to be delivered. Both of the near death experiences centered 
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around the inability of the system to deliver gold to those who demanded it and who could 
not be denied short of risking global havoc.

Good paragraph. I like this answer.

On ECB MTM policy:

It shows their position on gold as a key wealth reserve asset and, from a practical 
standpoint, demonstrates the ECB’s preparedness to facilitate the flow of gold. Perhaps 
most importantly it shows a recognition of the fact that a MOE’s viability and credibility 
ultimately rests on its efficacy in facilitating gold flow to key economic actors.

In my opinion it also perfectly illustrates, at the highest level, exactly what Freegold is; A separation of 
the monetary roles into two primary media which are not fixed in value, but are able to fluctuate in 
value relative to each other. Freegold is currency backed by a floating physical reserve, and that's what 
the ECB's balance sheet illustrates so perfectly with the very first line in each column. And the 
quarterly MTM revaluations reveal the floating aspect, which is different from all past monetary 
systems that included gold at a fixed rate to the currency on the other side of the balance sheet. 

On whether the Fed/UST also MTM's its gold:

No, the gold price is essentially frozen in amber at a level that represents a snapshot from 
the past, specifically 1971.

The current level revaluation actually happened in 1973, and it wasn't actually a snapshot since the free 
market price was already higher. I think the final revaluation to $42.22 was probably done because the 
US stockpile had fallen below its legally required minimum level and $42.22 brought it back up to that 
level. 

Nothing wrong with your statement above other than it's not technically precise. 

So it happened two years after the default? Interesting.

They closed the gold window in August of 1971. Officially gold was still $35/oz. and no revaluation of 
US gold happened at that time. Then in May of 1972 they revalued it to $38, and then in February of 
1973 they revalued it again to its current $42.22. 

This is just speculation on the reasoning behind the two revaluations, but in terms of the legally (per 
Bretton Woods) required level of US gold at the time they closed the window, $35 was too low. The US 
stockpile had dropped below its legal limit as a percentage of outstanding currency. I'm not sure if the 
revaluation to $38 brought it back properly into line, because I'm not sure exactly how much gold they 
had at that moment. Sometime between 1971 and 1972 the US stockpile lost another 486 tonnes. 

But the next revaluation to $42.22 brought the remaining 8,584 tonnes up to $11.65B which appears to 



be close to the magic number. So it may have been a simple accounting trick to retroactively make the 
US gold hoard legal as of the time of the default. And that's why I think it was more of a technicality 
than a snapshot.

Has anyone ever provided any credible data on the precise tonnage of gold that was being 
called away in the year or two before Nixon closed the gold window?

Yes, actually the WGC put out a pdf in 1999 that shows all countries' gold reserves for each year from 
1950 clear through 1998. Prior to 1950, it lists the totals every five years going all the way back to 
1845. So you can easily track the inflow followed by the drainage from the beginning of Bretton 
Woods right through the Nixon Shock. Here's the pdf. It's on page 18 and you need to rotate it 90 
degrees to view it properly. 

Around $11.5B was the bare minimum even as far back as 1961, and that's when the gold was draining 
most rapidly. They could see the dead-end approaching even then and, amazingly, we are still almost 
precisely at that dead-end number today. Here's a 1961 newspaper article in which they note that the 
US gold supply can't go below $11.5B which, at that time, left only $6.5B in $35/oz. gold to supply the 
rest of the world for the rest of eternity unless something changed. Here's the relevant snip of the 
article. 

And here's the gold on the Fed's balance sheet today. $11.037B. 

Sincerely,
FOFOA

Can you please give me as concise a definition of cornered as possible please? I have heard 
the term used before in context many times, but, for some reason, I am uncertain about it at 
the moment.

Cornered generally means that the cornerer gains control of enough of the stock of something that he 
can control the price if he wants to. 

Think about that in terms of who has most of the above-ground gold stock, as well as the ability to buy 
up any and all that comes to market from the mines. In fact, ANOTHER said they had bought the entire 
mine supply 10 years out. 

A cornerer doesn't necessarily have to control the price, but he can. So think about it in terms of a 
stranglehold on the physical market, where the cornerer could blow it up into a physical-only market 
any time he wanted. The cornerer in this case being the Giants, Big Trader, the oil states and the like. 

I don't know the origin of this particular use of the word "corner", but my guess is that it is similar to 
backing someone into a corner. When you back someone into a corner, you don't leave them any way 
out. You can kill them at will, or let them live in that corner. But they would have to go through you to 
get out. 
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So I like to think of the physical flow being cornered by the mere existence of so many dollars out 
there. How many players could simply bid for the entire physical flow if they wanted to? China could 
easily, with $2T. That's enough dollars to buy almost 50,000 tonnes at today's price. So they could buy 
all of the CB gold in the world, plus all of the mining output for the next 7 ½ years. And that's just 
China. What about the oil states? 

That's cornered IMO!!

Hi FOFOA,

In a comment to Wil, Aaron wrote:

"Shrimps switching from saving currency to saving gold is not going to make a dent in 
bringing about "this transition from a debt-based to an equity based system" Giants no 
longer willing to supply physical to the market? Now that would do it."

This reminded me of something Another wrote in '97. I can't remember the exact quote-you 
probably can- but it said that the great private hoards of gold had already been sold into the 
market. I'm trying to find it in the archives but I've yet to locate it.

Cheers,
Edwardo

Hello Edwardo, 

In terms of "great private hoards" being already gone, I think there are two basic categories that fit that 
description. One is the aggregate of small Western physical hoards that together form a great hoard. 
Another did make reference to the fact that "public gold" had already "dried up" in his first post:

"To avoid a spiking oil price the CBs first freed up the public's gold thru the issuance of various 
types of "paper future gold". As that selling dried up they did the only thing they could, become 
primary suppliers! And here we are today." 

The second category would be individual "great hoards" that could be freed up to flow to parties they 
were trying to keep out of the public markets. He made reference to these in his fifth post:

"How DO they do it?

It's more complicated than this but here is a close explanation. In the beginning the CBs didn't 
sell their own gold. They ( thru third party ) found someone else who had bullion. That "party" 
sold to a broker who sold forward for a mine or speculator or government ) . In the end the 3rd 
party had the backing from the broker that he had backing from the CB to supply physical if 
needed to put out a fire. The CB held a very private note from the broker as insurance and was 
paid a small fee. This process mobilized free standing bullion outside the government stockpiles. 
The world currency gold price was kept down as large existing physical stockpiles were replaced 
by notes of future delivery from the merchant banks ( and anyone else who wanted to play ) ." 



So here we see individual "great private hoards" that were sold into the market while the original owner 
received special CB-backed paper gold (forwards). Notice the phrase he uses, "in the beginning…" 
Again, this writer was someone directly involved in these deals! 

Do you think the quote you're looking for was referring to "the public's gold" or to "private giant 
hoards"? 

Sincerely,
FOFOA

Here 'tis:

Date: Sun Oct 19 1997 09:42 
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:

"How much further can they take this? The world private stockpiles that could be sold 
have been." 

I read that to mean private hoards of the very wealthy.

Yes. I'd say that comment and this one from a week earlier were talking about the same thing:

"In the beginning the CBs didn't sell their own gold. They ( thru third party ) found someone else 
who had bullion. That "party" sold to a broker who sold forward for a mine or speculator or 
government )." 

This would seem to call into question the idea that Giants now included old world money 
with their private vaults of gold, or is there another, no pun intended, explanation? Also, 
what is the status of something like the Jamaica Accords in the present day? Is it relevant in 
any meaningful way?

Scroll down to #5 here for more on the Jamaica Accord. That was where the 2nd Amendment to the 
IMF Articles was established. It ushered in the floating exchange rate currency regime. Currencies 
could float or peg to other currencies, but not to gold anymore. Gold was formally cut free from its 
official shackles! 

Regarding Another's statement, I highly doubt that it means all of the Western Giants gave up their 
gold. Those who did had a way to get it back and a guarantee that they would. 

Forwards are a way to pull future gold into the present to satisfy demand. Just like when you borrow 
money you are pulling your future productively-earned purchasing power into the present in order to 
spend it now. 

Let's look at Another's words: a broker who sold forward for a mine or speculator or government...

http://www2.econ.iastate.edu/classes/econ355/choi/cur.htm


Mines and speculators (mostly hedge funds) were the biggest gold shorts in the late 90s. That means 
they borrowed "gold" and sold it for the cash. That was the gold carry trade. For a mine this was a 
hedge, locking in the current POG for gold they would mine in the future. It was essentially a bet that 
the POG wouldn't rise. For the hedge funds this was simply a bet that the POG wouldn't rise, since 
hedge funds don't mine gold. 

So the broker here is selling forward or borrowed gold for the mines and the hedge funds. This would 
be paper gold (ounce-denominated liabilities), but it would require a certain percentage of reserves for 
allocation and delivery demands. Also, the broker is not the one who is extending the gold-ounce-
denominated credit in these early days. He is simply the broker. He is also looking for a lender. That 
would be the Giant with a large hoard. 

What the BBs did here was increase their reserves. The Giant "giving up" his private hoard would be 
similar to you giving up your claim on cash on demand from your bank in exchange for a certificate of 
deposit. Not exactly, but more like giving up your allocated cash in the vault for mere liabilities from 
the bank, so the bank could move your allocated cash over to its pile of (unallocated) reserves. 

So the BBs essentially expanded their liabilities and their reserves through this process. It was a 
process of deallocating the gold of some of their customers in exchange for some cash flow and a 
guarantee that the CBs would provide physical "to put out a fire." 

"In the end the 3rd party had the backing from the broker that he had backing from the CB to 
supply physical if needed to put out a fire." 

Meanwhile, the reserves could drain as needed to keep physical gold flowing to where it needed to go. 
And the entities with price exposure were the mines and the hedge funds (like LTCM). 

Any of these "Giants" who played along in 1996 and have yet to reallocate would probably have first 
dibs on that remaining 960 tonnes in GLD when the music stops, IMO. That's because the BIS will not 
allow CB gold to cover all of the deals when the time comes, but I'm sure that some players carry more 
clout than others. 

One thing that surely put a strain on the flow of physical was when Barrick closed out its hedge book 
with cash. I think that was in 2009 and was about $5B, so even though that added stress, it was only to 
the tune of less than a couple hundred tonnes of physical. 

Try not to think in terms of a physical market and a paper market. All sales, purchases, loans, forwards, 
futures, swaps and derivatives are part of the paper market. Then underneath that market is the physical 
flow. Anyone who has paper gold can get physical, that's the prerequisite for the paper market. So these 
kinds of deals would have been getting a Giant to hold paper gold instead of physical to free up that 
physical to flow, but there's always an inflow of new gold, as well, coming from the mines and scrap. 
So as long as you, being the Giant who "gave up" his physical, had some kind of a guarantee of first 
dibs on that inflow and, if not, that the CBs would provide the physical in a pinch, why not play along? 



As I said, just because a market is cornered doesn't mean the cornerer will use his power to raise the 
price. In a traditional market cornering operation, you buy up enough of the stock so that you can 
squeeze the market, raise the price, and then sell your stock back to the market at the higher price. But 
those who have cornered the gold market are super producers, so they are constantly on the receiving 
end of the flow. They aren't interested in driving up the price to sell their gold back to the market. They 
are only interested in the continued flow. When that flow stops, the price will be driven up so that the 
flow—in the same direction as before—can resume. 

Sincerely,
FOFOA

There are some phenomenon I would like to discuss further with you, two of them are "The 
Flow", and "a falling price strains the market."

With respect to the freegold interview on RT America, I have crystalized a narrative that I 
think really captures the heart of the matter, and does so in a way that I hope will grab 
people by the lapels and hold their attention to a degree such that it will not flag when, for 
example, the idea of a "physical only" market is introduced into the discussion. Without 
further ado, here it is.

Without over simplifying matters, whatever one believes characterizes the state of play in 
monetary affairs, it is imperative to understand that the planet's most important/vital 
economic actors, actors that folks on FOFOA's blog often refer to as "Super Producers", at 
all times, despite any occasional appearances to the contrary, unerringly determine the 
viability of monetary regimes throughout history. The tail does not wag the dog though in 
the world we live in it can appear that way more often than not, but the fact is that, however 
long a distortion may persist, monetary regimes only survive to the extent that they ensure 
that the most critical productive enterprises of an economy are facilitated. Monetary 
regimes that do not cater to what are, literally, indispensable productive enterprises are not 
long for this world. This is a first principle from which every other concept that is part of 
the freegold model springs from. 

With that in mind consider that in the case of oil, the commodity that is indisputably at the 
top of the global economic hierarchy, the key producers of oil have always demanded what 
they (rightly) perceive to be the one asset that has the best chance to protect them long after 
their finite resource has run dry. "My grandfather rode a camel, my father rode a camel, I 
drive a Mercedes, my son drives a Land Rover, his son will drive a Land Rover, but his son 
will ride a camel" is something of a cautionary tale, a warning even, and the chief asset 
used by the producers of oil to avoid returning to an austere existence has everything to say 
about what really matters where the global monetary system is concerned.

To wit, the only reason the dollar system, with its fatally flawed construct such that the 
medium of exchange, the dollar, and the store of value, U.S. government dollar 
denominated debt, has lasted as long as it has is because in the absence of any other 
currency regime, everyone with pull cobbled something together that would allow the 
world's most important economic actors to get that one asset that would and could hold all 
of oil's value long after the last well was pumped dry.



Basically the narrative continues on with the idea that the creation of The Euro and the 
ECB MTM model was/is a game changer, and if the game didn't change according to, for 
example, Another's timeline, the delay to the new system is down to a variety of exigent 
circumstances that are ebbing away as mechanisms of delay.

So, however grindingly slow the pace of the evolution to a new system may appear to be, 
"it" is in process, even if some of the most spectacular elements that are likely to manifest- 
see the U.S. currency collapse/ paper gold market extinction-are still in the offing. I am 
hopeful that the presentation of "the first principle" narrative will allow viewers to digest 
key concepts like -paper gold markets are nothing more than an appendage of a system that 
itself on the way out and the paper gold market's dissolution will, to some degree, inform 
gold finally having its immense value reflected in a market price. B.) paper currency is a 
net benefit etc. etc.

Hello Edwardo,

I think that's a good approach you are working on! I don't want to micromanage your narrative, so I'll 
just point out possible weaknesses and potential enhancements that you are free to use or reject. 

I think that the euro and the ECB are "hot button" issues or "buzzwords" as it were, that carry with 
them some baggage in most minds. That baggage being the European debt problems which are of 
course not a direct problem for the euro currency. That said, I do like the historical approach, and both 
Bob English and his audience will presumably be familiar with what Rickards said in his recent 
interview with Bob. So there may be some room to draft a little momentum off of the Rickards 
interview. 

Rickards made the point that international monetary systems collapse on a regular basis. But I noticed 
that he focused more on the date of the collapse than the date of the birth of the new system. For 
example, I recall from memory that he pointed specifically to 1914, 1939 and 1971. You could say 
something very similar to what Rickards said while at the same time differentiating yourself by 
focusing on the relatively frequent establishment of a new monetary order (rather than the collapse of 
the old one). 

Where the old system failed in 1914, a new system was established at an international monetary 
conference in Genoa in 1922. You know that story! And if you need to brush up on it, it's here. Then the 
American monetary system was changed by executive order in 1933 in order to halt the bank runs of 
the Great Depression. It worked! Then a new international monetary system was born once again in 
1945 with the international agreement called The Articles of Agreement of the International Monetary 
Fund which governed the new Bretton Woods system of fixed exchange rates. 

That international system collapsed in 1971 by Executive Order of the President of the United States, 
but the new system was formally born 4 ½ years later with the Second Amendment to the Articles of 
Agreement of the International Monetary Fund which formally set gold free from money and also freed 
foreign central banks to transact with the free gold market as well as to mark their gold reserves to 
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market. That was in 1976, and that was basically the beginning of "free gold." 

The First Amendment to the Articles of the IMF was less earth-shattering. It was in 1969 and it 
established the SDR as a supplemental reserve asset. In 1970 they passed out the first allocation of 
SDRs to everyone and a year later the whole system collapsed. SDRs didn't quite work as well as they'd 
hoped. 

High ranking Europeans had been concerned about the inevitable collapse of the international monetary 
system since at least as early as 1960. See the "Exorbitant Privilege" quote by VdE, newspaper articles 
and the Charles de Gaulle speech. Also, the ECB pegs the beginning of the road to the euro at 1962 
with the Marjolin Memorandum. There was both international concern and international effort, not to 
fix the problem system, but to create a new one. 

I should add that the problem with the "free gold" system of 1976 was not the paper market; the 
problem was perhaps even the lack of a well-functioning paper market for gold. Gold needed to be 
"revalued", that is, it needed a higher price in isolation. This was denied to gold in 1971 by Executive 
Order, perhaps for selfish reasons by the US, but the ROW decided to support that decision in short 
order. But what it meant was that the price of everything ran away from them, including gold. Oil was 
indeed forced to bid directly for gold, in competition with everyone else, using the dollars it received. 
This threatened to collapse the whole dollar international monetary system less than 8 years after the 
Nixon Shock. That would have been the shortest-running system in a long time. The flow of gold came 
to a standstill as everyone, even in the West, waited in long lines to get some. Not a good situation. 

Right or wrong, the European central bankers came up with a plan to support the status quo in order to 
buy the time they needed. They needed a little help from Paul Volcker, so they confronted him in 
Belgrade in October of 1979, and he did what was needed even as it went against the wishes of Jimmy 
Carter. He initiated deflation. Aaaand… you know the rest of the story. ;D

Sincerely,
FOFOA



Monday, August 19, 2013

My Candid View – Part 6 

Hi FOFOA, 

Here's a snippet from Once Upon a TIme you will no doubt recall: 

"The ECB, on the other hand, is not mandated to assist the economy like the Fed is." 

On the surface that condition might seem to contradict my view about monetary systems, 
namely that monetary systems must ensure that essential economic activity is facilitated or 
they will be discarded, but the price stability mandate, while not directly supportive of key 
economic activity can hardly be said to be antithetical to it either, wouldn't you say?

In any case, perhaps my view should be modified such that it posits that monetary regimes 
do not need to directly facilitate essential economic activity to survive, it is sufficient that 
they foster an environment (such as organic price stability) that does not in any way impair 
or interfere with essential economic enterprise. 

Cheers,
Edwardo

Hello Edwardo,

I think that "price stability" is a little bit of a misnomer that leads to the fallacy that changing or 
fluctuating prices are undesirable. Prices change relative to each other. It's what they do. It's their very 
purpose in life. It's just that prices shouldn't change due to currency effects. A currency needs to be 
independent of any special interest groups (e.g. the government) in order to function properly for the 
whole economy. And that proper function is the transmission of fluctuating price signals that allow the 
Superorganism to be as efficient as possible. 

"Price stability" really means currency stability. Relatively stable against a broad basket of fluctuating 
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prices so as to show that the price changes are not due to currency abuse, as well as stable against the 
currencies used by trading partners. I don't think it's really a goal of any hypothetically perfect currency 
to eliminate the price volatility in individual goods and services that transmits vital economic signals, 
even though that seems to be the goal of central planners. 

When you give a central planner the mandate of assisting the economy, all this really means is that the 
central planner is allowed to pick winners and losers. This actually strangles an economy, so while in 
the short run it seems altruistic to not let the losers fail, the tradeoff is that you must also suppress the 
success of the winners. This leads to a society like today where the most parasitic members live high on 
the hog while systemically stifling true innovation. But I know you already know this. ;D

Sincerely,
FOFOA

For the purposes of my talk do you feel the following is valid? You will no doubt notice the 
modifications to the original.

Without over simplifying matters, whatever one thinks characterizes the state of play in 
monetary affairs writ large, it is imperative to understand that the preferences of the planet's 
most essential economic actors, entities that folks on FOFOA's blog often refer to as "Super 
Producers", at all times, despite any occasional appearances to the contrary, unerringly 
determine the fate of monetary regimes. The tail does not wag the dog, though in the world 
we live in it can sometimes appear that way. The fact is that however long a distortion may 
persist, monetary regimes only survive to the extent that they do not impair or interfere with 
the most critical productive enterprises of the economy. Monetary regimes that do not fulfill 
this function on behalf of indispensable productive enterprises can be expected to be under 
the sort of constant threat that is ultimately fatal. This concept/idea is implicit in the 
conceptual framework known as freegold which presents a very clear picture of the $IMFS 
maintaining its shaky position (for as long as it has) as the result of managing to “keep the 
gold flowing” in sufficient quantities at acceptable prices to Giants, who are defined, for the 
most part, as foreign oil producers after the collapse of Bretton Woods. 

The dollar’s managers were enabled in their monetary system saving endeavors, because 
the rest of the world, had no choice as there was no other currency system around that could 
function in the wake of a $IMFS collapse.

Yes, that's good. And what was this necessary function you mentioned?

"there was no other currency system around that could function in the wake of an $IMFS collapse." 

I said it in the email above: "And that proper function is the transmission of price signals that allow the 
Superorganism to be as efficient as possible." 

If we had lost the $IMFS in 1979 what we would really have lost was the shared knowledge of the 
relative prices of everything real, like man losing his common language in the Tower of Babel story. 



So you see, the $IMFS in 1979 represented that regressive link that keeps prices correlated so that they 
don't change dramatically in isolation. It also represents the markets in which traders act as the 
Superoganism's price transmission mechanism. To lose the $ would have been to lose that regressive 
link as well as the markets that keep it intact. 

Oil would have had no choice but to bid directly for physical gold which would have driven gold to the 
moon and made oil very cheap for anyone with some gold. There would have been no markets for the 
traders to keep silver, copper, oil and gold all correlated, because the markets would have been 
destroyed along with the price information. 

What we see in Freegold is this same outcome with regard to oil and gold, but without the disruptive 
chaos of having to start from scratch developing a new regressive link and building new markets. 
Europe has no problem with high priced gold and cheap oil. Losing the $ and/or the paper gold market 
will break those regressive links—oil and gold—but thanks to the euro, the rest will remain intact. 

Hi FOFOA,

I just got off the phone with Bob English. I think we should Skype or talk by phone about 
it. In the meantime what evidence, and it doesn't need to be hard evidence like cables and 
such-though that would be helpful- do we have, for example, that Paul Volcker was told in 
no uncertain terms by his European counterparts that he needed to defend the dollar in the 
way that he ultimately did? Bob brought up Basel III which apparently makes provisions 
for the use of sovereign debt as a means to increase capital ratios. In any case, it was 
something that was sovereign debt friendly and he asked how Basel III framework fit in the 
with freegold thesis. Any guidance on this would be helpful. I'll tell you more when we 
speak. 

Cheers,
Edwardo

"In the meantime what evidence, and it doesn't need to be hard evidence like cables and such-though 
that would be helpful- do we have, for example, that Paul Volcker was told in no uncertain terms by his 
European counterparts that he needed to defend the dollar in the way that he ultimately did?"  

Okay, there are a few different pdfs around, mostly academic papers, that discuss this 1979 Volcker 
confrontation. But here's one hosted by the Fed itself! It seems pretty good and covers a lot of the 
detail. I highlighted the part about "stern warnings." Also, notice how fast it all goes down. 

www.federalreserve.gov/pubs/feds/2005/200502/200502pap.pdf 

The Reform of October 1979: How It Happened and Why

Page 19 – 
On September 29, Chairman Volcker left for the annual International Monetary Fund (IMF) 
meeting, which was in Belgrade that year.6 On the plane flight to Europe, the Chairman 
took the opportunity to brief two top administration officials, G. William Miller, who was 
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now Secretary of the Treasury, and Charles Schultze, chairman of the Council of Economic 
Advisors. They were not enthused with the idea of new procedures, and in coming days 
they made their solidifying views known to Volcker. Moreover, in their subsequent 
conversations with President Jimmy Carter, the President may have voiced similar concerns 
to them. But Chairman Volcker considered it significant that the President never directly 
expressed this disapproval to him in person or otherwise (Volcker and Gyohten, 1992, pp. 
168-69).

On his trip abroad, Chairman Volcker also sought the counsel of various trusted foreign 
leaders and central bankers, including Germany’s Helmut Schmidt and Otmar Emminger. 
Their comments only reinforced his intention to move ahead. When his participation was 
no longer required at the IMF meetings, he returned early to the United States (Volcker and 
Gyohten, 1992, p. 168).

Chairman Volcker arrived in Washington on Tuesday, October 2, with his ears still 
resonating with strongly stated European recommendations for stern action to stem 
severe dollar weakness on exchange markets. His unexpectedly early return fueled 
market rumors that action dealing with the crisis might be imminent. This had a stabilizing 
effect on commodities markets, with futures markets opening lower on October 3, retracing 
some of their sharp increases on the previous several days (Figure 4).

The next regularly scheduled meeting of the FOMC was to take place on October 16, 1979, 
two weeks after Volcker’s return from Europe. However, and likely in light of the urgency 
of the situation after September 18, the Chairman instead decided to convene a special 
FOMC meeting earlier in the month. The special meeting, scheduled in secret and on very 
short notice, was to take place on Saturday, October 6, in Washington.

Little new governmental data was released in the three weeks after September 18 that could 
have provoked a sense of urgency about significant policy action. Table 1, reproduced from 
the Greenbook from October 12, 1979, shows the dating of various statistical releases 
tracked by the staff between September 18 and October 5. The only data published after 
that starting date but before Volcker left for Belgrade were for the consumer price index 
(CPI) and housing starts in August. To be sure, the annualized one month core CPI inflation 
rate in August exceeded 12 percent, up substantially from the 8.7 percent July core CPI 
inflation rate available at the September FOMC meeting. But this information, while 
unpleasant, did not seem to be the source of the alarm, as shall be seen from Chairman 
Volcker’s interpretation of these figures on October 6.

In the morning of Thursday, October 4, two days before the planned Saturday meeting, the 
Board met in its Special Library to discuss the possible monetary policy actions under 
consideration. According to the Minutes of the meeting:

[O]ne member of the Board referred to the outburst of speculative activity in the gold 
market, which appeared to be spilling over into other commodity markets as well, and to 
the very sensitive conditions in domestic financial and dollar exchange markets. He also 
noted that inflationary sentiment appeared to be intensifying as data on price increases 



continued to worsen. Against this background, the staff had been directed to prepare 
memoranda on a package of possible actions designed to show convincingly the Federal 
Reserve’s resolve to contain monetary and credit expansion in the U.S., to help curb 
emerging speculative excesses, and thereby to dampen inflationary forces and lend support 
to the dollar in foreign exchange markets. Such a package might include actions on reserve 
requirements and the discount rate; in addition, the staff had been asked to analyze the 
implications of a possible shift in Federal Open Market Committee procedures, whereby 
the Desk, in its day-to-day operations, would operate more directly on a bank reserves, 
rather than a Federal funds rate, target. (BOG Minutes, 10/4/1979, p. 1-2)

The Minutes indicate that “Board members agreed on the seriousness of the situation and 
on the need for action,” but postponed taking decisions on reserve requirements and the 
discount rate until Saturday, when the special FOMC meeting was to be held (BOG 
Minutes, 10/4/1979, p. 2-4).

[…]

On Basel III…

One potential line of attack (if someone were planning to attack Freegold) would be to start throwing 
out questions like "how does Basel III fit into the freegold thesis?" Even if you answered that one well 
enough, they'd eventually catch you with something you don't know enough about and then say, "a ha, 
so you haven't really considered such-n-such." 

First of all, Basel III is about the commercial banking system, trying to make it more resilient and less 
prone to collapse. What does this have to do with Freegold? Not much. 

You may recall that I have resisted attempts to steer the Freegold discussion toward advocating specific 
reforms for the commercial banking sector. To be sure, the banks have done plenty wrong. But the 
modern banking model itself is not the fundamental cause of the problems. In my view, there is nothing 
fundamentally wrong with the modern banking model. Some of the effects of the core problem that 
we've seen over the last two decades make the banks look pretty bad, but you've got to understand that 
Freegold fixes things at the foundation. Those symptoms will no longer exist when the banks don't 
have massive pools of savings to churn. 

Basel III is about capital adequacy in the banking system, making banks stronger and less prone to 
collapse. Let's look at some of the reasons why this is more or less irrelevant to Freegold.

In Freegold, I don't expect commercial banks to hold physical gold as a reserve asset. Banks hold debt 
(promissory notes) as assets and base money as reserves. That's what banks do. Central banks hold 
physical gold as a reserve asset so the commercial banks' reserves (base money) have the reserve asset 
gold behind them at the CB level. This is the gold link in the banking system. Commercial banks will 
have little to do with gold except for maybe storing it and selling it as a retail dealer would. I do not 
expect to see gold on a commercial bank's balance sheet, but that doesn't mean a small bank here or 
there won't have some. I just don't expect it to be a systemic thing. 



So banks hold debt. That's what they do. That's what they were designed to do. And that's what they do 
less of today than they should be doing, because today they earn so little interest on debt that they 
prefer to slice and dice it, package it up and sell it to savers, churning a profit off of the savers. 

Banks are lending institutions. They are the one entity we would expect to hold debt, so that the rest of 
us can hold a true wealth reserve as savings. Furthermore, sovereign debt is not going to disappear 
altogether just because it has been discredited as the SoV par excellence. It's just not going to get out of 
control the way it has in the last couple of decades. 

There is nothing in Basel III that I can see that is incompatible with Freegold. It would be silly to 
imagine that the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision would be secret Freegold insiders like 
A/FOA and friends, perfectly sculpting this bureaucratic document into a Freegold masterpiece. For 
example, all of the talk about gold as a tier 1 asset has nothing to do with Freegold. It has precisely 
everything to do with the BBs' fractional reserve gold banking practice, which will be gone come 
Freegold. It has to do with risk weighting their physical gold reserves the same as cash. It makes 
perfect sense. If you have a liability denominated in gold, then any gold you have as a reserve behind 
that liability should have a 0% risk weighting just like cash standing behind a cash liability. The BBs 
petitioned for "Tier 1 gold" because it would make their compliance with other new capital rules easier. 
But it has nothing to do with Freegold, and it will be rendered irrelevant come Freegold.

So I hope you can see, Edwardo, how Basel III is more or less irrelevant to Freegold. And if Basel III 
appears friendly to sovereign debt, that is no more relevant than it appearing friendly to bullion banks' 
fractional gold reserves. 

Basel III is all about the commercial banks. Commercial banking will continue in Freegold, and will 
have little to do with the gold aspect. Physical gold in Freegold is primarily held by Central Banks and 
by savers. Banks get less of the savers money to churn and skim, and so they get back to their original 
purpose of lending and facilitating transactions. 

Try not to dragged into irrelevant discussions.

Sincerely,
FOFOA

Muy bien, gracias. Now, I've done some research on gold for oil and I've seen the Wikileaks 
cables where gold for oil is mentioned, what documents are you aware of that make the oil 
for gold state of affairs plain? 

Thanks,
Edwardo

Re: Gold for Oil

Remember this?



US Mints ‘Gold Disks’ for Oil Payments to Saudi Arabia 

The modern oil era really began in the mid-40s. It began with the US oil companies partnering up with 
the Saudis. The Saudis had the oil, but they were still living in the dark ages. We had the technology to 
get that oil out of the ground. So we teamed up and created Saudi Aramco. And from the beginning, 
they wanted some portion of the payment in gold. 

I think that's a good place to start. 

Yeah, I've already looked it over. Have we got anything else?

"Have we got anything else?" Re: Gold for Oil

It was common knowledge, at least in the 70s and 80s, that Middle Eastern oil interests liked their gold. 
A statement like that can disarm anyone who's trying to project their own doubt upon objective reality. 
I'll give you a few newspaper clippings to prove my point. Here's a snip from a New York Times article 
from March 27, 1991. Ignore the flawed MSM analysis, but notice that it was just an accepted fact that 
oil likes gold:

Notice here that it's just a given, even to the NY Times, that Middle East oil-exporting countries 
preferred gold to dollars and other paper investments. This was 1991. It was common knowledge. The 
article itself was about a recent decline in the PoG and the rumors were attributing the plunge to the 
Saudi Monetary Authority selling a bunch of gold. The Saudis later denied the rumor, but I think it 
could be a little more complex than that. 

They could have been selling paper gold while still taking physical off the market via the subterranean 
flow. The purported Saudi "sale" was not a short sale, which means it was "gold" (paper gold) they had 
previously purchased, not borrowed. So perhaps the Saudis would buy paper gold to "lock in the price" 
and then once they had someone willing to sell them the physical, they would unwind that paper 
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"hedge" and sell the paper. So even as it looked like they were selling and causing the price to decline, 
they could have in fact been taking delivery of physical and the paper "selling" was just the visible 
"symptom" of that action. Here's the Saudi denial from an article 4 days later:

Here's an MSM article from January 7, 1985 tying gold to oil. Again, ignore the flawed analysis, but 
pay attention to the common knowledge that the price of oil was tied to the gold market because the 
Saudis liked to use their profits to buy gold:

Here's a snip from the NY Times on July 28, 1972 about oil for gold:
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Here's one from 10/13/73:

3/1/74:

12/14/79:
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1/7/75:

It goes on and on…
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Tuesday, August 20, 2013

My Candid View – Part 7 

Actual GLD Vault

Hi FOFOA,

Another question that I think has a decent chance of getting asked is something related to 
the repatriation of German gold. 

We are, of course, standing in a different place from the tidal wave whose narrative is 
"They don't have the gold and so they crashed da Market" to get their hands on cheap 
physical to replace that which they didn't have.

My line in response to the conspiracy perspective would be that while a seven year delay 
for a return of one's gold does seem rather strange, there was no diplomatic furor from The 
Germans as a result. And if it was the intent of "the manipulators to sidestep some sort of 
catastrophic market event, driving the price of gold down below the cost of production 
amounted to swimming through croc infested waters in order to get out of the heat. Could 
"they" be that stupid? Possibly, but to paraphrase Victor, I don't like any theory that rests on 
such a premise.

Cheers,
Edwardo

Hello Edwardo,

What a mess these kinds of stories are to deal with. First of all, the price decline has nothing 
whatsoever to do with German gold repatriation, obviously. 

As you know, I don't think anyone is actively trying to suppress paper gold. Short term price 
manipulation can happen in anything, and in any direction, but that's done for short term profits and not 
for ideology. And as you point out, the current price decline is probably not producing any extra 
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physical because it is stifling the mines and probably increasing the flow to the East in weight terms. 
The suppression of gold was systemic and due to the expansion of the supply of paper gold backed by 
central bank guarantees from ~1983-1999. The suppression was for the purpose of buying time, and not 
for some CB anti-gold ideology. (For more on this, please see 'The View of the Rocket Man' video at 
the bottom of Part 3.)

In terms of "active suppression," I do think the BBs have control of how quickly paper gold rises given 
overwhelming demand. In other words, they have no problem handling high demand for paper gold. 
They can simply create more of it. They can expand the supply. So the rate of rise can be easily 
managed as long as there's strong market demand for their product, paper gold. It gets quite a bit more 
difficult to control the price, however, when there is low market demand for their product, especially 
with so much of it already out there. Kind of like dollars. ;D

I think this may be partly why "the top" in 2011 looked the way it did. The LBMA survey was 
coincidentally released right before the top! The survey was released in August of 2011 and gold 
topped at $1,896 on Sept. 5, 2011, just days later. I wonder if they would have even released the survey 
if they had known that demand for their product was about to reverse trend. 

The survey was conducted in Q1 of 2011 and it appears to show an expansion in paper gold during that 
quarter. This would be newly-issued paper gold amounting to more than 7,600 tonnes during a quarter 
in which the price of gold barely rose $35. Since this was near the top of the decade-long bull run, I can 
imagine demand being high and that some of it was met with new supply rather than old supply. 
Perhaps in Q3 demand was instead met entirely with old supply which is why we saw the price spike 
from $1,492 to $1,896 in one quarter. Then demand dropped out from under the massive supply and the 
BBs lost control. 

It's kind of like the printer who has control of the rope as long as demand is pulling. Remember the tug-
of-war analogy in 'Big Gap'? 

"The printer controls supply and the marketplace controls demand. A tug-of-war is actually an apt 
analogy. When demand for a currency spikes its price, the printer just eases his grip on the rope, 
releases more rope and the whole demand side just falls on its butt. […] But in the same way that the 
marketplace has no control over the supply side, the printer is powerless on the demand side." 

Anyway, the point is that any kind of "active manipulation" talk is a non-starter for me unless the talker 
can demonstrate an understanding of what's actually possible and not simply parrot the conspiracy 
theories. When you understand what went down and what went up over the last year and a half, that 
was not manipulation. It was some kind of a massive shift in trader sentiment that has nothing to do 
with physical gold. 

Sorry, enough about manipulation/suppression. Let's talk about German repatriation. 

Only simple minds imagine that CBs share the same transitions concerns as we shrimps. I, on the other 
hand, understand that while "gold in your physical possession" is the best transition policy for shrimps, 
that is not the case even for private Giants, let alone CBs. At the Giant level, properly allocated 
physical is the best way to store the bulk of your hoard. I have a hard time imagining anyone with 20+ 
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tonnes stored in a home safe. 

For CBs, there are many reasons why their gold is where it is. During WWII Germany stole a lot of 
gold. A good deal of the European gold that wasn't stolen by Germany was moved to New York for 
safekeeping, so that it wouldn't be stolen by Germany. Then, after losing WWII, most of that stolen 
gold was taken away from Germany. 

Since WWII, Germany has been a net-producer accumulating a lot of gold. And most of that 
accumulated gold was accumulated in New York City through Bretton Woods. That's why it's there. 
Nations generally keep at least some of their gold in the financial centers because that's where it is most 
useful. And under the auspices of the BIS, that's normally the safest place for it, especially for small 
countries. 

If the gold is all kept at home, then it can disappear whenever there is a violent transfer of power. The 
gold obviously doesn't belong to the ruling party, it belongs to the people of the country, but that 
doesn't mean it cannot be physically stolen. However, if it is kept in London or NYC, it is much more 
difficult for the deposed party to make off with the loot. 

There are, however, good reasons for Germany to want to repatriate some of its gold. First of all, it has 
a lot of it. And it certainly has more than necessary stored externally. But transporting gold is risky and 
dangerous. So it is always done in secret. Germany is probably doing more business with countries 
other than the US these days, more business in Europe and the East, so it doesn't make sense to keep so 
much of its gold on the North American continent. It is potentially more useful if it is physically in 
Europe. 

But more than any of these reasons, the repatriation talk was simply a response to the gold bugs 
demanding to know where Germany's gold was being kept. So BUBA released a complete list of where 
it is, and since an inordinate amount was shown on that list to be in NYC, they accompanied the release 
with the repatriation talk. 

We don't know if they really want their gold moved. And if they do, we don't really know if the US 
refused immediate delivery or if they asked for the 7-year plan. And even if they wanted and were to 
receive the gold within one year, it would make sense to say it was happening over 7 years. It's safer to 
transport a pre-announced shipment if you distract potential pirates with a bogus timeline. In any case, 
we really don't know all of the facts. We only know the theories of conspiracist gold bugs for whom 
this release was made in the first place. So, whatever.

I care about this story about as much as I imagine the Bundesbank does. It's more of an annoyance to 
be quelled than anything else. 

Sorry if that doesn't help you much for the interview, but I had to get it off my chest since you 
asked. ;D

Sincerely,
FOFOA

This article approximates quite well the "other" view:



What If? by Grant Williams

Edwardo,

FWIW, I wrote that last reply before I even saw this email, let alone read the 'What If' article in it. 

So the GLD drain is to get back the gold for German repatriation, and the price suppression is so the 
Fed doesn't have to pay too much for that gold? Something like that? ;D 

How about this? Something else happened right around the middle point between those two lines. And 
that is the marginal paper gold bug, as represented by my bellwether, turned his back on the gold 
market and declared the end of the bull run and the beginning of a secular bull market for the dollar 
(aka deflation). 

As each marginal gold bug throws in the towel, a new marginal gold bug is created, and then it's only a 
matter of time before he throws in the towel creating another new marginal gold bug. And so on and so 
forth. And the marginal gold bugs that don't throw in the towel simply get squashed because there are 
just too many commodities heading lower and dragging paper gold down with them. 

These guys really must think that gold moves in isolation. Well, at least he admits he's inclusive when 
he adds the gratuitous "and silver" while quoting analysis by Maguire and Silver Doctors. ;D

There are a few redeeming ideas and charts in that article, so let's play with his scenario a bit and see if 
it makes any sense in the big picture without enlisting any conspiracy theories.

The main premise that he relies on is this CB leasing of physical gold that the CBs now want back. In 
order to have leased gold, you must also have a borrower of that gold. That is, someone who carries the 
short-side price exposure. In the 90s that borrower was the mines and the hedge funds. And they both 
took it in the keister when gold started rising in 2001. So from 2001-2011 there was not really a market 
for leased gold other than the small bit for fabrication, unless the CBs were acting as the lender of last 
resort for the BBs in providing actual physical reserves needed for the subterranean flow. This would 
imply a tight flow during that whole period. This would also have left the BBs with the short-side price 
exposure which they would have hedged going long futures or other correlated asset derivatives. This 
BB long hedging could have possibly been partial support for the decade-long commodity bull.

If this situation is in the process of unwinding right now, as the article proposes, then as the BBs return 
the physical to the CBs (taken out of GLD, Comex or wherever), they are relieving themselves of that 
price exposure and must consequently sell the off-setting long-side hedges, which would have been 
Comex futures and other correlated commodities/currencies, adding downward pressure to any 
otherwise organically-emergent bear market. 

Let me just pause here to say that, even if this was the case, I would still say categorically that it has 
absolutely nothing to do with BUBA's repatriation request. At least it's not a response to BUBA. 
BUBA's announcement may, however, have been BUBA's way of telegraphing the ongoing unwind to 
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anyone who might be paying attention. 

One problem with this view is that somehow there was a surplus in the subterranean flow that 
amounted to at least 1,300 tonnes—the gold that went into GLD. Did the BBs borrow that gold from 
the CBs in order to corral some of the demand coming from the West? Perhaps, but it seems to me that 
that particular Western paper gold demand could have been met with fractional paper rather than fully-
reserved paper. So this logic tells me that, somehow, the 1,300 tonnes that was accumulated between 
2004 and 2010 (when GLD inventory plateaued) actually was surplus to the required physical flow. 
And if so, then it doesn't make sense to me that the BBs would be borrowing physical from the CBs 
between those years. 

I can't explain the existence of that surplus during those years, except to say that it existed and therefore 
there must be an explanation. So I am left with imagining plausible explanations to show that it was 
possible. One such plausible explanation is that the BIS successfully kept the biggest interests out of 
the flow through some sort of deal-making like Another wrote about. But that kind of deal-making 
must have had a finite timeline which I wrote about in Think like a Giant 2. This coincides with Ari's 
2010 "target" which then got pushed to 2013 after the GFC in 2008. This correlates with GLD 
inventory plateauing in 2010 and then declining in 2013. 

Again, it's merely a plausible explanation to show that the surplus reserves required to build up GLD 
were possible even though the physical gold flow was technically "cornered" as far back as 1997. The 
alternative is the view in the 'What If' article that the CBs were leasing out more than just their good 
name all that time. I suppose it is also possible that, rather than leasing the physical to the BBs, the CBs 
could have actually ponied up the 1,300 tonnes for GLD directly. That way no one is carrying the short-
side price exposure implicit in a lease during an obvious bull market. The CBs could have done that to 
"corral" the Western demand, but I think it is too much of a stretch to believe the source of that gold 
being the CBs could have been kept quiet. So I think it is more likely that it was BB gold that was 
checked into the coat-check room rather than CB gold. And if the BBs had that much gold to spare (that 
much slack in the flow rope), then why would they have been borrowing physical from the CBs? 

The consensus view is that the gold in GLD was "purchased at market" to meet the demand from 
investors. Well, the BBs are the market in LGD bars so even if they "bought" the gold to put in GLD, 
they bought it from themselves. Ergo, coat-check room. No matter what, GLD represents a place to put 
gold that would otherwise be part of the BBs' physical reserves if it were not in GLD. And that's why 
the coat-check room view is the correct view. 

The main difference in the conclusions drawn from the consensus view is that there is no shortage of 
physical and never was. There's plenty of it to always meet demand. But even in that view of plenitude, 
it would still be correct to view it as a coat-check room. Just that the checked coats (in that view) would 
represent only a small fraction of the total coats (physical reserves). And in order to maintain that view 
of plenitude even in light of the present drain on GLD, redemptions must be a necessary or obligatory 
part of the arbitrage that keeps GLD in line with "gold", which, of course, makes no sense. 

Sorry to meander here, but I thought it would be worthwhile to think through a few ideas out loud, and, 
yep, turns out I'm still happy with my view. ;D 



Sincerely,
FOFOA

How is it the case that in order to have that view (of plenitude) redemptions must be 
obligatory?

Because in my view the massive redemptions reveal the opposite of plenitude. Redemptions are a 
choice made by someone, not a necessary part of the arbitrage "mechanism" as it were. "Obligatory" 
might be the wrong word as it implies that the APs must actively manage GLD so that it tracks "gold". 
The consensus view would argue that they are simply "arbing" to make a profit off of the stupid GLD 
investors who don't watch the NAV (the price of GLD relative to "gold"). So (they would say) it's not 
so much obligatory as it's simply a way to make money. 

My answer would be that I used the term "obligatory" (or compulsory) to cover both "the AP actively 
managing scenario" as well as "the arb requires redemption scenario" which is the crux of the 
consensus view. That's really what the difference boils down to. Would GLD track "gold" if it weren't 
for the arbs creating and redeeming shares to skim a profit off of the stupid GLD investors? The answer 
is of course it would. I does!!! Kind of like silver tracks gold. GLD is not an actively managed fund. 
Instead, it is an exchange traded fund. That means participants in the exchange arb the correlation 
between GLD and everything else. 

Arbitrage is natural. It mostly happens automatically. A dedicated arbitrageur probably wouldn't even 
mess with GLD because it tracks everything else so well. He's looking for ratios that are technically 
exploding past fundamental differences so that he can make a profit. If hundreds of thousands of people 
are trading GLD and "gold", then the ratio between the two should be self-correcting over a reasonable 
amount of time… AND IT IS!!! This graph of the intraday premiums and discounts shows it self-
correcting repeatedly during the day, every day! 

We have evidence in the data that creations and redemptions of shares are not necessarily a part of this 
mechanism. Logically they are not, because GLD could theoretically trade at $500/oz. gold or 
$5,000/oz. gold with the same amount of inventory. It has an objective or indicated value, and to the 
BBs the shares are literally "as good as gold." Think about that. 

So if there's plenty of gold reserves in the LBMA, then why are the BBs draining GLD? The consensus 
view says "because they need to redeem the shares to book the profit on the arb that maintains the 
correlation between GLD and "gold"." Nonsense! 

Sincerely,
FOFOA

"So from 2001-2011 there was not really a market for leased gold other than the small bit 
for fabrication, unless the CBs were acting as the lender of last resort for the BBs in 
providing actual physical reserves needed for the subterranean flow. This would imply a 
tight flow during that whole period." 

Well, we have a pretty good idea that there was a tight flow then. I remember discussing 
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this with JR on the forum and him saying the constantly rising price was evidence of gold 
not flowing well, ergo the ever rising price being required to keep the flow going.

Well, the prices of silver and other commodities went up too. But we know that physical gold is in a 
league of its own, so I think it might have been a mistake to think that the "gold bull market" was a 
symptom of the shortage of physical gold (or silver or anything else). It probably helped the physical 
gold shortage, but it might not have been because of it. 

I'm not saying there wasn't a shortage of physical. I think that, because the flow of physical has been 
"cornered" for at least 16 years, obviously there is a shortage until there is a revaluation. But I'm also 
saying that something other than the price rise must have delayed the inevitable because obviously 
there was a "surplus" in the flow of at least 1,300 tonnes from 2004-2010—enough to populate GLD 
with physical gold. 

That's not a huge "surplus" in the big scheme of things. If we think about a roughly 4,000 tonne-per-
year flow from mining and scrap during those six years, 1,300 tonnes total amounts to only about 5% 
of that "new" flow. That's a marginal percentage, so whatever took care of the threatening physical 
demand could have easily overshot enough to fill GLD with or without intention. 

BTW, I hope you realize that I am discussing speculative issues at the "cutting edge" of Freegold that 
are not fundamental nor foundational to Freegold. I am simply using my "view" or "lens" to tease out 
the best explanation, or at least a non-contradictory one. That's why I use the term "plausible" instead 
of the occasional "certainty" I show toward Freegold. Certainty doesn't extend beyond the gold 
revaluation or dollar hyperinflation. Beyond those two topics I'm venturing into analytically speculative 
topics trying to apply that in which I have high degree of confidence to those things which are 
obviously unknown, in the attempt to discover a plausible and non-contradictory explanation. 

Some people mistakenly apply my "certainty" toward Freegold to anything I comment on. And then 
they think that if they can disprove me on any small detail then my macro view must be wrong as well. 
This reveals poor understanding of what I'm discussing, but it is rampant in my arena, which is why I 
don't spend much time speculating publicly about things other than what is covered in the A/FOA 
archives.

Yes, I understand. The naysayers are always on the lookout to catch anyone else who has 
the temerity to do what you are doing.

Funny, I read this article that someone called "straight out of Freegold" and, to me at least, his choice of 
words and phrases revealed just how far away from Freegold he really is!

http://dailyreckoning.com/your-personal-gold-standard/ 

He's clearly not expecting a gold revaluation:

"And gold at the levels I’m talking about would mean that you’ve now verged into hyperinflation, or 
something close to it, because nothing happens in isolation." 



He's clearly talking about an inflationary spike that will occur in all commodities and not exclude paper 
gold:

"It will have a kind of a slow grind upward… and then a spike… and then another spike… and then a 
super-spike. The whole thing could happen in a matter of 90 days — six months at the most." 

I find it a little funny that people want so badly for someone like him to be a secret Freegolder that they 
are blind to how different his analysis actually is. 

It reminds me of XXXXXX. He, like Rickards, expects the dollar to devalue and gold to fill the hole. 
But neither one seems to have thought it through far enough to realize that nothing fills the hole 
without at least one thing being revalued in isolation. 

Rickards: nothing happens in isolation. 

I'll have to remember that one! ;D

I completely agree. Good catch with the isolation language. He was wrong before the words 
ever escaped his mouth since we've already had a revaluation (isolated move higher) (1933) 
albeit a vastly less spectacular and meaningful one than what lies ahead.



Wednesday, August 21, 2013

My Candid View – Part 8 

Whilst discussing the demise of the Canadian penny in front of a Congressional panel, Fed Chairman Ben Bernanke
demonstrates that "transactional currency is simply a notional, purely symbolic token medium of exchange, much more

replaceable, resource-efficient and environmentally friendly than mining stupid metals for stupid coins." 
(NotReal News)

Hi FOFOA,

I just got off the phone with Bob. He's quite keen to discuss the dynamics of hyper-inflation 
as it relates to freegold, and wants to know, for example, what will happen to commercial 
banks? Will they survive? Will they be nationalized, etc. etc.? He's very interested in as 
much detail as possible about the nature of the transition. I know you and I have talked 
about the way that the paper gold market is likely to be concluded in the manner of a 
corporate board meeting where things are essentially wound down in a closed meeting that 
happens quite quickly. 

Bob has a grasp, up to a point, about the HI scenario, but he doesn't seem to have factored 
in the role of gold in recapping, for example, central banks. He seems to be under the 
impression that your view was simply that HI would just wipe out the debt and that would 
be that. Maybe I misunderstood him, but that was my takeaway.

I pointed out that since the balance sheet of, for example, The Fed is full of debt which will 
be rendered worthless, they will need something to compensate for that loss of value. 
Obviously The Fed doesn't have actual gold. They have paper certificates from The 
Treasury who possess physical gold, despite the vaults underneath The New York Fed, but 
if they are not to be shut down, that gold will not to be mobilized on their behalf. Bob was 
aware that The Fed has no gold.

He's also interested in the history of the petrodollar which seems reasonable.

And he wanted to know how average citizens would acquire gold after the transition. I said 
they would acquire it pretty much the same way they do now. Government monetary 
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agencies will not be in the business of dispensing gold to those who want to exchange their 
currency for physical. 

We'll probably speak once more on Friday, and it looks like the interview will be taped next 
week. I think it will be about a fifteen minute interview that will be edited down to eight to 
ten minutes

Cheers,
Edwardo

Hello Edwardo,

I'll just knock out a few answers quickly...

Commercial banks should be mostly fine through hyperinflation. They are essentially flat the dollar. 
That means that it doesn't matter where the value of the dollar goes, their liabilities move right along 
with their assets. Banks may or may not close their doors during the worst of it. There won't be much 
use for credit because interest rates would be prohibitive, so there won't be much for banks to do during 
the crisis.

There's no reason for banks to be nationalized. They will automatically become more like utilities 
because they will lose the pool of savers' saving which they are used to churning and skimming. Give 
up on the notion that justice means banks, as businesses, will be destroyed or nationalized. Banks are a 
necessary part of the system and they are basically immune to hyperinflation because their balance 
sheets only require nominal performance from the currency. 

It is impossible to know exactly how the transition will look. Things could unfold in a variety of orders 
that all lead to the same set of inevitable events. The gold market will fail to deliver at the highest level 
causing physical gold to go into hiding until a new order emerges that gets it flowing once again. That 
new order will be a different kind of market consisting of only allocated or physical sales. There will be 
no unallocated, swaps, options, futures, forwards or leases because the price will be set at the highest 
level where the largest volume physical transactions take place.

The commodity-like structural framework necessary for paper proxies will no longer exist. The price 
gold is trading at the highest level will be many times the actual cost of mining, therefore mining will 
be tightly controlled and the flow of traded gold will, for the most part, not be new gold like it is today. 
Gold in the ground will essentially become a supplemental extension of official above-ground 
monetary reserves. 

Meanwhile, the dollar's overvaluation will come to an end. Understand that the dollar is overvalued 
today because people outside of the US accumulate dollars. This is what causes the overvaluation. They 
don't even have to sell the dollars they already have, they simply have to stop accumulating more 
dollars and the overvaluation will end in a heartbeat. 

Having oil priced in dollars obviously helps maintain the overvaluation of the dollar, but it does not in 



and of itself cause it. Oil states may take dollars for their oil, but then they spend those dollars. The oil 
states do accumulate some dollar reserves, but to the extent that they accumulate dollars rather than 
spending them is really the only extent to which the oil states directly support the dollar's 
overvaluation. It also gives other states more reason to accumulate dollars because they can be spent on 
oil. The point being, it is the accumulation or hoarding of dollars that causes the overvaluation. 

So when that ends, a devaluation of the dollar will ensue. Where we will see it first I can only guess 
(i.e., on the USDX, in currency pairs, at the grocery store, in the bond market, etc...). Where we will 
ultimately see it in very short order will be in the cost of US foreign imports, especially those most 
needed by the USG. This will cause an internal budget crisis in certain agencies of the USG and the 
National Defense Resources Preparedness Executive Order will quickly kick in allowing each 
department of the government to independently issue guarantees and payments in any amount 
necessary to keep the shit flowing in, with the Fed assisting each agency in serving as its fiscal agent 
(yes, that's in the EO). 

Hyperinflation begins with a devaluation and then the feedback loop that keeps it going occurs at the 
market bottleneck where printer himself spends without limit. No one other than the printer can afford 
the higher prices because, for everyone else, there is an immediate "shortage of money". 
Hyperinflations are ironically characterized by a shortage of money for everyone but the printer. This is 
why, for everyone but the printer, transactions usually turn to barter or credit indexed to a stable foreign 
currency during the worst of it. 

This event will destroy the dollar. And by that I don't mean that the dollar will disappear, but simply 
that all dollar-denominated debt will be destroyed, and remember that one person's debt is another 
person's savings or reserves. So dollar-denominated savings and reserves will be wiped out all over the 
world as the USG tries to maintain its own status quo in real terms. 

Now imagine if this were simply a hyperinflationary event with no Freegold revaluation. Imagine that 
Rickards and all the others are correct in that gold will simply rise along with everything else that is 
real. Let's look at a simple CB balance sheet with 85% of its reserves in dollars and 15% in gold. 

Right now this CB has:

$85B in dollars and $15B in gold at today's price. That equates to about 360 tonnes of gold. 

So let's look at the real purchasing power held in reserve by this CB. Let's use barrels of oil as a proxy 
for "real purchasing power" since everyone needs oil. 

$85B in dollars = 810 million barrels of oil
360 tonnes of gold = 142 million barrels of oil
Total PP = 952M bbls

The GOR (gold:oil ratio) is about 12.3 right now. If it's simply a hyperinflationary event without the 
Freegold revaluation, then that GOR will remain roughly the same, just as it has for the last 70 years. 

So as the dollar hyperinflates into oblivion, that portion of the purchasing power will go poof. 

http://fofoa.blogspot.com/2012/03/ball-of-twine-open-forum.html


Meanwhile, no matter how high the price of gold goes in dollars, if everything else (oil, silver, milk, 
eggs) is rising at a similar rate, the real purchasing power of the gold reserves will remain the same. 
Here's what it would look like:

$85B in dollars = Zero barrels of oil
360 tonnes of gold = 142 million barrels of oil
Total PP = 142M bbls

The monetary reserves will have lost 85% in real purchasing power. Think about that in terms of the 
entire planet's-worth of physical reserves. When the lights go out on the dollar matrix, the reality 
underneath will be revealed. And unless something else is revalued in isolation from everything else, 
then the aggregate amount of reserves will simply decrease by the amount of dollars in existence today. 
Does that make any sense? 

No, of course it doesn't. There are always winners and losers. It's not that the dollar will lose and 
"everything else" wins. Something else will win, and I think it's not only obvious what that thing is, but 
also, thanks to the Freegold lens, it is also obvious how and why it will occur. 

The Fed is really just a proxy for the USG. The USG can take the monetary power away from the Fed 
on a moment's notice. The UST can issue its own money. Therefore the USG has control over the Fed 
in extremis. If we are to believe FOA (which I do), the UST will ultimately deploy at least some of its 
gold to slow the dollar's decline. In my view, it is pretty obvious how this will come into play. I think 
that during hyperinflation, as the real inflow of free stuff is contracting regardless of how many zeros 
they add, the USG will make some payments in gold for the most vital (in its own opinion) imports. 
But these payments won't necessarily be in the open. They will be behind closed doors while in the 
open the payments will be made in dollars in order to give the impression to others that these vital 
imports are not rising in price as fast as everything else. 

I'm not sure exactly what you mean by "the history of the petrodollar." But the connection between 
dollars and oil traces back to 1932 when a US oil company first struck oil in Bahrain leading to a 
relationship between Saudi Arabia and the US that exists to this day. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Saudi_Aramco#History 

Sincerely,
FOFOA

What minimum price do you imagine is required to put the paper gold market out of 
business?

What kind of question is that? ;D It's the "gap up" and not the specific price that will end the paper gold 
market. 

"What kind of a question is that?" 

A fair one I'd say since your expressed view was that gold had to go above some of the 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Saudi_Aramco#History


more modest targets that have been tossed out, which for the sake of discussion might be 
$5,000 an ounce, to put the paper gold market out of commission. It's not a view that's ever 
made much sense to me.

I think the specific revaluation price and the inability of the paper markets to cope with any sudden 
revaluation are separate issues. Ignoring for the moment the reasons why $55K makes more sense than 
a $5K revaluation (and the reasons have nothing to do with breaking the paper market), I think that an 
overnight reval to $5K would certainly kill the paper markets. 

First of all, think about how much of the paper market must be hedged in correlated assets. All those 
"correlated" hedges fail upon a revaluation (price change in isolation). So the shorts are no longer flat, 
they are exposed. 

Next, think about COMEX just as an easy example. Sometimes during the night the POG changes 
wildly. So from a floor trader's perspective this is like an instantaneous gap up or down. Now think 
about the fact that COMEX is really a cash-settled market. So imagine a COMEX short holding a $1M 
position. Upon revaluation he would suddenly owe $3,875,000 rather than $1M. That's across the 
board. So even in paper settlement terms, a reval to $5K would break the banks and no one would get 
paid, even in currency terms. 

Imagine the massive de facto short position held by the bullion banks that is only offset with 
derivatives in correlated assets. Upon revaluation, even to $5K, those theoretical short positions 
become real short positions, and the largest banks in the world are suddenly facing a brand new 
liability, even if it is only dollar-denominated. 

Say the BBs conservatively have a $100B theoretical short position in terms of their outstanding gold-
ounce-denominated liabilities that is offset by $100B in derivatives. As gold revalues 3.875X (which 
would be to $5K from today's price), they would now have $387.5B in liabilities offset by only $100B 
in assets (excluding reserves), leaving them owing $287B (in dollars) overnight. That's like sudden-
death bankruptcy. So basically any significant revaluation would crush the paper gold markets. I think 
the reason for higher numbers lies elsewhere. 

Bear in mind that a reval to $5K is quite different from a rally, a bull run, or an inflationary spike to 
$5K which would take all of the correlated commodities and currencies along for the nominal ride as 
well. Hell, even an overnight reval to $2K from here would probably kill the shorts and leave the paper 
longs with no counterparty to make good on their sudden "windfall". 

But that's not going to happen, because when it happens, the reval will go high enough to get gold 
flowing in any size that anyone, including the Giants and oil states, want and can afford. And I assume 
that those at the top whom Another knew have a price in mind that will kick start this monster once it 
seizes up. 

I wonder what that price is, but, equally, I have in mind that the revaluation has to 
compensate for all the lost wealth that has accrued in debt instruments over decades and 
will be destroyed as a result of what we see transpiring. Being made whole is going to 
necessitate a very high price, and, as we know, gold can go to pretty much any price 



theoretically because its reval is walled off from economic activity.

"That's like sudden-death bankruptcy." 

This brings us back to the state of commercial banks post reval. Am I missing something 
here or are we not talking about some real decimation in some of the biggest names in 
banking?

My point was to show how the paper market is destroyed. The paper market is destroyed because if it's 
not, then the banks are destroyed. The banks won't be destroyed because they'll settle those claims at 
the paper price, which could be quite low at settlement time. This process argues for at least a short 
period of "gold in hiding" rather than the immediate emergence of the new physical-only market which 
would make it more difficult for the banks to get out of that short position. It also argues for a transition 
following a collapse in the POG rather than a rally or a spike. The higher the POG at the time of reval, 
the less the reval in real terms or else the higher it must go, plus the shorts will benefit less if it happens 
during a spike in the POG. 

They have an easy and well-established way of dealing with this. They simply halt trading and declare 
forced liquidation of all positions at the last price. If you refuse to take the cash during the forced 
liquidation, good luck trying to get your physical in court later. Hope you read all the small print they 
ever put out. ;D

Okay. It's the old, cashed out at the last quoted price before the screens go black condition. 
I wonder what the minimum amount of time is required to achieve what you describe. Not 
very long I'd say. And I am wondering how long HI will go on for given that the effects of 
HI in America will be felt planet wide. I just don't see it going on for very long. If Volcker 
got an earful of "do something" back in '79 I can't imagine that the feedback from the four 
corners of the globe isn't going to be deafening, not that he or she will need to hear it in 
order to pull the plug on the dollar.

Volcker got an earful because they didn't want the collapse to continue. Today they are more prepared, 
so I don't think that Bernanke or whomever will get an earful from Europe. If they do, Congress and the 
President will give them the finger and keep printing. It will go on as long as the USG refuses to give in 
to the inevitable (unavoidable) austerity diet that's heading its way. 

During hyperinflation, the trade deficit collapses to zero in real terms even as it reaches near-infinity in 
nominal terms. It is the collapse in real terms that they will fight. I'm sure there will be some tipping 
point at which the diminishing returns of printing become indisputably obvious. But even then, the 
USG is a big, hungry monster. I can imagine it going past the point of reason and, besides, there will be 
hidden benefits that will become equally obvious, like the cleansing of all of the debt. Perhaps reason 
enough to keep printing a little while longer even after there's no other return in real terms. 

So, in summary, my mid-range guess is 6 months, but it could be as short as 3 months or as long as a 
year IMO. Then again, I suppose it could roll out more slowly than I expect, more like Zimbabwe, 
where the USG finds that printing the shit out of the dollar brings real returns longer than I expect. In 



that case, maybe two years, but I think that's less likely. 

"I wonder what the minimum amount of time is required to achieve what you describe. Not very long 
I'd say." 

Not long at all. Technically it happens the moment they declare it. And then the accounts can get 
credited within 48 hours. It's not unlike issuing a brand new currency and giving everyone 48 hours to 
get to the bank and exchange their old currency for the new one. The old currency is already worthless 
as soon as they announce it except for the limited window of time they allow you to exchange it for the 
new one. If you hang on to that old currency, it'll just die on the vine once the window closes. 

I don't expect Europe to be the leader in making unpleasant noise because they have their 
system in place to mitigate the ill effects of dollar HI. I agree that extinguishing the debt or 
at least vastly reducing it will amount to a goal of sorts, but the political class is going to be 
hearing from the locals the way Volcker was hearing it from the Europeans. How long will 
they hold out in the face of the kind of ugly displays they are apt to experience. If there's 
ever a betting pool for this I'll take the under on a year.

Under on a year is a good bet. 3 months may even be more likely than 6 months. I don't know. The 
complaints will come from the disruptions to the just-in-time supply lines, and people may turn to their 
government for help, demanding even more printing (free stuff please). Perhaps the savers and 
conservatives are screaming to stop the insanity while the majority points to the conservatives as 
heartless rich and demands that the USG print the shit out of the currency to get as much free stuff as 
possible. It's hard to predict who will be rational and who won't. Well, I guess it's not that hard. ;D

Regarding HI, we know The Euro is set up to weather the storm; do you have any thoughts 
on some of the other more important nation states and how they will be affected?

As I said, HI begins with a devaluation which translates into a jump in prices, especially foreign 
imports. What follows is the government's reaction to the devaluation and the jump in prices. 

I think that, as Another explained, all currencies are more or less tied together today, not just because 
they hold dollars as foreign exchange reserves backing the currency, but also because they trade more 
or less freely and float against each other from minute to minute. So when the dollar devalues, it may 
initially be against all other currencies, but I think that they too will follow in (extremely?) short order. 
In other words, all currencies should see a general devaluation around the same time. Of course they 
can't all devalue against each other at the same time, so that mutual devaluation should play out as a 
jump in commodity prices, a devaluation against the physical plane. 

So as you see, even though other currencies may quickly follow the dollar down a short waterfall, that 
won't relieve the ball-of-twine budget crisis the USG will be facing with a jump in prices. 

The point being that in each currency's case, where it goes from there depends on the local 
government's response to the sudden crisis. Some will just devalue like Iceland, others will go hyper as 
the government panics and prints. What sets the Eurosystem apart is that no single government has 



control over the ECB, so, even if they panic, they can't print. So look at currencies where the 
government can say "print" and then try to judge if the government will. That should give you a good 
idea of which ones have a higher probability of going hyper along with the USD. The usual suspects 
like Japan and the UK are kind of obvious. Less obvious are commodity-based dollar system supporters 
like Australia, NZ and Canada, the ones that FOREX Trader calls the "comdolls" (ie. commodity dolls). 
I don't know about Russia and China. They should be interesting to watch. They are both big countries 
with lots of local resources and pseudo-communist governments, so their governments' survival 
impulse may be more heavy-handed locally than joining the international print fest. 

Today I did a Skype check with Bob's producer. It looks like early next week for the 
interview.

Was she hot?

Listen to you. She said she couldn't display a vid from her end, which sounded like utter 
rubbish, but there you go.



Thursday, August 22, 2013

My Candid View – Part 9 

"Gold is the only money the world has ever known" 
Sounds like a simple thought, but it isn't.

To understand the following you must rethink your basic 
knowledge of money and investments. Get your aspirin ready. 

–ANOTHER

What will change is how we view money and wealth
Everything else in Freegold flows from that!

HI FOFOA,

Your e-mail to XXXXXX on GOFAUX has, so far, left me with just one question, is the 
warehouseman draining his inventory (of gold) simply a matter of price? If not, what 
allows the warehouseman the ability to "drain"/reduce his inventory?

On a very different note, 

You wrote the following in an e-mail to me:

"but if you could frame this detail (the monetary history of paper gold which extends from 
the 1922 Genoa Conference up to the present day) in a way that dovetails with Rickards' 
recounting of a few events…" 

I think what would be meaningful, and what I am guessing you may have in mind, is 
discussing how the freegold narrative views paper gold as an approximately 91 year old 
phenomenon featuring a few different iterations that were designed to prolong whatever 
system was in place at the time. Freegold is a solution to approximately a century of paper 
gold machinations that were either erected to save whatever gold standard existed at the 
time or to cope with the problem that was incurred when the gold standard was terminated. 
The gold problem (and the monetary system's state of chronic crisis) is, in large part, down 
to nothing less than the inability for prior generations to employ gold most effectively, i.e. 
floating against all currencies in the absence of paper proxies.

http://fofoa.blogspot.com/2012/11/moneyness-2-money-is-credit.html


Cheers,
Edwardo

Hello Edwardo,

"is the warehouseman draining his inventory (of gold) simply a matter of price?" 

No, not at all. The warehouseman doesn't care about the price, because all he is essentially doing is 
arbitraging two different prices, the spot price and the future price. When that spread is wide, he's 
adding inventory. When it is tight (or negative), he's draining inventory. But don't get hung up on 
causation, because maybe the spread (contango) is tight because he is draining inventory, or because of 
that which is actually causing him to drain inventory. So then why is he draining inventory? Perhaps 
because the supply flow (at the top level, not in our field of view) is so tight that he has no other 
choice. 

If you are interested in this perspective, Fekete's seminal paper on it was in 2004 and it is here:

http://www.professorfekete.com/articles/AEFWhatGoldAndSilverAnalystsOverlook.pdf

The paper is 16 pages long, but I only recommend the first 9 pages, up to the sub-heading 
"Understanding the Silver Market". Even though it is peppered with bits of HMS nonsense, it is a great 
description of the basis, contango and backwardation which I reread to refresh myself whenever 
discussing this subject. If you can understand it in the grain elevator terms like he explains, then I think 
you will have a deeper understanding than even someone who has mastered more complicated 
explanations. 

Regarding this: "Freegold is a solution to approximately a century of paper gold machinations that 
were either erected to save whatever gold standard existed at the time or to cope with the problem that 
was incurred when the gold standards was terminated." 

I think (and so do you) that Freegold is the solution to thousands of years of problems stemming from 
the use of the same medium in two contradictory roles. So I would say that the last 91 years since 
Genoa is more like the period of evolution of the thoughts underlying this elegant solution. Jacques 
Rueff's 1932 speech, which was focused on comparing the Genoa monetary conference 10 years earlier 
with another monetary conference that also occurred in Genoa back in 1445, is the oldest text I have 
read that hints at the beginning of this evolution of Freegold thought. In fact, I would probably call 
Rueff the father of Freegold thought. Here's how that speech in 1932 began:

"The story I am going to relate covers a long period. It is the life story of the gold standard, now 
afflicted with so grave an ailment that only time will tell if the victim will succumb or be left, at the 
very least, in a state of virtual paralysis." 

This is the same person who, 40 years later in 1972, wrote:

"The situation I am going to analyze was neither brought about nor specifically wanted by the United 

http://www.professorfekete.com/articles/AEFWhatGoldAndSilverAnalystsOverlook.pdf


States. It was the outcome of an unbelievable collective mistake which, when people become aware of 
it, will be viewed by history as an object of astonishment and scandal." 

So that's how I would portray the period consisting of the last 91 years; as the period in which Freegold 
as the solution emerged through trial and error, some planning, some theoretical thought, and the 
practical efforts of self-interested players at the highest level. 

Sincerely,
FOFOA

Regarding the drain from the warehouse, I have this silly remnant of an idea in my mind 
that amounts to "drain=removal" as in the warehouse is literally being emptied of its 
physical, which is not the case. It could be that pallets of gold go out, but it is by no means 
de rigueur. 

Regarding freegold as an evolution that solves thousands of years of years of problems 
stemming from fusing the MOE with the SOV, well, that is going to make a very powerful 
talking point, and one I look forward to introducing.

Think about the warehouse as having two sections, or two sides. On one side they simply offer the 
service of storing your gold for a fee. That's where all of the allocated gold sits. On the other side they 
store gold that they bought, mostly from the mines, while collecting the fee from the speculators 
playing in the futures market. They buy up any slack in the flow and sell futures at a higher price 
keeping the difference as the storage fee, rather than collecting a fee directly from the owner of the 
gold. 

That way, you can think about the "draining" of the warehouse as all of the gold either a.) leaving the 
warehouse or b.) being slid over to the other side where it's all allocated to specific customers. 

Drained gold going to allocated vaults I understand, but what about gold that is leaving the 
warehouse that is not going to an allocated account?

Where might that gold be going? To folks who want to store it somewhere besides the 
warehouse vaults? Sorry to keep banging on about this but I wants to know.

Some might be going East or Mid East, but I doubt it's as much as people think. At least probably not 
as much LBMA LGD bars. Remember, there's still some flow of new gold coming in, so that would go 
to supply "outside of the LBMA demand" before LBMA bars would be shipped. Some might be going 
to Switzerland to be melted and recast into kilo bars which are very popular in the East. Bron and 
Warren speculated that this is why it seemed like more "four nine" bars were being redeemed from 
GLD than the lower purity bars. Kilo bars are all "four nines" whereas London Good Delivery bar 
specs do not require that much purity. So if they were going to melt them to make kilo bars, the lower 
purity LGD bars would require additional refining i.e., additional cost. 

But I'm not so sure about that explanation. Today more gold is being refined to .9999 anyway, so the 



"newer bars on top" might tend to be higher purity and, like I said, the "new" flow should be going to 
fill that "outside demand" before they move a single LGD bar. Remember also that XXXXX said 
HSBC was requesting gold shot from the refinery's scrap recycling. That would likely go toward the 
"outside the LBMA flow". 

I think that there's probably enough "inside LBMA demand" to prevent too many LGD bars from 
exiting the system. So I think that a lot of the movement we see is probably just location swaps within 
the LBMA system. Think about the tight flow being asymmetrical amongst both individual bullion 
banks and locations. Gold coming in doesn't necessarily match the demand for gold going out in terms 
of which BBs are taking in versus which BBs are putting out, and the locations where the gold is being 
demanded. 

So, netting out the entire LBMA system in aggregate, I tend to think that there's probably not as much 
"physically leaving the warehouse" as most people think. Basically just the entire new inflow is 
"leaving" while the bars already inside are being shuffled around to match allocation requests. I'm sure 
there are some LGD bars leaving the LBMA and heading east or being melted down, but probably not 
too many IMO. 

-------

Are you ready for your interview? Do you have your hair, make-up, wardrobe and set design sorted? 

My shirt has been picked, my hair will be in reasonable shape, so to speak. My background 
will likely be a bookshelf, though it may be a window (a symbolic reference that some on 
the blog might appreciate) or even just the wall behind my chair. 

I have some questions: One is about gold for trade settlement come freegold. Will gold 
move a great deal or will the flow not necessarily require it to actually leave vaults. I feel 
silly asking, but I'm just not sure.

Also Another and FOA's predictions and analysis that have come to pass/been borne out. 
Care to offer a list?

"I have some questions: One is about gold for trade settlement come freegold. Will gold move a great 
deal or will the flow not necessarily require it to actually leave vaults. I feel silly asking, but I'm just 
not sure." 

I think it will be a bit of both. The flow will be automatic, not unlike how the US trade deficit has 
automatically equaled demand for new issue Treasuries. Of course today the supply of Treasuries has 
overtaken demand, but that's another subject. The supply of gold will not overtake demand in the way it 
has with Treasuries, it will simply meet it. So gold will simply flow opposite the net flow of goods and 
services. 

It will do this in a much more distributed way as compared to the more centralized way Treasuries 
flow. So distributed, in fact, that we will likely not even track it other than reporting its net movements 
on the BOP, which will magically balance once gold is figured in. 



Those who trade inside the LBMA will likely be mostly private Giants, and in some cases London will 
be, by far, the safest place for them to store their gold. I'm not really sure how those capital flows 
(changes in ownership) will be reported on the BOP, and I don't really think it matters. It'll probably 
show up as some form of foreign investment or something. 

But basically trade will balance without the need for massive and ever-increasing debt to keep it 
balanced. Gold will flow across borders in sizes ranging from grams in envelopes to pallets on planes. 
Geographical demand will come from zones shipping out more goods and services than they are 
shipping in, so the balance will be filled with gold. And if some of that demand is from Giants who 
want to buy gold that's already in London or Zurich and keep it there, that'll probably be recorded the 
same as if they bought some other immovable asset, like a building, although gold may get its own 
category in that regard. 

"Another and FOA's predictions and analysis that have come to pass/been borne out. Care to offer a 
list?" 

Most people would say that their predictions have not (yet) been borne out. And of course I focus more 
on the conceptual truth in what they exposed. But here's one courtesy of Michael H:

Monday, August 6, 2001 - GOLD @ $267.20 - FOA: "The result will be a massive dollar price rise 
in gold that performs over several years."

Michael H: "Who says that events since 2001 haven't played out as A/FOA expected?"

Tuesday, January 1, 2002 - Launch of euro notes and coins
Friday, February 8, 2002 - GOLD ABOVE $300
Monday, December 1, 2003 - GOLD ABOVE $400
Thursday December 1, 2005 - GOLD ABOVE $500
Monday, April 17, 2006 - GOLD ABOVE $600
Tuesday, May 9, 2006 - GOLD ABOVE $700
Friday, November 2, 2007 - GOLD ABOVE $800
Monday, January 14, 2008 - GOLD ABOVE $900
Monday, March 17, 2008 - GOLD ABOVE $1000
Monday, November 9, 2009 - GOLD ABOVE $1100
Tuesday, December 1, 2009 - GOLD ABOVE $1200
Tuesday, September 28, 2010 - GOLD ABOVE $1300
Wednesday, November 9, 2010 - GOLD ABOVE $1400
Wednesday, April 20, 2011 - GOLD ABOVE $1500
Monday, July 18, 2011 - GOLD ABOVE $1600 

Another one was this comment:

Date: Wed Nov 12 1997 20:41 
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:



Date: Wed Nov 12 1997 14:26 
Markus ( BIS Decisions ) ID#283277:
ANOTHER: Could you please enlighten us as to the Bank of International Settlement decision 
you allude to in your recent post?

Markus, 
A BIS meeting was held and from those doors the world did change. The Bundesbank has now made 
clear to all what will now be policy for CBs. A crisis is at hand! All physical gold sales will stop. All 
gold lending will wind down. 

Less than two years later we had the WAG. And more recently, we have the release of the Bundesbank's 
gold actions over the years, both of which support the idea that ANOTHER must have been an insider 
of some kind. 

I'd have to say that my fascination with them has very little to do with their predictions that have 
already been borne out. But it has everything to do with the perspective they shared, a perspective 
which I have endlessly explored from countless different angles all leading to the same inescapable 
conclusion that the Freegold revaluation they described is inevitable. Of course their predictive powers 
will amaze one and all once it happens, but until then it's all about the lens they gave us and how we 
can use it to view events as they unfold in a different light. Of course this is one of my favorite FOA 
quotes, one which you might want to print out:

FOA: "I (we) expect none of you to consider anything said here as credible. Everything is given as I 
understand it. If you came with a notion that I am someone who sees the future, grab the children 
and run far away. For these Thoughts, and my ongoing commentary, are meant to impact exactly as 
the "gentleman" said they would. People hear them, and whether believed or not, the words leave a 
mark. A mental mark on the trail, if you will. And later, after the world turns, our little "stacks of 
rocks" will be easier to understand next time you are passing this way. In fact, your ability to find 
your own way will forever be enhanced for having seen this path in a different light." 

It occurs to me that there are two concrete predictions that have played out, one of which is 
QE and the diversification into Euro denominated debt.

-------

Hi FOFOA,

The interview is concluded. I'll be receiving a link in due course. The Q&A touched on a 
variety of issues related to freegold but it was not, by any means, an in depth interview. You 
can decide for yourself how I did.

See the e-mail below regarding what we covered. Bob wants to do another interview, 
perhaps two more. The more one learns about the subject the more questions arise. I didn't 
really get anything like as in depth into, for example, the paper gold market as I would have 
liked. And, though I tried to get in some important soundbites, I didn't always manage to. 
For example, the last question (I think it was the last question) that I was asked was "why 



should people buy gold?" I said they should buy gold because it is the asset that is going to 
recapitalize the system, which as an answer leaves out the critical information that as part 
of the recapping process, gold will be reevaluated-which he never asked me about. I didn't 
get to see him, but he saw me. I was responding, in fact, to a disembodied voice. I've had 
experience as an actor dealing with acting against a camera, so it was not as awkward as it 
might have been. He also said something about sending the interview to unspecified 
persons for their response. 

I have to tell you, your email to XXX, somehow, the central idea in that response 
penetrated in a way that it had not before. I still have some questions, but I feel that I 
understand something that very few, except for a select number on the blog, fully 
comprehend. Perhaps I am kidding myself, but basically the idea is simple yet profound. I'd 
like to discuss it with you further at some point.

_____________________

Checkmate 2 - Slow History

"Building a coherent and cohesive narrative around events of the past is a natural part of our process of 
understanding. And every good story has a beginning, middle and an end. But what if the end of a 
particular narrative is still in the future?.."

From Checkmate 2 - Slow History, here's Levon (the Gold Trail):

"Over time, one could never compare the returns of investing in stocks and bonds to owning gold. This 
is simply because when gold is entangled in currency schemes, its fiat value is falsely presented while 
the currency system ages. Only the commodity use of gold is reflected, not its much higher wealth 
"reserve asset" function.

However, this present era has become one of those unique periods in paper money history when gold 
will take a great leap in value during the relative short term." 

Glimpsing the Hereafter 2

"Think of them as relative constants when compared to the wild-ass variable of savers, the elephant in 
the room, or more like the bull in the china shop, as long as they don't have a good focal point to herd 
them out of the busy economic highway. The best thing the savers can do for the economy is to get out 
of the price signal transmission business and settle their accounts. Simple as that. We don't need anyone 
to "help" the Superorganism in identifying and enabling credibility. That's a natural process. The 
savers, which most of us are, should simply get out of the way, settle their accounts and let the 
organism work. It is only the lack of such settlement that messes it all up. And that's the main point."

http://fofoa.blogspot.com/2013/05/glimpsing-hereafter-2.html
http://fofoa.blogspot.com/2013/03/checkmate-2-slow-history.html


Friday, August 23, 2013

Five! 

My Candid View – Part 10

"Did you have a "simple yet profound" A-HA moment you wanted to discuss?" 

Ah, yes… my aha moment.

Well, FOFOA, it may be an errant aha moment, but here it is:

I had thought that the paper gold market was tethered to the physical market, and, while it 
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is, it is not tethered to it the way that I imagined it was. In posts I had asserted that the 
paper market needed physical, but not vice versa, I was right, but for the wrong reason. I 
was thinking that paper gold required physical to meet the occasional allocation requests 
that came along…from anyone asking for physical. But allocation requests from small fry, 
(even not so small fry) that aren't met, shall we say, in a timely way, are not of the sort that 
can leave the paper gold market in ruins.

When you wrote the following to XXX...

"Freegold is a top-down phase transition, IMO. The minute there is not enough physical 
gold flowing at the top level in which it flows, the phase transition will be complete. It will 
be instantaneous, and when it happens there will be no going back." 

somehow the genuine picture came into view as it was intended to. The paper gold market 
will collapse when the top level doesn't get allocation, because, when the top level can't get 
the goods, a revaluation is what will be required in order to get gold in size to flow. But, by 
definition, the ice dam will be so thick that a massive charge will be required to break that 
dam up to a degree that will achieve the desired result.

The top tier not getting physical will require something like a Def Con 1 response. The 
bombers will have to be let loose and the world as we knew it can never be the same again.

The process of getting physical in that size to flow will require something so forceful, so 
monumental, that the paper market must be, as a part of the proceedings, annihilated. Paper 
gold will be reduced to ashes on a launch pad that will be propelling physical gold beyond 
the gravitational pull that holds it in lock step with all the other actual commodities. The 
moment the top tier cannot source physical, the paper market is a dead man walking 
because nothing less than paper gold's sacrifice will get gold flowing to the necessary 
degree. Let me know if I am on target or not.

Hello Edwardo,

Yes, I think you've nailed it! But let me try to walk you through a little more detail (i.e., add a little 
more resolution and color to your view)…

Have you ever noticed that sometimes your local dealer has a lot of old coins, and then at other times 
he has mostly (or only) the latest year Eagles and Maples? I have personally dealt with maybe a half 
dozen different dealers in person, and I have noticed this on a couple different occasions. Remember 
when I kept mentioning a flow chart while we were Skyping? It looks like a family tree, kind of like 
this:



In this chart, the "Me" at the top would be the top level where gold trades in the largest volume 
amongst Giants, CBs, SWFs, and large wholesalers. So the "Me" would be the LBMA (in combination 
with the assistance of the BIS) and the Mom and Dad would be the largest wholesalers as well as the 
CBs (because Giants and SWFs generally don't "on sell" their gold purchases. At least that's not their 
reason for purchasing). The Grandparents would be the lower level wholesalers. The Great 
Grandparents would be the dealers that you and I know, including thousands of small dealer you will 
only find at coin shows, and then there would be another level of Great Great Grandparents that would 
be us "shrimp end users". 

When your dealer is mostly stocked with old coins, the gold is flowing right here within our own level. 
Some other shrimp has sold his gold to a dealer and now you are buying it from a dealer. But if there 
are more buyers than sellers at the paper price, then the dealer has to go up this flow chart to find 
sufficient supply. Perhaps the shortage you observed is just localized, confined to your area, but in 
some other areas there are more sellers than buyers. In that case, the "Grandparent" wholesaler will 
supply old coins acquired from another locality. If not, he'll have to go higher up the flow chart to the 
CB's mint, and that's when you'll see mostly new coins at your dealer. The first time I saw this was in 
early Oct., 2008, but I've noticed it lately as well. One dealer I called who doesn't use wholesalers was 
completely out of stock (more buyers than sellers), and another one I saw at a coin show last month had 
only brand new 2013 coins. He had bought them from his wholesaler who received them from the mint.

So that's how the physical market works. It is fractal in that different levels operate basically the same 
only on different scales. And the physical market uses the reference price from the paper market which 
means that the various states of flow around the physical market are disconnected from the price-
discovery market rather than being an integral part of it. 

As I just stated, I did call one dealer last month who had no inventory at all at today's low paper market 
price. But obviously my personal experience didn't leave the paper gold market in ruins. Another 
example is that, just today, Jim Rickards tweeted that his dealer (presumably on the east coast) is out of 
gold. Nickz immediately tweeted back that his dealer (on the west coast, who incidentally is also a 
wholesaler) has plenty. Then he tweeted that the "supposed tightness" in the physical market is "gold 
bug fiction"… tweet. 

This is the same thing we hear from XXXXXX and XXXX, that if they aren't seeing it in their little 
corner of the physical market, then it doesn't exist. It therefore must be fiction created by gold bugs to 
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sell their gold bug hype. The problem with that view is that there's no cohesive and coherent narrative 
to explain their view of plenitude. And it also leaves them with only the consensus view to explain the 
unusual draining of GLD. All three of them have professed, in no uncertain terms, their rejection of the 
coat-check room view, but I digress. 

The point was that Jim Rickards' tweet didn't leave the paper gold market in ruins either. And as I said, 
when the flow is tight at our shrimp level, we tend to see more current-year coins directly (or indirectly 
through large wholesalers) from the mints. The CBs have large reserves of gold, and they regularly 
send small amounts to the mint which is generally enough to keep the shrimp demand supplied 
whenever the shrimp level of the physical market fails to supply itself with old coins. And the countries 
that don't have large reserves, like Canada and Australia, have sufficient flow coming out of their mines 
which is essentially the same thing as having a large reserve. 

So, to some extent, our shrimp-level demand shocks are isolated from the top level supply chain by the 
CBs and their mints. As long as the paper market is still functioning, any physical shortages we are able 
to identify at our level will likely be localized and mostly immaterial to the timing of the inevitable 
collapse. These localized shortages are symptomatic of the overall tightness and the failure of the paper 
market to keep physical gold flowing properly, but their relevance to the timing will only be known in 
hindsight. As I said, I saw it happening back in 2008, so their value is not predictive in nature. 

But here's the main thing… A properly functioning physical gold market is one in which each level of 
this flow chart pyramid more or less supplies its own demand, and any differential between supply and 
demand, meaning the margin of that particular level that must reach up to the next level of volume in 
order to satisfy demand or unload excess supply, transmits a price signal that makes its way up the 
pyramid. The transmitted price signal is a premium difference between localities that allows higher-
volume arbitrageurs to move the gold to where it needs to go while making a profit from doing so, just 
like what I wrote above where the "Grandparent" wholesaler will supply old coins acquired from 
another locality. This is how the gold physically flows from one locale to another, and the higher up the 
pyramid, the larger the volumes and distances. 

That's the way it should work. The more gold that flows at the bottom levels, the less that needs to flow 
at the top. Yet the top receives—through the dealer network—the aggregated price signals from the 
various "bottom" locales and so the "top level price" where gold is moving in the largest volumes 
becomes the reference price used at the bottom. If demand for gold is high in your locality (i.e., your 
area is running a trade surplus excluding gold), there will be a higher premium locally than elsewhere, 
and so someone higher up will bring in some physical gold from elsewhere. Simple as that! 

Today, however, this natural system isn't even functioning. No gold price signals are transmitted from 
the lower levels to where the price is discovered because the price is discovered in the paper gold 
market. The CBs could potentially supply the bottom level for quite a while. So why don't they? Well, 
it must be much more than just the bottom level that matters, because what we learned from 
ANOTHER was that they were very worried about this flow as far back as 1979, so they formulated a 
temporary plan.

They could have run down their reserves by minting small coins forever to keep the shrimp gold bugs 
satisfied, but apparently there were larger interests who couldn't possibly be satisfied with mint tubes 



and monster boxes. So they tapped the mines. Annual mining supply in 1985 was 1,500 tonnes. If 
ANOTHER knew what he was talking about and the CBs were hoping for a 5-fold increase, that means 
the (temporarily) sustainable flow, as viewed from the top where we cannot see, must be around 7,500 
tonnes per year at current ratios (notice I didn't say "prices" because, even though the POG has changed 
since 1985, the ratios with commodities haven't). With very little basic math, that leaves a huge 
shortfall pressure on the physical gold market today, in the range of some 100,000+ tonnes of physical 
that was expected or at least hoped-for (promised to someone?) but never delivered. 

Think about that for a minute. Hmmm… How did FOFOA come up with that number? Hmmm… Is it 
meant to be sensationalistic hyperbole or a very conservative back-of-the-envelope calculation? 
Hmmm…

It's conservative. 

So just think about how long the CBs could prolong the status quo ratios with their mere 30,000 tonnes 
if that was their goal. It's not their goal, so you can stop thinking now. ;D 

The point is that the "marginal drain" from all levels combined has reached the very top of the pyramid 
and is now draining its reserves. This is not the way the physical gold market should work. The CBs 
announced in 1999 that they would no longer support this constricted flow under the current market 
structure. Today, as the CBs are increasing their physical gold reserves in aggregate, they are once 
again telegraphing the message that there is no support for the status quo from the CBs, even as they 
continue to mint shrimp coins due to tradition. 

So once those reserves at the top are gone, what happens? 

"The top tier not getting physical will require something like a Def Con 1 response. The bombers will 
have to be let loose and the world as we knew it can never be the same again." 

Yes. But do you see how the Def Con 1 response has a lot of moving parts and detailed resolution? We 
can't know exactly what has transpired at the top, except for what ANOTHER alluded to. But just 
imagine that 100,000+ tonnes of promised or at least expected gold (that's marginal-flow-gold, not 
global-stock-gold, so a simple doubling of the price would never suffice) never flowed. Once the top 
stops supplying the top as well as all lower levels, what would it take to get physical moving again for 
those that apparently mattered even as far back as 1979? 

Remember, at that top level you have a variety of different players, but they generally fall into two 
types. I would categorize the two types as "savers" and "dealers". The "savers" include the CBs, SWFs, 
Giants and oil producers, and the "dealers" are the bullion banks and the largest wholesalers—the 
"arbs" that will move gold in volume from the lower premium zones to the higher premium zones for 
profit. These dealers don't care about the price. They don't own the gold, they only move it for profit. 
The top-level "savers", on the other hand, do own the gold and do care about the price. But most 
importantly, they have no reason to sell any gold, and every reason to buy more. 

These are the CBs who can print, the sovereign wealth funds that are tasked with spending surplus 
currency and the Super-Producers who, until they stop producing, have no reason to sell any gold. And 



there's no level above this top level for the top level dealers (the bullion banks) to reach up to for more 
supply. When the top-level dealer supply runs out, the only place to go for more supply is to the 
demand side, to those who want more and have no reason to sell what they already have. 

Can you see the dilemma? The price of gold will still be the paper price, but the flow will have 
completely stopped at the top level. It will be a de facto failure of the paper gold market and a new 
price separate from the paper gold market will be required to get it moving again. It will be like 
gridlock in a big city. The lights keep changing from green to red to green again but nothing moves. 
The system has failed, and only a revaluation can get it moving again. My gridlock is your ice dam.

At a high-enough price (in real terms, meaning a revaluation), those with gold *IN SIZE* who have no 
reason to sell any and simply want to buy more will only have to sell a small percentage of their 
"savings" to unlock the gridlock (melt the ice) and get it all moving again which will, in short order, 
allow them to resume "saving" once again. But gridlocks don't just unlock themselves, so someone will 
have to act first. And here's where it gets interesting. 

What is the price that will unlock the gridlock at the top level, convincing those who have no reason to 
sell and every reason to buy more to sell? Who can act first, and what would that action necessarily 
entail? Here's what I think. The first to act would have to not only understand what is happening, but 
also be willing and able to sell or buy any amount of gold. This eliminates the Giants, SWFs and oil 
states because, even though they have plenty of gold, they don't have the printing press the way the 
CBs do. And that's why I think the CBs will be the first to act, probably under the auspices of the BIS. 

In order to break the gridlock, they will have to announce a very high spread, a bid price and an ask 
price, either of which can be voluntarily accepted by the other top "savers", the Giants, SWFs and oil 
states, or "arbed" by the top "dealers". It would look something like this: "We will buy any amount of 
your gold that you are willing to sell at a price of $55,000 per ounce, and we will sell you any amount 
of gold that you would like to buy at a price of $56,000 per ounce." How's that for a Def Con 1 
response? 

Here's the key. Which do you think you need to lend credibility to a really high revaluation price, a 
buyer or a seller? The answer is you need a buyer, and not just any buyer, an unlimited buyer. The 
physical gridlock requires a physical seller to unlock it, but the revaluation that will make that happen 
requires an unlimited buyer. So the "first to act" can't just be a willing seller at a high, revalued price, it 
must also be a willing buyer at that same price and in any quantity offered. 

Remember this post from ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!)? This Def Con 1 response would be quite 
similar to the pre-euro potential oil-bid-for-gold scenario in that post. So I will rewrite a small part of it 
using simple word replacement to show you how it would work:

"The first few moments after the BIS's proposal to buy gold at the very steep price of $55,000/oz, 
there would be roars of laughter. One fast thinker after another would think "Hey. I buy some 
gold from APMEX at $1,300/oz, sell it to the BIS for $55K. Net profit is $55,000-$1,300=$53,700. 
Easy money."

Everyone at once turns to the shrimp and paper gold markets to buy, markets which promptly 
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shut down. Now no one is laughing. Because everyone realizes that gold is now worth $55,000 per 
ounce and no one is prepared for that revaluation. Whoever has gold now has 42.3 times the 
purchasing power in that stockpile. What appeared to be a stupid offer has now become a 
complete revaluation of all gold stockpiles worldwide vs all currencies worldwide." 

The point is that the credible bid alone is enough to shut down the paper markets and stop all shrimp 
transactions at the old price in their tracks. The top level price is now the reference price used 
worldwide. The first transactions will be sales to the BIS, but before you know it, cash4gold 
arbitrageurs all over the world will be buying any and all physical gold offered for, say, $54,000/ounce 
just to arb that $1,000/oz. spread. Before you know it, the new physical-only market will have emerged 
worldwide. 

So there's your Def Con 1 response to gridlock at the top level in which physical gold flows.

I think the draining we see today at the top via daily GLD inventory updates is just buying enough time 
to divvy up the few remaining scraps. At some point you're giving away the scraps by buying more 
time to divvy up the scraps, so where's the point of diminishing returns? Is it now? Is it next week? 
Who knows? We can only guess at such "hypothetical" choices. 

If I'm right about the meaning of the GLD drain, then we're already in that zone where someone is 
asking, "Now?" "Now?" "Now?" with a loaded pistol aimed at the suffering animal's head. The 
physical market is no longer functioning properly, nor is it being supported. It is instead like a body in 
the last stages of starvation, eating its own extremities while hoping for some kind of a merciful 
reprieve. Each bite out of GLD is like a crazed animal eating its own tail, or arm, or leg. ;D 

Sincerely,
FOFOA

Hi FOFOA,

Thank you for that very illuminating added color and detail. The last few paragraphs of 
your epistle really hammered home the "state of play". The system has become 
cannibalistic. 

The main coin and bullion dealer that I used to go through here in town, a dealer who had 
been in business in town for many years, closed down a little over a year ago. I never 
received a very satisfactory answer as to why he closed when he closed other than burnout. 
Now his nephew operates a shop on a substantially smaller scale, and for many months, 
whenever I have contacted him to find out what the cheapest premium coins are in stock, 
the only response I have received is the thin gruel of MLs, GEs and the occasional 
Kruggerand and 1 ounce bars.

Now for a mini-digression of my own. My sister and her family were visiting us this 
weekend and I showed her the RT interview. In the last few months, I have finally 
persuaded her to buy some physical, and, now, after this weekend-where we discussed 
matters related to the interview- she is acquiring more. Unfortunately, My father is pretty 
much intractable which is a shame, but C'est la vie.



Edwardo

_____________________

And finally, here's one last bonus email for you. Unlike the others, this one is not from the last 30 days. 
I wrote this one back in February, a month and a half before the big gold price crash in April, while the 
PoG was still barely above $1,600:

Hello FOFOA - I started off this week-end feeling very gloomy. But then your Checkmate 
Post hit the streets - and boy did that cheer me up!! What a feast! Funnily enough I was 
going through some older posts again, trying to make sure I understood each and every one 
of your Catch-22 scenarios. I think I "get" them all now, and the Checkmate Post just put 
the icing on the cake. 

So you "expect it soon" - and if you had to bet on the "what triggers it" question - what do 
you see as the "most likely" trigger? I'm sure you ponder this often, and I'm also sure you 
have already selected your most likely or most appealing "favourite". So how would you 
like to see the game end?

Cheers - XXXXXX

Hello XXXXXX,

I think the biggest threat to the system right now is price volatility. That is, prices of real things 
changing too quickly in either direction. Prices are where the rubber meets the road, where the 
monetary plane intersects the physical plane. And I view gold as the linchpin that ultimately holds the 
two planes together. 

I think the "most likely trigger" is the price of gold falling too fast, simply because I can imagine that 
happening at any moment, with little or no warning. It could easily be accompanied by (and driven by) 
a general market collapse like we had in September of 2008, or it could happen on its own for lack of 
support from either of the two legs. By looking at the gradually falling price around Snapshot days, I 
am simply taking note of the apparent lack of levitation we've seen in the past, which could mean that 
official support has ended if it was ever present in the first place. 

Of course technical support levels still come into play even if the bull run has ended, so I think it is 
most likely to be accompanied with some sort of a general market decline. If there's a general market 
crash that punches gold downward through some of those technical support levels, there may be 
nothing below to stop the fall. That's when the paper price separates from the physical price IMO. 

So will it happen this year? What are the odds that we make it through the rest of the year without a 
"dramatic correction" in the markets? 

If the bull run continues, a rising price is also a threat because the general price level of commodities 
(real things) is correlated with gold during a bull run. The USG's spending habit is another place where 
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the rubber meets the road because the USG's addiction is in real terms but its spending is in nominal 
terms. If "gold" goes to Jim Sinclair's $3,500 and oil follows it up north of $200/bbl, that means some 
real "cost push" price inflation as Jim likes to say. 

Take a look at the US national debt during the last decade's bull run. It was at about $6T when the bull 
run started. Today it's over $16T. I don't care about the absolute level of the debt (what I call the stock), 
I'm only interested in the nominal rate of deficit spending (the flow), which, because it is in real terms, 
must accelerate with inflation. In other words, if the price of oil doubles, so does the rate of USG 
deficit spending, and these days that will mean the rate of QE. 

I believe this will have a feedback effect on commodity prices as the USG refuses to cut its rate of 
deficit intake in real terms which would otherwise be the natural response to a jump in prices. I think 
that part of the reason we made it through the last decade's bull run was that China, while running a 
trade surplus, absorbed (sterilized) a large part of the USG's accelerating dollar output. But as has been 
observed, that mostly ended a year and a half ago, about the same time as the bull run in paper gold 
peaked. 

So once again we have two legs of support which could explain the last decade. Somehow the flow of 
physical gold was managed while the acceleration in the USG's rate of dollar output was absorbed by a 
net-producer. And now we find ourselves stuck between a rock and a hard place. The rock being a 
falling gold price and the hard place being a continued bull run. 

While the feedback effect on commodity prices is merely an academic exercise to us now, I think that 
in reality it could happen a lot faster than you can imagine. 

So there you have it. My "most likely trigger" is a falling gold price which leads to the separation of 
paper from physical. And my "back up trigger" is a rising gold price which leads to impending 
hyperinflation. Both ultimately cause the other to happen in short order, but which comes first remains 
a question. 

Remarkably, the bull run has stalled out for a year and a half now, along with oil, silver and just about 
everything else. So it seems we have reached a new plateau of stability. Or not. And if not, just imagine 
the pressure that has been building during this so called "consolidation phase". What if we bust out of 
this slump to the upside like July and August of 2011? Do you think it will stick? Do you think the bull 
run can continue to $3,500? I don't. 

Do you think the general markets can continue their upward trend without a sudden and dramatic 
correction at some point? I don't. Do you think that official support for paper gold as well as the paper 
gold bull run has ended? Looking at the evidence, I think it's possible. Remember, we had Paulson and 
Soros selling in December along with my bellwether ringing followed by a chorus of others. Today we 
hear talk of technical levels of support. So what? They have those in bear markets too. Do you think the 
East has lost its taste for physical? Do you think the East is instead prepared to soak up the USG's 
accelerating rate of dollar output indefinitely? I don't. Do you think it has already ended? I think that 
QE is the proof that it has. 

So when I say soon, what I really mean is "overdue". Like the Big One. I use this only as an example of 



what overdue means. These "Big One" earthquakes have a certain historical geographical frequency of, 
say, 70 years. So once the 70 years has passed, we could say the next one is overdue. In the case of 
Freegold it's not about the historical frequency. It's about all of the identifiable elements being in place. 
Seems to me they are now in place, so that's what I mean by "soon". Unlike most people (apparently), I 
don't view the more time that passes as a sign that it's farther away than we thought. That someone has 
figured out a new and better way to delay the inevitable. Instead, I view each day that passes as another 
day the Big One didn't hit even though it's already overdue. 

It's one thing to explain how we made it through the last 10 years. It's something entirely different to 
have a gut feeling (based on what??) that it can be repeated, even as we see clear evidence that the 
European gold sales have ended, QE has begun (meaning not enough net producers mopping up the 
dollar sewage) and paper gold languishing 16% below its high from 18 months ago. I mean, seriously, 
anything other than "soon" would be a disservice to everyone. I don't think the actual date of Freegold 
exists, even with theoretically perfect (godlike) knowledge it doesn't exist. What exists is a probability 
wave in which "soon" has the highest probability at present. 

Sincerely,
FOFOA

_____________________

We are, today, at the very conclusion of a fiat architecture that is straining to cope with our changing 
world… Trained from birth, as all Western thinkers are, to read everything economic in dollar system 
terms; we, too, are all straining to understand the seemingly unexplainable dynamics that surround us 
today. 

Western governments, the public and several schools of economic thought are attempting to define and 
explain what extent these changes will have within our financial and economic world. Most are all 
striving to see this as the next plateau of dollar integration, carrying us onto the next level; looking 
always higher for what this next level will bring in social, financial and lifestyle enhancements…

What if the last decade's efforts to prolong dollar use, both internally and worldwide, have inflated its 
worth to such an extent that it's now vastly overvalued? Asking more; what if the architects of a 
competing currency system and the major players that helped guide its internal construction, all took a 
hand in promoting the dollar's extended life, its overvaluation and its use; so as to buy time for this 
great transition in our money world?

The actual debt machine that built much of America's lifestyle is now going into reverse as it destroys 
its own currency; one built upon a stable debt system with locked down gold prices…

To compete in the new architecture of a Euro System currency, unrestrained trading of gold will (and 
has) advance its dollar and Euro price significantly…

This not only has "everything to do with a gold bull market", it has everything to do with a changing 
world financial architecture. And I have to admit: if you hated our last one, you will no doubt hate this 
new one, too. However, everyone that is positioned in physical gold will carry this storm in fantastic 
shape. This is because the ECB has no intentions of backing their currency with gold and every 



intention of using gold as a "free trading" financial reserve. None of the other metals will play a part in 
this. 
-FOA

I (we) expect none of you to consider anything said here as credible. Everything is given as I 
understand it. If you came with a notion that I am someone who sees the future, grab the children and 
run far away. For these Thoughts, and my ongoing commentary, are meant to impact exactly as the 
"gentleman" said they would. People hear them, and whether believed or not, the words leave a mark. 
A mental mark on the trail, if you will. And later, after the world turns, our little "stacks of rocks" will 
be easier to understand next time you are passing this way. In fact, your ability to find your own way 
will forever be enhanced for having seen this path in a different light.
-FOA

_____________________

Moneyness

FOA: My friend, our message and our position is that we are in one of the most exciting times of all the 
history of gold! We have seen that during times with the most radical transitions, the majority are 
usually defending the wrong asset. This unfortunate situation need not impact everyone today. If better 
judgment is the result of a full understanding, then some who read here will be exposed to tools that 
could help them avoid the mistakes of our Western hard money majority. 

For Western Gold Bugs today, their culture, their system and their recent knowledge is all ensconced 
within the last 30 years of paper wealth. Yet they are using a hard money defense, written by masters 
preceding our modern era. They struggle to use that logic out of context, as it is thought to apply to 
this gold market today. These two precedents are leading them to reflect their gold values in some form 
other than physical ownership in possession. This mistaken detour from gold's true purpose will once 
again prove, by reality, the value of owning real gold.

Standing aside this group is the Physical Gold Advocate. For them, for us, these times will contain the 
greatest gain in real wealth ever seen. For those who are falling behind, gold is still within your grasp.

TrailGuide

Video: What is Freegold?

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=74ynFnitLeo
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Sunday, September 1, 2013

Glimpsing 3 – Gold Mining in Freegold 

The governments will revalue gold and "demand" that the public carry it and use it! It will be
the source of all gold, the mines, that will be controlled! 
That's Controlled, with a capital "C", not confiscated!

-ANOTHER

When the dust does clear for mining to continue, gold will be recognized worldwide as real
money, and the mining of money will, no doubt, carry Extreme taxation. 

-FOA

This is the third in my "Glimpsing the Hereafter" series in which I peer into my crystal ball and explore 
the future on the other side of the Freegold revaluation. Unfortunately I do not have an actual crystal 
ball. All I have is logic and reason, and a little help from Another and FOA. So to quote FOA, "If you 
came with a notion that I am someone who sees the future, grab the children and run far away." But if 
you came bearing your own logic and reason, then perhaps you will find this post useful. :D

Gold mining is an extremely contentious subject around here, partly because a lot of gold bugs are 
invested in gold mining shares. But that's not what this post is about. If you would like to read about 
how Another, FOA and I think the shares will fare as an investment, you can find it in Part 2. And, for 
completeness, here's the link to Part 1. 

In this post I'll explore how we can understand and visualize the practice of gold mining in Freegold, 
and how it will be a most-natural fit. In fact, after finally putting in the effort to think this topic 
through, I have come to the conclusion that it fits much better in this "hereafter" context than in the 
present and past contexts with which we are all very familiar. For a visual tour of present and past "for 
profit" gold mining efforts that channeled talent and manpower away from other more socially 
desirable pursuits, check out this awesome video from Freegold tube. It includes footage and images 
from the mid-1800s Gold Rush as well as some amazing footage of modern mining techniques, with a 
couple of fantastic montages at the very end. 

Don't get me wrong. I have nothing against gold mining, or any for-profit activity for that matter, 
socially desirable or not. It's just that once you open your mind and consider the natural implications of 
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gold valued by the free market at, perhaps, 40 times the cost of pulling it out of the ground, it all comes 
together and makes perfect sense! Even the old Warren Buffet quote will take on a whole new meaning:
"Gold gets dug out of the ground... we melt it down, dig another hole, bury it again and pay people to 
stand around guarding it." At least I hope it will, for you, after this post. ;D 

What I'm going to walk you through in this post may not have made sense before the Gold Rush days. 
But today, with the low-hanging fruit long since picked and the billions of ounces already obtained 
through modern mining techniques over the past several decades, I think you'll be amazed by the view. 
I know I am! 

Let's start with this "crazy" idea, first proposed in 1998 by Another and FOA, that gold in the ground 
will be controlled, taxed or otherwise "confiscated" by the government. Sounds pretty tyrannical, 
doesn't it? Not to me. Not at all! Let's put on our "logic and reason hats" and think about it in the case 
that gold in the ground is worth 40 times the cost to pull it out of the ground. This would be a different 
situation from "the past and present context" of gold mining, wouldn't it? 

In a recent and heated (at least on one side) discussion in the comments on the previous thread, this 
crazy idea of government controlling the mining of gold in Freegold, one way or another, was referred 
to as "anti-capitalist", "anti-freemarket" and "authoritarian". But to me it's none of these. It's exactly as 
it should be in the context of 40x-cost-of-mining gold, and it makes perfect sense! 

Laws are changed and rewritten all the time, but the law that governs gold mining claims on public 
lands in the U.S. to this day (and other minerals as well, subject to mining regulations) was written way 
back in 1872 as a result of the California Gold Rush. Even in 1865, the federal government thought 
about taking the mines for the good of the tribe:

At the end of the American Civil War, some eastern congressmen regarded western miners 
as squatters who were robbing the public patrimony, and proposed seizure of the western 
mines to pay the huge war debt. In June 1865, Representative George Washington Julian of 
Indiana introduced a bill for the government to take the western mines from their 
discoverers, and sell them at public auction. Representative Fernando Wood proposed that 
the government send an army to California, Colorado, and Arizona to expel the miners "by 
armed force if necessary to protect the rights of the Government in the mineral lands." He 
advocated that the federal government itself work the mines for the benefit of the treasury.

Western representatives successfully argued that western miners and prospectors were 
performing valuable services by promoting commerce and settling new territory. In 1865, 
Congress passed a law that instructed courts deciding questions of contested mining rights 
to ignore federal ownership, and defer to the miners in actual possession of the ground. The 
following year, Congressional supporters of western miners tacked legislation legalizing 
lode (hardrock) mining on public land onto a law regarding ditch and canal rights in 
California, Oregon, and Nevada. The legislation, known as the "Chaffee laws" after 
Colorado Territorial representative Jerome B. Chaffee, passed and was signed on July 26, 
1866.

Congress extended similar rules to placer mining claims in the "placer law" signed into law 
on July 9, 1870.



The Chaffee law of 1866 and the placer law of 1870 were combined into the General 
Mining Act of 1872. The mining law of 1866 had given discoverers rights to stake mining 
claims to extract gold, silver, cinnabar (the principal ore of mercury) and copper. When 
Congress passed the General Mining Act of 1872, the wording was changed to "or other 
valuable deposits," giving greater scope to the law. The 1872 law was codified as 30 U.S.C. 
§§ 22-42

The 1872 act also granted extralateral rights to lode claims, and fixed the maximum size of 
lode claims as 1500 feet (457m) long and 600 feet (183m) wide.

The Act of 1872 also set the price for land assumed under the mining act… It set the price 
of the land claim to range $2.50 to $5.00 per acre. This price set by law has remained the 
same since 1872. -Wikipedia

The United States is special in this regard, and that is due to the California Gold Rush beginning in 
1848 and the General Mining Act of 1872 which followed. That's public property, but the United States 
is also special with regard to private property mineral rights, and that goes all the way back to 1776! In 
Europe, the governing principles date back to the Middle Ages and give the sovereign or the 
commonwealth the rights, especially to "monetary metals." 

Mining law in Europe originated from medieval common law. From at least the 12th 
century, German kings claimed mining rights to silver and other metals, taking precedence 
over the local lords. But by the late Middle Ages, mining rights, known as the Bergregal 
were transferred from the king to territorial rulers.

Unlike German mining law, in Great Britain and the Commonwealth the principle of 
mining by landowners prevails. The crown only lays claim to gold and silver reserves.

But even in the U.S., the state has reclaimed the right to important minerals:

Even in the United States, mining law is based on English common law. Here the 
landowner is likewise the owner of all raw materials to unlimited depth. However, the state 
retains rights over phosphate, nitrate, potassium salts, asphalt, coal, oil shale and sulphur, 
and a right of appropriation (not ownership) by the state for oil and gas. Sand and gravel 
come under the Department of the Interior. -Wikipedia

The take-home point here is that property rights are a matter of tribal law. And the right to profit from 
digging up underground minerals is an issue separate from the ownership of above-ground private 
property, and even separate from land surface ownership. As you can see, even though you own surface 
property in the U.S., you don't necessarily own the phosphate, nitrate, potassium salts, asphalt, coal, oil 
shale, sulphur, oil, gas, sand and gravel under the ground. Gold is notably absent from that list, and 
that's because of the "American specialness" of the California Gold Rush back in 1848. You think that 
classic, sentimental American favoritism toward the adventurous gold prospector will stick in the face 
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of suddenly-revalued 40x-cost-of-mining gold? I don't think I'd bet even a wooden nickel on it! ;D 

And that's just America, land of the free, where you still technically own the rights to (some of) the 
minerals under your private property (until your state and/or federal government changes its mind, and 
as long as you pay for a permit to dig them up and also pay taxes on your profits from the sale of said 
minerals). Elsewhere, the sovereign or the collective still retains the ultimate right to the gold in the 
ground and in some cases has laws still on the books that need only be enforced. 

The point is, no matter where you are in the world, your local "tribe" owns the gold in the ground in 
extremis. More precisely, it will have first dibs on the windfall from a gold revaluation. Let's take a 
quick look at what I'm talking about. The "windfall" I'm talking about will be the equivalent of about 
$53,000 per ounce of gold in the ground. Each "tribe" can choose to keep that windfall for the good of 
the tribe, or to give it away to those adventurous gold prospectors of yesteryear. Here's where the gold 
is:

Let's see. The windfall from South Africa's proven deposits/in-ground public reserves will be about $12 
trillion. Give away or keep? Australia, $7.5 trillion (and that's in constant dollars). Give away or keep? 
Canada, $22.8 trillion. Give away or keep?

So WTF am I talking about? Did you notice that I just called the "proven deposits still in the ground" 
public reserves? Hmm…

I was having a discussion with Aquilus the other day by email. We were discussing how gold will 
perpetually rise in consumer purchasing power in Freegold much like the traditional stores of value 
used for centuries by the super wealthy such that it will satisfy the modest but risk-free "yield" needs of 
the entire saver class but not attract the risk-taking investor class that is always investing wherever it 
foresees the most economic potential in search of an even higher - yet risky - yield. 

I explained that "consumer purchasing power" was actually a declining standard of value when 
compared to these "high end" stores of value used by - and due to their extremely high prices, only 
available to - the Giants. And that the whole point of Freegold was that infinitely-divisible physical 
gold would finally put the average saver on equal footing with the Giants in this one particular regard. 
As human progress and innovation makes necessities and other consumer goods "cheaper" in real terms 
over time, the relative scarcity and preference of savers for traditional stores of value, what I call 
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"durable collectables" (now to include physical gold in Freegold), will cause them as a group (as they 
always do, but now with gold ounces as the standard of value for "stores of value" as they relate only to 
the saver class), to perpetually rise relative to consumer purchasing power which represents the 
standard of value used for economic growth and fiat currency. 

At one point in this discussion Aquilus asked: 

Now one quick clarification: technically the percent growth in the economy does not have 
to be necessarily correlated to the stock, but rather the flow of gold, right? Because even if 
the economy grows at 15%, there will still be many that will not even consider touching 
their stock of gold this generation or the next. If that's true, it supports the rise in real terms 
vs a basket of commodities even more.

I said, "Great question! Let's discuss it!"

First of all, the size of the stock doesn't really matter, except insofar as it relates to the "stock" of 
savers. ;D All that matters is the flow, as you say, because no matter how big the stock is, we know that 
any amount above and beyond the flow is being hoarded by someone. In fact, the bigger the stock with 
any given flow, the larger the stock to flow ratio which means more is being hoarded at current prices. 

But here's the thing about Freegold. Gold's price will "right" in terms of an equilibrium struck between 
the stock and the flow. In other words, we can assume that there's not an inordinate amount of gold 
being hoarded because the price is too low. The "right" amount will flow. By definition it will be the 
"right" amount simply by the fact that it will be a physical-only market equilibrium, so whatever 
amount is flowing is right and whatever the price is will be right. 

Now imagine a perfectly stable stock (no new gold from mining) in Freegold. New net-producers are 
buying from old dishoarding ex-net-producers. That equilibrium will be reflected in the flow and the 
price. It is what I called a "closed loop" or "closed circuit" in that it is only transactions between savers 
past and present. Present savers are giving their money to someone who has already earned that 
purchasing power by producing in the physical plane and underconsuming in the past. Those ex-savers 
will now spend that money on consumption. So the surplus production represented by the gold flow is 
being consumed solely by ex-savers. This leaves habitual net-consumers to their own devices. 

Yet there's still some value that can be "stolen" by the net-consumers as they print their way into net-
consumption (either through government printing or consumer credit expansion). And that value comes 
from anyone and everyone who holds currency for more than a nanosecond. And that includes the 
savers both past and present as well. They hold some currency too! They don’t just hold gold, so some 
portion of their holdings is still vulnerable to the debtors. But that's fine, because at least their savings 
are no longer vulnerable. And it was the savings portion that made the savers pay inordinately in the 
past. On top of that, the savings will be rising in purchasing power to offset any losses to the debtors in 
the normal currency portion of their holdings. 

Now, we have a pretty good idea of the stock of gold. Around 170,000 tonnes. We also know the 
production rate. Around 2,600 tonnes per year currently. And we have a pretty good idea that the 
economy tends to grow at a rate faster than the production rate of gold over the long run, so we can 



safely assume that in a more meritocratic world that trend will continue. And economic growth means 
some portion of new savings that would not have existed in a static world with no economic growth (an 
expansion of the "stock" of savers). So growth equals more new savers in the static equilibrium 
equation above, which would put demand pressure on the flow and drive the real price of gold higher. 

So, in the hypothetical static world above we have an equilibrium price of gold achieved. In an 
economically expanding world, we have a rising price of gold, which can only be offset by new 
production from the mines being sold to the public as opposed to it simply being transferred from in-
ground reserves to in-vault reserves by the government. We already have a pretty good idea that the 
current stock to new-flow ratio is tight enough to allow for gold to perpetually but modestly appreciate 
in Freegold. We can also assume that mine production will not increase, and will likely decrease in 
Freegold, leading to even higher rates of real appreciation. 

But the higher rates of appreciation will likely be offset by governments selling some of their reserves. 
It makes no difference whether it comes from the vault or from the ground. So, in fact, "official gold" 
(currently 30,000 tonnes plus all in-ground reserves) acts as that "new" supply in Freegold. In fact, 
taking this thought further, mining flow or the flow of "new" gold into the global stock actually 
becomes irrelevant, because there's no difference between a government selling some of its above-
ground reserves versus it letting the mines sell to the public while taking in the difference between the 
cost of mining and the sales price as a tax. Both essentially become monetary operations. 

Let's make this even more clear. In Freegold, as long as there's such a thing as "official gold" held by 
CBs or governments (which should be forever), the addition of new "stock" will be nothing more than a 
monetary (or currency management) operation. The "stock" as it pertains to the savers becomes 
170,000 – 30,000 = 140,000 tonnes, and the growth rate of that "stock" will be determined by 
governments and CBs as a currency management tool. Nothing more, nothing less. 

Now let's look back at what I wrote:

"As long as the economy is expanding faster than the stock of gold, why wouldn't it have a consistent 
and real positive gain?" 

In this new view, we find that the expansion rate of the stock of gold is actually a decision made by all 
of the CBs and governments in aggregate. Also, we find that, curiously, it becomes possible for the 
"stock of gold" as it relates to the savers to actually contract if/when the CBs are buying gold in 
aggregate, removing it from the flow available to present net-producers. Again, this would be a 
currency management operation intended to weaken the currency, but the net-effect to the savers, 
regardless of whatever is happening with the currency, would be that the real purchasing power of gold 
would rise even more than it otherwise would have. 

By buying gold, a CB weakens its currency in two ways. It puts more currency into circulation, and it 
also lowers its currency's exchange rate with gold by raising the price of gold in its currency. And since 
gold is the benchmark for all freely-traded currencies, this means that a CB buying gold would lower 
its currency's exchange rate with other currencies. Traditionally this is done to gain economic 
advantage over other currency zones. By lowering your currency's exchange rate with a foreign 
currency, you make your zone's prices of goods and services more competitive. This is a currency 



effect, not a real effect, but it does work in the short run to counter or enhance ongoing real effects. And 
what it tends to do (in the short run) is to increase exports and decrease imports. 

What this means is that mercantilist policies in a floating exchange rate regime in Freegold will tend to 
increase the purchasing power of gold for the savers by contracting the "stock of gold" as it relates to 
the savers. So when might we see a majority of zones engaged in this kind of behavior such that the 
global aggregate "stock of gold" is contracting? We might see this in the case that the global economy 
is contracting, as might be seen after a natural or manmade disaster. 

Now isn't that interesting? If the global economy is contracting, the stock of gold might even "contract" 
protecting the savers' savings from ever declining in real terms. Is that possible? And then what's the 
reverse of this situation? If the global economy is expanding so fast that the real price of gold is rising 
faster than normal? What then? 

Well, then we might see governments and CBs selling gold in order to strengthen their currency relative 
to other zones in an effort to "cool down" their "overheated economy" which they view as expanding 
too fast. Again, this is just a currency management operation and it only really has a short term effect 
because it's a currency effect and not a real effect, but it does have a real effect on the purchasing power 
of the savers' gold by changing the stock of gold relative to the "stock" of savers. It keeps it from rising 
too fast even if the economy is overheating which might create a bubble of sorts in the price of gold 
and lead to an eventual decline. But that won't happen, because the CBs will sell gold if the economy is 
growing too fast. 

Viewing gold as a currency management tool at the state level, we find that any irresponsible 
government like, say, the USG, who tries to sell gold during a recession in order to spend above and 
beyond what it can take in from taxes and borrowing, will simply strengthen its currency against other 
currencies and further weaken its taxable economy making it a self-defeating exercise. Or it could just 
print and spend, but that would cause inflation and also be self-defeating. Either way, the savers are 
insulated from the currency effects of irresponsible governments because if the government is selling 
gold, making it cheaper in US dollars, the dollar is also strengthening in its exchange rate with other 
currencies keeping the purchasing power of gold stable in real terms. 

So what we find is that, even though changes in the stock of gold as it relates to the savers is essentially 
in the hands of CBs and governments worldwide, the natural inclination will be a consistent and real 
positive gain, even if the economy contracts, and even if the government is irresponsible with its 
money. This is what I mean by the savers being isolated from whatever's happening in the currency. Of 
course in a real disaster (Mad Max-type scenario), where necessities become scarce for everyone, the 
purchasing power of gold will decline no matter how much the CBs buy in order to gain a currency-
derived short term advantage for their zone. 

Can you see how sales from the mines to the public will be no different than the sale of above-ground 
official reserves? Can you see how it's simply a monetary operation at the state level? If a mine sells an 
ounce of gold for $55,000 and gets to keep $2,000 while the government takes in $53,000, that's 
virtually the same as if the government or the CB sold some of its reserves for $55,000. The "stock of 
gold" (as I'm viewing it in this exercise) increased the same in both cases, and virtually the same 
amount of money was taken in at the state level. The only difference is whether the government spends 



that money or the CB destroys it, but either of those possibilities are the same whether the gold came 
from the ground or the vault. 

I think this is the proper way to view the "stock of gold" in Freegold, as only the gold that's not in the 
ground nor in the government vaults because both are essentially public monetary reserves. And in a 
static economy, we will likely see a "currency war" of sorts where the CBs may be competitively 
buying up the gold. So if we view the Freegold price as an equilibrium of sorts between past and 
present savers, and then any economic growth rate as adding new savers and new demand to the 
equilibrium driving up the price, I think the statement still makes sense:

"As long as the economy is expanding faster than the stock of gold, why wouldn't it have a consistent 
and real positive gain?" 

But the best part is that it's really just a way to explain why gold would naturally rise, because when 
you really think it through, changes in the stock of gold will naturally lag changes in the economy no 
matter what's happening (aside from Mad Max) because of the elegance of the Freegold dynamics. And 
even in the case of a Mad Max-style disaster, natural or manmade, gold will still be the best way to 
shuttle your wealth through the crisis to the other side. 

Can you punch any holes in my logic? ;D 

Sincerely,
FOFOA

FOFOA

Hahaha, yes, bravo! You took my flow vs stock little observation and ran about 30 miles 
up-field with it (in a good way)… 

So let me summarize the main ideas so I’m sure I know what you’re saying:

1. The stock we’re talking about is the “stock of the savers” (call it the “saver’s stock”, not 
the general stock)

2. Yes, the flow is what matters, but the flow to and from the “saver’s stock”

3. Economic growth is an expansion of savings that will be looking to become part of the 
“saver’s stock”

4. The flow necessary for those savings to become part of the “saver’s stock” can be 
fulfilled by either flow from a combination of “public stock sales (CBs and mines which I 
agree behave as the same thing) or from existing savers dis-hoarding from the “saver’s 
stock”. The size of this combined flow is what drives the price of gold (in your local 
currency) at any given time.

5. The flow from the “public stock” (CB and mines) is nothing else than a currency 
management tool as gold is the reserve. As such, when the economy grows “too fast” it is 



logical that the CBs would increase the flow because it’s in their interest. Conversely, they 
would buy gold or decrease the flow in a recession, again, in their interest as a currency 
management tool.

6. Both of these operations still organically benefit the savers in the “saver’s stock”:

a. In the case of a CB intervention to cool down an “overheating” economy, selling gold 
increases the flow, reduces the speed of price increase of gold in the local currency, but also 
strengthens the local currency against others, therefore increasing the purchasing power for 
imported goods, while not decreasing the purchasing power (but not necessarily increasing 
it) for local goods.

b. In the case of a CB intervention to “prop-up” a slowing economy, reducing the flow by 
buying gold in the local currency increases the purchasing power of the “saver’s stock” in 
real terms, but weakens the local currency compared to the rest. But still, in gold terms, that 
purchasing power is not reduced.

7. The only thing that reduces the purchasing power of the “saver’s stock” of gold is an 
economic downfall of such a magnitude that economic output shrinks and stays under what 
needed for society (Mad Max).

Have I captured the essence of the logic I’m supposed to punch holes in? Because if I have, 
it will be very hard to play devil’s advocate to it.

Aquilus

I believe you have! :D

Ok! great then (did not expect that on the first try)

I tried to think of ways in which to play devil's advocate here and did my best to take 
Aristotle's (the original) "it is the mark of an educated mind to be able to entertain an idea 
even when you don't agree with it" to heart. 

Everything I came up with in the short time I had to think about it would be a temporary 
disruption that would fall apart by itself after a while. The only thing that would keep them 
going would be the "World Police State" and I don't consider that likely in the least. Here 
are the major paths I had:

1. Suckering back into debt: To break the virtuous cycle, I have to figure out a structure by 
which I can lure saver's money out of gold (in freegold) and plop them back into debt for a 
while. Repeated suckering has happened over and over in history (that's why ponzi schemes 
work, isn't it?) so I was going to play post-Freegold Goldman-Sachs for a while ;) But 
because of the gold alternative, these schemes would implode way before they became 
systemic again...



2. Coersion through laws in order to "save the poor and the children": Play politician and 
come up with variations of controls of prices, forbidding gold 
purchases/sales/import/export, etc and see if I can disrupt the cycle for a while 
(years/decades) before the scheme collapses. A variation would be the "needs" of the 
collective and a wealth tax for a nation.

3. Manufacture your own SoV: Replace gold with a world SoV (IMF's SDR construct for 
lack of a better term, or BitSoV instead of BitCoin). Fails the network effect test miserably 
(no wide holding credibility).

So, I give up, because none of the above stands without some major conspiratorial/coercive 
apparatus omnipresent. The only scenario that might work is a One World Centrally 
Controlled World Government with only one Central Bank, no international settlement any 
longer and draconian/coersive laws everywhere? Which would make people escape to the 
Moon colonies ;D??? As you can see, it's getting ridiculous...

I pass the devil's advocate baton to someone more worth-while

Aquilus

Hello Aquilus,

Here were my initial reactions as I read your three points. I wrote them as I was reading, so they were 
written before I got to "So, I give up…"

Re. #1, false comparison. You compare "suckering back into debt" with Ponzi schemes that have 
happened over and over in history. Who ever said Freegold would eliminate Ponzi schemes? Not I! But 
Ponzi schemes are for investors, traders and speculators. If, in the past, they included the savers too, 
that was because the savers didn't have a good alternative, and that's what's different in Freegold. The 
only way you're going to sucker the savers back into debt is to make gold riskier than debt with the 
same or greater real return. That should be impossible under the framework I outlined. 

Re. #2, I think this comes from "old paradigm" thinking. If I put my perspective into the new paradigm, 
I don't even see the impetus that would lead to such coercion. First of all, to "save the children" they go 
to where the money is. There's no money in gold. It is an inert metal. Money simply flows through 
gold. And in Freegold, gold will have a lower appreciation than any successful investments. So on one 
side of gold, you have the massive pool of the entire money supply, there's a good target. And on the 
other side of gold, you have all of the successful investments. There's another good target. I think that 
in Freegold the target will be off of gold for good. There won't be any "windfall profits" from gold 
post-reval! 

Re. #3, you'll have to beat gold on both appreciation and risk. The only way I see that happening is if 
gold declines abruptly creating risk and erasing appreciation. And that's kind of the definition of 
"Freefiat". A manufactured SoV, so it needs wildly declining gold at times, and the way it gets there is 



hot money flows (fickle investment money) shifting from gold into other investments and back again. 
Gold would be in a constant cycle of bubble, then pop, then bubble then pop in Freefiat, so the savers 
all run in fear to the magical manufactured SoV. How's that different from today? ;D

That's what I wrote about in the third section of Glimpsing 2 called "Gold's True Function". The 
function is to segregate and isolate the savers from the hot money flow and its transmission of price 
signals which keeps the economy efficient. Once we're finally there, I think it will be virtually 
impossible to go back. 

Sincerely,
FOFOA

Hello FOFOA,

Yes, they were obvious strawmen and you gave them a good beating before getting to the "I 
give up" part ;D

It's kind of funny to see you spelling out all the reasons why they are all logical failures 
though. Why? Because I actually knew the answers to them almost as soon as I thought 
about them (and that means all that reading sank in apparently ;D) That's why I gave up. 

Just as an example for the "debt Ponzi schemes", yes, you may convince SOME savers to 
become speculators for a while, but if gold is there with a real appreciation as a risk-free 
alternative, that scheme will fail to convert enough savers into speculators because there's 
no need for the saver to take any risk to get a real return. Normal human nature, I'd say... 
That's why all those schemes never get big in freegold, I understand ;)

Same idea applies to free-fiat #3. At that point, to get wild fluctuation in gold, you would 
need some serious change in human behavior to make people dishoard their current real 
returns without risk in gold in mass. As you said once, maybe if Gold is proven to be toxic 
and reduce our lifespan to only one century....

As for #2, again, yes it's always money, not assets. There are some "asset" taxes: think of 
house tax, or car tax, but doing that on gold is both impractical (need to find it declared 
someplace - good luck in freegold) and it would also be idiotic to tax the premier reserve 
asset that needs to flow. But even if they did, in freegold it is my feeling that it would just 
increase rate of appreciation in the local currency to make up for the tax percentage...

Here's another (idiotic) challenge that came to mind: Some government will try to re-create 
the paper market after freegold has been in effect a few years! Alas, you already addressed 
this a few times... Sigh..

So, in summary, sorry I could not give you good challenges. The original would still make 
a good post.

Aquilus

http://fofoa.blogspot.com/2013/05/glimpsing-hereafter-2.html


_____________________

To conclude on the subject of gold mining in Freegold, what I see in my "crystal ball" is that gold 
mining will no longer be driven by profit. Yes, the miners will provide that service for a profit which 
will be determined by the state, but the rate of mining output and where it ends up will be a monetary 
matter at the state level and not a decision by the miner himself. Can you see the contrast between this 
view and the free-for-all of the Gold Rush and modern gold mining? 

In effect, any country with above-ground gold reserves will have little incentive to remove its in-
ground reserves from their secure location, except perhaps a minimal amount just to keep the mining 
equipment from rusting. And even with that, whether it goes straight into the government vault or is 
sold into the public market will be merely a currency management decision. Can you see the elegance 
of this view? 

It may seem "anti-capitalist", "anti-freemarket" or "authoritarian" from the perspective of someone 
invested in gold mining today. But it's really not! It's only gold we're talking about, and in a more 
meritocratic world I'm sure those poor gold miners will find some other great for-profit activity to do if 
they choose not to work for the state. Once you realize that the local tribe has always had the ultimate 
claim to the gold in the ground in extremis, it is no more "anti-freemarket" than anti-counterfeiting 
laws. You just have to shift your perspective into the new paradigm to see why. 

As for wildcat or illegal mining, no one ever said that Freegold would eliminate crime. Even today, 
some western states have clamped down on placer mining techniques on public land because of 
environmental concerns. Here's a recent article:

Colorado county considers banning panning for gold after 'uptick' in prospecting

Prospectors during widespread Gold Rushes in the 1800s are credited with settling land and 
developing commerce in several Western states, including Colorado. 

However 200 years later, officials in one Colorado county say amateur prospectors panning 
for gold on county land have become such a nuisance they are considering banning the 
practice…

The vote would lead "minerals" to be added to a list of things that already can't be removed 
from county land...

If that's the tribe's thinking after a 5X increase in the gold price over 10 years, how do you think it will 
respond after an overnight 40X revaluation? ;D

Let's look at that Warren Buffet quote once more:

"Gold gets dug out of the ground... we melt it down, dig another hole, bury it again and pay people to 
stand around guarding it." 

If the gold in the ground is worth 40 times the cost of digging it up, then it becomes a tribal monetary 

http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2012/11/28/colorado-county-considers-banning-panning-for-gold-after-uptick-in-prospecting/?intcmp=obnetwork


reserve belonging to the collective or the sovereign. Can you see how this may change the dynamics 
that have always driven gold mining in the past? 

Sincerely,
FOFOA



Thursday, September 12, 2013

What about Sprott's 4,500 tonne export 'gap'? 

Someone emailed me yesterday:

FOFOA,

I was reading Turd Ferguson's blog the other day and he brought up a pretty interesting 
point about Western CB's not having any more gold left (based on Erik Sprott's research 
regarding the gold exports from the US) and it's impact on Freegold. 

Would you be so kind as to share your thoughts on this topic? 

I've included the link to his post below for your reference.

http://www.tfmetalsreport.com/blog/5041/fifty-five-thousand-dollar-question

Regards, 
Paul

I read the article and followed the comments below it, Motley Fool's in particular. I see that he is very 
popular over there! ;D I also got a kick out of this comment by Nickelsaver:

One of the primary hypotheses of the gold bug/GATA camp that stands in stark contrast to A/FOA says 
that the Western central banks have surreptitiously emptied their vaults supplying physical gold to the 
market. The TFMetals article highlights this contrast in particular, pointing to the latest "smoking gun" 
which has been circulating for about six months since Eric Sprott wrote Do Western Central Banks 

http://sprott.com/markets-at-a-glance/do-western-central-banks-have-any-gold-left-part-ii/
http://www.tfmetalsreport.com/blog/5041/fifty-five-thousand-dollar-question
http://4.bp.blogspot.com/-N1jskZCNZ74/UjFpPIvEHYI/AAAAAAAAE-w/_PumiWIFCfY/s1600/55000_question.jpg
http://4.bp.blogspot.com/-RL3ujoN5jeo/UjFphl5dFSI/AAAAAAAAE-4/8w2aVQzhJBw/s1600/NS_comment.JPG


Have Any Gold Left??? Part II last March. 

The "smoking gun" is the net U.S. gold exports spanning 1991 through 2012 as reported by the U.S. 
Census Bureau which Eric Sprott says exceeded what the U.S. should have been capable of exporting 
based on supply estimates which excluded private sales as "unknown." The amount of gold exported in 
excess of what should have been possible (not counting private sales) was 4,500 tonnes over the 22-
year period:

"We used this framework to analyze supply and demand in the US going all the way back to 
1991, which is as far back as the FT900 documents go. Over the span of 22 years, the total 
amount of gold that the US has exported – above and beyond its supply capability – is 
almost 4,500 tonnes! A truly stunning figure. (See Table 3)."

Sprott discounts the possibility that the extra 4,500 tonnes could have come from private sales by 
claiming that Western gold investors have been net buyers over the last 22 years: 

"Admittedly there is an unknown in our analysis, that being gold bullion acquisition and 
disposition by private investors. However, strong demand in ETPs such as GLD and PHYS 
and demand for gold coins provide strong evidence that the private investor has been a net 
buyer over the years. The inclusion of the private investor on the demand side would in fact 
skew the ‘gap’ of 4,500 tonnes higher to a figure that would lie somewhere between 4,500 
tonnes and 11,200 tonnes, which represents the gross exports out of the US. The only US 
seller that would be capable of supplying such an astonishing amount of gold is the US 
Government, with a reported gold holding of 8,300 tonnes. The US Government gold 
holdings have not been audited or verified in more than four decades. The US trade data 
defines the export of nonmonetary gold as a sale of gold from a private seller within the US 
to an official agency. In September 2012, we espoused that the Western Central Banks have 
been surreptitiously selling/ leasing their gold through private channels in an effort to 
increase the available supply and in turn suppress prices. This new analysis using official 
US agency numbers seems to provide the strongest validation of our hypothesis to date. It 
is worth noting that our data only covers two decades and that the export ‘gap’ could in 
fact be significantly larger if earlier numbers were included or the real private investor 
demand for gold was known."

Note that this contradicts what Another said about Western gold investors trading their physical for 
paper gold. 

http://sprott.com/markets-at-a-glance/do-western-central-banks-have-any-gold-left-part-ii/
http://4.bp.blogspot.com/-NUH8GaqPfFE/UjFpqU-eldI/AAAAAAAAE_A/9WZfBmGj7Qw/s1600/Sprott_image.JPG


Motley Fool did a good job addressing this weakness in Sprott's analysis in the comments over there:

Submitted by Motley Fool on September 10, 2013 - 7:36am. 

I went ahead and read the only 'proof' you offered, being the two part paper by Sprott et al.

Sufficed to say the analysis is very weak, and has huge gaps.

Their figure for the 2012 disparity was 50 tonnes. The average for the period was just over 
200 tonnes. The timeframe as 1991-2012.

They do not link the exact data, but this implies that most of the disparity came from the 
earlier period, rather than the later one.

Now think about gold and sentiment regarding it in the general public sphere from say 
1991-2000. Horrid would be a good word. Hell, even today, despite a bull run the general 
public sentiment is an abhorrence for the barbarous relic.

Their weakest point in analysis is private supply/demand. I think it very feasible that that 
amount could have been supplied from private hoards, over the period, especially the first 
part ( where I am guessing most of the discrepancy arises).

Furthermore no differentiation is made between physical bullion, and say unallocated spot. 
On the demand side many 'sophisticated' investors over this period would have opted for 
the latter, which is in effect no demand at all. This lack of differentiation also skews the 
analysis.

Did the US public have the wealth to supply this differential? Yes.

I think this is the more likely explanation for the remainder in difference, once one makes a 
distinction between paper gold and real gold.

The author of the article, "Pining 4 the Fjords", then defended Sprott's claim that 4,500 tonnes is too 
much to have come from the American public alone:

Submitted by Pining 4 the Fjords on September 10, 2013 - 8:49am. 

…Third, you correctly mention the possibility that this could have come from private 
sources. Indeed, Sprott et al noted that this was a possibility in their second article. 
However, they are positing that this much gold is too large to have come from private 
sources. So the question is, how likely is it that 4,500 tons would have come from private 
owners of gold in the US? Here is the list of gold reserves

Rank Country/Organization Gold (tonnes)



1 United States 8,133.5

2 Germany 3,390.6

3 IMF 2,814.0.

4 Italy 2,451.8

5 France 2,435.4

6 China 1,054.1

7 Switzerland 1,040.1

8 Russia 1,002.8

9 Japan 765.2

10 Netherlands 612.5

Now here is a list of the top ten largest holdings of physical gold in private hands 
worldwide:

Privately held gold Rank Name Type Gold (Tonnes)

1 SPDR Gold Shares ETF 1,239

2 ETF Securities Gold Funds ETF 259.79

3 ZKB Physical Gold ETF 195.53

4 COMEX Gold Trust ETF 137.61

5 Julius Baer Gold Fund ETF 93.50

6 Central Fund of Canada CEF 52.71[14]

7 NewGold ETF ETF 47.75

8 Sprott Physical Gold CEF 32.27

9 ETFS Physical Swiss ETF 27.97

10 Bullionvault Bailment 37.1[15]

Please note that 4,500 tons would be more than 2x larger than all of the 10 largest 



worldwide private holdings of gold combined! How likely is it that from 1991-2012 private 
owners of gold in the US sold the equivalent of what would be the second largest gold 
hoard in the entire world? Is it likely that they would sell (or even own) more than the top 
ten worldwide privately held gold hoards combined? I think not. That is why Sprott was 
saying they only reasonable source for this much gold was the US treasury. I still believe 
this is a reasonable conclusion…

MF then countered:

Submitted by Motley Fool on September 10, 2013 - 11:49am. 

As to the first, yes I appreciate it.

As to the second and third.

No. This is their assumption.

"However, strong demand in ETPs such as GLD and PHYS and demand for gold coins 
provide strong evidence that the private investor has been a net buyer over the years."

I call BS.

"Please note that 4,500 tons would be more than 2x larger than all of the 10 largest 
worldwide private holdings of gold combined! How likely is it that from 1991-2012 private 
owners of gold in the US sold the equivalent of what would be the second largest gold 
hoard in the entire world?"

Yes. Over a period of 22 years. I think it is fairly likely. If he would, I would appreciate 
some input from 'Nick Elway' who I know comments on these forums as to the possibility 
US citizens held and were able to sell that much gold privately. He has some of the best 
data in the business, and I think his input would be valuable.

In their study they simply say that private supply/demand are unknowns, and proceed to 
ignore them. Since they provide no breakdown of the import/export data, it isn't possible to 
check, but are we then to deduce that they conclude that over the period from 1991-2012, 
no private holder of gold sold any of it to someone else outside US borders? Seriously? Not 
even an ounce? All of it 'must have' come from CB stockpiles?

And you wonder why I call their analysis flawed and weak. :P

…Much of this lies in the realm of speculation, as very few hard facts are available. 
Unfortunately we may not known the truth, till the chips are down. That said, the 'western 
banks have wasted all their gold' idea does make some assumptions which I consider 
insane, such as central banker stupidity.

MF



I documented this discussion here because I want to present another possible explanation for this 4,500 
tonne "export gap," or at least part of it, that I haven't seen anyone acknowledge in the six months that 
Sprott's analysis has been circulating. As it is framed by Eric Sprott and Shree Kargutkar, his co-author, 
there are only two possible explanations (or a combination of the two). It was either public sales 
(unlikely says Sprott) or it was physical transfers (sales or leases) from the central banks into the 
physical market, with the implication that at least some of it would have come from the U.S. stockpile 
since we're talking about U.S. exports reported by the U.S. Census Bureau. 

The Federal Reserve Bank of New York (FRBNY) holds mostly foreign gold and only a small portion 
(about 5% or 418 tonnes) of the U.S. stockpile. The rest of the U.S. gold (7,715 tonnes) is at Fort Knox, 
West Point and the Denver Mint. The FRBNY also reports how much foreign gold it is holding as 
"Earmarked gold". In his post on Central Bank Gold Leasing last November, Victor The Cleaner made 
a chart of foreign official gold held at the FRBNY from 1982 through 2012. This is Exhibit 1 in my 
alternative explanation:

As you can see from the chart, close to 4,000 tonnes of foreign official gold left the FRBNY between 
1991 and 2012. Could that gold have shown up as exports in the Census Bureau data? Exhibit 2 is a 
conversation found in the minutes of a Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC) meeting on 
December 22, 1992. The Fed releases these minutes 5 years after the meeting:

CHAIRMAN GREENSPAN. Did I hear you correctly when you said that the gold exports 
in October appear to have come from the coffers of the Federal Reserve Bank of New 
York? Has anyone looked lately?

MR. TRUMAN. Well, I didn't want to tell too many secrets in this temple!

VICE CHAIRMAN CORRIGAN. Obviously, we knew what happened to the gold, but I 
don't think we knew what it did to exports.

MR. TRUMAN. What happens in the Census data is that the Federal Reserve Bank of New 
York is treated as a foreign country. [Laughter] And when a real foreign country takes some 
of the gold out of New York and ships it abroad, it counts first as imports and then as 
exports. However, the import side is not picked up in the Census data. So there you get the 
export side of it.

MR. LAWARE. Great accounting!

MR. BOEHNE. Great confidence building!

MR. TRUMAN. That's because you haven't been filling out your import documents!

MR. ANGELL. Let me run this by again. You mean a country owns gold and has it stored 
in the Federal Reserve Bank of New York and if they ship it out, that's an export?

http://victorthecleaner.wordpress.com/2012/11/26/central-bank-gold-leasing/
http://www.federalreserve.gov/econresdata/releases/intlsumm/forassets20120430.htm
http://2.bp.blogspot.com/-nFvVkI0a2NA/UjFqRaC1CoI/AAAAAAAAE_I/_St4t_VGXec/s1600/plot-vault2.gif


MR. TRUMAN. And in the balance of payments accounts it also counts as an import, so it 
washes out.

CHAIRMAN GREENSPAN. The Federal Reserve Bank's basement is a foreign country. 
When they move it out of the basement into the United States, it's an import. Then, when 
they ship it out again, it's an export.

MR. ANGELL. That makes sense!

MR. TRUMAN. And sometimes when they sell the gold, it might be sold into the United 
States, so it should count as an import. It doesn't necessarily always show up as an export.

MR. BOEHNE. That really clarifies it!

MR. KELLEY. Does it have to get out of your vault at all in order to be considered an 
import and an export?

VICE CHAIRMAN CORRIGAN. Well, I'm not even going to try to answer that. In this 
particular case I know what happened, so I think the description you have is correct.

Source: http://www.federalreserve.gov/monetarypolicy/files/FOMC19921222meeting.pdf

[Credit for dredging this out of the old FOMC minutes goes to Adrian Douglas of GATA who passed away this year. 
gata.org/node/8429 gata.org/node/12137]

I want you to notice a couple of very interesting things in that exchange. First of all, Truman says that 
in the BOP accounts it counts as both an import and an export so it "washes out," but in the Census data 
it shows up as a net export. And then he also says that if it is sold into the market in New York, like say 
to the bullion banks like JPMorgan, it would actually show up as an import. Extending that logically, if 
it was CB gold coming out of the FRBNY being sold into the market and then exported (which is Eric 
Sprott's theory), it would show up as an import first and then an export and it should be a wash rather 
than a net export. So the only way it should be a net export is if the foreign CB is taking it home and 
there was no transfer of ownership or sale into the market. 

And finally, in the last two lines, it almost sounds like there may be cases where gold could show up in 
Census data as an import or export without ever leaving the FRBNY. So there's certainly plenty of 
room to question the Census data, especially as it relates to central bank gold. Yet Eric Sprott doesn't 
seem to have even considered this issue in his articles. Was he not aware of these FOMC minutes 
published by GATA three years earlier? 

The approximately 4,000 tonnes of gold that left the FRBNY during those 22 years was not American 
gold because it came out of the "earmarked gold" which is simply custodial gold held on behalf of 
foreign governments and central banks. So there's no reason its movement should show up as 
"monetary gold" on any U.S. national account for any purpose. The only thing that makes sense in light 
of the FOMC minutes above is that physical transfers of foreign gold (as opposed to transfers of 

http://www.gata.org/node/12137
http://gata.org/node/8429
http://www.federalreserve.gov/monetarypolicy/files/FOMC19921222meeting.pdf


ownership) are being treated as nonmonetary gold movements for the purpose of import and export 
reporting. And if that gold was sold into the market, then it should have shown up as either a net import 
or a wash rather than a net export. But I can easily imagine how a CB gold repatriation (which is most 
likely what the 4,000 tonnes leaving the FRBNY was), especially if it was done in secret, might show 
up as a nonmonetary gold export in the Census data. 

Thanks to releases by the Bundesbank over the past year, we now know that Germany moved 930 
tonnes from London to Frankfurt in secret and only revealed the move ten years later. From a Q&A 
posted on the Bundesbank website on October 25, 2012: 

"At the beginning of the last decade, we brought 930 tonnes of gold to Frankfurt from 
London and subjected it to a painstaking inspection. Part of the gold was melted down in 
order to create new bars which conform with the “Good Delivery Standard” which is 
customary nowadays in gold trading. Of the 930 tonnes of gold, not one gram was missing. 
We do not have the slightest doubt that our holdings in New York and Paris are also made 
up of the purest fine gold. We have at our disposal fully documented lists of the bars, and 
our partner central banks send us every year confirmation not only of the bars’ existence 
but also of their quality. We receive confirmation of our gold reserves, measured in troy 
ounces. The Bundesbank has been drawing up its accounts on this basis since it came into 
existence. All external auditors have confirmed our accounting practices outright since 
then."

Moving hundreds of tonnes overseas is serious business. You can imagine why it would normally be 
conducted in secret. Whenever physical gold is in transit, it is subject to loss by theft or even accident. 
Remember the story about the Indian van that broke down on the freeway while transporting official 
gold to the airport? And this isn't the old Bretton Woods era where national treasuries and central banks 
were the most adept at moving gold. Today is the era of the LBMA, when bullion banks like JP Morgan 
and private transports like Brinks and VIA MAT are the experts at transporting gold bullion. 

So I can imagine that a CB who was repatriating some of its gold from the FRBNY might contract with 
these private firms to have its gold fully insured through the private sector while in transit, rather than 
pulling an Indian van stunt. And this would mean the technical "demonetization" of the gold during 
transit such that it would show up as nonmonetary gold the moment the FRBNY handed it over to 
Brinks or JP Morgan. And as Edwin M. Truman said above, that would technically be a gold "import" 
as it left the FRBNY but it wouldn't show up on the Census data; it would only show up as an "export" 
when it left the country. 

It's actually quite interesting to think that the Fed treats these CB repatriation transfers as nonmonetary 
gold movements. It certainly makes sense from the $IMFS perspective! And it also tells me that they 
are likely transporting via the private sector, like through JP Morgan who has direct tunnel access to the 
FRBNY. That would be the "import" when it is moved off of Fed property into the tunnel, and then 
when it leaves the U.S. via JFK airport would be the "export" which should theoretically "wash out," 
but as Truman, a Fed economist, told the Fed bureaucrats in 1992, it shows up only as a net export 
"because you haven't been filling out your import documents!"

So the Fed bureaucrats don't bother with the "import" documents but JP Morgan or Brinks or whoever 

http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2013-03-02/why-jpmorgans-gold-vault-largest-world-located-next-new-york-fed
http://business.rediff.com/slide-show/2009/may/25/slide-show-5-lord-desai-on-recession-and-indian-politics.htm
http://www.bundesbank.de/Redaktion/EN/Interviews/2012_10_25_thiele_dpa.html


is flying it to Europe does fill out the export documents and it shows up in the Census data rather than 
washing out! 

MR. ANGELL. That makes sense!

MR. BOEHNE. That really clarifies it!

MR. LAWARE. Great accounting!

Eric Sprott's research found that gross gold exports from 1991 through 2012 were 11,223 tonnes. Some 
of that must have been movements out of the FRBNY, else why would Edwin Truman have been 
explaining to Alan Greenspan how gold exports in October of 1992, appearing as part of the U.S. 
balance of trade, appeared to have come from the coffers of the FRBNY?

We certainly have a mystery here, but we also most-definitely have a potentially significant source of 
gold "exports" that was not even considered in Sprott's analysis. And by potentially significant I mean 
potentially accounting for up to 88% of Sprott's "export gap" which means, given an expanded 
statistical margin of error, potentially accounting for all of it. 

By expanded statistical margin of error, I'm referring to two things. The first is that Sprott's analysis of 
the Census data had to convert currency terms into weight terms. The Census Bureau reports exports 
monthly in currency terms, so his analysis had to assume a monthly average for the volatile price of 
gold in its conversion delivering a considerable margin of error. The second is that, apparently, the 
Census Bureau receives some lower purity nonmonetary gold export data from the exporters in weight 
terms and then bureaucrats systematically convert it into questionable currency terms, and then when 
the gold bugs convert it back to weight it could be off by an even more considerable margin.

Yet while Eric Sprott's 4,500 has a considerable margin of error, the ~4,000 tonnes that left the FRBNY 
does not. It is also reported in currency terms, but no averaging is needed because the price of gold 
reported here was frozen at $42.22 per ounce for the entire period! 

Sprott acknowledges one unknown in his analysis, that of the private investor, but doesn't even consider 
alternative explanations for the "stunning figure" of his "export gap" because it fits so nicely with the 
gold bug/GATA hypothesis. And again, we do know that at least some of the 4,000 tonnes of gold that 
came out of the FRBNY during those 22 years showed up as exports in the Census data because 
Truman said so in 1992, in the privacy of the "temple", and long before it was even an issue with 
GATA and the gold bugs. 

So to answer Paul's question, I'd say that it looks like Eric Sprott spent a lot of time and words blowing 
smoke in those two articles and then tried to imply it was a smoking gun that you were smelling. So 
what do you think? Smoking gun or blowing smoke? 

Sincerely,
FOFOA

http://www.federalreserve.gov/econresdata/releases/intlsumm/forassets20120430.htm
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Tuesday, October 1, 2013

October Open Forum 

With 500 comments on the last one, a new month, a new season and a new Snapshot day upon us, I 
thought it was time for a fresh thread. 

A few people have asked me about Snapshot day. Was it yesterday, at €984, or today, at €953? I should 
say that I don't put much stock in the middle quarters because they often show volatility that is not 
present when you only look at the major quarters. That said, Snapshot day is, in fact, this Friday, Oct. 
4th. And MTM Party day is next Wednesday, Oct. 9th. 

I'll show you what I mean about volatility when including every quarter. The first chart is only the 
annual snapshots since 2004, except for the last one on the chart which was mid-year at June 28, 2013. 
Aside from 2013 so far, it is a nice smooth trendline: 

This second one is all of the mid-year and year-end snapshots only:
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And this third chart includes every single quarterly snapshot since the end of 2001. Notice how bumpy 
it can be on shorter time frames:

Here's the data for all of the quarterly snapshots since Q4 2001:

2001       Q4          € 314.99
2002       Q1          € 347.32
2002       Q2          € 319.85
2002       Q3          € 326.98
2002       Q4          € 326.83
2003       Q1          € 307.80
2003       Q2          € 302.05
2003       Q3          € 329.99
2003       Q4          € 330.36
2004       Q1          € 346.04
2004       Q2          € 323.94
2004       Q3          € 332.30
2004       Q4          € 321.56
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2005       Q1          € 329.76
2005       Q2          € 361.23
2005       Q3          € 393.12
2005       Q4          € 434.86
2006       Q1          € 482.49
2006       Q2          € 472.27
2006       Q3          € 474.00
2006       Q4          € 482.69
2007       Q1          € 498.20
2007       Q2          € 480.19
2007       Q3          € 520.31
2007       Q4          € 568.24
2008       Q1          € 592.75
2008       Q2          € 591.70
2008       Q3          € 627.14
2008       Q4          € 621.54
2009       Q1          € 690.19
2009       Q2          € 665.77
2009       Q3          € 683.77
2009       Q4          € 766.35
2010       Q1          € 823.13
2010       Q2          € 1,010.92
2010       Q3          € 960.58
2010       Q4          € 1,055.42
2011       Q1          € 1,007.25
2011       Q2          € 1,043.38
2011       Q3          € 1,206.40
2011       Q4          € 1,216.86
2012       Q1          € 1,243.45
2012       Q2          € 1,246.62
2012       Q3          € 1,377.42
2012       Q4          € 1,261.18
2013       Q1          € 1,251.46
2013       Q2          € 919.92

As I write this, euro gold is at €951.66. Yesterday it was as high as €989. In fact, there was a €30 swing 
between the AM and PM fixes today. That's some volatility! 

So what's your guess? What do you think will be this quarter's snapshot to be revealed on Oct. 9? Will 
it be over or under €919.92? Obviously the odds favor over, but as it stands right now we are only 
€31.74 away from the June low, and it dropped by that much today alone! Anyone brave enough to 
guess under? 

This is, of course, just for fun, because I don't assign much significance to a 3rd quarter snapshot either 



way. But I am curious to see your guesses! :D 

Sincerely,
FOFOA



Wednesday, October 9, 2013

MTM Party Forum 

Happy MTM Party day! The snapshot reported today was €989.078. The only thing a little bit 
interesting about it is that it's quite a bit higher than both the AM and PM fixes on Friday. The AM fix 
was €967 and the PM fix was €964. I guess it just goes to show the randomness of the snapshot, or not. 
Incidentally, there was a curious Snapshot day glitch on the LBMA website over the weekend, but it 
was corrected before the PM fix on Monday. Here's the updated chart:

I'm now accepting guesses for the year-end snapshot. How do you think the chart above will develop 
from here? ;D 

Sincerely,
FOFOA

http://1.bp.blogspot.com/-oLya4cfjCAI/UlXv_ZOqg7I/AAAAAAAAFJY/ZZsfYlXZPuk/s1600/glitch.png
http://www.ecb.europa.eu/press/pr/wfs/2013/html/fs131009.en.html
http://4.bp.blogspot.com/-hJ3j_0fGBDc/UlXu8VsonPI/AAAAAAAAFI4/iSPOHz0G3-M/s1600/PARTY.jpg
http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-zLIz5prVnt4/UlXvGYqQ0BI/AAAAAAAAFJA/hUZ_E9071q8/s1600/Quarterly_Snapshots_2013Q3.png
http://www.24hgold.com/


Saturday, October 12, 2013

"Special" Drawing Rights 

One of you asked me the other day about a couple of SDR theories floating around right now that you 
thought might somehow be a threat to Freegold. I thought I'd share my email response with everyone: 

My basic approach to the SDR is, who cares? It doesn't matter. It would be worse than irrelevant to 
Freegold, it would be superfluous. It's just marginal speculation by people who haven't thought things 
all the way through. First of all, the SDR is only a unit of account, by design. If they make it into 
something else, then it's no longer a true SDR. It's something else. Might as well call it a bancor or 
whatever. If you hold an SDR, you hold drawing rights to a basket of currencies, but the SDR itself is 
nothing but a unit of account used to calculate how much of any one of the individual currencies in the 
basket it is worth. If you ask for one of those currencies, they will likely be printed for you by that 
currency's issuer and his SDR count will increase. Here are a few of my past SDR references:

From Synthesis in 2010:

Freegold is our destination with or without the euro. Even on the outside chance that an 
SDR or a similar super-sovereign currency is accepted as the new global reserve currency, 
it would have to contain gold at Freegold valuations in order to be viable, accepted and 
trusted, in the same vein as Randy's comment about an EMF. So any way you cut it, the 
future comes to us with really high value gold by today's standards.

From Unambiguous Wealth 2 in 2011:

"Virtual reserve currency" means something—like the SDR—that's primarily a unit of 
account for the purpose of providing monetary stability. But with the primary and 
secondary media of exchange becoming separate but symbiotic counterparts, stability will 
be automatically achieved, and a "commodity-based" super-sovereign unit of account 
comparing fiat M3 with a centrally managed gold price will be completely superfluous and 
unnecessary (i.e., as unused as the SDR).

[…]

http://fofoa.blogspot.com/2011/12/unambiguous-wealth-2-mf-global.html
http://fofoa.blogspot.com/2010/03/synthesis.html
http://1.bp.blogspot.com/-1mqFOaiXzBk/UlnxnQ6iXEI/AAAAAAAAFJo/LDMzDVnvp-Q/s1600/usd-to-sdr.png


The point is, there's a turn-key problem-solving system waiting in the wings. So whenever 
you hear anyone in the hard money camp or the Anglo-American press talking about 
something that sounds like the SDR with "gold backing" (watch out for that word 
"backing") don't buy it for a second. They simply don't have the full picture and, therefore, 
don't know what they're talking about when it comes to macro solutions. But even so, 
they're still right when they recommend that you get your butt out of that reclining black 
office chair and take personal responsibility for your wealth.

From Freegold Foundations in 2011:

So, the point about currency is, and mainly for those of you that fret over a NWO currency, 
or "whatever currency," an Amero or SDR or euro-whatzit... chill TF out! Currency is no 
big deal. Currency is not the issue that matters here. What matters is what we, as a 
planet, choose to save. 

RS Comment: So often in commentaries of this sort that propose a “solution”, the author is 
strangely obsessed with the notion of replacing the dollar (as a reserve currency unit) with 
simply another institutional emission of similar ilk (such as currencies of other nations, 
SDRs, bancors and whatnot). Their avoidance of any meaningful discussion of the most 
obvious remedy is almost pathological in the extreme. To be sure, we don’t need to 
invent any manner of universal reserve currency to fill the role of a unit of account because 
that role is already served in a fully functional capacity for any given country by its 
own monetary unit.

What IS desperately needed, however, is a universally respected reserve asset capable of 
filling our current void with a reliable presence that serves as a store of value. And far 
from needing to be conjured or created by complex international committees, that asset is 
already in existence and held in goodly store by central bankers and prudent 
individuals around the world — it’s known as gold. From amid the ruins of a chaotic 
financial crisis that was brought about by its own complexity, a degree of sanity will 
prevail, and gold as a freely floating asset will arise in stature as THE important element of 
global monetary reserves. The floating aspect is the vital evolutionary improvement over all 
previous structural monetary failures which tried to use a gold standard at a fixed price (i.e., 
unit of account) perversely joined to the very elastic money supply of any given country’s 
banking system.

And from The Return to Honest Money in 2011:

The point is, once "Freegold" (nature's wrath) inflicts itself upon us all, it won't really 
matter what is chosen/used as the super-sovereign or supra-national currency to lubricate 
international trade. It could be the euro, the yuan, the SDR, Facebook Credits or even the 
dollar! Triffin's dilemma will be gone. And you shouldn't worry so much over the 
transactional currency question, because that will be chosen through the market forces of 
regression, the network effect and game theory's focal point discovery at the international 

http://fofoa.blogspot.com/2011/05/return-to-honest-money.html
http://fofoa.blogspot.com/2011/01/freegold-foundations.html


level.

You also have to understand why the SDR was invented in the first place. Robert Triffin, as in the 
Triffin dilemma, was actually a proponent of SDRs and helped create them in 1969. They were "paper 
gold" for the time, because there wasn't enough gold at the fixed price. But once you truly float the 
price of gold, there is always enough gold. In essence, today's paper gold is similar to the SDR of 1970. 
There isn't enough gold, so you have a gold proxy to fill the additional demand. But once the price of 
physical gold floats, the paper proxy becomes redundant, superfluous and ultimately irrelevant. 

So, suppose they have a big monetary conference, à la Bretton Woods, and decide to use SDRs. Then 
you also revalue gold. Whether it's a part of the SDR basket or not, anyone running a surplus, sufficient 
enough that it requires centralized long term settlement, could then choose between the real thing and 
the proxy. Proxy gold credits in any form become superfluous for settlement when there's enough of the 
real thing. 

Also, something other than gold will likely be used to temporarily settle short term imbalances. That 
"something" will be either currency or currency debt. It could be something like the SDR, or it could be 
the euro, or it could simply be debt or base money in one of the two currencies of the trading partners. 
But this doesn't supplant the need for true settlement. 

There's no such thing as perfect balance in the short run. There's always a little imbalance in trade, and 
so you need a way to account for that until later when it reverses and goes the other way. There are 
many ways to do that, as I mentioned above, and the SDR would be one way. But then it comes down 
to choices at the centralized international level. Do you want your trading partner's currency, debt in 
your currency, debt in your trading partner's currency, some third party currency like the euro, debt in 
some third party currency, or debt denominated in SDRs which is a unit of account that takes several 
currencies into account, administered by an international organization? 

Even if everyone agrees to SDRs, that still has nothing to do with Freegold. Because in Freegold, that 
temporary short-term role that would be played by the SDR is still a role that must be played by 
something in the symbolic currency realm. And I'm not talking about "Freefiat" here! That's a very 
different "alternative" theory.

True settlement at the micro level precludes the need for centralized balancing at the macro level. But 
even individual exporting net-producer savers will carry a currency balance for the short run and, in 
general, that would create a (much smaller than today) current account imbalance that would need to be 
temporarily accounted for at the central bank level. That's where SDRs might come into play. 

Savers wouldn't hold gold for the short run in Freegold, not because it fluctuates wildly, declining in 
real purchasing power at times as "Freefiat" predicts, but because the transaction cost of moving 
between currency and gold will cancel out even perpetual appreciation (similar to the performance of 
the best of the best collectible physical assets, i.e., stores of value, only available to the super-wealthy 
today) for a quantifiable period of time. So for anticipated expenses in the short run, currency balances 
will be the best choice. And currency balances resulting from inter-regional trade will likely be 
accounted for (not settled) in some form of fiat currency, which could even be the SDR. 



The reason for using currency rather than gold at both the micro and macro levels in Freegold is that it 
is easily and cheaply reversible, because you expect temporary imbalances to be reversed in the short 
run. There are no transaction, transportation, storage or insurance costs, and the temporary nature of 
short-term imbalances reduces other well-known risks like currency risk, default and the unknown. 
Short term imbalances need to be accounted for, not settled. And that's what the SDR is, a unit of 
account that takes multiple currencies into consideration. It is for accounting, not settlement. 

Physical wealth is the only means of settlement, currency is simply for accounting imbalances in the 
meantime. The problem today is that we perpetually accumulate trade imbalances (on all scales, from 
the individual to the regional) and call them savings. This exposes the entire system to the obvious risks 
-- currency risk, default and the unknown.

Sincerely,
FOFOA



Friday, October 18, 2013

Gold as a FOREX Currency 

Another gold writer emailed me the other day with a few questions about my take on the apparent 
disconnect between the gold price action this year and "physical gold's obvious fundamentals." I 
explained to him how the POG (price of gold) is thoroughly and utterly disconnected from the physical 
segment of the gold market today. I said that any increase in physical demand (due to physical gold's 
obvious fundamentals) does not, cannot, drive the price higher today. It does one thing and one thing 
only, it stresses the current gold market structure.

The reason, I said, is that physical gold's fundamentals have nothing to do with "today's gold market." 
Today's gold market is "majority-owned" by gold trading as an electronic FOREX currency, which has 
almost nothing to do with the physical side of the market. That exchange by itself would probably 
make a good post, but this one is all about his primary follow-up question, which was:

"The area where I’m still hazy is the gold as a FOREX currency."

The following was my reply to his question, which I wrote in great detail with the intention of turning it 
into a post because it's something I haven't seen any other gold writers even acknowledge, let alone 
factor into their POG analysis:

As you well know, the POG rose in the 70s, but then in the 80s and 90s it fell from about $500 down to 
$250. During the 80s and 90s is when the CBs started leasing gold, or at least lending in gold-ounce-
denominated units (lending their good name as Another put it: "Understand, they only lend their good 
name on paper, not the gold itself"), so that the bullion banks could help the mines hedge against the 
declining POG and not only keep producing, but actually increase production. From 1985 to 2000, 
global gold mine production increased from 50 million ounces to 82 million ounces per year, even as 

http://ubercraftorg.ipage.com/thoughts/1997/11.html#30
http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-Q1fEJfWEnWg/UmHrPrXf4BI/AAAAAAAAFK4/EdJa1ZUsGDc/s1600/Forex2.png


the POG was halved. 

Checkmate is a good post for this wide view, or just watch this video by Freegoldtube, from the bottom 
of Checkmate, which has some relevant quotes from FOA: 

The View of the Rocketman

This gold leasing/forward hedging started around the same time as Barrick switched focus from oil and 
gas to gold, around 1983, but by the mid- to late-90s it was more than mines taking these gold-ounce-
denominated loans. Hedge funds wanted in on the gold carry trade too. 

Meanwhile, following the closing of the gold window in 1971, gold received its official ISO 4217 
currency code: XAU. This happened in either 1973 or 1981 (I'll explain the uncertainty in a moment, 
but I assume it was 1973 although I don't have the 1973 list). Silver received its own currency code, 
XAG, in 1983, platinum (XPT) in 1989 and palladium (XPD) in 1993. I mention these dates to show 
you how new all of this is. Mine forward hedging, CB gold lending, gold carry trade and metals trading 
alongside currencies on the FOREX. All very new. 

Last year I emailed the currency ISO office in Switzerland to obtain this information. Here was my 
email and the reply I received:

Dear Sir,

I have a question about XAU (and the other commodity codes XAG, XPD, XPT). I 
understand that ISO 4217 was developed in 1973 and adopted a few years later. I also 
understand that SIX periodically publishes updates to the list, the latest being in 2008.

My question is: Was XAU on the list from the beginning in the 1970s, or was it added in 
one of the later published updates? And if so, what year was XAU added as a currency code 
for gold (as well as the other commodity codes)? 

Lastly, if you could direct me to a copy of that historic publication in which XAU was 
added, that would be much appreciated! 

Sincerely,
FOFOA

Dear Mr. FOFOA,

Thank you for your mail. Unfortunately we do not have a copy of the 1st edition of ISO 
4217:1973. XAU was added either from the beginning in 1973 or later to the 2nd version in 
1981. I attach the 2nd version for your information. [Click here to download the 2nd edition 
of ISO 4217:1981]

For the other commodities please see the following amendments: 

https://archive.org/download/ISO421719812ndEdition/ISO_4217_1981_2nd%20edition.pdf
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ISO_4217
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=Lxg7JTYCq8k
http://fofoa.blogspot.com/2013/02/checkmate.html


XPD (Palladium): Amendment number 65: http://www.currency-
iso.org/dl_currency_iso_amendment_65.pdf issued: October 1993
XPT (Platinum): Amendment number 25 and 36: http://www.currency-
iso.org/dl_currency_iso_amendment_25.pdf issued: 8 March 1989 and 
http://www.currency-iso.org/dl_currency_iso_amendment_36.pdf issued: 29 January 1991
XAG (Silver): Amendment number 8: http://www.currency-
iso.org/dl_currency_iso_amendment_8.pdf issued: 21 October 1983

I try to get the first edition of ISO 4217:1973 from ISO and if successful I will forward it to 
you.

Yours faithfully, 

Marianne Nikles 
Secretariat of the Maintenance Agency
for ISO 4217
c/o SIX Interbank Clearing Ltd
P.O. Box
Hardturmstrasse 201
CH-8021 Zurich
Switzerland

office@currency-iso.org
www.currency-iso.org

Everyone knows about the mine and hedge fund involvement in the gold carry trade in the 90s, but 
much less attention has been paid to gold's use as a currency in the foreign exchange market (the 
FOREX), which continues to this day. I'm sure you are aware of the massive size of the FOREX market 
compared to other markets, but here's what Wikipedia says about its size:

According to the Bank for International Settlements,[4] as of April 2010, average daily 
turnover in global foreign exchange markets is estimated at $3.98 trillion, a growth of 
approximately 20% over the $3.21 trillion daily volume as of April 2007. Some firms 
specializing on foreign exchange market had put the average daily turnover in excess of 
US$4 trillion.

"Daily volume" and "daily turnover" are confusing terms, because there are different ways they are 
estimated in different markets. Double counting, for example, is one potentially confusing factor. But I 
think that the sheer size of this market is what is most amazing, whether it is $2T, $4T or $8T per day 
changing hands, it still dwarfs other markets. 

In January of 1997, the LBMA released its "daily clearing volume" for the gold market which was an 
astounding 30 million ounces or 930 tonnes per day. At the price of that time, that was about $10B per 
day. Today, thanks to the 2011 LBMA survey, we know that "total daily turnover" is about ten times 
"daily clearing volume", and that "spot" (as opposed to forwards, swaps, options and other derivatives) 

http://www.lbma.org.uk/assets/Loco_London_Liquidity_Surveyrv.pdf
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Foreign_exchange_market


makes up 90% of that volume. That's the "gold spot market" today! About $100B daily turnover in 
January 1997, and $240B per day in 2011, the equivalent of 5,400 tonnes total, or 2,700 tonnes 
changing hands every day! And that's from 64% of the LBMA members reporting, so it's likely higher, 
especially once you add in non-LBMA (retail) FOREX trading. 

For comparison, the annual flow from mining and scrap recycling is about 4,000 tonnes. That's annual. 
So the physical flow from mines and recycling compares to the LBMA spot market like this. About 16 
tonnes per day in physical versus 2,700 tonnes per day in the "spot market". Now what could possibly 
constitute such an enormous "spot market"? FOREX trading. 

The FOREX market is a $4T per day market including all currencies, and it looks like the "gold trading 
as a FOREX currency" portion of that market could be $240B at a minimum, possibly higher. That 
would make "paper gold" a full 6% of all currency trading in the world, including dollars, pounds, yen, 
euro and the rest of the 178 "currencies" with their own ISO 4217 codes. Think about that. 

Amazingly, this was clear to some even in 1997. That's what spawned the Red Baron series, and I think 
the LBMA revelation was at least partly responsible for A/FOA showing up on the scene. Who knows, 
maybe Another was the one who leaked it to the London Financial Times! Here's a bit from My Candid 
View – Part 4:

Back during the London Gold Pool years (late 60s), physical demand did drive the price of 
gold up. And, perhaps in the late 70s and 80s and even into the mid-90s, Comex futures 
were more than just a side show in driving the price. But today I think it is clear that there's 
much more money chasing gold in the FOREX market than anywhere else. How else can 
we explain the volume in the LBMA survey? And I didn't come up with that explanation. It 
first appeared in 1997 right after the LBMA first revealed its tremendous clearing volume. 
Note that clearing volume was still shocking then, but it's also much smaller than total 
volume. From the Red Baron series circa Sept. 1997:

"The formidable volume of daily trading strongly resembles that of currency trading."

"This suggests (at least to me) the trades are non-Central Bank transactions - and more 
probably commercial operations related to CURRENCY TRADING."

Now, currencies trade in pairs, like USDJPY or XAUEUR. The first in the pair is the "commodity" you 
are trading, and the second one is the "money" it is priced in—the denominator. So if you are long 
USDJPY, you are essentially long dollars and short yen. Earlier, you mentioned how it's easier to play 
the market from the short side when the price is falling, and I mentioned a conversation I had with 
FOREX Trader back in early June, which you hadn't seen.

Here is that conversation. It was about the implicit carry (interest rate differential) built into currency 
pairs and cleared overnight, possibly giving institutional money (like pension funds) a built-in "yield" 
as an additional incentive to short FOREX "gold" around May of this year. It was unusual enough that 

http://fofoa.blogspot.com/2013/08/my-candid-view-part-4.html
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it caught his attention and he sent me an email:

FT: Hey FOFOA,

Nothing new on the wire to report from my end. But I did have an interesting note for you 
which I've been meaning to email about, unfortunately been very busy.

The note is that carry is kind of screwed up in the FX market. As a simple example, 
EURUSD shorts are paying carry. Also, XAUUSD and XAUEUR shorts are as well, at 
least for the last couple of weeks since we noticed here in the office. Relative to the other 
G10 carries available, especially if you don't include the comdolls (NZD/AUD/CAD), the 
rate available is pretty good ($16/$1,000,000/night) on a relative basis. About a quarter of 
what you get for an AUDUSD long and about 4 times what you'd get on a USDCHF long.

I am very certain that this carry (combined with the technical position of the charts) is 
incentive for a lot of traders to short the FX pairs on leverage, carry can be a major 
consideration when trading a levered position. For example, we pretty much never hold 
overnight positions in AUDUSD or AUDJPY. 

FOFOA: Can you explain this a little more? Are you saying you earn a small "interest rate" 
when you short the euro or gold? 

FT: Surely you have heard of the "carry trade" before? Let me explain it. Basically, the 
original investment thesis was essentially: given two "risk free" instruments, yielding 
differing interest rates, a trader purchases the instrument with the higher rate on leverage, 
and funds that position by shorting the instrument with the lower rate, at the same amount 
of leverage. This allows the trader to collect the "carry" or "swap", which is the overnight 
interest rate differential between the two instruments.

This concept is the cornerstone of almost all financial activity which occurs, as long as 
there is margin to borrow. Obviously a simple example would be the "bank spread", i.e. 
short 1-3Y Treasuries and long 10-30Y Treasuries. 

Same applies, implicitly, in spot FX. If I am long $1,000,000 AUD and short $1,000,000 
USD (i.e. long 1 AUDUSD contract) then each night as the banks roll over their intraday 
positions (squaring the books), I earn the interest rate differential (e.g. AUD LIBOR minus 
USD LIBOR divided by the number of trading days in that year) from whoever is on the 
short side of my long (through the broker). If I am short 1 AUDUSD contract then I must 
pay the differential to whoever is on the long side of my short. 

Currently, both XAUUSD and XAUEUR shorts are paying carry. During a technical 
uptrend in an instrument like AUDUSD, this is a strong disincentive to short the 
instrument, as the trader must pay the differential to hold the position. A technical 
downtrend which pays carry on the other hand, gives incentive to the trader to short, the 
more leverage applied the higher the multiple applied to differential earned. 

FOFOA: Thanks. Yes, I understand the basic carry trade (borrow one currency and sell it 



short to invest in a different, higher-yielding currency). Like the yen carry trade – borrow 
yen, sell them for dollars, use the dollars to buy Treasuries. Or the gold carry trade. Borrow 
in gold units, sell them for dollars, invest the dollars. You not only earn the interest 
differential but you also profit even more if the borrowed unit falls in value relative to the 
invested unit. And if enough people are doing this, the very act of doing it pushes down the 
borrowed unit. It's all great until it's not and everyone rushes to unwind the trade first. 
Sound right? 

I just need to wrap my head around it in FOREX terms since I've never traded currency 
pairs.

FT: Yep that is exactly right, the only difference is that in spot FX, all of it is implicit, i.e. 
you don't need to go out and borrow to short, or invest the dollars in Treasuries, your short 
is part of the pair and you can earn the overnight rate directly. 

FOFOA: One thing that was confusing me was your trader lingo: "the shorts are paying 
carry." To a non-trader who doesn't know the lingo, that could be taken both ways. As in 
"the short traders are having to pay the interest rate differential," or "short positions are now 
being paid the interest rate differential." 

FT: Sorry about that! Never even occurred to me :P

I'm not sure I remember the last time trading XAUUSD paid carry in either direction, so I 
thought it was quite interesting. Obviously interest rates have had a jump over the last 
month, but I doubt if that's enough to account for this. It seems possible that the 
"interbank/overnight rate" for XAU has gone down significantly, driving up the rate 
differential? 

The way I like to think of it is, if the US 10Y yield goes from 5% to 2.5%, then this 
indicates there has been strong demand from the market to lend 10Y money to the US 
Government. 

So if the XAU "interbank/overnight rate" goes down, this indicates there is strong demand 
from the market to lend overnight money to ...??? 

FOFOA: Just to be clear on this "the shorts are paying carry", if I hold a $1M short 
position in XAUUSD overnight (I'm shorting gold because I think the $POG is going 
down), do I get paid $16? Or do I have to pay $16? 

FT: Haha sorry, yes, to be clear, if you short XAUUSD then you get paid $16. 

FOFOA: Thanks! And now who is paying me? Is it someone who holds a $1M long 
position in XAUUSD overnight? Does it now cost $16/night to bet on gold in the FOREX 
market? 

FT: The person paying you is nominally your broker, but what's happening is everyone that



has a long on XAUUSD is paying the broker and the broker is disbursing that accordingly 
to the shorts.

The differential is not nominally symmetrical because FX contracts are denominated in the 
"right hand" currency in the pair (in this case USD). So it actually costs $21 to bet on 
XAUUSD longs. Although I believe the differential expressed in percent should be 
symmetrical. 

FOFOA: So it sounds like this is a big incentive to be short gold on the FOREX. How do 
you read this? 

FT: I think it could potentially be a big incentive in the same way as I've been using 
AUDUSD as an example. Following a trend is nice because of the potential for capital 
gains. Following a trend which pays cashflow is obviously nicer. Leveraging a trend which 
pays cashflow, nicest of all, back up the truck. 

MY SUMMARY: There is an unusual incentive right now to short gold on the FOREX. 
You get paid to do so, and it's the longs that are paying the shorts. This is separate from the 
capital gains made when gold actually goes down. So if/when gold goes down, the longs 
are not only taking capital losses, but they are paying the shorts an interest rate differential 
for the "privilege" of being long paper gold (overnight).

[Note: The above exchange was back in June, and it related roughly to the April-June timeframe. FOREX Trader brought 
this to my attention because he thought it was an unusual situation. He couldn't recall seeing the XAU shorts getting paid 
the carry before, although it's not something he normally pays attention to. Another FOREX trader also brought it to my 
attention that this would not necessarily be available to retail traders because fees, spreads and rates are often less-friendly 
to the traders at retail brokerages. That's why I specified institutional money at the top.]

Also in my last email, I mentioned that with "only" 3X leverage institutional money could turn that 
carry into a reasonable yield in a no-yield environment, to which you raised an eyebrow. Apparently, 
leverage is quite common in FOREX trading. Here is my comment about leverage back in June under 
my "Black Gold" post:

Hello MdV,

I mentioned your comment to FOREX Trader because he doesn't really follow the 
comments. 

Regarding 50:1 leverage, he said that retail brokers usually offer up to as high as 400:1 
leverage to would-be currency traders. But he said that you'll rarely see professional FX 
traders using more than 20:1 leverage, and even then it's usually only the day-traders using 
that much leverage. He said at his office it's generally more like 3:1 or 2:1. 

When you increase the leverage, there is a massive increase in the "cash flow" of the 
invested capital, but it also increases the potential for a margin call, which he says is 
obviously why retail brokers offer such high margin. For example, at 50:1, you'd only have 
to deposit $20,000 to hold that $1M XAUUSD short overnight and earn the $16. That 
equates to an annual interest rate of 21% which is HUGE. But the downside is that a 2% 



adverse move in the underlying is going to mean a margin call, which means you could lose 
the whole $20K if gold goes up 28 bucks and you don't have more cash to wire to your 
broker. 

At 400:1 leverage (just for fun), you'd be earning a "carry" (interest rate differential) of 
170% annualized. But the bad news is that gold would only have to move up $3.47 before 
you would either lose your whole wad or have to deposit more. Imagine having to deposit 
another $20K each time gold moved up $3.50 and you've only got $100K. If gold goes up 
$18 you'll lose the whole $100K, even if it then goes into free fall right after you went 
broke. 

My point is, the high leverage offered by retail FOREX brokers is probably a cash cow for 
them (not you). But the real pros (like FT) are only using 2:1 or 3:1 leverage. 

With lower leverage, he says: "This is where the technical trend comes in, allowing you to 
run your carry position with a tight "stoploss" that should stick unless the trend reverses. If 
you're a large investor with cashflow requirements (think pension funds and whatnot) then 
positions like this can be a moderately attractive way of earning a 5% "yield" in an 
otherwise yieldless market." 

Sincerely,
FOFOA

How many other gold writers have you seen that have even mentioned this $240B+ per day segment of 
the gold market, let alone analyzed its impact on the price of gold? In my last email, I told you how I 
answered someone who asked, "Can you point me somewhere (or perhaps you have written about it - 
and it has escaped me) what determines the daily (paper) Spot price. Does anyone know the factors 
involved?" Think about the relative weight of this $240B+ paper gold market as you read the bolded 
part at the end:

Have you ever noticed that the spot price is often slightly different depending on where you 
look? I just opened Kitco and APMEX simultaneously and the ask is $1,295.70 on Kitco 
and $1,296.20 on APMEX. The answer is that there is no official spot price. Everywhere 
you look for it the price you see quoted will either be from a live trading platform and, 
therefore, the opinion of thousands of traders who are looking elsewhere for reference, or 
else, as with Kitco and APMEX, it will simply be reporting the going price on some active 
trading platform. So there is no official spot price. There is only the opinion of 
thousands of traders who are all cross-referencing thousands of different correlated 
items, charts and other active trading platforms in search of an opportunity at any 
given point in time.

Which segment of the gold market do you think carries the most weight when it comes to determining 
the spot price of gold at any moment in time? GLD daily volume is around $2B. What is COMEX daily 
volume? Isn't it somewhere around $20B? And the LBMA reports a daily volume of $240B, 90% of 
which is "spot gold" or about $216B per day. So COMEX is about 10 times the volume of GLD, and 



LBMA "spot" is around 10 times COMEX and 100 times GLD. Does that sound about right, or am I 
getting something wrong here? I realize that I'm comparing "daily volume" to "daily volume" and there 
may be a margin of error due to differing methods of reporting "daily volume", but with an order of 
magnitude difference between LBMA "spot" and anything else, it's pretty safe to say that LBMA "spot" 
carries the most weight when it comes to determining the POG. 

Here's a screen shot of a FOREX trading platform that "a big physical dealer out of the mid-east" 
provided to another gold writer. He said he uses this platform to purchase gold, and that he also takes 
delivery from the platform provider (FOREX Trader said that would be called a "physical ECN" if 
true). As this particular story went, he was able to buy and sell as much as he wanted, but was, on 
occasion, limited as to how much he could take immediate delivery on. Here's a quote from the story as 
it was told: "…physical orders were getting partially filled. If they ordered say 10 Kilo's they would get 
5 or 4 as confirmation, and would have to wait for delivery of the balance."

I asked FOREX Trader if this screenshot looked like a physical ECN to him and here's what he said:

"There is no way I can verify based on the screenshot whether or not his access is to any 
physical ECN. But from my personal experience, it doesn't look like it. To me it looks more 
like any regular bucketshop CFD brokerage account. First of all, the spread (60c) is 10c 
higher than most CFD brokers offer, and definitely way higher than what you get on the 
interbank at 3:30PM London, 30 mins after the fix! Secondly, all you can see is the spread, 
you can't see the market depth even 1 level down. For example, I link a screenshot of MB 
Trading (which is an ECN -not interbank- broker that I do have an account with) 
http://www.onestepremoved.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/02/sampleMarketDepth.png, 
thirdly it only seems to show the ability to buy/sell at market (as opposed to limit orders), 
which is another very big red flag that it's a CFD account. 

However, while all three of these points trigger my skeptical side, like I said I have no real 
way to confirm or deny whether he is trading a physical ECN, there are a million software 
packages out there, each broker often provided support for at least two and there is no 
standard on how they should look."

I mention this FOREX Trader email for a couple of reasons. First, notice the term "interbank". Here's 
what Wikipedia says about the interbank:

The interbank market is the top-level foreign exchange market where banks exchange 
different currencies.[1] The banks can either deal with one another directly, or through 
electronic brokering platforms. The Electronic Broking Services (EBS) and Thomson 
Reuters Dealing are the two competitors in the electronic brokering platform business and 
together connect over 1000 banks.

The point I want to make here is that there seems to be a kind of pyramid structure to the FOREX 
market, with the interbank at the top tier of the pyramid. Down at the bottom of the pyramid you have 
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the retail FOREX trading platforms available to you and me. You have to be a bank or a pretty big 
player, a wholesaler or a middleman to deal directly with the LBMA bullion banks as evidenced by the 
number of trades reported in the LBMA survey. The daily average reported was 6,125 trades totaling 
$240B. That breaks down to about $39M per trade, or 9/10ths of a tonne. 

And that's why I think that this segment of the "gold" market could be larger than $240B per day. So 
what's the dog, and what's the tail? Remember that Another said, way back in 1997, "And Comex is 
nothing, if "only a silly game". Worldwide trading in gold could be cut in half and still equal all the 
metal in existence!" He also said, "Comex is a side show!"

It would be interesting to see how the LBMA would explain those 6,125 trades averaging $39M per 
trade, which over 36 reporting members averages out to 170 trades per LBMA member per day, each at 
almost 1 tonne. It's a stretch to imagine even a top tier FOREX ECN (electronic communications 
network) in which the average trade is $39M. So I imagine the LBMA would simply say they were 
OTC spot unallocated transfers between clients. But then who are those clients? I imagine they could 
include FOREX trading brokerages, some of which are owned by the bullion banks themselves, and 
each of which would carry a gold-ounce-denominated balance, directly or indirectly, with a real bullion 
bank that also deals in physical. A kind of FOREX brokers' gold-ounce-denominated liability clearing 
system for the various ECNs. 

I suppose you could say that gold trading as a currency is, to an extent, "backed" by the much smaller 
physical segment of the market. In other words, "gold trading as a currency" requires, needs, depends 
upon a functioning physical market which trades at parity to paper gold. But the physical portion of the 
market does not require, need or depend upon the paper side. It's not a symbiotic or mutually beneficial 
relationship. It's more like a parasitic relationship, where the parasite cannot survive without the host, 
but the host will be just fine, even better, without the parasite. 

How does this tie back into everything else I write about? Well, I think it should help you understand 
how the price of gold is not driven by the physical segment of the market, and therefore parity between 
the two is not as solid as it seems. 

Of course there is no ironclad proof that the majority of LBMA volume in that survey is FOREX 
trading, but I have yet to see a better explanation, or any other explanation for that matter. As far as I'm 
concerned, that is the explanation until I see another contender. Can you think of any other activity the 
bullion banks are involved in that could account for $240B daily volume in gold trading? 

I'm sure that some of that volume is straight-up unallocated gold savings (as opposed to trading) 
accounts, and some is probably physical changing hands, but the vast majority must be gold trading as 
a FOREX currency. And tell me, what would be the difference between a plain-vanilla unallocated gold 
account at a BB and an XAUUSD trading account balance at that same bank? The answer is absolutely 
nothing! Those gold-ounce-denominated credits are essentially the same thing. You can even ask for 
physical delivery from a FOREX trading account if it is with a bullion bank that deals in physical, 
which is why I mentioned that screen shot and the story from the large Mid-East gold dealer. 
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This astounding volume has been known since 1997, but have you seen anyone talk about it relative to 
COMEX or GLD? Today the LBMA "daily clearing volume" is $29.9B, and from that survey we know 
that total volume is roughly ten times clearing volume, so that means total volume could be up to 
$300B per day now. Here is the average daily clearing volume from Oct. 1996 through present, in 
ounces, $ value and number of transfers. The 2011 survey is the only thing concrete that we have to 
show how "total volume" relates to "clearing volume", but even with a margin of error, how else can 
you possibly explain these volumes? 

We know the FOREX market is huge. We know that gold (XAU---) is part of that market. And we 
know the LBMA released its astounding volume data for the purpose of demonstrating that gold is a 
deep and liquid market. 2+2=4. I think it's really that simple, even if no other gold writer mentions it. 
But if anyone has a better explanation for that volume, I'm all ears! ;D

Today, any paper gold is just as good as real physical gold for the purpose for which people buy gold, 
which is to buy it today and sell it later, or as a hedge. Any paper is just as good as physical as long as 
they trade at parity!

You brought up the argument that "the people playing this game don't want gold, they just want to trade 
its volatility." True, and also some want it as a hedge or insurance for other investments. But what they 
all want is provided by paper gold as long as paper and physical trade at parity. They don't want 
physical because, today, there's no functional difference between paper and physical except that 
physical costs more to store. But when paper gold fails to perform that function for which everyone 
buys "gold", they'll want what the physical holders got. So it doesn't matter that they don't want 
delivery today. They still do want the same thing from "gold" that everybody else does, which is 
exposure to the price action in physical gold. But today they are only getting exposure to the price 
action in their massive paper gold market, which has a tenuous parity relationship with the much 
smaller physical market. 

Here is FOA talking about how the paper gold holders think they are betting on what's happening in the 
physical segment of the market when, in reality, the physical segment is struggling to trade at prices 
determined in the oversized paper segment of the market:

FOA   (7/4/99; 11:01:14MDT - Msg ID:8384) 
Gold: Saving Real Money In A Time Of Transition

Clearly, the intent of this paper market, is to bet on the price of gold as it is determined by 
the buying and selling of other physical traders. The western public should take these trades 
for the concept they truly represent. ""I (the long side) bet on the "price" of gold not 
because we need or want the physical metal. Rather, my wager is that others will need real 
gold to protect themselves from bad monetary systems. In fulfilling that "need to own", 
these others will drive up the dollar price and I will make money while working within the 
confines of our good monetary system.""" The shorts make the opposite bet, in that they 
think the world monetary system will work itself out and induce "the others" to sell all their 
gold. That is, gold they bought in the first place, because they did not know that our money 
managers could repair the world financial system. 

Yes, today Western longs and shorts are playing out these two views of the gold market. 
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Yet, both sides are using paper gold bets to represent their beliefs. Truly, the major majority 
of this market does not buy or sell physical gold to represent their investment concepts. 
There are a few that buy coins and bullion, but, even in their large amounts, it is only a drop 
in the paper gold bucket. 

This, my friends, is the very nature of western trading of gold. The mindset is to treat it as a 
concept for making currency, not protecting existing wealth. […]

There are many mental angles and philosophical side steps one can take when 
understanding the above. But, in this concept lies the very basis of the flaw in the current 
gold market. A paper market, built upon world misconceptions of currency values and the 
historical reasons for owning gold. The present deployment of world assets into a paper 
system of valuations is likened to traveling a trail of no return. History has shown that the 
assets accumulated in this way will never be transformed into "the things of life"! The 
paper wealth you currently own is nowhere near the real value your currency says it is. 
With the above introduction, we have begun close to the end of this journey. In the 
upcoming chapter one, we return several miles to walk ground already well traveled. We 
will observe concepts on the right and the left, not discussed by other guides. The very 
sights that make such a trip, "worth wile". 

"You will see this trail thru the eyes of history and feel old ways as new Thoughts!" 
Another

I dug out a few more quotes from FOA for you, to hopefully encourage you (and others) to dig into the 
archives yourself. Here FOA mentions how the paper price of gold can fall even in the face of high 
physical demand:

FOA   (8/10/99; 19:56:56MDT - Msg ID:10858) 
Comment

"Another" counseled later that the gold market, as we know it was in danger of failing. In 
this case, failing means less and less major players are offering bids for future paper in the 
top tier markets because the gold can't be supplied. This loss of bids allows the paper price 
to fall further as present paper holders also attempt to sell. This is the "EXACT" reason that 
gold does not respond to the major financial events of today! Believe it! Local downstream 
physical dealers, because they use the Comex and LBMA paper market as a price creator, 
continue to sell gold at lower prices even as buyers come in droves.

FOA   (8/23/99; 21:10:00MDT - Msg ID:11896) 
Comment

The large funds don't want the trouble of real gold so they continue to play this game of 
"let's bet on the gold price and see who is right"! Today, they are learning a painful lesson 
that the stated price for gold is established by the same derivatives that they don't want to 
exercise. In their world, they are convinced that massive physical gold is but a phone call 
away for shipment into certified warehouses, so the derivatives price must truly reflect the 
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real market.

FOA   (9/1/99; 21:12:43MDT - Msg ID:12639) 
Reply

The end work of this process has found the 3,000 or 5,000 ton per year real bullion market, 
is little more that a sea shell on a fifty mile beach. Everyone on the "gold net" already 
knows how much LBMA trades and that is small stuff compared to the other unseen world 
markets. The debth and liquidity of the paper market moved the bullion trade into the "pink 
sheets". Needless to say, today, the famed "closing bullion price" is set by the cash 
commitments that bid for derivatives, not the cash that bids for bullion. In the old days, 
really big traders would arbitrage any such paper overhang against bullion by calling for 
delivery. Today, with the paper market so large, any such power play would find most 
traders taking delivery of gold as the market is sold out from under him. Besides, this new 
market perspective works against any long traders because none of the present "derivative 
gold demand" wants delivery! They only want to settle in cash, because taking delivery 
would require selling their other "better performing" investments. The mindset today is that 
gold is only an insurance hedge, as such "an increase in its price will settle up in a cash 
delivery to me, to offset my other risk of cash impairment to my portfolio"! To further 
develop: "I don't need physical gold, I only need to participate in its price movements"!

In complete satisfaction of the current trend, derivatives fill the bill for this current gold 
market. Clearly, we can see that this new market is not "fraudulent". There is nothing 
wrong with players pouring margin money into the short side to create a demanded 
product! It's has evolved into a cash game. This is where GATA is fighting a war they 
cannot win. Gold bugs (of the last few years) were viewing the present market using 70s 
eyes. Indeed, they were investing in an industry that was losing primary demand for its 
product, even as "the need" for that product was exploding. This new gold market found a 
way to channel the "modern need" for gold's attributes away from physical demand and into 
paper supply. You simply can't create a short covering run if none of the current (insurance) 
longs want to take delivery. Even worse, as this trend was further developed, more and 
more old private physical holders were selling their gold and holding paper instead. Add to 
that Western dollar supporters wanting their currency to look good, and we have paper gold 
supply that's also used as a form of positive currency intervention. Anyone investing in the 
gold industry, expecting bullion to explode from all the new demand was truly 
disappointed. For every new Western gold bug that wanted gold for insurance, there were 
five paper sellers to supply him with all the gold insurance he needed, at a fraction of the 
cash commitment. Peter, (if you are still with me) this is only the end of this act, not the end 
of the play. We have been standing on the trail and looking at where we have just travelled. 
Now, let's turn around and look forward.

[…]

Once again, the needs of investors will redirect the method of using gold. As the wealth 
effect of the Dollar/IMF system goes into reverse, the process of receiving your gold hedge 
insurance in dollars will be perceived as a risk. At this stage, all of the past demand for gold
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that was channeled into cash settled paper derivatives will suddenly reverse its trend. 
Slowly, more and more of a percentage of settlement will be asked for in real gold. As 
delivery fails from increased demand, existing derivatives will be dumped upon the market 
place in an attempt to cash out. This very process will: First dry up all gold supply and lock 
down any existing private stocks. Second, cash biding on the dealer market will become 
convoluted and reflect only gold's currency value. It's economic / industrial use will be 
priced totally out of the market. Third, what was once the world price making market for 
gold, will become useless for delivery as its contracts are defaulted on and discounted in 
price. What price could the world gold price be set at, using these defaulted, bond like 
securities? How low does russian debt trade?

I pulled these quotes by searching the term "paper market" and, yes, there were lots of hits. Here's one 
quote I'm including because it could almost explain what we saw over the next 14 years up until today 
in the gold market:

FOA   (09/06/99; 20:56:39MDT - Msg ID:12946)

Remember, the present financial system has a need for new mined gold to flow into 
derivatives at a low price to support the paper market. The same paper market that keeps oil 
behind the dollar also holds the dollar together. As of today; To further pull existing "old 
gold" from portfolios by forcing the street price down now invites a run from the dollar. A 
high physical "street price" will at least keep the dollar in play when price inflation begins. 
If the paper gold price rises from its present level, will gold stocks follow? Probably! 
But what if that rise ends quickly as the gold market begins its next "official" failure 
run?

Is that where we are in 2013, in the gold market's next official failure run? 

Here's a little bit of the "wide view" I mentioned above:

FOA   (10/31/99; 18:56:22MDT - Msg ID:17990) 
Comment

Slowly, everyone is coming around to understanding how our gold markets got so far off 
track. The official determination of what constitutes "buying and selling gold" never started 
this way. In the beginning gold was wealth and people traded it as money. Jump ahead to 
the US timeline and we see currency a gold loan that didn't pay interest as it was the US 
dollar. You loaned your gold to the treasury and they gave you a contract stating that your 
metal was held until asked for. Your contract stated that 1/35 ounce of gold was owed you, 
on demand. Because no one asked for their loan to be repaid, the treasury just kept creating 
more loan contracts even though there was not enough gold to repay with. 

After this "gold loan scam" went bust around 1971, they went back to using real gold again. 
The government allowed trading in physical in the US just as it was done in the rest of the 
world prior to this event. Then someone used the gold fabrication industry as evidence of a 
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"need" to create a US futures market so suppliers could paper hedge risk. No need to make 
the point that this paper market was of little need as the gold industry had worked well for 
thousands of years without it. Indeed, another form of gold derivatives was just born. The 
gold market was destine to evolve again as the distinction between trading real bullion and 
betting against someone on the direction of the metal's price movements became one and 
the same. People accepted that a gold derivative was just as good as gold as the pre-1971 
dollar was. We came full circle.

Pulling these quotes is actually fun for me, so I could keep doing this all day, but then this email/post 
would be 40 pages long. So I'll leave it at this for now. But there's much more in the archives. I only 
scanned less than 25% of FOA's posts to pull these quotes. 

The point is that the paper gold portion of the gold market is where the price of gold is discovered, and 
it appears that gold trading as a FOREX currency is the largest portion of the paper gold market, by an 
order of magnitude even. The daily physical flow from mining and recycling is around 16 tonnes while 
the LBMA tells us that their spot unallocated flow is in excess of 2,400 tonnes per day. Here's one last 
quote from FOA:

5/3/98   Friend of ANOTHER

Gold is valued by the number of outstanding claims against it. Kind of like a house for sale 
with ten bidders. Each bidder thinks the house is in the bag because they have a valid bid 
ticket. Each one thinks he can have the house at any time, even though nine others want it 
too, because all I have to do is bid a little higher and take it! Insane, but that's what is going 
on! Somehow, the BIS and the major private gold holders know the total claims, as does 
Another.

Total loco London gold turnover in the first quarter of 2011, as reported by 36 LBMA members, was 
$15 TRILLION. Total turnover as reported in ounces was 10.9 BILLION ounces, or 340,402 tonnes 
over 63 trading days. That's a lot of trading! I wonder which market that includes "gold" has the depth 
and liquidity to entertain such volume, since it's obviously not the physical market, GLD or even the 
futures markets. 

"The area where I’m still hazy is the gold as a FOREX currency."

Is it still hazy? ;D 

Sincerely,
FOFOA

And the light bulb goes on!

Awesome, thanks for this. I’ll re-read again and get back to you in a few days… got a bit 
going on right now. Thanks again FOFOA.
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Tuesday, November 5, 2013

Advance Warning 

This post is my replies to two reader emails. The first one was to "Victory", one day after my Gold as a 
FOREX Currency post went up. And the second one was to "Burningfiat" on Friday. 

Hello Victory,

"... My thinking is this, won't the end of $ support be clearly visible in the currency 
exchange rate? Isn't that where the rubber meets the road, there really should be no 
guesswork needed. The US is a perpetual net exporter of dollars and has long ago hyper-
inflated…"

There is definitely a glut of dollars right now. In September the Fed announced its new "reverse-repo" 
operations. There is, of course, a lot of debate about what those are really about, but I think it is 
obvious that they are to mop up the glut of dollars and raise short term interest rates in money markets 
and t-bills. The Fed even said so. They said that these operations will raise overnight rates in the money 
markets so that lenders can actually earn some interest. 

When there's a glut of dollars, it's hard for banks (who create dollars) or money markets (who auction 
existing dollars) to make money on interest because there's so much competition for the limited pool of 
borrowers. Too many dollars drives interest rates to zero and even negative in some cases. So the Fed is 
actually competing against real organic borrowers for its own liabilities. The Fed will pay you to lend 
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your extra dollars back to the Fed, even though what the Fed is "borrowing" are its own liabilities. So 
the Fed is creating synthetic demand for its own product to drive overnight and short term interest rates 
higher. 

You're looking for a crash in the USDX to indicate the imminent end, but I have always expected a 
spike in the dollar, and I think Another expected that as well. I have written in the past that we could 
even see the USDX spike (very quickly mind you, not a slow rise) to something like 150. 

What we see right now is big money piling into short duration, even overnight, assets. To escape, that 
money will have to pass though dollars once again. Where the rubber meets the road, in my opinion, is 
not anywhere inside the monetary plane. Instead, it is where the monetary plane intersects the physical 
plane, and that is in prices, the prices of real physical things, the price of physical gold and the price of 
(primarily imported) necessities. That's where I expect to see the break, in one of those two places: the 
LBMA or a real price jump in necessities. Whichever one comes first, I think it will quickly cause the 
second one to follow. 

What that means, practically, is that either physical gold goes into hiding first, or there's a sudden 
devaluation of the dollar against the physical plane, meaning necessities, especially those necessities 
needed by the USG which must be imported. When that happens, the USG will print whatever is 
needed to keep its imported necessities flowing in under the aegis of national defense. Actual 
hyperinflation will follow. 

When this happens, or a top level disruption within the LBMA, all that money piled into short duration 
assets will panic out and bid for dollars which it needs in order to pile into anything else. This will 
briefly drive the dollar way up on the USDX. It may even happen before you know what's happening, 
because big money tends to panic before small money even knows there's something to panic about. 
Remember this story from Unambiguous Wealth 2?

"Compare these big money folks to the average guy who rides the bus. You miss a bus, so 
what? It's inconvenient but another bus will come. It takes a long time to sink in that 
another bus isn't coming. It's not until there is such a big crowd waiting at the bus stop for 
the next bus that people start thinking "even if a bus comes there are too many people to fit 
on one bus." In that mindset the surest way to cause a riot is to send one bus i.e., not 
enough buses. You have to fight to get to the front of the queue. This is a bank run 
mentality.

And this is a key difference between the average guy and the big money. Big money isn't 
used to being kept waiting. Big money owns the "bus company". They know the buses 
aren't going to run before the little guy. They panic early. There was an electronic bank run 
around the time of the Lehman collapse. That was one of the reasons why governments 
around the world stepped in with fresh deposit guarantees. But there were no lines outside 
the banks to alert the average guy to what the Giants were up to.

Right now gold is $1,712 per ounce. If you have $200,000 in ambiguous claims floating 
through system-space, your account is right now worth 116 one-ounce gold coins of 
unambiguous wealth. But here's the thing. You are never going to beat the big money to that 
panic button. There are enough gold coins on the market right now that you could get your 

http://fofoa.blogspot.com/2011/12/unambiguous-wealth-2-mf-global.html
http://fofoa.blogspot.com/2012/03/ball-of-twine-open-forum.html


116 of them without affecting the price. But if you're waiting for the first signs of panic, 
you're not going to get anywhere near 116. You'll be lucky to get six or seven. 

There's only one way to beat the Giants to the gold, and that is to run in front of them."

Apply this reasoning to the signals you are watching. Even though you aren't waiting to buy gold coins 
at the last minute, you are still looking for signs that systemic transition is imminent. So what you want 
to look for are signs that big money is panicking, not the signs that you think will cause big money to 
panic. Because chances are that the really big money will see those signs before you do, and panic 
before you even know they are there. Therefore, signs that you think should be making big money 
panic, when it's not panicking, are probably the wrong signs. See? 

In the comments section, it often seems like the Freegold holy grail is to be able to predict the 
proximate cause, and therefore get some advance warning, and therefore be the first to make a correct 
timing call on Freegold, even if it's only by days. But if you follow my reasoning, then it is most likely 
a waste of time trying to gain some advance warning. The advance warning is in the logic, and in the 
A/FOA archives. And the holy grail is simply buying physical gold now, before it happens. That alone 
will make anyone look like a genius in hindsight. 

Some people look for rising short term interest rates as a sign of systemic stress, while others look for 
rates to fall to zero or below. Some look for a falling DX while others look for a spike. That's all 
monetary plane stuff, and not where the rubber truly meets the road. As I said, the Fed is trying to 
levitate short term rates right now, so why would rising rates indicate stress? To me they indicate that 
the Fed has sufficient control over the monetary plane, which I kind of assumed it did. What it has no 
control over is where the monetary plane intersects the physical plane. 

"So my question is really this, until we see the $ drop rapidly on the FX market don't we 
know that official support from someone besides the USG is still in full effect. And the 
corollary that FG will not be imminent until this support is withdrawn, which we would see 
immediately in the FX market as a $ devaluation?"

We could see a sudden drop in the USD versus other currencies in the FX market, or we could see a 
spike. But I think we will eventually see some sudden, unexpected and highly unusual volatility. That's 
what I would watch for if you're one who likes to watch the pot, waiting for the water to boil. Watch for 
unusual and extreme volatility, because that should be what we see when the monetary plane comes 
unhinged from the physical plane. And don't forget the concept that there can be a head-fake right 
before a phase transition, a sudden and major move in an unexpected direction. 

For me, I already have the advance warning in the logic and the A/FOA archives. I try not to watch the 
pot, but instead to explain the logic to others, because I think that's better than trying to predict how the 
monetary plane markets will behave at that moment when the physical plane lets go.

Sincerely,
FOFOA



Hi FOFOA,

Hope all is well!

Do you have an opinion of the latest strange GLD inventory update behaviour? 

Could it be a sign of rumblings further down in the machine room? Or do you really think it's all just 
meaningless pot watching? :)

/BF

Hello BF,

I certainly think it is interesting, but the short-term variations we see don't change my opinion of what 
is happening behind the scenes. I think the consistent drain this year is a sign of rumblings further 
down in the machine room, but I find it hard to believe that the reporting anomalies are reverberations 
from the same thing that is causing the drain. More likely, I think, there is probably some explanation 
for the reporting anomalies that we just don't know about, something that we haven't even considered. 

The indisputable story is that GLD has lost 36% of its inventory, 487 tonnes in 10 ½ months. Title to 
that gold was transferred to someone. The only question that matters is whether it was transferred into 
BB reserves (the plenitude view) or into private ownership (my view, and obviously the correct view ;). 
That's more than 46 tonnes per month. 

The BBs probably have at least twice that much coming in through mining and scrap (just a guess), so 
let's imagine they have 100 tonnes coming in each month. The outflow is obviously higher than the 
inflow, but the pressure is widely distributed across the LBMA. So the rumblings in the machine room 
are widely distributed and therefore isolated from what we see in the reservoir drain reporting. GLD is 
where the buck stops, where they obtain that shortfall of incoming gold, but it is not likely going to a 
specific buyer. More likely, it is simply restocking the subterranean stream. 

The point is, I wouldn't expect the underlying cause of the drain to transfer "short term vibrations" into 
the daily reporting of the drain, I only expect it to show up in the greater trend. Therefore I think it is 
more likely that there must be a more mundane explanation for the reporting anomalies that we see, 
something we simply don't know about and therefore haven't even considered. That's the way I apply 
Occam's razor to a situation like this. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fish_stocking
http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-I4hLOaoRgiA/Uni1RE5kKjI/AAAAAAAAFOA/JGwEvP16aq0/s1600/watchedpot.png


I expect the short-term machinations of the system to appear outwardly normal right up until the 
moment the pistons seize up and the whole machine comes to a grinding halt. That's the way these 
things usually seem to end. So I expect that could happen at any moment, without visible warning 
signs. In hindsight, I think we'll realize that OBA was right, it was just a hair's breadth away. But 
watching the pot can make even a hair's breadth feel like an eternity from the watcher's perspective. 

So yes, it's interesting, but Occam's razor tells me that we are most likely watching the effects of some 
mundane cause we are not aware of while "superstitiously" trying to attribute those effects to the 
greater cause which is clearly obvious in the long-term trend. That's fine, and it is human nature to do 
so, but at what cost? The cost is that a hair's breadth starts feeling like an eternity, and some people 
can't handle that feeling and end up throwing in the towel. 

Have you noticed how many people that have only been following my blog for a year or so eventually 
start making emotion-based predictions that Freegold must be 5, 10, or 20 years away? I have been at 
this for more than five years, and I still have the same view I had in 2008, that it could happen at any 
moment and each moment that passes brings us one moment closer. In fact, I think it must be almost 
here right now! And I think the reason I am able to maintain that view is that I have never been a pot 
watcher. I have always paid more attention to FOA's logic and the long-term trend than to the short-
term vibrations. 

The long-term trend is that the commodity bull/dollar bear market ended more than a year ago, even 
though dollar inflation *policy* is firmly in place. Shortly after that, the GLD drain began. And shortly 
after that, support for "foreign dollar settlement with CB storage" reversed and began declining. This is 
very close to what FOA said in one of his last posts: "The game is to let the US economy suffer from its 
own bloated expansion by moving slowly away from supporting foreign dollar settlement with CB 
storage. This is more than enough to end the dollar's timeline as we are already stretched to the 
leverage limit. They know that [the Fed] has but one policy to use and that will be super printing."  

Anyway, keep up the great work with your auto-pot-watching app! I do enjoy the short-term show, 
even if I don't put much stock in it. ;D

Sincerely,
FOFOA



Thursday, December 5, 2013

Public Service Announcement 

Beware of fake gold being sold on eBay. I received this email from a reader yesterday:

Hi FOFOA,

I purchase the vast majority of my gold coins and (in-assay only) bars on eBay. I have had 
much success. eBay buyer protection has saved my butt on occasion, not just for gold 
purchases. I authenticate every coin I buy. For every purchase, regardless of source, I use a 
Fisch for Eagles & Krugerrands and a jeweler's scale and calipers for other coins, plus a 
detailed visual comparison to known-genuine coins (and bars). Anyway... 

About a year ago I purchased a 1/10 oz. gold Philharmonic (10 euro). It was an obvious 
counterfeit. When I reported this to eBay it stirred up a brief hornet's nest: there were other 
buyers who got taken...they actually traced discovery back to me and thanked me. I 
remember someone asked you, a year or so ago, whether forgers would consider 
counterfeiting small gold coins. Answer: Yup! 

But what happened earlier this week has, I believe, the potential to compromise the 
integrity of the slabbed coins certified by the major numismatic coin grading companies. I, 
for one, will never again knowingly purchase a slabbed coin. If I can't personally 
authenticate the actual coin (per the above) I don't want it. I purchased two generic 1/4 
Krugerrands from a seller with 100% positive feedback (mostly small, non-gold 
transactions). The seller also sold at least 7 other 1/4 Krugerrands (I watched). The seller 
stated the coins were located in California. A few days later I received the tracking 
information: the shipment originated in Shenzhen, China. Hmmm! On Monday (12/2) I 
received the coins. They were NGC slabbed: 

http://www.ngccoin.com/certlookup/index.aspx?CertNumber=2771828-004 

http://www.ngccoin.com/certlookup/index.aspx?CertNumber=3676849-005 

http://www.ngccoin.com/certlookup/index.aspx?CertNumber=3676849-005
http://www.ngccoin.com/certlookup/index.aspx?CertNumber=2771828-004


Wow! NGC certified proof gold coins a great price! To the casual observer, everything 
would look fine. Except, they are counterfeits! The obverse and reverse sides are supposed 
to be perfectly aligned. These coins were offset about 20 degrees (I could tell based on 
prong locations). Ooops! Then I examined both coins under 5X magnification next to a 
known-genuine 1/4 Krugerrand: there were many engraving quality discrepancies, 
especially with the border engraving shapes and overall lettering crispness and shapes. 
Bummer! I also compared the NGC slab to the website photo and another NGC slabbed 
coin I owned. Results: the slab was either stolen or (more likely) an incredibly accurate 
forgery, including holograms. I could not discern any defects whatsoever. Very disturbing. 

I then 'opened a case' with eBay buyer protection for both coins, describing what I had 
found, including the above links to the NGC website. That's when things started to get 
really interesting! The next day I received a message (for each coin) from eBay stating that 
the seller had agreed to provide a full refund when I returned the coins. Then, within an 
hour, I received another message (for each coin) from eBay stating that I would 
immediately receive a full refund with no strings attached, which was done. Then 
something happened that I have never experienced with eBay before. Everything about the 
purchases (purchase history and seller account information) completely disappeared 
(poof!), as if the transaction had never occurred and the seller never existed. Bizarre! So, as 
of now I have possession of two forged NGC proof 1/4 Krugerrands until someone (?) tells 
me what to do with them. In the meantime I will play some show-and-tell guessing games 
with friends. 

FOFOA, please warn your readers that buying certified slabbed coins no longer assures 
authenticity. Apparently the Chinese have started producing high-quality forgeries of the 
coins and slabs. 

Take care. Merry Christmas and a happy and golden New Year. 

God bless you and thank you for your efforts, 
XXXXX

I asked him a few questions and also if he could take pictures of the actual coins he received. Here are 
the pictures, front and back, which you can compare to the photos on the NGC website: 



http://1.bp.blogspot.com/-glnFW3tMAjU/UqEivnjbJ4I/AAAAAAAAFYA/swvqbUVOpZ4/s1600/Counterfeit_Gold_PF69_Obverse.JPG
http://2.bp.blogspot.com/-ozMXFaHpNIk/UqEixNUQMnI/AAAAAAAAFYU/GbKA5b8wAFU/s1600/Counterfeit_Gold_PF69_Reverse.JPG


The most obvious difference is that the coins seem to have shifted orientation inside the fitting, which 
shouldn't happen. But more remarkably, it seems that the reverse side of the coins shifted more than the 
obverse. Imagine that! 

http://2.bp.blogspot.com/-lFSgtvPcdiw/UqEivvS64FI/AAAAAAAAFYE/hQikuaQ9p_I/s1600/Counterfeit_Gold_PF70_Obverse.JPG
http://2.bp.blogspot.com/-_NFGluGbZvc/UqEiwUuwYOI/AAAAAAAAFYI/-Dsqi5k_70g/s1600/Counterfeit_Gold_PF70_Reverse.JPG


And if you look closely at the labels, they are clearly not the same labels as in the pictures on the NGC 
website. Look at where the printing intersects the background watermark. Notice how the P on the real 
one just butts up against the scale bowl, and on the fake one it overlaps the bowl. The M on the real one 
rests on the inside of the bowl, and on the fake it rest on the edge of the rim. Above the KR on the real 
one, there is a gap between the KR and the scale arm. On the fake there is no gap. And look at where 
the point of the 2 intersects the circle on the left. 

Here is how he answered a few of my questions:

Were they advertised as slabbed? Did he include a picture of them?

"They were not advertised as slabbed. Just a generic (obverse) picture, which I can no 
longer access. I was surprised and very briefly (very briefly!) pleased that that they were 

http://1.bp.blogspot.com/-83qTuFBzoAA/UqEnWE7x80I/AAAAAAAAFY4/cJRR3ewWDIU/s1600/PF69_comparison.png
http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-zj6hXY8COU0/UqEncsmZaYI/AAAAAAAAFZA/VJMN9JqBybg/s1600/PF70_comparison.png


slabbed...I paid $319 for each (including S&H). He had listed 3 at that BIN price; one had 
sold, so I bought the other two. He advertised later coins (3 at a time) at $329 BIN. I tried 
to buy more, but for (again) some strange reason I never encountered before on eBay, I was 
not allowed to buy any more for at least 10 days...the message said only a single purchase 
of up to 3 coins/buyer allowed per 10 days. Very strange."

Was the 3 coin limit imposed by the seller or by eBay? And was the limit apparent before you bought 
your first coin, or only when you tried to buy more? 

"I don't know who imposed it or how. I did not know about the limit until I tried to make 
the second purchase (I tried again over several days to see it it was real...yup.)"

Did the seller appear to be an individual or a business?

"The seller is an individual (I even have his name & address in California). I have not tried 
to contact him. I don't know what would happen if I did. I'll let eBay worry about him."

What advice would you offer for people shopping for gold on eBay? 

"My advice for buying coins from anyone, not just on eBay...immediately authenticate your 
purchases like I described earlier. For eBay, 'open a case' with Buyer Protection 
immediately for any perceived irregularities. Stay clear of slabbed coins unless you have 
the necessary expertise to evaluate them, since they cannot be weighed and measured. 

eBay is quite diligent about tracking down forgeries, especially with regard to precious 
metals. I had several discussions with their precious metals fraud team after I discovered 
the fake 1/10 Philharmonic I told you about. They traced all the eBay purchases of that 
batch of coins (~200; some were resold several times) back to the original seller, shut down 
open listings, and contacted buyers. I think everyone got their money back. As I said, 
buyers traced discovery back to me and I got thank you's for identifying the fakes. What 
really surprises me is that so many buyers didn't realize the coins were poor quality 
fakes...they only weighed 2.4 grams. Scary."

I have always advised people against buying gold on eBay, and I have never done so myself. Stories 
about fakes originating in China and sold on eBay have been around for years. My advice is to buy 
your gold from a reputable dealer. If possible, I prefer to buy in person from a local dealer who has 
been in business for a long time, but I have also had good experiences with APMEX.

I also think that coin shows are a great place to buy bullion coins. I can usually negotiate a good deal, 
often better than what's offered online, and meet lots of local dealers at the same time. It's also an easy 
way to swap your silver for gold! ;D Here are a couple of websites to help you find coin shows 
scheduled in your area:

http://www.numismaster.com/ta/inside_numis.jsp?page=CoinShowsCalendar

http://www.numismaster.com/ta/inside_numis.jsp?page=CoinShowsCalendar


http://www.coinshows.com/

As for slabbed and graded coins, I prefer to avoid them, for precisely the reasons above. I do have a 
few, but only because that was all my local dealer had at the time, and he sold them to me at the bullion 
price. 

Sincerely,
FOFOA 

http://www.coinshows.com/


Sunday, December 15, 2013

An Eye for Gold 

Real Things

"Investors and regular workers with a Western slant do not grasp what wealth is. Overwhelmingly they
see their currency and paper investment portfolios on an equal footing in value with the same 

"real things" that raise our living standards. Yet, in real life, they cannot be equal because these paper
assets are only an exercise able future claim on our "real things in life". –FOA

The super wealthy pay way too much for some stuff, don't they? I mean, $490,000 for a used old card 
table? I can get a brand new card table for $40, but here's a much nicer one for $280. 

I caught a few minutes of the Antiques Roadshow the other day. Mrs. FOFOA had it on and I was 
passing through the room, but somehow that show grabs you and you have to stay to find out what the 
item they're examining is worth. This one was an old, wooden card table, originally made in 
Pennsylvania, and long ago refinished. Some lady had brought it in to have it appraised on TV. It was 
pretty nice, mahogany wood, claw and ball feet, and it had a swing-out leg that supports a hinged 
extension of the table's surface. The appraiser told her it was worth $250,000 to $350,000, and if it 
hadn't unfortunately been refinished years ago, it could have been worth up to $500,000 today. 

I tried to find that episode online while writing this, but I only found a similar one. It's another card 
table they appraised for $200,000 to $300,000 and, when it actually went to auction at Sotheby's, it sold 
for $490,000! You can see the original appraisal here and the actual auction here. 

http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/roadshow/video/BF_199708A13.html
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/roadshow/archive/199708A13.html
https://www.google.com/shopping/product/16459987763509041942?safe=off&sclient=psy-ab&q=wooden+card+table&oq=wooden+card+table&psj=1&bav=on.2,or.r_qf.&biw=1524&bih=719&dpr=1&bvm=pv.xjs.s.en_US.63KCSWWF6Aw.O&tch=1&ech=1&psi=iGhUUo_DDsvriwKssYDYCw.1381263578589.3&sa=X&ei=72hUUsqpGuqjiQKGvIHYCg&ved=0CJ0BEPMCMAg
http://www.usagdfa.com/2000/08.html#35569
http://1.bp.blogspot.com/-3bACKlYGyoM/Uq2dTPHigPI/AAAAAAAAFcc/N0Mnw90B12A/s1600/desolation-of-smaug-poster.jpg


What makes a second-hand card table worth $490,000? It's certainly not the need for a surface on 
which to play cards. That need can be met for much less money. You know what it is? It's that the 
wealthy fill their lives with otherwise-common items that perpetually rise in value, while we do the 
same with similar items that lose half their value, never to be regained, the minute we take them out of 
the store. 

Two tables. One is $280 and the other is $490,000. The difference between the two is that the price of 
the former comes from demand related only to the service it renders in its specific form, as a table, and 
the latter comes from demand related to two different services it renders, that of a table and also that of 
a store of value. 

I have explored this concept in many posts. It's not a new concept in any way, shape or form. In fact, 
man was using real things as stores of value, often in preference over their other uses, long before any 
labels were applied to this specific utility or function. 

Take the $490,000 card table for example. We could say that the buyer paid $280 for a table, a well-
crafted and nice-looking flat surface with four legs, and another $489,720 for a store of value. When 
you look at it this way, it starts to make sense why the wealthy often buy such remarkable "real things" 
and then hide them away for decades, packed in unassuming wooden crates, in places like this—Über-
warehouses for the ultra-rich—rather than "using" them in their homes. 

Which would you say is a $490,000 table's primary function or utility? As a table, or as a store of 
value? Obviously it can function both ways, but if someone pays 1,750 times more for one function 
than for the other, I think it would be fair to say that is its primary function. 

The high price of these items which function primarily as stores of value comes from the demand for 
that specific function. Such demand creates a market and, thereby, the high marketability of such items. 
This is the network effect. And the long history and past success of such markets engenders the 
confidence in those who possess (and seek) such unique items that, when needed, they will be able to 
find a buyer ready to pay the highest price which can possibly be attained. This is what I like to call the 
regression effect. And while past performance is certainly no guarantee of future performance, 
especially in unique, one-of-a-kind collectibles, our natural tendency to believe that what worked 
yesterday and still works today will work again tomorrow does create a very real effect with very real 
results. 

http://www.economist.com/news/briefing/21590353-ever-more-wealth-being-parked-fancy-storage-facilities-some-customers-they-are
http://www.economist.com/news/briefing/21590353-ever-more-wealth-being-parked-fancy-storage-facilities-some-customers-they-are
http://4.bp.blogspot.com/-YTKlC9wfZHA/Uq2F5iW-I4I/AAAAAAAAFcA/8cVbZt7aUtU/s1600/card_table.JPG


I hear that Christie's is booming these days. Here are just a few of the auction-related articles I've 
collected over the past two months:

How many more $100 million 'pictures' can the art market absorb? 
PBS

Digging Into Deep Pockets at Auction 
The New York Times

The Man Who Sold the Art World 
The New Yorker

Warhol paintings up for sale in New York could fetch $120 mn 
France 24

Grisly Warhol Painting Fetches $104.5 Million, Auction High for Artist 
The New York Times

On Equal Footing with Giants

"In this world we all need much; blessings from above,,,,, family,,,, home,,, friends and good health.
But after all that, one must have currency and an enduring, tradable wealth asset that places our

footing in life on equal ground with the giants around us,,,,,, gold!" -FOA

Here are a few snips from the article in The Economist which I mentioned above, titled Über-
warehouses for the ultra-rich:

"The world’s rich are increasingly investing in expensive stuff, and “freeports” such as 
Luxembourg’s are becoming their repositories of choice…

Because of the confidentiality, the value of goods stashed in freeports is unknowable…

Collectibles have outperformed stocks over the past decade…

The goods they stash in the freeports range from paintings, fine wine and precious metals to 
tapestries and even classic cars…

These giant treasure chests were pioneered by the Swiss, who have half a dozen freeports, 

http://www.economist.com/news/briefing/21590353-ever-more-wealth-being-parked-fancy-storage-facilities-some-customers-they-are
http://www.economist.com/news/briefing/21590353-ever-more-wealth-being-parked-fancy-storage-facilities-some-customers-they-are
http://ubercraftorg.ipage.com/goldtrail/goldtrail-2001-05.html#69
http://www.nytimes.com/2013/11/14/arts/design/grisly-warhol-painting-fetches-104-5-million-auction-high-for-artist.html
http://www.france24.com/en/20131004-warhol-paintings-sale-new-york-could-fetch-120-mn
http://www.newyorker.com/reporting/2013/12/02/131202fa_fact_paumgarten?currentPage=all
http://www.nytimes.com/2013/11/03/arts/design/digging-into-deep-pockets-at-auction.html
http://www.pbs.org/newshour/art/blog/2013/11/record-shattering-auctions-begs-the-question-what-does-this-all-mean.html
http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-DjRwdoeK4HE/Uq2eBhYJNOI/AAAAAAAAFck/BFE7PhcYHFg/s1600/freeports.jpg


among them sites in Chiasso, Geneva and Zurich…

The wealthy are increasingly using freeports as a place where they can rub shoulders and 
trade fine objects with each other. It is not uncommon for a painting to be swapped for, say, 
a sculpture and some cases of wine, with all the goods remaining in the freeport after the 
deal and merely being shifted between the storage rooms of the buyer’s and seller’s 
handling agents…

Gold storage is part of Singapore’s strategy to become the Switzerland of the East… To 
spur this growth, it has removed a 7% sales tax on precious metals…

Switzerland remains the world’s leading gold repository. Its imports of the yellow metal 
have exceeded exports by some 13,000 tonnes…

Did you notice anything about the stuff the "ultra-rich" are stashing at those freeports? For one thing, 
most of that stuff is out of reach for the average saver. Most individual items that make their way to 
these storage facilities cost more than the average person makes in a year, and some cost more than 
he'll make in a lifetime. 

Gold is the only "real thing" used by the wealthy, for this specific store-of-value function, that is also 
available to anyone. What's more, the gold of the everyman is the exact same quality gold that is held 
by the Giants. The same cannot be said about the paintings, sculptures, tapestries, cases of wine, classic 
cars or even the card tables held, and used, by people of average means. 

I have everything on that list, except a classic car (although my car is 12 years old now, so I'm getting 
close). The difference is, I hold each of those items for the service it renders in its specific form only. 
My wine is for drinking and my art livens up my home. I have bought and sold an entire home-worth of 
expensive furniture, and I can tell you that, no matter how much I paid for each wonderful piece, in 
order to sell it when I needed to, I had to cut the price considerably. 

Storage and moving expenses can greatly increase your cost basis in items that are only depreciating 
over time. This was why I decided to sell everything the second time I moved cross-country. It was a 
good decision, but what I learned was that, for the common man, household items, no matter how nice 
they are, are generally poor stores of value at our level. 

That's not to say you can't do well with certain types of items, especially if you take your time selling 
them. I had a Dr. Who pinball machine which I sold for quite a bit more than I paid for it. But I took 
my time selling that item, and if I add the maintenance and expense of moving it cross-country to my 
cost basis, it was probably a wash, although I did get hours of enjoyment out of it. Then again, I didn't 
buy it as a store of value. 

I do know a few people who buy fine wine by the case, numismatic coins, expensive paintings, pottery 
and even sculptures with the idea that these items will render the dual services of practical use and 
store-of-value. In some cases, a portion of their high price does indeed come from demand for the 
store-of-value function, but in most cases, at our level, the majority of the price comes simply from the 



demand for an exclusive level of quality. Exclusive items are sometimes called Veblen goods.

There's nothing wrong with enjoying an exclusive level of quality if you can afford it, but I want you to 
think about how these exclusive-quality items that may be within our reach actually compare to the 
ones used by the uber-wealthy. The difference really comes down to the magnitude of the proportion of 
their high price which was derived specifically from demand for the store-of-value function, as 
opposed to the item's practical use as a high-quality exclusive showpiece. 

This store-of-value demand is the demand which creates a deep and liquid second-hand market for 
these "overpriced" items. Did you buy your collectibles from a store, or at an auction? If you bought at 
auction, how many others in the room also bid on your item? Is the maker of your precious item still 
alive? If you decided to sell your showpiece, how would you sell it? To a store? On consignment? On 
Craigslist or eBay? Is there a good auction house in your city? Do you have any idea how much 
commission auction houses charge? How long do you think it would take for you to find a buyer who 
would pay the highest price which can possibly be attained at any time? If you had to sell in a hurry, do 
you have confidence that you could attain the highest price? 

These are all unique items we're talking about, so there is no standard that applies across the board. But 
over long stretches of time, some unique items climb a certain "store-of-value pyramid" while others 
don't. I like to call this the focal point effect. Take Andy Warhol for example. With one of his paintings 
selling for more than $100M, he has risen to become a kind of focal point among the various pop art 
painters of the 60s. 

Does this mean that Warhols are in a bubble and a Rauschenberg at $10M would be a better 
investment? Perhaps, but I don't think so. And I'm sure that this view misses the point I'm trying to 
make. Since we're talking about unique, one-of-a-kind items, one can certainly pay too much for any 
single item. But in a proper auction setting, there will either be many bidders, or else you won't be bid 
up higher than you planned on paying. It is the focal point effect which adds the depth and liquidity to 
the highest-of-high-end auctions that gives the owners and seekers of such items the confidence that, if 
and when it comes time so sell their particular item, they will be able to attain the highest possible price 
at that time. 

That focal-point-marketability is precisely what makes the very best-of-the-best stores of value. It is 
what drives some things to many multiples of the "intrinsic value" of their component parts, i.e., frame, 
canvas, paint and an aesthetically-pleasing image, while leaving others in their dust. So, in this case, a 
Warhol might be a marginally better store of value than a Rauschenberg, although you could have paid 
more for the latter in the 60s. In fact, you can still buy 60s pop art originals on eBay today for a few 
hundred bucks. Note that it's not the death of the artist that drives the focal point effect. There are 
plenty of dead artists. It's just that it takes time for the focal point effect to emerge and mature to this 
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top level, usually longer than the normal human life span. 

Surprisingly, however, that's not always the case. You might think that the anonymous telephone bidder 
who paid $58.4M for "Balloon Dog (Orange)" last month paid way too much, especially considering 
that, not only are there four more balloon dogs just like it, in arguably better colors than orange, but 
more importantly, the artist is still alive. And he's only 58 and still producing! But considering that 
there was a competing bidder willing to pay $57.3M ($51M + commission), how can anyone say he 
paid too much? 

The seller of "Orange Dog" was Peter Brant, the 500-millionaire who is married to supermodel 
Stephanie Seymour. "Blue Dog" is owned by billionaire Eli Broad and is currently on display at the Los 
Angeles County Museum of Art.

"Magenta Dog" is owned by French billionaire François Pinault (but that's the artist Jeff Koons, not 
Pinault, in the photo):

"Red Dog" is owned by Greek billionaire Dakis Joannou:
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And "Yellow Dog" (my favorite, although I would have called it "Gold Dog") belongs to billionaire 
hedge fund manager Steven A. Cohen:

Call it "Focal Point-Balloon Dog"! It doesn't have to make sense to you, it just "is". But does that mean 
that all of those balloon dogs are each worth $58.4M now? Of course not. With these kinds of items, we 
don't know their price until after they are sold at auction. 

Here are some interesting statistics. According to Investopedia, experts estimate that only 0.5% of 
paintings bought are ever resold, and public auctions account for only a small portion of those resales, 
with private transactions accounting for the rest. At the high end, fine art auction houses are the best 
way to attain the highest possible price at any time, but they can cost you anywhere from 3% to 50% of 
the sale price in some cases. The commission on "Balloon Dog (Orange)" worked out to about 12.3%. 

Tracking or indexing markets for unique, one-of-a-kind items, like art, is different from tracking stocks, 
bonds and commodities. It's more like residential real estate due to the infrequency of trades and the 
uniqueness of each item. To create a useful index comparable to stocks, bonds and commodities, you 
can't just track the average price of sales over a period of time, since each item sold is unique. Instead, 
you would want to create a database consisting only of repeat sales of the same exact objects. 

Two New York University professors, Jianping Mei and Michael Moses, did just that. They created the 
Mei Moses Fine Art Index based on a database they built which now contains over 30,000 repeat sale 
pairs for approximately 20,000 individual works of art. They are constantly adding to the database 
using mainly the public results of auctions conducted by Sotheby's and Christie's from around the 
world. 

What they found was that the compound annual return on fine art exceeded stock market returns on 5- 
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and 10-year timelines, but that the stock market outperformed art over the last 25 years. However, for 
the last 50 years, the returns were very close, with fine art achieving a compound annual return of 
9.23% compared with 9.73% for equities.

Now I should point out that the purpose of this index is to compare stores of value with investments to 
encourage investors to incorporate them into their investment portfolios. Such is the Western investor 
mindset. Like paper gold, there's even a kind of "paper art". According to Investopedia, fine art funds 
typically use leverage to buy art, have a minimum entry investment of $250,000, and for that you will 
receive a diversified portfolio of art, annual statements and appraisals for the artwork.

Everyone knows that western minds don't like or want gold, but if they think you like it they will trade it 
up in price for the sake of "sticking it to you." Enter the world of "paper gold." –Another

If you buy into one of these art funds, you won't actually have pieces of art. You will, instead, have a 
securitized fractional interest in a stash of real art, kind of like owning a fractional interest in a real 
Giant's store of value. Only it won't be managed like a Giant would manage his stash, buying focal 
point winners and selling the losers until all he has left are the winners. Instead, a fund manager will 
decide which pieces of art will be purchased and sold, and his only concern will be the short term gains 
made from selling the best pieces so that he can make his 2+20. Another called this "a western way," to 
"cut the winners and let the losers run."

The thing about this focal point effect I'm trying to explain is that the winners rise to the top and just 
keep on rising, well out of reach for all but the Giants. What makes something one of the "best-of-the-
best" is not its superior quality or age, but simply the focal point effect, which essentially means that 
Giants have already voted for it in the only way that matters, with their pocketbooks. 

True Giants are extremely strong hands when it comes to stores of value. They generally have no 
financial need to sell anything, so when they do, it is often because they are "trading up". In this way, 
the very best-of-the-best items tend to make their way into the strongest hands where they just "lie still" 
for generations. And, of course, we cannot know the price of such best-of-the-best items except on the 
very rare occasions when they are put up for auction. 

If we could, somehow, hypothetically, come up with an objective way to identify the best-of-the-best as 
a class, and also track their progressive appreciation, I think we'd probably find a lower but much more 
dependable (less risky and more homogeneous or uniform, especially over the long run) rate of 
appreciation than the Mei Moses index would otherwise lead us to believe. Of course, this is impossible 
to know, because the best-of-the-best focal point winners I'm talking about are the ones that never go 
up for sale, kind of like the Mona Lisa, so we will never know their price. All we can do is guess. 

Here's where it might get a little bit difficult to follow because you'll need to think like a Giant. While 
these "best-of-the-best" items are perpetually appreciating, hypothetically at a remarkably dependable 
rate, and while that seems very appealing to us shrimps, it has nothing to do with the reason the Giants 
buy these things. Giants buy these things simply because of the regression, network and focal point 
effects that engender the confidence that, when needed, they will be able to find a buyer ready to pay 
the highest price which can possibly be attained at that time, whenever it may be. 
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It is, quite simply, the inherently-strong hands of the Giants that instill such remarkable dependability 
in the "best-of-the-best" focal point stores of value. If Giants suddenly had weak hands, and all such 
items were to hit the market at once, this would obviously no longer be the case. But that clearly 
doesn't happen, precisely because such items are only within reach of true Giants, who, by definition, 
have inherently strong hands. 

We know this is true by the simple fact that these items I'm calling "the best of the best" so rarely come 
to market. Once they make their way into the strongest hands, they just sit there, lying still for 
generations. And this is why, on the very rare occasion that one hits the market, we see other Giants 
falling all over themselves to get it, bidding that item up to well above all "rational" expectations and, 
without fail, setting a new record. It's quite literally something that's only available to Giants, and you 
almost have to be one to even understand it. And because these items I'm talking about always sell for 
more than can "rationally" be expected or explained, they will never end up in one of those art funds. 
Only a true Giant can understand the "rationale" behind "paying way too much" for something. 

And then there's gold. But I'm not talking about today's (quote-unquote) "Gold". I'm talking about 
physical gold, the singular item in that Economist article above which is not only hoarded by Giants, 
but is also available to anyone and everyone. If you can wrap your head around the concepts—the 
effects—that instill such remarkable store-of-value functionality in the best-of-the-best real things as I 
have explained them, then I am here to tell you that physical gold is even better! 

ANOTHER: The gold market is made up of a very broad spectrum of investors. At the very 
farthest ends of this spectrum lie the persons with the largest influence on the physical 
bullion. The super wealthy at one end and the "third world no ones" at the other. The 
middle is occupied, mostly, by the "investors with western thought". The far ends buy 
bullion. And they don't buy it as a gamble or a game! It is a way of life that has worked, 
through thick and thin, even before the West was "The West".

Now, on the other hand, this "modern day middle of the spectrum"! Well, they have read 
why we need gold, but they have never "Experienced" the need for gold! Until that day, 
when they gain "Experience", most of them will make "A Gamble That They Never 
Intended To Take". Yes, they do invest in all forms of paper and or leveraged gold and all 
the while, expounding from the roof tops the coming currency crashes and stock market 
declines. Even looking for bank closures and bank runs, as they cling dearly to comex 
options and gold stocks!

Anyone, from the outside looking in can clearly see that "westerners" do lack "experience".

There is a "flaw" in this modern market that many do not quite grasp. In time, they will! 
There have always been people and companies that make a living dealing in gold. It is an 
ages old business. Today, we see a phenomenon that is "as none before". It is mostly done 
by the investors at the middle of the spectrum. The "trading of gold" has grown to a level 
never seen in history! You read every day, that no one wants or needs gold! In a way those 
statements are very correct! No investor wants to hold gold, but everyone and his brother 
( and sister ) wants to trade it! The volume of paper trading, worldwide, on and off market 
is beyond belief! It has created a type of "Parallel Paper Gold Universe", existing side by 
side with the physical. The major "flaw" in this system is found in the makeup of the 
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"traders" of this "paper gold universe". Without fail, the majority is made up by those in the 
"middle of the spectrum", those without "loss of currency "Experience" ". Mostly, they are 
of "western thought".

I have tried to offer these thoughts as a way for many to understand why this modern gold 
market is not as before. Most of these letters apply to investors at the far two ends of the 
market ( see my last post ) . Many, from other places, do understand these "expressions" as 
given. For many here, I resist the replies to questions that offer results for "gold traders". 
The intents and reasons are for persons to "consider" and "see" this market in a true light 
for today. Not for paper trades that will lead to certain loss for the future. I now believe, 
that by way of other posters, these thoughts are "in grasp" by many traders of "western 
thought". One may not "accept" the conclusions, but they can, "mentally experience the 
outcome" of the future. For this end I will now offer real direction. That of Why, When and 
How Much! I do this for those of "Family and Country", and persons of Honor. Those that 
live to help, not take, in times of change! Some say this knowledge should not be in a 
"public way", but I say secrets are for fools.

We must grasp that all commerce is done, at least, in the US dollar concept of "valuations 
of real things". In this way, " the true value of the purchase of real money" is hidden from 
view! Persons will say in the future, "how could gold be $500 one day and $5,000 the 
next"? I tell you now, it is already past that level, as in "present reserve currency dealings" 
it is not seen! Consider, that in all that you do and think, your "western values" are of paper 
concepts. From your birth, real things are not used to cross value themselves! When the 
battle to keep gold from devaluing oil ( in direct gold for oil terms ) is lost, the dollar will 
find "no problem" with $30,000 gold, as it will be seen as a "benefit for all" and "why did 
noone see this sooner"?

Now when I say that physical gold is even better, I'm not talking about carrying it through the 
revaluation. I'm talking about after the revaluation. But to understand what I'm trying to say, I think 
you need to put your mind there, into the future, to "mentally experience the outcome" of the future, 
which is why I included that bit from Another. He lays it out quite clearly. Today's gold market consists 
of a "Parallel Paper Gold Universe" used by "investors with western thought," and real physical gold 
used by Giants and "third world no ones" for generations. 

"Street Gold" and "Paper Gold" are going to part ways! –FOA

Physical gold is the one real thing that puts Giants and "third world no ones" on equal footing. Third 
world no ones certainly don't buy $100M paintings, $50M balloon dogs, or spend half a million on 
small tables with their surplus income. But they do buy gold as a tradable wealth asset, that singular 
real thing (focal point effect) in which its perceived value comes from a very long history (regression 
effect) of broad demand (network effect) for its store-of-value function above and beyond any other 
services it renders as a shiny and malleable metal. 

But what about those "investors with western thought"? If "Street Gold" and "Paper Gold" are going to 
part ways, does that mean gold will play no future role in the West? Of course not. The fact of the 
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matter is that a large slice of today's "investors with western thought" are not true investors at all. They 
are conservative savers, which means they are inherently more like the Giants and "third world no 
ones" in terms of how they prefer to deploy their surplus income. Investor money is called "hot money" 
because it's always on the move, looking for the next great yield, which requires a certain amount of 
expertise and focus on the specific activity of investing. Saver money, on the other hand, is "cold 
money" as it lies very still, which requires a focal point store of value. Gold is for savers:

"[Another's] message and proposition was never for a trader's mindset or time frame. Indeed, his 
direction was for simple savers, like you and me… As I hold my gold for the money it is, traders will 
work all these markets as they must… most "physical gold" savers will find themselves "many steps" 
ahead of the "Western trading community" as this plays out… gold money was/is but a representation 
of the real tradable wealth you saved over a lifetime of work… This "long term gold accumulation" 
proposition was given some time ago, to induce conservative people to begin saving gold "now"… You 
see, there is a world of difference between saving real money as a "wealth of ages" and trying to trade 
this world's "paper derivatives"… These years be right for ones who save gold." –FOA

FOA called this function or utility "wealth money", which denotes both the physicality of the item 
(wealth) such that it represents true settlement—an exit from the monetary plane—as well as the 
primary source of its demand, which is above and beyond any other physical services it renders 
(money). But gold doesn't quite fulfill this "equal footing" promise yet today, as anyone who first 
purchased gold in August or September of 2011 can attest. It will, but not until "Street Gold" and 
"Paper Gold" part ways. 

Of course, the time preference of non-giant savers is higher (shorter) than it is for true Giants. So for 
gold to be on equal footing with the likes of "Balloon Dog (Orange)" and "Silver Car Crash (Double 
Disaster)", it will need to have a few differences that make it much more amenable to turnover on a 
shorter time frame. And it will. It already does! 

For one thing, the transaction cost is, and will be, much smaller than the 12% to 25% commission that 
top auction houses charge for selling high-end items. For gold it's around 5% today, and will probably 
be much lower at a higher price. Low transaction costs are important because they must be overcome 
and recouped through appreciation within the minimum preferred time frame. Likewise, the cost of 
storage and security must be recouped through appreciation. It costs a lot more to securely store a 12 
foot-tall balloon dog than it does to store 1,000 ounces of gold. 

These costs, round-trip transaction cost plus secure storage, compared with gold's real appreciation 
(appreciation in real, not nominal, terms), will naturally match the time preference of savers for settling 
physical plane imbalances versus carrying a monetary plane balance. In other words, the cost of 
carrying a cash balance will be compared to the cost of buying "wealth money" over a short time 
frame. 

How short of a time frame, you ask? I can only guess, but I can easily imagine a round-trip transaction 
cost of 2% and an annual insured storage cost of around 0.1%, with a real appreciation of 1%++ per 
year. So that would put the minimum time frame for settling a monetary plane surplus at about 2 years, 
which is a good time horizon for known and expected expenses for which you'd want to carry a cash 
balance. 
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It is remarkable that gold and the physical part of the market are already so well-suited for this role and 
function. Large volume gold dealers make millions today even with a margin as slim as 1% or less, and 
large volume insured storage can be attained for just a fraction of a percent per year, even with today's 
price of gold. At a higher gold price, those same margins will be profitable for smaller operations. But 
even more remarkable, when you think about it in the proper future context, is how gold is perfectly 
geared to appreciate at just the right rate. Let's call it the Gold  ilocks principle. Fast enough to give us 
"an enduring, tradable wealth asset that places our footing in life on equal ground with the giants 
around us,", but not too fast, so that it will never attract the "hot money" flow of the investors.

Perpetual Appreciation (The Focal Point Effect) 

"Truly, as gold is once more used as "wealth money", this action will again impart an unlimited value
for gold in use. The more we built and created, the greater the gold value must always be in the future.

…In this context, its demand will remain, as always, infinite." –FOA

Back in 2009, in Gold: The Ultimate Un-Bubble, I wrote that the price of gold is arbitrary:

"Furthermore, the price of gold is arbitrary. This means that gold can go as high as the 
people of Earth want to take it without EVER exceeding objective valuations by common 
metrics like earnings, interest or the sum value of its component elements... One of the most 
common criticisms of gold's use as an investment is that it cannot be valued the way stocks, 
bonds and real estate can… But if we invert this argument then gold can never be 
OVERvalued either, whilst those other things can..."

I want to discuss this concept a little more, because my use of the word "arbitrary" confused certain 
people. In this context, "arbitrary" does not mean random or irrational, but rather more like seemingly 
random or seemingly irrational, kind of like the price of "Balloon Dog (Orange)". It refers to the price 
being more subjective than objective, determined by individual preference and demand rather than by 
"rational metrics" or comparison to the price of other things. 

Arbitrary

1: depending on individual discretion (as of a judge) and not fixed by law 
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3a : based on or determined by individual preference or convenience rather than by 
necessity or the intrinsic nature of something 

b : existing or coming about seemingly at random…

This is precisely what sets gold apart from the world of investments and puts it more in league with 
high-end collectibles as a store of value. All things other than gold (and other stores of value) have 
relative values which are tied to each other by common metrics which cannot be applied to gold. The 
price of gold is "arbitrary" relative to the common metrics which price everything else, therefore when 
gold's function changes in Freegold, its new price (priced in other goods and services) will shock and 
awe anyone who didn't understand the "arbitrary" nature of the price of gold.

The price of anything is actually its relative value compared to everything else. That's what price is. It 
is relative value. FOA wrote, "Money in its purest form is a mental association of values in trade… the 
value is in your association abilities." This is where gold is distinct, disconnected from everything else. 
Not today. Today gold trades as if it is a commodity like oil or other metals, with a price driven by that 
association. But this commodity association is only in the minds of Another's "modern day middle of 
the spectrum". When "Street Gold" and "Paper Gold" part ways, "the dollar will find "no problem" 
with $30,000 gold", and people will say "why did noone see this sooner"? 

Well, you can see it sooner, and that's why I'm discussing the concept of "arbitrary" pricing, from a 
$490,000 card table to a $58,405,000 12-foot-tall metal balloon dog, to a $104,500,000 Andy Warhol 
painting. But what about after gold is revalued and functioning as a true store of value? Can we expect 
it to continue appreciating into perpetuity? Yes, of course we can! 

Now, I need to briefly mention the concepts of marginal utility and substitution since I used the terms 
subjective and objective above. All prices (relative values) are essentially subjective in that they are 
derived from demand related to the primary utility of the item. Think buggy whips versus umbrellas. 
An umbrella still has a use, and therefore demand, while a buggy whip does not. But the prices of gold 
and other stores of value are more subjective than other things, and the prices of other things are more 
objective than stores of value. And this relative measure of "objectivity" (as I'm calling it) comes from 
the concepts of marginal utility and substitution. 

Marginal utility means that, for things in which their primary utility is the service they render in their 
specific form, like a table, the value derived from demand for this utility declines at the margin. How 
many tables does one man need? At some point he will have enough tables, and at that point, his 
demand for another well-crafted and nice-looking flat surface with four legs will decline. In economics, 
this is called the law of diminishing marginal utility, and it applies nearly all utility functions except the 
store-of-value function. Shoes, in Imelda Marcos' case, might be an exception to the rule. 

The substitution effect is the idea that as the price (relative value) of something rises, it will eventually 
be replaced by a less costly alternative that renders the same or similar service. These two concepts are 
essentially limiting factors in the relative values of everything other than the very best store-of-value 
collectibles. 



I'm getting into some heavily-conceptual territory here, so please bear with me. I want you to think 
about the regression (historical effectiveness), network and focal point effects as they relate to the very 
best artworks in the world. Being one of the very "best of the best" is an emergent property, one that 
can only be identified in hindsight. In fact, picking unique individual pieces of art is indeed a bit of a 
gamble. Who's to say that "Balloon Dog (Orange)" (or any of the colors for that matter) will turn out to 
be a good store of value 40 years from now? Will it stand the test of time? I have no idea, but I 
wouldn't bet my own money on it! 

What would it mean for "Balloon Dog (Orange)" to stand the test of time, or not? Is it about price 
appreciation? As I said above, you really have to think like a Giant to see that it is not about price 
appreciation. I realize this is a difficult concept for a Shrimp to even consider, but as I said, Giants seek 
and hold these kinds of items because of the confidence engendered by the regression, network and 
focal point effects that, when needed, they will be able to find a buyer ready to pay the highest price 
which can possibly be attained in the market at that time.

They don't hold it because it appreciates. It appreciates because they hold it. Cause and effect. 
Perpetual appreciation is the effect, not the cause. The cause can be traced to the regression, network 
and focal point effects. 

Of course not every piece of artwork that sells for $10, $50 or $100 million will be able to be resold 
years later for a profit. Only the "best of the best" will, and we'll only know for sure which ones those 
are in hindsight, after the fact, after they go to auction. And yet, even though we can't know for sure, 
we can have a high degree of confidence about some of them. How much do you think the Mona Lisa 
is worth? 

___________

What do you think? Is low but steady perpetual appreciation in real terms even possible? Someone 
asked me recently: "FOFOA, I've heard many people say that interest is evil, and then they use the old 
"if you deposited $100 earning interest over the last 2000 years it would be enough money to buy the 
world. So to play devil's advocate if gold rises in purchasing power over time wouldn't it create a 
similar problem to compound interest. Theoretically 5000 years from now one ounce of gold could buy 
the whole world and whatnot?" 

This is a good question, because for Westerners raised from birth to think of value in terms of nominal 
digits, compounding appreciation does seem to raise a red flag. But in digital terms, even theoretically, 
there's a difference between nominal interest and interest in real terms, or real interest. In order to "own 
the world" you'd have to earn a compounding interest rate in real terms, and what time has revealed is 
that such nominal appreciation is always offset by a depreciating denominator. 

Imagine you had a 2% inflation rate and you also earned 2% in compounding interest giving you 
perfectly stable purchasing power. As your compounding interest turns exponential, so too does your 
denominator (the numéraire) lose purchasing power. You can try an exercise on a simple Excel spread 
sheet. 

Start with $100 in two columns. In the first column, depreciate the base unit by 2% per year. So 



100*0.98 and reiterate that for 100 years. That will show you the decline in purchasing power of the 
base unit. Then in the second column, give yourself 2% interest for 100 years. 100*1.02. This will 
show you the compounding principle. After 100 years, your base unit will only be worth 13.26% of 
what it was the first year, and your compound interest savings account will have $724.46 in it. You can 
run iterations to infinity if you want, but as your nominal balance approaches infinity, your base unit 
value will approach zero. 

If you take away the depreciating denominator, then yes, your purchasing power will eventually 
approach infinity. This doesn't happen in the real world, but, amazingly, perpetual appreciation in real 
terms is still possible with a true focal point store of value. 

The Mona Lisa is quite possibly the most valued painting in the world, even though it has never been 
on the market in the 500 years since it was painted, and probably never will be. (Notice I used the 
subjective word "valued" rather than the more objective word "valuable", because value is a subjective 
attribute, especially in items whose primary purpose is the retention of said subjective attribute over 
time. Which is kind of the whole point of this post, but I digress.) It is certainly the best known, most 
visited and most written about piece of art in the world, great focal point features. It is considered a 
national treasure in France, although in 1911 an Italian tried to steal it back for Italy. How much the 
Mona Lisa would fetch on the open market is impossible to know, but we can probably guess the bare 
minimum. 

The most expensive painting ever sold was a Cézanne painted in 1893 which sold to the State of Qatar 
in 2011 for around $300 million. While the Mona Lisa has never been on the market, it did go on tour 
in 1962 at which time it was assessed for insurance purposes at $100 million. According to Wikipedia, 
$100M in 1962 would be $760M today, "making it, in practice, by far the most valued painting in the 
world."

In order to calculate its real rate of appreciation, compounded annually, we must guess at a starting 
value for the painting. As I have said, the focal point effect is an emergent property revealed over time. 
So while Leonardo da Vinci was very famous in his day, we shouldn't assume an overly-high initial 
valuation. The Mona Lisa is believed to have been a commissioned portrait which was never delivered, 
went unfinished for more than a decade, and remained in da Vinci's possession until his death in 1519. 

If it had been worth millions (in today's dollars) on the art market of the time, you would think he 
might have sold it, or at least finished it earlier. An amount was supposedly paid for the painting by the 
King of France after da Vinci's death, but it is unclear what the modern equivalent of that payment 
would be. It might have been the equivalent of $100,000 or more. So let's err on the high side and say 
that the Mona Lisa might have sold for as much as $500,000 in modern terms had it been auctioned off 
upon completion. That's probably too high, but it will suffice for our purpose. 

We can use a compound interest calculator to figure out the rate of appreciation for something that 
appreciated in value from $500,000 to $760,000,000 over 500 years, and that rate is 1.47% per year, 
compounded annually. That's real, not nominal, appreciation. And that's the low but steady perpetual 
appreciation in real terms that I'm talking about. It comes from the focal point effect. Obviously not 
everything can appreciate in that way, but the focal point can. (BTW, if we start the Mona Lisa at $50K 
and appreciate it up to $1B over 500 years, which is probably more realistic, that's still only 2% annual 



appreciation.)

Like I said, I'm deep in conceptual territory here, so, again, please bear with me. I want you to think 
about all of the gold in the world as a single unit or mass. And as God is to Leonardo da Vinci, so gold 
is to the Mona Lisa. Gold is God's "Mona Lisa". And as you'd expect, coming from God, gold has 
many features which make it almost infinitely better than the Mona Lisa. 

To begin with, while the Mona Lisa has 500 years of emergent focal point effect under her belt, gold 
has at least 5,000 years. Gold is divisible without losing value. If we cut up the Mona Lisa into 760,000 
pieces, do you think we could sell each piece for a thousand dollars? And even if we could, would they 
retain that value over the long run? Gold is much more durable than the Mona Lisa, and therefore much 
more economical to store and transport. The transaction cost of gold is also much more economical. If 
you could buy the Mona Lisa through Christie's today, their commission would be $91M, but you could 
buy $760M in gold for a transaction cost of less than $8M. 

Get the point yet? Gold has better fundamentals for fulfilling demand related to the service it renders as 
a "real thing store of value" than anything else. Those fundamentals are the regression effect (a longer 
history than anything else), the network effect (more Giants and "third world no ones" than anything 
else) and the focal point effect (only real gold is "as good as gold"). That doesn't mean it should 
appreciate at a higher rate than the Mona Lisa, however, because remember that appreciation is an 
effect of these fundamentals, not the cause. 

The cause is the confidence in those who possess (and seek) physical gold, confidence engendered by 
the fundamentals, that, when needed, they will be able to find a buyer ready to pay the highest price 
which can possibly be attained on the market at that time. That confidence is the cause, and perpetual 
appreciation is the effect. But I think you'll need to think like a Giant in order for that to really sink in. 

Giants, who think this way, indeed, are the foundational base of gold's value. Like the very best-of-the-
best works of art, Giants have every reason to accumulate more, keep what they already have, and no 
reason to ever sell. It is quite simply the divisibility of gold that will "place our footing in life on equal 
ground with the giants around us."

There are several simpler arguments for perpetual appreciation that I could have made much more 
easily, like FOA's quote at the top of this section: "The more we built and created, the greater the gold 
value must always be in the future." This is physical plane appreciation we're talking about. That's what 
"real" means: gold appreciating against other real things. I could have discussed the changes in gold 
mining that revaluation will induce, and how public sector gold actions, including mining, will 
essentially be monetary plane operations with minimal effect on physical plane appreciation. 

I could have discussed growth rates, stock to flow ratio and how revaluation in real terms eliminates 
prior volatility in real terms because it increases relative "mass", and therefore inertia, in both currency 
and relative value terms. I could have discussed the wide variety of investment options that will keep 
"hot money" away from gold, delineating, once and for all, savers from investors, traders and 
speculators. But I wanted to tackle the most difficult argument I could think of—the "infinitely 
divisible God's Mona Lisa" concept. So how did I do? Does it work for you? 

___________



Even with all of the towel-throwing we've seen over the last two years since the bull run ended, it's 
important to remember that for every seller there must be a buyer. Every last piece of gold on this 
planet is equitably owned by someone, even if it feels like no one wants gold anymore. 

"Do you think that value has been lost by holding physical gold all these years?

If the answer is yes, you are wrong! I tell you now, it's all in your perception of what is value and what 
is real. Gold has been increasing in value since the early 90s and doing it at a rate much higher than 
any other investment. Cannot see this? Hear me now, what the wealthy and powerful know: "real 
value does not have to always be stated or converted thruout time. It need only be priced once during 
the experience of life, that will be much more than enough!" –ANOTHER

Revaluation is a one-off event. The reason for seeking and holding gold after the revaluation will not be 
the anticipation of another revaluation. For the very strongest hands which form the foundation of 
gold's high value, the reason won't even be perpetual appreciation. The fundamental reason for seeking 
and holding gold after the revaluation will be the confidence that, when needed, anyone anywhere will 
be able to find a buyer ready to pay the highest price that can possibly be attained on the market at that 
time. Of course, some people, who are today holding gold only for a revaluation windfall, will 
immediately cash in that lottery ticket. One such person just wrote this in the comments under the last 
post:

"To wake up one morning and find that I’m freegold multi-millionaire would be like a kid waking up 
Christmas morning, I can’t wait." 

But I wonder how many weak-handed Western shrimps with this mindset will actually be among the 
strong-handed Giants and "third world no ones" that constitute the vast majority of equitable owners 
when the time comes. I know a lot of people who have already thrown in the towel, so I suppose it 
depends on when it happens, at $1,000, at $800, or at $250. I suspect there could be a lot fewer than we 
might think. 

What we see right now is the last bits of physical gold gradually working their way into stronger and 
stronger hands as the price declines, just like the best-of-the-best artworks which, once they reach the 
strongest hands, never hit the market again. Just something to think about as you hear more and more 
Western investors throwing in the towel on physical gold. Wow, what timing! 

http://ubercraftorg.ipage.com/thoughts/1997/11.html#15


Revaluation 

"Yet, through it all, the revaluation must come as gold will return as money to represent all of this 
wealth many times over. For truly, all modern wealth will be directly or indirectly denominated in gold 
as our dollar reserve fails. To this end, the physical gold holder will stand "one step in wealth" ahead 
of every worldly paper trader." –FOA

"The removal of the political "world dollar settlement" price of gold will revalue this asset in terms 
that noone of "western thinking" can understand." –ANOTHER

"A poster on Kitco (I think his handle was AllenUSA) once did a superb job of explaining the 
dynamics of oil pricing during a currency collapse and gold revaluation." –FOA

"Both gold and currencies are traded with perceived future value in mind. Especially gold that is 
known to be revalued later." –FOA 

"Later, gold will be revalued upward..." –FOA

"I fully well expect my wealth holdings to not grow one bit over the next twenty years!!!!!! But, I do 
expect the world markets to evolve and revalue my assets, showing their true worth. No, not near gold, 
not almost gold, not poor man's gold, not gold in the ground or other paper gold,,,,,,,,,,,, just plain old 
gold in the hand. An asset that will out perform every other holding in the times to come.

--------- The wealth of ages; a lifetime of work kept in a savings from our past. --------" –FOA 

"Yet few considered the true ramifications if countries suddenly revalue gold not as money, but as a 
world reserve asset! We approach this dynamic today as world dollar debt has reached its limit. 
Exciting times for those that "walk in the footsteps of giants", awful times for those that have invested 
in the gold industry. It's not too late to change course and sail with the wind. With the direction of 
someone that understands, I have done just that! With the wind...........we are on the road now!!!" –FOA

"From this stance we can understand why many have viewed gold as a riskless holding that will be 
revalued. If it was part of your mix, the transition would always make up for any return lost from not 
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holding other assets. Indeed, it is the very ultimate in a super leveraged investment. No other currency 
today could expect a 1,000% to 10,000% rise in value against the dollar, none." –FOA 

"The current "paper gold market" is not a physical gold trading arena, as many here have observed 
and discussed. Truly, in every sense, it is a "currency market" as contracts are settled in the prevailing 
"currency values" of gold. It is through this process, that gold is purchased "as a stated value in 
currency terms", not in physical terms. It is known, that a switch to trading of gold to "physical terms" 
of the same volume as today, would not only bring a huge revaluation in price, it would also destroy 
the market." –ANOTHER 

"If all the gold held by earth were placed in the hands as money, it would be used to revalue every "real 
thing" at a fair price. A tiny fraction of gold would buy much production of goods and services, on a 
basis equal for all men, not as a debt for later settlement, as currencies are now!" –ANOTHER 

"Once fully understood, I think most would then agree with its inevitable outcome. Indeed, a "free gold 
market", based only on physical holdings would impact the world economic system unlike anything 
seen before it. And Yes, it's impact on the relative value of gold will make that metal the monetary 
wealth investment for the next thousand years!" –FOA 

An Eye for Gold 

FOA (12/2/99; 18:06:06 #20082)
An eye for gold!

After all these days,,, did Another "time" the gold market correctly? No, not for traders he didn't! But, 
then again, his whole message and proposition was never for a trader's mindset or time frame. Indeed, 
his direction was for simple savers, like you and me. As a conservative group, our holdings represent 
the most long lasting, stable assets that presently exist. Such assets collected over a lifetime should not 
be lost to a world gone mad! Truly, Another's thoughts represent the values held in the old world. For 
many these are in competition for our hearts against the current façade of economic reality. 

We now understand how short-lived the current misconception of money must be. Other fast paced 
modern investors have accepted that "money was never wealth" and paper currencies need not be real 
things to represent their savings. Lost on these "educated of the Western world" is the knowledge that 
"wealth in the form of real things" was the first thing humans traded. It was only later that someone 
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labelled these things as money. As a people, we once knew the special value of gold and held it beside 
our other tradable property. We held this gold more dearly because it made the best form of "tradable" 
wealth. In this context, its demand will remain, as always, infinite. It mattered not if one had one ounce 
or one million ounces, as gold money was/is but a representation of the real tradable wealth you saved 
over a lifetime of work. How far must modern gold now climb as it is reintroduced to the world as a 
new "tradable money wealth"? As far as the unlimited efforts of humanity!

Truly, as gold is once more used as "wealth money", this action will again impart an unlimited value for 
gold in use. The more we built and created, the greater the gold value must always be in the future. 
Neither time or new ideas have changed human nature as it seeks to run from the modern uses and 
valuations of "IOU" wealth. A wealth that was never as great as the dollar said it was. As a system it 
could never represent a lasting "wealth of nations" as held in the account of "common man". Gold will 
come pouring in to fill this void.

This coming new level of value for gold is the "proposition" Another presents. A concept that is now 
being embraced as "something new" for a failing economic system now based upon an over leveraged 
world reserve currency! Truly, the old ways will not fail those that see through our modern money fog. 
Another once put it somewhat this way; Nothing has changed our need for real things as tradable items. 
And this earth is still round my friends. As I hold my gold for the money it is, traders will work all 
these markets as they must. With the speed of light they now circle the earth, only to find their future as 
but one step behind me!

Yes, Another once said that. Differently of course, but an incredible bit of insight it remains. I also 
accept that most "physical gold" savers will find themselves "many steps" ahead of the "Western 
trading community" as this plays out. This "long term gold accumulation" proposition was given some 
time ago, to induce conservative people to begin saving gold "now". At any dollar price, be it $600 or 
$10! Such direction was given in the face of unprecedented choices from where someone could make 
fortunes using our modern vehicles. Yet, through it all, the revaluation must come as gold will return as 
money to represent all of this wealth many times over. For truly, all modern wealth will be directly or 
indirectly denominated in gold as our dollar reserve fails. To this end, the physical gold holder will 
stand "one step in wealth" ahead of every worldly paper trader. Whether they trade paper gold stocks or 
dow stocks, real estate deeds or CDs, in the end their paper winnings will compete with the spoils of all 
others of "Western thought". These "non physical owners" will seek to buy what gold they can at a 
price many will refuse to understand. If one made a million by paper investing, he will buy no more 
than a million in gold. Still, for every new buyer that wishes to escape the old paper world there will be 
the lowly physical buyer from the past who will already possess two million in gold.

You see, there is a world of difference between saving real money as a "wealth of ages" and trying to 
trade this world's "paper derivatives". The lasting wealth of physical gold does not have to be 
"converted" into real things prior to a currencies destruction. It already represents the new holding 
everyone will want. The coming "Western" economic dislocation will devastate all forms of assets that 
are held in "contract ownership". Be they stocks (most gold stocks included), bonds, businesses or 
savings accounts, etc.; the loss of a major currency will consume most of the equity these paper items 
represent. It has happened with every currency ever created and will happen again with our dollars.

So, the next time you read that someone lost their "bet on gold", remember, they lost because they 



made the wrong bet. Only a "bet" of "buying physical" over time represents the FOA/A true position. 

Another recently said:

"The time? These years be right for ones who save gold. One good ear knows meaning of wind in trees. 
The leaves come down as seasons change. Fools see falling price of gold as "death of tree", they chase 
its price as leaves on the ground. Know you all, it is the season that has died. 

Time will prove all things. Ones of simple thought, such as I will save the wood, not the leaf as they 
buy the gold, not the price! Thank You Another

I will be posting and replying this weekend. 

Thanks 
FOA

Freegold 

What is coming isn't merely a simple correction of imbalances that may, on the surface, appear to be 
the result of perceived monetary "sins" of the last hundred years, like the creation of the Fed in 1913, 
the 1922 Genoa Conference, FDR's 1933 gold confiscation and the 1971 Nixon shock. No, it's much 
deeper, much more mind-blowing, and totally inevitable. 

Freegold is the emergence of a new monetary paradigm that has no precedent, certainly not in 
modernity, and probably not in all of recorded monetary history. It's a brand new idea, ironically with 
its roots in ancient history, whose time has simply come. 

So, while it is true, as gold bugs would have it, that gold never really left the monetary realm, despite 
its official change in status, one needs to understand that physical gold's role going forward will, in 
effect, be the result of a shift in consciousness that, without engaging in hyperbole, might be likened to 
the evolution in understanding about what the universe consisted of that transpired after Einstein 
introduced the world to The Theory of Relativity. Money's functions will, like the atom, be split, and 
the world will not be the same afterwards. (Hat tip Edwardo ;)
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Seasons Change, Leaves Die… and so do Systems

"These years be right for ones who save gold. One good ear knows meaning of wind in trees. The 
leaves come down as seasons change. Fools see falling price of gold as "death of tree", they chase 
its price as leaves on the ground. Know you all, it is the season that has died."

Merry Christmas!

Sincerely,
FOFOA
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